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Development of Microprocessor Based Encode~s for 
Secured Transmission 

1. Introduction 

In this age of universal electronic connectivity, of viruses and hackers, of 

electronic eavesdropping and electronic fraud, there is indeed no time at which 

security does not matter. Two trends have come together to make the topic of vital 

interest. First, the explosive growth in computer systems and their interconnections 

via networks has increased the dependence of both organizations and individuals on 

the ihformation stored and communicated using these systems. This in turn, has led 

to a heightened awareness of the need to protect data and resources from disclosure, 

to guarantee the authenticity of data and messages. Second, the discipline of 

cryptography has matured leading to the development of practical, readily available 

applications to enforce security. 

Here, a practical survey of principles and history of cryptography is 

presented. The literature of cryptography has a curious history. Secrecy, of course, 

has always played a central role, but until the First World War, important 

developments appeared in print in a more or less timely fashion and the field moved 

forward in much the same way other specialized disciplines. In 1920, one ofthe most 

influential cryptanalytic papers of twentieth century, William F. Friedman's 

monograph "The index ·of Coincidence and its applications in cryptography", 

. appeared as a first research report of the private Riverbank Laboratories [ 1]. And 

this, despite the fact that works had been done as part of the war effort. In the same 

year Edward. H. Hebern of Oakland, California filed the first patent for a rotor 

machine [2], the device destined to be a mainstay of military cryptography for nearly 

50 years. 

After the First World War, however, things began to change. U.S. army and 

Navy organizations working entirely in secret began to make fundamental advances 

in cryptography. During the thirties and forties, a few basic papers did appear in the 

open literature and several treatises on the subject were published, but the later were 
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farther and farther behind the state of art. By the end of war the transition was 

complete. With one notable exception, the public literature had died. The exception 

was Claude Sharron's paper, "The Communication Theory of Secrecy Systems", 

which appeared in the Bell System Technical Journal in 1949 [3]. It was similar to 

Friedman's paper, in that it grew out of wartime work of Sharron's. 

From 1949 to 1967 the cryptographic literatures was barren. In that year a 

different sort of contribution appeared: David Kahn's history, The Codebreakers [4]. 

It did not contain any new technical ideas, but it did contain a remarkably complete . 

history of what had gone before, including mention of some things that the Govt. of 

USA still considered secret. The significance of the Codebreakers lay not just its 

remarkable scope, but also in the fact that it enjoyed good sales and made tens of 

thousands of people, who had never given the matter a moment's thought, aware of 

cryptography. A trickle of new cryptographic began to written. 

At about the same time, Horst Fiestel, who had earlier worked on 

identification of friend or foe devices for the Air Force, took his life long passion for 

cryptography to the IBM Watson Laboratory in Yorktown Heights, New York. 

There, he began development of what was to become the US Data Encryption 

Standard; by early 1970s several technical reports on this subject by Fiestel and his 

colleagues had been made public by IBM [5, 6, 7]. 

This was the situation when W. Diffie entered the field in late 1972. The 

cryptographic literature was not abundant, but there was included some very shiny 

nuggets. 

Cryptography presents a difficulty not found in normal academic disciplines: 

the need for the proper interaction of Cryptography and Cryptanalysis. This arises 

out of the fact that in absence of real communications requirements, it is easy to 

propose a system that appears unbreakable. Many academic designs are complex that 

the would be cryptanalyst does not know where to start; exposing flaws in these 

designs is far harder than designing them in the first place. The result is that the 

competitive process, which is one strong motivations in academic research, can not 

take hold. In 1975, Hellman and W. Diffie proposed public Cryptography [8], one of 

the indirect aspects of their contribution was to introduce a problem that does not 
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even appear easy to solve. This enthused the number of people in Cryptography, the 

number of meetings held, and number ofbooks and papers published. 

W. Diffie told the following statements to the audience in his acceptance 

speech for the Donald E. Fink award - given for the best expository paper [9], 

"Privacy and Authentication: An Introduction to Cryptography", to appear in an 

IEEE Journal- which he received jointly with Hellman in 1980. 

"I had an experience that I suspected was rare even among the prominent 

scholars who populate the IEEE award Ceremony:. I had written the paper I had 

wanted to study, but could not find, when I first became seriously interested in 

Cryptography. Had I been able to go to the Stanford Bookstore and picked up a 

modem cryptography text, I would probably have learned about the fields years 

earlier. But only things available in the fall of 1972 were a few classic papers and 

some obscure technical reports." 

The contemporary researcher has no such problem. The problem now IS 

choosing where to start among the thousands of papers and dozens of books. It has 

been necessary to spend long hours hunting out and then studying the research 

literature before being able to design the sort of cryptographic utilities glibly 

described in popular articles. This gap has been filled by Bruce Schneier's "Applied 

Cryptography" [10]. Bruce Schneier has given a panoramic view of the :fiuits. of 20 

years (1976 - 1996) of public research. He has included an account of the world in 

which Cryptography is developed and applied, and discusses entities ranging from 

the International Association for Cryptologic Research (IACR) to the National 

Security Agency (NSA). 

In early 80s NSA made several attempts to control Cryptography and issued a 

letter to the IEEE mentioning that the publication of Cryptographic material is a 

violation of the International Traffic Arms Regulations (IT AR). These viewpoint 

turned out not even to be supported by the regulation themselves - which contained 

an explicit exemption for published material. 

Some essential terms and basic background of Cryptography are intended to 

present in· section 1.1 to 1. 8. Then the objective of the work will be presented. 
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1.1 Sender and Receiver: 

A sender wants to send a message securely to a receiver so that eavesdropper 

can not read the message. 

1.2 Messages, Encryption, Decryption and Related Terms: 

A message is plaintext. The process of disguising a message in such a way as 

to hide its substance is Encryption. An encrypted message is ciphertext. The 

process of turning the ciphertext back into plaintext is Decryption. The art and 

science of keeping messages secure is Cryptography, and it is practiced by 

Cryptographer. The art and science of breaking ciphertext is Cryptanalysis and the 

practitioner is called Cryptanalyst. The branch of mathematics encompassing both 

Cryptography and Cryptanalysis is Cryptology and its practitioner is Cryptologist. 

The encryption function (E) operated on a message (M) produces a ciphertext 

(C). Mathematically, C = E(M). In reverse process, the decryption function (D) 

operates on C to produce message (M). M=D(C). The whole process can be 

described as M = D(E(M)). The following security services are important 

requirements for cryptography. The security services are important requirements for 

cryptography. These are given in section 1.2.1 to 1.2.4. 

1.2.1 Confidentiality: It is the pJ;otection of transmitted data from passive attacks. 

1.2.2 Authentication: It is concerned with assuring that a communication is 

authentic. In the case of single message, such as a warning or alarm signal, the 

function of the authentication service is to assure the recipient that the message is 

from the source that it claims to be from. 

1.2.3 Integrity: As with confidentiality, integrity can apply to a stream of messages, 

a single message or a selected field within a message. The most useful and 

straightforward approach is total stream protection. A connection oriented integrity 

service, one that deals with a stream of messages, assures that messages are received 

as sent, with no duplication, insertion, modification, reordering, replays or 

destruction of data. 

1.2.4 Nonrepudiation: Nomepudiation prevents either sender or receiver from 

denying a transmitted message. 

1.3 Algorithms and Keys: A cryptographi·c algorithm is the mathematical function 

used for encryption and decryption. If the security of an algorithm is based on 
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keeping the way that algorithm works a secret. It is restricted algorithm. This type of 

algorithm, though popular, has become obsolete. Because someone of a group 

accidentally reveals the secret, everyone has to change their algorithm. Every time a 

user leaves the group, every one else has to switch to a different algorithm. The 

modern cryptography solves this problem with the introduction of a key, K. This key 

might be any one of large number of values. The range of possible values of key is 

called keyspace. Both encryption and decryption use this key. So the functions may 

written as 

Ek (M) = C; Dk (C)= M and Dk (Ek (M)) = M 

The encryption function, E operated on message, M with key, K generates ciphertext, 

C; the decryption function, D operates on C with key, K generates the message; 

therefore the decryption function operates on encrypted message generates the 

message. Some algorithms use different keys, one (K1) for encryption and other (K2) 

for decryption. Then 

Ek1 (M) = C; Dk2 (C) = M and Dk2 (Ekl (M)) = M 

All of these security in these algorithms is based on the key ( or keys). This can be 

shown in the following figure in.1. 

Plain

Text __.. 

Encryption Decryption 
Key key 

.,, 
Ciphertext 

.,, 
El).cryption ... Decryption 

~ 

Fig 1.1: Encryption and decryption with keys 

Plai ntext 

f----+ 

A cryptosystem is an algorithm, plus all possible plaintexts, ciphertexts and keys. 

According to the type of key used algorithms may be classified as 

1. Symmetric algorithm 

and 2. Public-~ey algorithm 

1.3.1 Symmetric Algorithm: Symmetric Algorithms, also called conventional 

algorithms, are algorithms where the encryption key can be calculated from the 
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decryption key and vice-versa. In most symmetric algorithms, the encryption and 

decryption keys are the same. These algorithms, also called secret key algorithms, 

single key algorithms or one-key algorithms, requires that the sender and receiver 

agree on a key before they can communicate securely. The security rests on the key. 

As long as communication needs to remain secret, the key must remain secret. 

Symmetric algorithms can be divided into two categories. Some operate on plaintext 

a single bit at a time. These are called Stream algorithms or stream ciphers. 

Others operate on plaintext in groups of bits. The groups of bits are called blocks and 

algorithms are called Block algorithms or Block ciphers. 

1.3.2 Public-key Algorithms: Public-key algorithms, also called Asymmetric 

algorithms, are designed so that the key used for encryption is different from the key 

used for decryption. The decryption key can not be calculated from the encryption 

key. The algorithms are called public-key algorithms, because the encryption key can 

be made public. A stranger can use the encryption key to encrypt a message, but only 

a specific person with corresponding decryption key can decrypt the message. The 

encryption is often called public key and the decryption key is often called the 

private key (secret key). Sometimes messages are enciypted with the private key 

and decrypted with the public key. This used in digital signatures. 

1.4 Security of Algorithms: Different algorithms offer different degrees of security. 

It depends on how hard they are to break. If the cost required to break an algorithm is 

greater than the value of encrypted data, then we are probably safe. If the time 

required to break the algorithm is longer than the time, the encrypted data must 

remain secret, then we are probably safe. If the amount of data encrypted with a 

single key is less than the amount of data necessary to break algorithm, then we are 

probably safe. 

Lars Knudsen classified these different categories of breaking an algorithm in 

decreasing order of severity [ 11]. 

1. Total Break: A cryptanalyst finds the key, K, such that Dk (C) = M. 

2. Global Break: A cryptanalyst finds an alternate algorithm, A equivalent 

to Dk(C), without knowing K. 

3. Local Deduction: A Cryptanalyst finds the plaintext of an intercepted 

ciphertext. 
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4. Information Deduction: A Cryptanalyst gains some information about 

the key or plaintext. This information would be a few bits of the key, 

some information about the form of plaintext, and so forth. 

An algorithm is unconditionally secure, if no matter how much ciphertext a 

cryptanalyst has, there is not enough information to recover the plaintext. In point of 

fact, only a one-time pad 1s unbreakable given infinite resources. All other 

cryptosystems are breakable m a ciphertext-only attack, simply by trying every 

possible key one by one and checking whether resulting plaintext is meaningful. This 

is called Brute-force attack. 

Cryptography is more concerned with cryptosystems that are computationally 

infeasible to break. An algorithm is considered computationally secure, if it can 

not be broken with. available resources, either current or future. 

We can measure the complexity of an attack in different ways: 

1. Data Complexity: The amount of data needed as input to the attack. 

2. Processing Complexity: The time needed to perform the attack. This 

often called work-factor. 

3. Storage Requirement: The amount of memory needed to do the attack. 

Complexities are expressed as orders of magnitude. If an algorithm has a 

processing complexity of 2128 
, then 2128 operations are required to break the 

algorithm. Still if we assume that we have enough computing speed to perform a 

million operations every second and we set a million parallel processors against 

task, it will still take over 1019 years to recover the key. That's a billion times the 

age of the Universe. 

Historically, a code refers to a cryptosystem that deals with linguistic units: 

words, phrases, sentences and so forth. Codes are only useful for specialized 

circumstances. Ciphers are useful for any circumstance. 

Steganography serves to hide secret messages in other languages, such that 

the secret's very existence is concealed. Generally the sender writes an innocuous 

message and then conceals a secret message on the same piece of paper. Historical 

tricks include invisible inks, tiny pin punctures on selected characters, minute 

differences between handwritten characters, pencil marks on the typewriter 

characters and so on. More recently, people are hiding secret messages in graphic 
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images. The least significant bit of each byte of the image is replaced with the bits of 

message. The graphical image won't change appreciably - most graphic standards 

specify more gradations of color than the human eye can notice and the messages can 

be stripped out at the receiving end. We can store a 64 kbyte message in 1024x 1024 

grey-scale picture this way. Peter Wayner [12, 13] proposes hiding a message by 

using the least significant bits (lsb) of frames on a CD. The Kodak photo CD 

format's maximum resolution is 2048x3072 pixels, with each pixel containing 24 

bits of RGB color information. The lsb of each 24 bit pixel can be changed without 

greatly affecting the quality of the image. The result is that we can hide 2.3 megabyte 

message in a single digital snapshot. There are number of software packages 

available and John in 1997 has developed one such package. 

Now I examine the two basic building blocks of all encryption techniques or 

ciphers. These are basically_ 

1. Substitution Technique and 

2. Transposition Technique 

A substitution technique is one in which each character is the plaintext is 

substituted for another character in the ciphertext. The receiver inverts the 

substitution on the ciphertext to recover the plaintext. There are 4 types of 

substitution ciphers: 

a) A simple substitution cipher or monoalphabetic cipher: It is one m 

which each character of the plaintext is replaced with a cprresponding 

character of ciphertext. The cryptograms in newspapers are of this kind. 

b) Homophonic substitution cipher: It provides multiple substitutions, 

known as Homophones, for a single letter. For example, 'A' could 

correspond to either 5, 13, 25 or 56, 'B' could correspond to either 7, 

19, 31 or 42 and so on. 

c) Polygram Substitution cipher: It is one in which blocks of characters 

are encrypted in groups. For example 'ABA' could correspond to 

'RTQ'; 'ABB' could correspond to 'SLL' and so on. 

d) Polyalphabetic Substitution Cipher: It IS to use different 

monoalphabetic substitutions as one proceeds through the plaintext 

message. This cipher has the following features. 
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i) A set of related monoalphabetic substitution rules is used. 

ii) A key determines which particular rule is chosen for a given 

transformation. 

The best known and one of the simplest, such algorithm is referred to as the Vigenere 

cipher. 

A famous Caesar cipher, in which a plaintext character is replaced by the 

character three to the right modulo 26, is a simple substitution cipher. 

ROT13 is a simple encryption program commonly found on Unix system. 

Encrypting a file twice with ROT13 restores the original file. 

P=ROT13(ROT13(P)). It is not intended for security. 

Simple substitution ciphers can be easily broken because the cipher does not 

hide the underlying frequencies of different letters of plain text. Algorithms for 

solving these sorts of ciphers can be found in [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. A good 

computer algorithm is [21]. 

Homophonic substitution ciphers were used as early as 1401 by Duchy of 

Mantua [22]. They are much more complicated to break than simple substitution 

ciphers. With a plaintext the ciphers are trivial"to break. A ciphertext only attack is 

harder, but only takes a few seconds on a computer. Details are given in [23]. 

Polygram substitution ciphers are ciphers in which groups of letters are 

encrypted together. Playfair cipher was used by British during World War -I. It 

encrypts a pairs of letters together. The Hill cipher is another example of a polygram 

substitution cipher. 

Polyalphabetic substitution ciphers were invented by Leon Battista in 1568 

[22]. They were used by Union Army during American Civil War. The Vigenere 

cipher and Beaufort cipher are also examples of polyalphabetic substitution ciphers. 

A Running Key Cipher- sometimes called a book cipher- in which one text 

is used to encrypt another text, is another example of this sort of cipher. This cipher 

can easily be broken, even though this cipher has a period the length of the text 

[22,24]. 

1.6 Transposition Ciphers: In a transposition cipher the plain text remains the 

same, but the order of the character is shuffled around. In a simple columnar 

transposition cipher, the plaintext is written horizontally into a piece of graph paper 
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of fixed width and the ciphertext is read off vertically. Decryption is a matter of 

writing the ciphertext vertically into a piece of graph paper of identical width and 

then reading the plaintext off horizontally. Cryptanalysis of these ciphers is discussed 

in [15, 18]. Since the letters of ciphertext are the same as those of the plaintext, a 

frequency analysis on ciphertext would reveal that each letter has approximately the 

likelihood as in English. This is an idea to cryptanalysts. Putting ciphertext through a 

second transposition cipher greatly enhances security. These are even more 

complicated transposition ciphers, but computer can break them. The German 

ADFGVX cipher, used during World War -I, is a transposition cipher combined with 

a simple substitution. It was a complex algorithm, but was broken by George 

Painvin, a French Cryptanalyst [22]. 

Many modern algorithms use transposition; it requires a lot of memory and 

sometimes requires messages to be only certain lengths. 

1.7 Rotor Machines: In the 1920s, various mechanical encryption devices were 

invented to automate the process of encryption. A rotor machine has a keyboard and 

series of rotors and implements a version of the Vigenere cipher. Each rotor is an 

arbitrary permutation of the alphabet, has 26 positions and performs a simple 

substitution. The output pins of one rotor are connected to the input pins of the next. 

It is the combination of several rotors and the gears moving them that make the 

machine secure. Because the rotors all move at different rates, the period for n-rotor 

machine is 26°. It gives a frustrating picture to the cryptanalysts. The best known 

rotor device is the Enigma. The Enigma was used by the Germans during World War 

-II. The idea was invented by Arthur Scherbius [25] and Arvid Gerherd Damm in 

Europe. A team of Polish cryptographers broke the German Enigma and explained 

their attack to the British. The German modified the Enigma as the war progressed, 

and the British continued to cryptanalyze the new version. How rotor cipher works 

and how they were broken are available in [22, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35]. 

1.8 One-Time Pad: One-Time Pad is a perfect encryption scheme and was invented 

in 1917 by MajorJoseph Mauborgne and AT & T's Gilbert Vernam [22]. One-Time 

Pad is nothing more than a large non-repeating set of truly random key letters, 

written on sheets of paper, and glued together in a pad. In its original form, it was a 

one-time tape for Teletypewriters. The sender uses each key letter on the pad to 
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encrypt exactly one plaintext character. Encryption is the addition modulo-26 of the 

plaintext character and the One-Time Pad key character. Each key letter is used 

exactly once, for only one message. The. sender encrypts the message and then 

destroys the uses pages of the pad or used section of the tape. The receiver has an 

identical pad and uses each key on the pad, in turn, to decrypt each letter of the 

ciphertexts. The receiver destroys the same pad pages or tape section after decrypting 

the message. 

Assuming an eavesdropper can't get access to the One-Time Pad used to 

encrypt the message, this scheme is perfectly secure. 

A random key sequence added to a non-random plaintext message produces a 

completely random ciphertext message and no amount of computing power can 

change that. 

The idea of a One-Time Pad can easily be extended to binary data. Instead of 

a One-Time Pad consisting of letters, a One-Time Pad of bits is used. Instead of 

adding the plaintext to the One-Time Pad an XOR is used. The ciphertext is XORed 

with the same One-Time Pad to decrypt the message. Everything else remains the 

same and the security is just as perfect. But One-Time Pad does not provide 

authenticity. 

The available modern encryption algorithms are as follows. 

1. Data Encryption Standard (DES) 

2. Blowfish 

3. RCS 

4. CAST -128 (Carlisle Adams and Stafford Tavares) 

5. RSA (Rivest Shamir Adelman ) 

6. l\llDS (Message Digest) 

7. RIPE l\llD -160 (RACE Integrated Project Evaluation Message 

Digest) 

8. Hl\11AC (Hash Message Authentication Code) 

9. AES (Advanced Encryption Standard ) 

10. Serpent 

11. IDEA 

12. GOST 
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13. SEAL 

Under the scenario, the work on message security based conventional method (i.e. 

Symmetric Block cipher) about three years back encouraged me and was started the 

work with a view to develop the encoding techniques to realize in hardware and can 

be connected to the computer as peripheral device. As a result 6 block cipher 

techniques are developed and tested and verified the techniques through assembly 

level code and data. Here encoding and decoding are used in place of encryption and 

decryption respectively and vice-versa. The encoders developed are given in the 

following. 

1. Prime Position Encoder (PPE) 

2. Recursive Pair Parity Encoder (RPPE) 

3. Triangular Encoder (TE) 

4. Modified Rotational Encoder (MRE) 

5. Modified Johnson Encoder (MJE) 

6. Bit Swapping Encoder (BSE) 

Out of these six encoders, RPPE and TE are substitution type and the rests are 

transposition type. All the encoders up to 256 bit block length have been tested in 

steps (16, 32, 64, 128, 256). The encoding (encryption) as well as decoding 

(decryption) technique for each case has been presented. 

The intension of designing of microprocessor based system [123, 124, 125, 

126] may lead to realize the tested techniques in microcontroller based system or in 

VLSI design of the same techniques in order to implement hardware-wise. 

The tested techniques are analyzed using two methods, One is to find out the 

distribution of the characters in encoded file with respect to the source file. Another 

one is to find out the chi-square value for the test of homogeneity using a statistical 

method[122]. If the encoded message does not satisfy the homogeneity i.e. non

homogeneous with respect to the source message, the encoded message may supply 

the security in encoding. To implement the first method the frequency distribution 

graph for both source file and the encoded file is drawn along with the RSA encoded 

file for comparison. The principle of the second one rs described here with an 

example and its application in encoding is also discussed. 
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Let a population be classified according to two attributes A and B into k and 1 

classes respectively, say, 

A 1, A2, ................. Ak 

B 1, B 2, ................... B t 

Let P ij be the proportion of members of the population belonging simultaneously to 

the i-th class of A (i.e A i) and the j-th class of B ( i.e B j). The structure of the 

population will then be as follows in table 1.1. 

Table 1.1: Proportion of members of population 

B- Class 

B1 
I 

B2 
I 

B3 
I 

....... 
I 

Bt Total 

A1 Pu p 12 pl3 ......... Pu 

A2 p 21 p 22 p 23 ......... p 21 

A3 p 31 p 32 p 33 ......... p 31 

A-class 

Ak p k1 pk2 pk3 ......... pkl 

Total P o1 P o2 P o3 ......... Pol 

The proportion P ij defines the joint distribution of A and B. The marginal totals 

Pio = I lj=lp ij 

give the marginal distribution of A while the other marginal totals 

P 1o 

P 2o 

P 3o 

P ko 

1 

give the marginal distribution of B. When P ij are unknown, we may enquire whether 

A & B are independent. 

We have then to test the hypothesis H o : P ij = P io x Poj for all i,j 

Let a random sample of side n be drawn from the population, the drawing being 

mutually independent. If we denote by f ij the number of members of the sample that 

belong to the i-th class of A and to the j-th class ofB then, under the hypothesis Ho; 

13 



"k "1 2 L.. i=l L.. j=l ( f ij - n P io P oj) I n P io P oj ( 1) 

will be distributed as approximately a 12 with df = kl -1. where df is degree of 

freedom. 

This statis tics could be used to test Ho ifPio and Poi were known quantities. 

In the present case, however, they are unknown and have to be estimated 

from the sample itself 

The proper estimator of Pio which is the population proportion in the class Ai, 
' 

is the corresponding sample proportion fiJn, where fio = L i f ij 

Similarly, the proper estimator ofPoj is f oj In, where foj = L if ij 

Substituting these estimators for Pia and Poj in equation (1), we get the statistics 

We are using (k+l) estimators, ofwhich (k-1) + (1-1) are independent. 

For, given (k-1) of the estimators for Pia, the other automatically follows; and 

similarly, given (1-1) of the estimators for Poj, other is automatically determined. 

Hence equation (2) is distributed as approximately a K 2 with 

(kl-1)- ( k-1)- (1-1) = (k-1) (1-1) ....................................... ... (3) 

degrees of freedom. 

Thus we see that, although the problem is different from that in the solution 

of each is formally same, the K2 statistics used in each case being of the form 

(Grand Total) Li L [(class frequency/ I (row total)( column total)]- (Grand Total) 

with degree of freedom, df= (no ofrows -1) (no of column -1) 

Therefore, 
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Application in encryption : Let a population be classified according to attributes A 

and B, into k and 1 classes 

A 1, A2, ................. Ak 

Bt,B2, ................... Br 

It means the presence of characters in source and encoded files respectively. Let fij 

lie the frequency of occurrence of members in the population belonging 

simultaneously to the i-th class of A (i.e. A i) and the j-th class ofB (i.e B j), then 

structure of the frequency distribution will then be as followsin the table1.2. 

Table 1.2: Occurrence of characters in the file 

Characters in file 

Chl Ch2 ,. Ch3 . . . . . . . Chl Total 

Filel fu f 12 f 13 ......... fu f 1o 

File2 f21 f 22 f 23 ......... f 21 f2o 

File3 f 31 f32 f 33 ......... f 31 f 3o 

Files 

filek f k1 fk2 fk3 ......... fkl f ko 

Total f o1 f o2 f o3 ......... for Total(N) 

Now let us consider the situation where the source file and the encoded file will 

tested for homogeneity. Hence the number of files will be two. Again in each file 

there may be maximum 256 characters in each file. Hence the frequencies may be 

represented as given in the table. 

The formula of chi-square is 

Here k=2 and 1=256 

Under Ho, Expected frequency Ei = (f io f oj )IN 

and observed frequency, Oi 2 = f ti 2 + f 2i 2 

and the chi-square, K 2 = L (Oi 2 /Ei)- N 
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Frequencies will be clubbed together if either observed frequencies are less 

than expected frequencies and values are less than 5, corresponding df will be 

reduced by 1. 

OW K
2 = ( f 11 

2 + f 21 
2 

) I [(f ol + f 1o )IN] + ( f 12 
2 + f 22 

2 
) I [(f o2 + f 1o )IN] 

+ ( f 13 
2 + f 23 

2 
) I [(f o3 + f 1o )IN] + ...... + ( f ll 

2 + f 21 
2 

) I [(f ol + f 1o)/N] -N 

If calculated K2 > tabulated K2 a., (k- 1x1_1) then the files are non-homogeneous . 

Therefore, if calculated K 2 > tabulated K2 
o.o 1,c2-l)(256_1) , the two files non

homogeneous with uncertainty Limit of 1%. 

Consider an example where five samples are taken. The table 1.3 shows the 

observed frequencies and expected frequencies (in bracket) . 

Table 1. 3 : A sample of five characters 

Symbols 

File A B c D E Total 

Source 10 20 15 8 4 57 

file (8) (16) (16.5) (4 .5) (12) 

Encoded 6 12 18 1 20 57 

file (8) (16) (16.5) (4 .5) (12) 

16 32 33 9 24 114 

Calculated K2 = ( 10 2 + 6 2 )I [( 57x16)/114] + ( 20 2 + 12 2 )I [( 57x32)1114] 

+( 15 2 + 18 2 )I [( 57x33)11 14] + ( 8 2 + 1 2 )I [( 57x9)/114] 

+ ( 4 2 + 20 2 )I [( 57x24)/114] - 114 = 22.81 

Tabulated K2 
o.oi ,(2-1)(5-1 ) = 9.488 

Since calculated K2 > tabu lated K2 
o.o 1, (k-1 )(1-1), the encoded file is non-homogeneous 

with respect to the source file . 
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Chapter- II 

Prime Position Encoding 

2. Introduction 

Prime Position Encoding 1s an encoding technique m which a block of 

binary bits of a message is considered, where the prime position of the bits in the 

block is determined and the bits are manipulated in it. It generates the encoded block 

which will be used as encrypted block for onward transmission to a receiver with a 

view to maintain a secrecy of a message from which corresponding binary block is 

derived. 

2.1 Principle of Prime Position Encoder 

Prime Position (PP) Encoder is an over-head free encoder used to encrypt a 

stream of binary sequence. The message is considered as stream of bits and is 

divided into blocks. The scheme accepts the binary level information and transfo~s 

the same into a cipher-text based on the principle ofPP Encoding. It is a block cipher 

technique. A block of data, X, is considered in the form of binary. 

X= Xn Xn-1 ........ Xi ....... X3 X2 X1 i varies from 1 to n 

where X1, X2, ......... X n are the bits of the block, X1 being the first position (least 

significant bit), X2 being the second p·osition and so on in the block. The transformed 

block, 

Y =Y n Yn-1 .......... Y i ........ Y 3 Y 2 Y 1, i varies from 1 to n 

where Y1, Y2, ......... Y nare the bits ofthe block, Y1 being the first position 

(least significant bit), Y2 being the second position and so on in the block. 

Source En coded Stream 

" Encoder " 
/ / 

Fig 2.l.Encoder transforming Source into Encoded Stream 
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The transformation takes place through bit position reorientation on the basis 

of prime position and thus it is called Prime Position (PP) Encoder. The technique is 

shown in figure 2.1. 

Considering that the block is of n bit, then the transformation from source to 

encoded block follows the equation 2.1 and 2.2. 

i) The bit in ith position of X will move td the j th position ofY. 

--+ indicates 'moves to' 

fori =1 to (n-1) 

j = (n-i) if j is non-prime 

....... 2.1 

else j= previous prime of (n-i) if j is prime. 

\Yhen j is the first prime number, then the last pnme number will be 

considered as previous prime in n-bit block. 

ii) X i = Y i for i= n ........... 2.2 

So the content of ith position in X will occupy the jth position in Y. The 

string X having n bit would generate string Y with same number of bit. 

The trace of transformation is given in table 2.1, considering that the bit 

length in the block as 8 (i.e. n=8). 

The i will vary from 1 to (n-1) i.e. 7. The bit movement from first location 

Table 2.1 : Trace ofPP Encoding 

1 J=n-1 Is j a prime? J=n-1 j=Previous prime Movement ofbits 

Xi___. Y· J 

1 7 yes 5 X 1 _____. Ys 

2 6 no 6 X 2 _____. y6 

3 5 yes 3 x3____. y3 

4 4 no 4 X 4 _____. y4 

5 3 yes 2 Xs____. y2 

6 2 yes 7 x6____. y7 

7 1 no 1 X 1 _____. yl 
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onwards to the 7th location of X to Y is shown in Table 2.1. The first column of the 

table 2.1 shows the i indicating the i-th bit of X, the second column the j indicating 

the j-th position of Y, the third column shows the testing of j whether it is prime or 

not. The 4th column shows again j = n-i, if j is not prime, the 5th the previous prime 

position. The last column shows the movement of i-th bit of X to j-th position of Y. 

For example, X1--+ Y5 means that the first bit of X will move to the 5th position of 

Y. 

The most significant bit of X will move to the most significant position of Y. 

So the 8 bit source block will generate 8 bit transformed block. 

The above transformation can be visualized with help ofthe fig. 2.2. 

X=B3h 

Xs 

1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 

~ 
I 

~ ~, t ~ .. u ~, ~, 

1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 

y6 Ys y4 

Y=F2h 

Fig. 2.2: Pictorial diagram ofPP Encoding 

Considering a string, X in binary having bit length, n=8, is 10 110011 =B3 h. 

The bit positions in X are shown in the fig. 2.2. The transformed string according to 

the theory is shown in Y is 11110010 =F2h. 

The bit length consi~ered here is 8. The bit length can be extended to any 

length without the loss of generality. The bit length, multiple of 8, will be 

considered, with a view to handling a string of data which can be stored in memory 

location during implementation using microprocessor based system. The suitable bit 

length will be 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256. 
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2.2 Proof of Cycle Formation 

The principle of PP encoding is described where the bits in the string are 

reoriented. This is a symmetric block cipher technique. The original block will 

reappear after a definite number of operations or cycles. The cycle formation for 

each block considered is given in section 2.2.1 to 2.2.3. 

2.2.1 Case I: 8 bit block 

The content of the 1st bit in X moves to 5th position of Y, represented by 

[1]---7-[5] in the 1st cycle. Ifthe generated string is fedback to the input of the encoder, 

the content of the 5th bit in X moves to 2nd position ofY, represented by [5] ---7-[2] in 

the 2nd cycle. The content of the 2nd bit in X moves to 6th position of Y, and so on. 

This is shown in fig. 2.3. The number of cycles required to reach to its original 

position is 5 

1 [1] ---?-[5] ---7-[2] ~[6] ---7-[7] ---7-[1] 

Fig 2.3 :Formation of Cycle to reach the original position 

for 1st, 2nd, 5th, 6th and 7th position of X. The rest 3rd, 4th and 8th bits require only 1 

cycle to reach its original position. 

Therefore for 8 bit string, the number of cycles required to re-appear would 

be lowest common multiple (LCM) of the number of cycles for the bit positions. So 

the LCM of 5 and 1 is 5 and 5 cycles are required to reappear the original string for 8 

bit block. 

2.2.2 Case II : 16 bit block 

The principle of transformation is extended to 16 bit block. Here the bit 

positions in the transformation are required to be calculated following the. principle. 

The prime numbers up to 16 are 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13. 

The movement of bits from the source position to the target position is shown 

in fig. 2.4. 
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Movement of bit Movement ofbit 

[1]---7[15] [9] ---7 [5] 

[2] ---7 [14] [10] ---7 [6] 

[3] ---7 [11] [11] ---7 [3] 

[ 4] ---7 [12] [12] ---7 [4] 

[5] ---7 [7] [13] ---7 [2] 

[6] ---7 [10] [14] ---7 [13] 

[7] ---7 [9] [15] ---7 [1] 

[8] ---7 [8] [16] ---7 [16] 

Fig. 2.4 Movement of bits from source to destination for 16 bit string 

The formation of cycles for the bits is shown in fig. 2. 5 for 16 bit string. 1st and 15th 

bits take 2 cycles, 2nd, 13th and 14th bits take 3 cycles, 3rd and 11th bits take 

Formation of Cycles 

[1] ---7 [15] ---7 [1] =2 

[2] ---7 [14] ---7 [13] ---7 [2] =3 

[3] ---7 [11] ---7 [3] =2 

[4] ---7 [12] ---7 [4] =2 

[5] ---7 [7] ---7 [9] ---7 [5] =3 

L6J ---7 [IoJ ---7 [6] =2 

[8] ---7 [8] =1 

[16] ---7 [16] = 1 

Fig. 2.5 :Formation of Cycles for 16 bit string 

2 cycles, 4th and 12th bits take 2 cycles, 5th, 7th and 9th bits take 3 cycles, 6th and lOth 

bits take 2 cycles, 8th and 16th take 1 cycle. The total number of cycles to reappear 

the original 16 bit string is equal to the LCM of the number of cycles for the bit 

positions. 

Therefore, the lowest common multiple (LCM) of 1, 2, 3 is 6. The total 

number of cycles to reappear 16 bit string is equal to 6. 
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2.2.3 Case III : 32 bit block 

The Principle is same. Only bit positions in the transformation are required to 

be calculated following the principle. The prime numbers up to 32 are 2, 3, 5, 7, 11 , 

13 , 17, 19, 23 , 29 and 31. The movement ofbits is shown in fig . 2.6. 

Movement of bit Movement of bit 

[1] ----. [ 29] [17] ... [ 15] 

[2] ----. [30] [ 18] ----. [ 14] 

[3] ----. [23] [19] ----. [11] 

[4] ----. [28] [20] ... [12] 

[5] ----. [27] [21] ----. [7] 

[6] ----. [26] [22] ----. [10] 

[7] ----. [25] [23] ----. [9] 

[8] ----. [24] [24] ----. [8] 

[9] ----. [19] [25] ----. [5] 

[10]----. [22] [26] ----. [6] 

[11] _____. [21] [27] ----. [3] 

[12]----. [20] [28] ----. [4] 

[13]----. [7] [29] ... [2] 

[14]----. [18] [30] ----. [31] 

[15]----. [13] [31 J ... [1] 

[16]----. [16] [32] ----. [32] 

Fig. 2.6 Movement of bits from source to destination for 32 bit string 

The formation of cycles is shown in fig . 2. 7. The 16th, and 32 bits take 1 

cycle; 4th, 6th, 8th, lOth, 12th, 14th, 18t11
, 20th, 22nd' 24th, 26th and 28th bits take 2 cycles; 

13t11
, 15th, and 17th bits require 3 cycles; 1 s\ 2nd' 29th, 30th and 31st bits take 5 cycles 

and 3rd' 7th' 9t11
, 11th, 19th, 21 5

', 23rd' 25th, 27thand 30thbits take 10 cycles. 
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Formation of Cycles 

[ 1] -----. [29]-----. [2~ [30~ [31]-----. [1] = 5 

[3] -----. [23]____. [9~ [19~ [11] ___. [214 

[7] ___. [25] ___. [5] ______.. [30 ] ___. [27]--. [3] = 10 

[4] ______. [28] ___. [4] =2 

[6] ~ [26]~ [6] =2 

[8] ______. [24]---+ [8] =2 

[10] ______. [22] ---+ [ 1 OJ =2 

[12] ___. [20] ___. [12] =2 

[13] ___. [17] ___. [15] ~ [ 13] =3 

[14] ______. [18] ______. [14] =2 

[16] ___. [16] =1 

[ 32] ---+ [32] = 1 

Fig. 2.7: Formation of Cycles for 32 bit string 

The LCM of 1, 2, 3, 5 and 1 0 is 3 0. Therefore the cycles required to reappear the 

string under the transformation are 30 for 32 bit string . 

. following the same principle, the block length has been extended up to 256 

bit. For clarity the bit length from 64 to 256 are not repeated here. The table 2.2 

shows the cycles required to reappear the block· of different length. The fig. 2.8 

gives the plot of the data presented in table 2.2. From the figure it is clear that 

number of iteration needed to form the cycle is large for higher block size. 

Table 2.2 : Cycles for different block lengths 

Length ofBlock Cycles required to reappear 

the original string 

8 5 

16 6 

32 30 

64 84 

128 456 

256 1820 
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2000 
-

Block Length 

I o cycles required to reappear I 

Fig 2. 8: Graph of Cycles/ iterations required to reappear the original string 

2.3 Realization of PP Encoder 

The PP Encoder described in the previous section needs to be realized for its 

effective confirmation. Under the circumstances a microprocessor based system has 

been considered for the realization and verification of the proposed PP Encoder. As 

the data are stored in semiconductor memory byte-wise, an 8-bit processor based 

system with required memory would be sufficient for the realization. On the other 
., 

hand, the PP Encoder deals binary string on which the transformation will be applied. 

The handling of the string to be stored in memory locations would be easier using the 

microprocessor based system. 

2.3.1 Principle of PP Encoder Realized m Microprocessor Based 

System 

To realize the encoder, some special steps have been taken to develop the 

algorithm to nearly general in nature. The program has been developed in assembly 

level language for the length of the block up to 256 bits, but it can be extended to any 

higher bit. The code, data and result area are selected properly, since no operating 

· system has been used for the purpose. 
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To generate the generalized algorithm for PP Encoder a 16 bit block or string 

as shown in fig. 2.9 is considered. The .necessary algorithm for 16 bit string is 

developed first. Then the concept is extended to higher bit," multiple of 8. 

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

X 

16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 

Fig. 2.9 (a) : Source data stored in two adjacent locations of memory 

Considering that the source data, X is stored in two adjacent locations in the 

memory and the bit positions are marked as shown in fig. 2.9 (a). The 

transformed data, Y would be stored in another two adjacent locations shown in 

fig 2.9 (b). This is also termed as target data. 

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

y 

16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 

Fig. 2.9 (b) :Transformed data stored in two adjacent locations of memory 

For the transformation, it can be considered that the bit in a particular position 

of the source data will occupy a particular position of the Target data as per the 

proposed encoding principle. The logic of the bit movement from the source to the 

target is defined in equation 2. 3. 

X i moves to Y j for i = n = j .... 2.3 

Xi moves toY j fori= 1 to (n-1) 

Where j = n- i when j = non-prime 

= previous prime of j 
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The calculation of target bit position is made and placed in the table 2.3 

Table 2.3 :Position of the target corresponding to that of source for 16 bit stream 

Position of Position of Position of Position of 

Source Target Source Source 

Xi y. 
J xi Y· J 

1 15 9 5 

2 14 10 6 

3 11 11 3 

4 12 12 4 

5 7 13 2 

6 10 14 13 

7 9 15 1 

8 8 16 16 

To realize efficiently up to 256 bit length string using an 8 bit microprocessor 

based system, the bit position of the source as well as that of target requires to be 

designated differently. The 1st position here in implementation is designated as Oth 

position, ...... and the 16th position as 15th. The modification is shown in table 2.4 

Table 2.4: Modified algorithm to designate the bit positions 

Original Designation Modified Designation for 

Implementation 

Source Position Target Position Source position Target Position 

x1 y 15 Xo y 14 

x2 y 14 x1 yl3 

x3 Yu x2 ylO 

x4 y 12 x3 Yu 

Xs y7 x4 y6 

x6 ylO Xs y9 

x7 y9 x6 Ys 

Xs Ys x7 y7 
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Original Designation Modified Designation for 

Implementation 

Source Position Target Position Source position Target Position 

x9 Y5 Xs y4 

X 10 y6 x9 Ys 

Xn y3 Xw y2 

X 12 y4 Xn y3 

xl3 y2 X 12 y1 

X 14 y 13 xl3 y 12 

X 15 y1 X 14 Yo 

X 16 y 16 X 15 y 15 

From the third and fourth column of table 2.4, it is obvious that the Oth bit of 

X will move to the 14th position of Y, the 1st bit of X to the 13th bit of Y and so on. 

This modification helps to realize the implementation up to 256 bits with less 

overhead in programming. 

The principle is explained with the help of an example, fig. 2.10 (a) and fig 

2.10(b). The source data is considered as 76DDh stored in two adjacent locations of 

the memory. The Oth bit ( 0 ) of X is moved to the 141
h bit position of Y, the 1st bit to 

the 13th, and so on.· After the transformation, the source data 76DDh is converted to 

5FA7h. 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 O~row 

X 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 

~ 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 

Fig 2.10 (a) Source Data for 16 bit (76DDh) block 
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7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
oth row 

0 1 0 1 . 1 1 1 1 

y 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 

1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 
1st row 

Fig 2.10 (b) Target Data for 16 bit (5FA7h) block 

The 01
h bit of source data moves to the 14th bit position of the target data i.e. 

to the 1st row, 6th column position of the target data. This target position (1st row, 6th 

column) is coded in 8 bits as 00001 11 Ob or OEh. The 5 most significant bits show 

the row number and 3 least significant bits the column. The target information for 

each bit in source is coded and is used as table for transformation. This coding can 

accommodate 32 ·rows and 8 columns. The maximum length of the block will be 32 

x 8 = 256 bits. So 256 bit string can be transformed to a target string of 256 bit. This 

is shown in table 2.5 for 16 bit block, which is self-explanatory. 

Table 2.5 : Coding ofthe target position for 16 bit block 

Source bit Target bit Target position Target position 

position position coded in binary coded in hex 

0 14 00001 110 OE 

1 13 00001 101 OD 

2 10 00001 010 OA 

3 11 00001 011 OB 

4 6 00000 110 06 

5 9 00001 001 09 

6 8 00001 000 08 

7 7 00000 111 07 

8 4 00000 100 04 

9 5 00000 101 05 

10 2 00000 010 02 

11 3 00000 011 03 
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Source bit Target bit Target position Target position 

position position coded in binary coded in hex 

12 1 00000 001 01 

13 12 00001 100 oc 
14 0 00000 000 00 

15 15 00001 111 OF 

This target information is stored in memory (say FBOOh) for transformation 

as shown in table 2.6. The program will collect the information of the target from the 

stored memory and set the target to either 0 or 1. The process of transformation can 

be made faster, if the target string is made clear initially and the only 1 s of the source 

data are considered for transformation in order to set the corresponding bits of target 

string. Then the bits of source block, which are 1, need to be sent to the 

corresponding the bit position of the target block consulting the table 2.6 so 

generated. 

Table 2.6 : Stored code in Memory 

Memory Address Target code in hex 

FBOO OE 

FB01 OD 

FB02 OA 

FB03 OB 

FB04 06 

FB05 09 

FB06 08 

FB07 07 

FB08 04 

FB09 05 

FBOA 02 

FBOB 03 

FBOC 01 

FBOD oc 
FBOE 00 

FBOF OF 
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So the bit position of Is in the source block is required to be found out and 

the number of Is present in the source block using a routine. This can be explained 

with the help of an example as shown in fig 2. 11. 

Here a 16 bit data (9C5Ah) has been considered with 8 number of Is in 1st, 

3rd, 4th, 6th: lOth' 11th' 12th and 15th position. These eight Is are to be sent to the 

respective target position as per the table 2.5 and subsequently the table 2.6. The 

routine will find out here the number of 1s as 8 and store the position of Is from 

F900h (say) onwards as shown in Table 2.7. 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
oth row 

0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 

X 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 

1 0 0 L. 1 1 0 0 I 
1st row 

Fig 2.11 Source Data for 16 bit (9C5Ah) block 

Table 2.7 Position of Is in Source Block 

Memory Address Position of Is in 

Source Block 

F900 01 

F901 03 

F902 04 

F903 06 

F904 10 

F905 11 

F906 12 

F907 15 

Another routine will collect the position from F900h address .i.e. 01 here. 

This position value will be added to the base address (FBOOh) of the memory as 

given_ in the table 2.6. The final address will be FBOlh and the content of FBOlh is 
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ODh which is the target position ( 1st row, 5th column ) of 1st bit, where the bit has to 

be set to 1. In this way all the 8 bits of 1 in X will virtually move to the target 

positions in Y. 

The principle described above will be extended to 256 bit block with the 

required modification due to assembly level constraints. However the principle is 

generalized in nature. 

The principle of PP Encoding has been realized in microprocessor based 

system whose specification and its accessories are given in section 2.3.2. 

2.3.2 Specification of the Microprocessor Based System Used 

The configuration of the Microprocessor based system used for realizing the 

PP Encoding is as follows. 

a) Central Processing Unit (CPU) : 8085A 

b) Random Access Memory (RAM) : 2 K (F800h- FFFFh) 

c) Read-only-Memory (ROM) containing Monitor 

and other routines : 2K ( OOOOh - 07FFh ) 

d) Peripheral I/0 Device : 8255A 

e) Timer /Counter : 8253/54 

f) Keyboard and Display Controller : 8279 

g) 8085 Cross-Assembler & Linker 

h) PC-Link Software for uploading I Downloading oflntel Hex ftle 

from I to Microprocessor kit to/from Personal Computer 

i) Personal Computer : CPU 80486 DX4, 66MHz, 4MB RAM, 

200MB HDD, 1.44 MB FDD, Serial and Parallel ports 

The ROM contains the monitor routine as well as some utilities. The 

Microprocessor kit has the facility of up-loading and down-loading of Hex code 

through the serial port ofPersonal Computer. 

The 8085 cross-assembler in PC platform accepts the assembly language file 

and converts it to the corresponding object (.obj) file. The Linker converts this 

object file into the standard Intel hex (.hex) file in PC platform. This hex file can be 

downloaded to the microprocessor kit through the serial port using the software 

(PCLINK.EXE) from the personal computer. This PCLINK software has also some 
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good features for debugging the program, for disassembling, for verifying the 

registers, single stepping etc. 

This typical infrastructure helps to develop the program in assembly level 

efficiently. 256 bit (32 byte) block of PP Encoder has been developed through 

implementation of different routines along with a memory mapping and integrated 

with a main program. The techniques/algorithms are described in section 2.3 .3. 

2.3.3 Sequence of Program Development for PP Encoder in Assembly Level 

The system has been integrated through three routines. These are memory 

mapping, routines and main program. 

i) Memory Mapping: It is the selection of RAM area for different usage ·and 

proper execution of the program. On the basis of this mapping the routines 

have been developed and implemented. 

ii) Development of Routines: These are the program segments called by the 

main program or any other routines. 

iii) Main Program: It is the program which will call the other routines for 

generating the encoded stream from source stream using PP Encoding. 

These implementation algorithms are given in section 2.3.4 to 2.3.6. 

2.3.4 Memory Mapping of the program for PP Encoder with 256 bit string 

The capacity of RAM is 2 k byte. Its addressing area is F800h -FFFFh 

(07FFh). The monitor routine reserves the RAM area from FF AOh to FFFFh for its 

own purpose. So effectively the RAM area starts from F800h and ends at FF AOh. 

This RAM area will be used by the programmer for the development of the PP 

Encoding program, specially for this microprocessor kit mentioned in the 

specification. The mapping for the RAM area is given in table 2.8. Different memory 

segments have been allotted for the purpose as described in the table. 

Table 2.8 Memory Mapping ofPP Encoder for 256 bit 

Address Area (hex ) Memory used ( hex) Description 

F800- F939 139 Code area 

F9BO -F9CF 20 Save area 

FAOO- FAlF 20 String Input area 
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Address Area (hex ) Memory used ( hex) Description 

FA20-FA3F 20 Temporary Result Area 

FAFE-FAFF 02 Row-column area 

FBOO-FBFF FF Table area 

FD80 -FD81 02 Iteration area 

FDFF 01 Nos. of ls area 

FEOO -FEFF FF ls' position area 

Memory Segment 

Code area 

Save area 

String Input area 
Incoming Data 

Buffer area oflnput String 

Temporary Result Area .. ,.. 
Row-column area 

Trans formed Data 
Table area 

Iteration area 

Nos. of ls area . 

1s' position area 

Figure 2.12: Memory Segment with Incoming and Outgoing Data 

The third column of the table 2. 8 is described in the following. 

Code area : Assembly level code would be written in this area. 

Save area : The string will be saved in the area before transformation through 

program. 

String Input area : The string will be supplied to the area before transformation. 

Temporary Result Area : This area will store the string generated after the 

transformation. 

Row-column area : These two locations will be used for storing row and column 

respectively during the transformation only. 
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Table area : This area will contain data on which transformation takes place. 

Iteration area : These two locations will store the number of cycles required to 

reappear the original string. 

Nos. of 1s area: This location will contain the number of 1s available in the string. 

1s' position area : This area will contain the position of 1s in the string. 

Figure 2.12 shows that data are coming to the buffer string area and the 

program transforms using PP Encoding and stores it into temporary result area from 

which the transformed da:ta will be sent to the receiver. 

2.3.5 Algorithm of Different Routines in Assembly Level 

The routines developed for realizing the PP Encoder are described in this 

section. The routines are generalized in nature. With proper change in parameter in 

the routines, these may be used for any string, multiple of 8. The algorithms are 

written for 256 bit string. The registers of 8085 CPU described in algorithms below 

are A (Accumulator ), B, C, D, E, H, L, SP (Stack Pointer) and PC ( Program 

Counter). The BC, DE and HL are used as a pair of registers. The routines are 

designated as 'sav', 'b', 'a', 'c', 'prg', 'compr', and 'supply' described in section 

2.3.5.1 to 2.3.5.7. 

2.3.5.1 Routine 'save' 

The routine saves the string stored from F AOOh onwards to the save area 

which starts from F9BOh onwards. 

1. The D register is used as counter, loaded with 20h. 

2. The HL pair is used as pointer pointed to F9BOh, the destination 

3. The BC pair is used as pointer pointed to F9BOh, the source. 

4. The memory content pointed by BC pointer is moved to A 

5. The content of A is moved to destination. 

6. The HL and BC pairs are incremented 

7. The counter register, Dis decremented. 

8. Till th~ counter is exhausted, go to step 4. 

9. Return 
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2.3.5.2 Routine 'b' 

This routine clears the temporary result area starts from F A20h onwards for 

20h bytes. 

1. The HL pair is used as memory pointer pointed to F A20h 

2. The register A is cleared. 

3. The register C, used as counter is loaded with 20h. 

4. The content of A is moved to memory. 

5. The memory pointer, HL pair is incremented. 

6. The counter is decremented. 

7. Till the counter is exhausted, go to step 4. 

8. Return 

2.3.5.3 Routine 'a' 

This routine finds the position of 1 s in the string and stored the position in 

memory location FEOOh onwards. This routine also finds the number of 1 s in the 

string and stored in FDFFh. 

1. The register A is loaded with count value, 20h and saved in FEOOh 

2. The HL pair used as pointer is pointed to memory location FEOOh. 

3. The BC pair is pointed to memory location F AOOh. 

4. The register Dis cleared. 

5. The register E is loaded with 08h. 

6. The content of the memory pointed by the BC pair is moved to the register A 

7. The content of A is rotated right through carry. 

8. Jump on no-carry to step 11. 

9. On carry, the content of D will move to the memory pointed by the HL pair. 

10. The HL pair is incremented. 

11. The D register is incremented. 

12. TheE register is decremented. 

13. Till the register E is exhausted, go to step 7. 

14. Else. the BC pair is incremented. 

15. The count value is retrieved, decremented and pushed back to the stack. 

16. Till the count value is exhausted, go to (v). 

17. The content ofL is moved to the memory location FDFFh. 

18. Return 
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2.3.5.4 Routine 'c' 

This routine checks the number of 1 s stored in memory location FDFFh by 

the routine 'a'. If it finds any positive number, then the memory pointer is set to 

FEOOh and calls 'prg' routine for number of 1s stored in FDFFh. 

1. The f.IL pair used as pointer is set to the memory location FDFFh. 

2. The content of the memory location FDFFh is moved to C register. 

3. Is the memory content zero ? 

4. If yes, return. 

5. Else, the f.IL pointer is incremented to FEOOh. 

6. The routine 'prg' is called. 

7. The register C is decremented. 

8. Till the content of register Cis exhausted, go ro step 5. 

9. Return. 

2.3.5.5 Routine 'prg' 

This routine is the important one. It takes the f.IL pair being the memory 

pointer as parameter. The content of the memory is the 1 s' bit position of the string. 

It needs to be moved to the target position as per the table, starts from FBOOh 

onwards. The routine performs the main function ofPP Encoding. 

1. The content of the memory is moved to the register L. 

2. The register H is loaded with FBh. 

3. The memory content is moved to register A and C register. This 8 bit data 

gives the row and column information of the position of the target. The 5 

most significant bits give the row and the 3 least significant bits the column 

information. 

4. The row information is derived from the data, stored in register E and in 

memory F AFFh. 

5. The column information is derived from the data and stored in F AFFh. 

6. The BC pair is set to FAFEh. 

7. The f.IL pair is set to F A20h, the base address of the result area. 

8. The content of the memory, pointed by BC pair is moved to register A. 

9. If the content of A is zero, go to step 11. 
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10. The HL pair is incremented and the A register is decremented till the content 

of A is zero. 

11. The BC pair is pointed to the memory location F AFFh. 

12. The content ofFAFFh is moved to the register A 

13. The register Dis loaded with 00000001b. 

14. If the content of A is zero, go to step 20. 

1?. Else, the content of A is moved to the register C. 

16. The content of register D is moved to the register A 

17. The content of A is rotated left and the register C is decremented. 

'18. Till the content of C is exhausted, go to step 17. 

19, The content of A is moved to D register. 

20. The content of A is ORed with that of the memory and the result is in A 

21. Return. 

2.3.5.6 Routine 'compr' 

This routine compares the data from location F9BOh onwards with that of 

F A20h onwards for 20h bytes. 

1. The HL pair and BC pair are pointed to F9BOh and F A20h respectively. 

2. The register D used as counter is loaded with 20h. 

3. The content of memory pointed by BC pair is moved to A 

4. The content of A is compared with that of the memory, pointed by the HL. 

5. If not zero, go to step 9. 

6. Else, the HL pair and BC pair are incremented. 

7. The register D is decremented. 

8. If not zero, go to step 3. 

9. Return. 

2.3.5.7 Routine 'supply' 

This routine is used to supply the generated string at F A20h onwards to 

F AOOh onwards for 20h bytes. 

1. The HL and BC pair are pointed to F AOOh and F A20h respectively. 

2. The register D used as counter is loaded with 20h. 

3. The content ofthe memory pointed by BC pair is moved to A 

4. The content of A is moved to the memory pointed by the HL pair. 
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5. Both the BC and HL pairs are incremented. 

6. The content ofD register is decremented. 

7. Till the content ofD is exhausted, go to step 3. 

8. Return. 

2.3.6 Algorithm of the Main Program for PP Encoder 

The main program for PP Encoding calls the routines described above for 

transformation. When the routines are called, the registers used for it are properly 

saved in the stack and at the time of leaving the routine the previous condition is 

restored by popping. 

1. The stack pointer SP is initialized at the highest address of the usable RAM. 

2. A register pair HL is used i:lS pointer for iteration I cycle is initialized. 

3. An~ther pointer used for storing the result (the transformed block) is saved 1~ 

memory. 

4. The routine 'save' is called to save the string from FAOOh onwards to F9BOh 

onwards. 

5. The routine 'b' is called the temporary result area. 

6. The routine 'a' is called to find the positions of 1s in the string and store from 

FEOOh onwards. 

7. The routine 'c' is called to check for presence of ls in the string and calls 

'prg' for the transformation consulting the table stored FBOOh onwards. 

8. The content of the memory pointed by the pointer is incremented. 

9. The routine 'compr' is called to· compare the generated string with the 

saved string. 

10. The transformed block is equal to the original block, the result is displayed 

and go to step 12. 

11. Else, the generated result is supplied to the location from where the 

transformation will begin, by calling the routine 'supply' and go to step 5. 

12. Stop and end. 

The above algorithm is implemented in assembly level for 16 bit initially in order to 

verify ·the transformation. The algorithm is extended to 256 bit block with the 

presently available microprocessor based kit in the laboratory. It is worth pointing 

that there i"s no limitation in increasing the length of the block, if the microprocessor 
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based system supports with large memory. For the bit-length higher than 256 bit, the 

destination of the target has to be coded for ·more than 8 bits. The developed 

assembly level programs are given in Appendix. 

2.4 · Results 

The results ofPP Encoder are obtained for different bit lengths (16, 32, 64, 128 

and 256). The cycles I iterations for reappearing the original string are verified with 

the data obtained theoretically and through high level implementation. 

i) Case1: 16 bit block 

Some 16 bit blocks are considered as source data. The sample data and 

intermediately generated data are shown as hexadecimal form in table 2.9. 

Table 2.9 Sample data and its intermediately generated data on transformation 

Sample Data DD76 30FA 2679 7826 0001 0002 0003 

After 151 A75F 3BC2 5B64 360B 4000 2000 6000 

iteration 

After 2nd F874 31BA 073B 7826 0001 1000 1001 

iteration 

After 3n1 975F 3AD2 6A74 0002 4002 

iteration 

After 4th ED76 31EA 1769 2001. 

iteration 

After 5th B75D 3B92 4B36 5000 

iteration 

After 6th DD76 30FA 2679 0003 

iteration 

No of iterations 6 6 6 2 2 3 6 

reqd. to 

reappear 

For an example, a sample data, DD76h is considered. After the 1st 

transformation, the generated data is A75Fh, after the 2nd transformation F874h, after 

the 3rd transformation 975Fh, after the 4ih transformation ED76h, after the 5th 
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transformation B75Dh and after the 61
h transformation DD76h as shown in table2.9. 

Any of these 5 intermediately generated data may be used for cipher-text in 

cryptography. The sample data in the 1st row are shown in the table as bold. Again 

the regenerated string is also shown as bold. 

The minimum number of iterations required for 16 bit sample string is shown 

in table 2.10. The number of iterations required to regenerate the original string of 16 

bit are 1, 2, 3 and 6. Out of these numbers, the maximum is 6 and others are the sub

multiple of 6. So the Lowest Common Multiple (LCM) of the numbers ( i.e. 

iterations) is 6. 

Table 2.10 : Minimum number of iterations required to reappear the original 

string for 16 bit sample data 

Sample Data (Hex) Minimum no. of iterations required 

to reappear the original data (Hex) 

DD76 6 

30FA 6 

2679 6 

7826 2 

0001 2 

0002 3 

' 0003 6 

B75D '. 6 

ED76 6 

975F .. 6 

FD74 6 

0080 1 

8000 1 

Therefore the theoretically computed iterations I cycles conform the 

experimental value. 

ii) Case 2 : 32 bit Block 

From 32 bit onwards up to 256 bit string, the intermediately generated strings 

are not shown for clarity. The minimum number of iterations required for 32 bit 

sample string is shown in table2. 11. The number of iterations required to regenerate 
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the original string of32 bit are 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 30. Out ofthese numbers, the maximum 

is 30 and others are the sub-multiple of 30. So the Lowest Common Multiple (LCM) 

of the numbers (i.e. iterations) is 30. 

Table 2.11: Minimum number of iterations required to appear the original 

string for 3 2 bit sample data 

Sample Data (Hex) Minimum no. of iterations required 

to reappear the original data (Hex) 

01020304 OA 

04030201 IE 

00000000 01 

00000001 05 

00000002 05 

00000004 OA 

00000008 02 

00000020 02 

00004000 03 

00010000 03 

FFFFFFFF 01 

20304050 1E 

90AOBOCO 1E 

Therefore the theoretically computed iterations I cycles conform the 

experimental value. 

iv) Case 3 : 64 bit Block 

The number of iterations to reappear the original string is shown in table 2.12. 

The minimum number of iterations required for 64 bit sample string is shown. The 

number of iterations required to regenerate the original string of 64 bit are 1, 2, 3, 4, 

6, 7, 84 (54h). Out of these numbers, the maximum is 84 and others are the sub

multiple of 84. So the Lowest Common Multiple (LCM) of the numbers ( i.e. 

iterations) is 84. 
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Table 2.12: Minimum number of iterations required to reappear the original 

string for 64 bit sample data 

Minimum no. of iterations required to 

Sample Data (Hex) reappear the original data (Hex) 

0000000000000000 01 

0000000000000001 02 

0000000000000004 02 

0000000000000002 03 

2000000000000000 03 

0000000000000010 04 

0000000000000040 04 
... 

0000000000010000 06 

0000000000040000 06 

000.0000000400000 07 

0000000040000000 07 

0706050403020100 54 

Therefore the theoretically computed iterations I cycles conform the 

experimental value. 

Case 4: 128 bit Block 

The number of iterations to reappear the original string is shown in table 2.13. 

The minimum number of iterations required for 128 bit sample string is shown. The 

number of iterations required to regenerate the original string of 128 bit are 1, 2, 12, 

19, 24, 38, 456. Out ofthese numbers, the maximum is 456 and others are the sub

multiple of 456. So the Lowest Common Multiple (LCM) of the numbers (i.e. 

iterations) is 456. 
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Table 2.13: Minimum number of iterations required to reappear the original 

string for 128 bit sample data 

Sample Data ( Hex) Min. No. ofiterations 

Hex Decimal 

0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0001 13 19 

0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0008 02 02 

0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0100 0000 oc 12 

0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 1000 0000 oc 12 

0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 4000 0000 18 24 

0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0010 0000 0000 18 24 

0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0002 13 19 

0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0001 0000 0000 02 02 

0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 01 01 

FFFF FFFF FFFF FFFF FFFF FFFF FFFF FFFF 01 01 

0202 0202 0202 0202 0202 0202 0202 0202 26 38 

OAOA OAOA OAOA OAOA OAOA OAOA OAOA 26 38 

0102 0304 0506 0708 090A OBOC ODOE OF10 01C8 456 

100F OEOD OCOB OA09 0807 0605 0403 0201 01C8 456 

Therefore the theoretically computed iterations I cycles conform the 

experimental value. 

Case 5 : 256 bit Block 

The number of iterations to reappear the original string is shown in table 1.14. 

The minimum number of iterations required for 256 bit sample string is shown. The 

number of iterations required to regenerate the original string of 256 bit are 1, 4, 5, 

10, 20, 1820. Out of these numbers, the maximum is 1820 and others are the sub

multiple of 1820. So the Lowest Common Multiple (LCM) of the numbers ( i.e. 

iterations) is 1820. 
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Table 2.14: Minimum number of iterations required to reappear the original 

string for 256 bit sample data 

Sample Data ( Hex) No. ofiterations 

Hex Decimal 

0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 01 01 

0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0003 0201 04 04 

0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0007 OA 10 

0000 0000 0000 1918171615141312 1110 OFOE ODOC OBOA 0908 0706 0504 0302 0100 071C 1820 

FFFF FFFF FFFF FFFF FFFF FFFF FFFF FFFF FFFF FFFF FFFF FFFF FFFF FFFF 01 01 
FFFF-FFFF 

0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 OAOB OCOD OEOF 14 20 .. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ OA 10 

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 05 05 
AAAA AAAA AAAA AAAA 

BBBB BBBB BBBB BBBB BBBB BBBB BBBB BBBB BBBB BBBB BBBB BBBB BBBB 071C 1820 
BBBB BBBB BBBB 

0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 0101 071C 1820 

Therefore the theoretically computed iterations I cycles conform the 

experimental value. 

2.5 Experimental Proof 

The proof of the PP Encoding is experimentally verified for different bit length 

starting from 16 to 256. The following procedure is adopted to verify the proof 

experimentally. Each bit of the block is set to 1 keeping all other bits 0 and is 

calculated the cycles I iterations required to get back the original data on PP 

Encoding. 

For example, a 16 bit data has 16 positions, from 1st to 16th. Setting the 1st bit to 

1, the PP Encoding technique is applied and the number of cycles taken to appear the 

original data is calculated. Similarly, for the 2nd bit, 3rd bit, and so on up to 16th bit, 

the same procedure is followed. A table containing the bit position and the iteration 

is formed. The LCM of the iterations give the iterations required to reappear any 16 

bit block under the PP Encoding. 
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Table2 .15 (a) Iterations for different bit position for 16 bit block 

Bit position Iteration Bit position Iteration 

1 2 9 3 

2 3 10 2 

3 2 11 2 

4 2 12 2 

5 3 13 3 

6 2 14 3 

7 3 15 2 

8 1 16 l 

Fig 2.6(a): ~o . of it eration for each bit ( 16 bit) ofPP Encoding 
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Bi t position of the string 

The tables 2.15 (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) showing the bit position and the 

iteration for different bit length are shown. The corresponding fig 2.6(a), (b), (c), (d) 

and (e) are also given for visualization. 

Table2. 15 (b) Iterations for different bit position for 32 bit block 

Bit Iteration Bit Iteration Bit Iteration Bit Iteration 

position position position position 

1 5 9 10 17 3 25 lO 

2 5 lO 2 18 2 26 2 

3 10 11 10 19 10 27 10 

4 2 12 2 20 2 28 2 

5 10 13 3 21 10 29 5 

6 2 14 I 2 22 2 30 5 

7 10 15 3 23 10 31 5 

8 2 16 1 24 2 32 1 
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Fig 2.6(b ): No. of iteration for each bit (32 bit) 
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Table2.15 (c) Iterations for different bit position for 64 bit block 

Iteration Bit Iteration Bit Iteration Bit Iteration 

position position position 

2 17 6 33 7 49 2 

3 18 2 34 2 50 2 

2 19 6 35 7 51 4 

2 20 2' 36 2 52 2 

4 21 6 37 7 53 4 

2 22 2 38 2 54 2 

4 23 7 39 2 55 2 

2 24 2 40 2 56 2 

2 25 2 41 6 57 4 

2 26 2 42 2 58 2 

4 27 7 43 6 59 2 

2 28 2 44 2 60 2 

4 29 7 45 6 61 3 

2 30 2 46 2 62 3 

2 31 7 47 4 63 2 

2 32 1 48 2 64 1 
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Fig 2.6 (c) No. of iteration for each bit 
for PP Encoding (64 bit) 
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Table2.15 (d) Iterations for different bit position for 128 bit block 

Bit Iteration Bit Iteration Bit Iteration Bit Iteration 

position position position position 

1 19 17 19 33 2 49 24 

2 19 18 2 34 2 50 2 

3 19 19 12 35 2 51 2 

4 2 20 2 36 2 52 2 

5 19 21 12 37 24 53 24 

6 2 22 2 38 2 54 2 

7 19 23 12 39 24 55 24 

8 2 24 2 40 2 56 2 

9 2 25 12 41 24 57 24 

10 2 26 2 42 2 58 2 

11 19 27 12 43 24 59 24 

12 2 28 2 44 2 60 2 

l3 19 29 12 45 24 61 1 

14 2 30 2 46 2 62 2 

15 19 31 24 47 24 63 2 

16 2 32 2 48 2 64 1 
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Table2.15 (d) continuation : Iterations for different bit position for 128 bit block 

Bit Iteration Bit Iteration Bit Iteration Bit Iteration 

position position position position 

65 2 81 24 97 12 113 19 

66 2 82 2 98 2 114 2 

67 24 83 24 99 12 115 19 

68 2 84 2 100 2 116 2 

69 24 85 24 101 12 117 19 

70 2 86 2 102 2 118 2 

71 24 87 24 103 12 119 2 

72 2 88 2 104 2 120 2 

73 24 89 24 105 12" 121 19 

74 2 90 2 106 2 122 2 

75 24 91 24 107 12 123 19 

76 2 92 2 108 2 124 2 

77 2 93 2 109 19 125 19 

78 2 94 2 110 2 126 19 

79 24 95 2 111 19 127 19 

80 2 96 2 112 2 128 1 

Fig 2. 6 ( d ) : No. of iteration for each bit (128 bit) 
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Tabie2.15 (e) Iterations for different bit position for 256 bit block 

Bit Iteration Bit Iteration Bit Iteration Bit Iterati 

position position position position on 

1 2 65 20 129 13 193 20 

2 5 66 2 130 2 194 2 

3 5 67 20 131 13 195 20 

4 2 68 2 132 2 196 2 

5 10 69 2 133 2 197 20 

6 2 70 2 134 2 198 2 

7 10 71 20 135 2 199 20 
8 2 72 2 136 2 200 2 

9 2 73 20 137 13 201 2 
10 2 74 2 138 2 202 2 
11 10 75 20 139 13 203 20 
12 2 76 2 140 2 204 2 
13 10 77 20 141 2 205 2. 
14 2 78 2 142 2 206 2 
15 10 79 20 143 13 207 2 
16 2 80 2 144 2 208 2 
17 4 81 2 145 2 209 20 
18 2 82 2 146 2 210 2 
19 4 83 2 147 13 211 20 
20 2 84 2 148 2 212 2 
21 2 85 2 149 14 213 20 
22 2 86 2 150 2 214 2 
23 4 87 2 151 14 215 20 
24 2 88 2 152 2 216 2 
25 2 89 14 153 14 217 2 
26 2 90 2 154 2 218 2 
27 4 91 2 155 14 219 20 
28 2 92 2 156 2 220 2 
29 20 93 14 157 14 221 2 
30 2 94 2 158 2 222 2 
31 20 95 2 159 14 223 20 
32 2 96 2 160 2 224 2 
33 20 97 14 161 2 225 20 
34 2 98 2 162 2 226 2 
35 2 99 14 163 14 227 4 
36 2 100 2 164 2 228 2 
37 20 101 14 165 2 229 4 
38 2 102 2 166 2 230 2 
39 2 103 14 167 2 231 2 
40 2 104 2 168 2 232 2 
.41 20 105 14 169 2 233 4 .. 

42 2 106 2 170 2 23.4 2 
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107 13 171 2 235 2 

108 2 172 2 236 2 

109 13 173 20 237 4 

llO 2 174 2 238 2 

lll 2 175 2 239 10 
ll2 2 176 2 240 2 
113 13 177 20 241 10 
ll4 2 178 2 242 2 
ll5 2 179 20 243 10 
ll6 2 180 2 244 2 
ll7 13 181 20 245 10 
ll8 2 182 2 246 2 
ll9 13 183 20 247 2 
120 2 184 2 248 2 
121 2 185 20 249 10 
122 2 186 2 250 2 
123 2 187 2 251 5 
124 2 188 2 252 2 
125 13 189 20 '253 5 
126 2 190 2 254 5 
127 13 191 20 255 2 
128 1 192 2 256 1 

Fig2.6 (e): No. of iteration of each bit (256 bit) 
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The table 2. 7 shows the definite reappearance of the string for different bit 

length. The second column of the table shows the numbers which give the number of 

iterations of bit positions. The LCM of these numbers shows the definite 

reappearance of the string. 

Table 2. 7 Definite Reappearance of String for Different Bit length 

Bit Length Iterations for LCMof Definite 

of the string the bits iterations · reappearance 

of string 

16 1, 2, 3 6 6 

32 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 30 30 

64 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7 84 84 

128 1, 2, 12, 19, 24 456 456 

256 1, 2, 4, 5, 10, 13, 14, 20 1820 1820 

Therefore, the theoretical values obtained are confirmed by the experimental 

results. 

2.6 Application of PP Encoder in Encryption 

The PP Encoder can be effectively utilized m encryption. This is a 

symmetric block cipher technique of encryption. Any message can be considered as a 

series of string with bit length n, consisting of 8 or a multiple of 8. Since the message 

may not be exactly divisible by n, there may be a string of length, m, as residual, 

which will be of length, 8 or a multiple of 8, but less than n. It has been seen in the 

transformation that there will be a definite number of iterations (say, k) required to 

reappear the original string for bit length, n. Then the transformation will generate 

(k -1) number of intermediate string in the process. Any one of these (k-1) 

intermediate string can be used as encoded or encrypted string as cipher text. 

Considering that the number of transformation applied on the string is p, less 

than k. The generated string after p number of transformation will be used as cipher 

text. The cipher text will be sent from the sender to receiver through unprotected line 

for transmission. The (k - p) number of iteration has to be applied at the r~ceiving 
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end to get back the original string, the message. This is the decoding or decryption 

process at the receiving end. 

All the n bit strings of the message will be undergone through PP Encoding 

and the residual m bit string of the message will also be selected for PP Encoding for 

m bit length transformation. 

2. 7 Security of PP Encoding 

The present literatures reveal that the bit length of 128 is sufficient for 

security in block cipher technique. However, the bit length of 256 in PP Encoding 

has been tested successfully. This higher bit length has given an additional security 

for the message. The crypto-analyst has to face the sufficient trouble to recover the 

message encoded I encrypted under the PP Encoding. 

The bit length of PP Encoding up to 256 has been verified. The algorithm in 

assembly level is generalized in nature and it can be extended to any higher bit length 

without the loss of generality. Higher the bit length, better is the security But the 

encoding I decoding time will be very high for any message. 

So the PP Encoding can be used as secured encryption I decryption for any 

message and can be successfully used through internet for secured message 

transmission. 

2.8 Intra-Cascading of PP Encoding for Better Security 

The PP Encoding can be used as cascaded manner to enhance the security. The 

cascaded scheme the output obtained from one cycle using a stream length can be 

made input to another run for a variable stream size. A cascaded technique for PP 

Encoder has been developed for bit length starting from 8 bits to 256 bits of stream 

size. Figure 2 . 12 shows block size used for cascading. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~/ 
Fig. 2.12( a) 
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Fig. 2.12( b) 
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II 

II 

64 II 64 II 64 

Fig. 2.12( c) 

128 II 
Fig. 2.12( d) 

256 

Fig. 2.12( e) 

Fig. 2.12 (a): 256 bit message split into 16 bit block 

Fig. 2.12( b) : 256 bit message split into 32 bit block 

Fig. 2.12( c) : 256 bit message split into 64 bit block 

Fig. 2.12 ( d) : 256 bit message split into 128 bit block 

Fig. 2.12 ( e) : 256 bit message split into 256 bit block 

II 64 

128 

Fig. 2.12 ( a ) shows a message of 256 bit split into 16 bit blocks, fig 2.12 ( b ) a 

message of 256 bit split into 32 bit blocks and so on. The PP Encoding may be 

applied to the message selecting the blocks separately. 

A two level cascading of PP Encoding is shown in fig 2.13 . Here M is the 

message under PP Encoding and E is the output after two level cascading. 

PP Encoding with a 
particular bit length 

( first level ) 

PP Encoding with 
different bit length 

( second level ) 

Fig. 2.13 : Two Level Cascading ofPP Encoding. 

The cascading makes the messages I information more secured . But it will 

make the process asymmetric. So the same process will not be applicable to recover 

the message. Therefore the reverse process has to be followed to recover I decrypt 

the encoded I encrypted message. 

The number of level of cascading increases the security of the encoding. On 

the contrary, it becomes computation intensive and makes it to be impractical for 

encoding. Therefore a designer has to choose the optimum level of cascading for the 

level of security desired. 
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If anyone wants to improve the level of security, he has to increase the level of 

cascading at the cost of computation. 

2.9 Comparison of PP Encoding with RSA Encoding 

A comparative study of PP Encoding with RSA Encoding has been made in 

order to grade the developed encoding. For this purpose two methods are adopted as 

in the following. 

1. Frequency Distribution of Encoded file with PP Encoding 

2. Homogeneity Test (Chi-square) by a statistical method 

The Frequency Distribution and Homogeneity Test presentations are given in section 

2.9.1 and 2.9.2 respectively. 

2.9.1 Frequency Distribution ofEncoded file 

To find out the frequency distribution of the technique, a text file (prt.txt. size: 

113 51 Bytes) is taken. The PP Encoding technique has been applied and then the 

distribution of the characters of the text file and that of encoded file is plotted in 

figure 2.14. The distribution of the characters of the source text file and that of 

encoded file with RSA is plotted in figure 2.15. The blue line in the bar graph shows 

the distribution for the text file, while the red line for encoded file for both figures 

2.14 and 2.15. 

Ch-r--c::::::t-.--

Figure 2.14: Frequency Distribution of characters in source message and encrypted 

message under Prime Position Encoding 
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From the di tribution of the character it i een that frequenc of character 

ar distributed throughout the range of character taken (0 to 255) which I ad to a 

concluding remark that the technique may add a better security. 

I 1J II u lLJ _ll 1 _1 
[ 

_j ~ l 
o n- ~----

Figure 2.15 : Frequency Distribution of character in source message and encrypted 
message under R A Encoding 

2.9.2 Homogeneity Test (Chi-square) 

For homogeneity te t ofthe encrypted file gen rated through PP Encoder, chi

quare technique, a stati tical method ha been applied. A text file (g.abc) of size, 

2157 byte is used for encryption. The corresponding encrypted fi les are generated for 

different block length. For each case the chi- quare value is computed. The maximum 

alue for this text file is calculated as 2423.77 and the a erage value of all the alues 

i 1052.40. The table 2.7 show the chi-squar and the figure 2.16 how the bar

graph for different block lengths (8 16 32, 64 128 and 256). The bar against 1 is for 

8 bit block length that again t 2 for 16 bit block length and so on. 

The Chi-Square value for the same file under RSA encryption is 2359.03. 

The average chi-square value has been computed from the values obtained for 

different bit length and a comparison is made with RSA as given in table 2.8. The 

average alue computed is much lower than that of RSA although the chi-square 

value for 8 bit block i higher than that ofR A. 
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Table 2.7: Chi-square value for different Block Length of a file 

Sl.No. Block Text File Encrypted File File Size Chi-
Length square 

value 
1 8 g.abc Pr8.abc 2,157 2423.77 
2 16 g.abc Pr16.abc 2,157 662.23 
3 32 g. abc Pr32.abc 2,157 1817.52 
4 64 g.abc Pr64.abc 2,157 563.04 
5 128 g.abc Pr128.abc 2,157 410.77 
6 256 g. abc Pr256.abc 2,157 437.07 

Average Chi-Index 1052.40 

3000 
2423.77 

> 2500 
<!) 

2000 1817.52 ..... 

"' ;::l 
1500 0"' 

ifJ 
' 1000 6 6 2 .2 3 

...c:: 563.04 
410.77 4 3 7 .0 7 

u 500 

0 
8 1 6 32 64 1 28 256 

Block Length 

I D Chi-Square value I 

Figure 2.16: Chi-Square Value for Different Block Length 

Table 2. 8: Comparison of Chi-Square Value between PP Encoder and RSA Encoder 

Aver~ge Chi-square value Average Chi-square value Chi-square value for 

for the file g. abc under PP for the file g.abc under PP the file g.abc under 

Encoder Encoder with 8 bit block RSAEncoder 

1052.40 2423.77 2359.03 
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Figure 2.17 : Comparison of Chi-Square Value of PP Encoder with RSA 

Figure 2.17 shows the bar graph showing the comparison of Chi-Square Value of PP 

Encoder with that ofRSA. 

Table 2.8: Chi-square value for different Block Length often files under PP 
Encoding 

Sour Source Chi- Chi- Chi- Chi- Chi- Chi-
ce File square square square square square square 
File SIZe For 8 bit For 16 For32 For 64 For For 

length bit bit bit 128bit 256bit 
length length length lemrth length 

a. abc 904 990 .86 362 771 258.71 195.18 173.21 

b.abc 1061 1106 68 370.32 903.4 265.37 265.37 246.75 

c.abc 907 984 .74 301.21 769 58 228.42 228.42 215.09 

d.abc 2841 3090.79 536.96 2359.34 673.25 458.53 478.49 

e.abc 1765 1866.81 384.07 1532.2 480.74 332.36 336.88 

f. abc 2227 2580 .27 501.98 1898.17 633 .79 477.68 504.04 

g. abc 2157 2423 .77 662 .23 1817.52 563 .04 410.77 437 .07 

h. abc 7121 7686.52 1811.56 5809.87 1668.83 1169.3 986.9 
i.abc 8830 9559.08 1242.22 7392.4 2081 .02 1189.76 1627.33 
j .abc 2182 2432.87 481 .64 1779.85 558.12 425 .06 452.05 

Av. 
Chi-
Square 

Average 2999.5 3272.24 665.419 2503.33 741 .129 515 .243 545.781 1373.86 

The chi-square value is also computed on ten files with different file size under PP 

Encoder as given in the table 2.8. Figure 2.18 gives the comparative study ofthe 
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Figure 2.18: Chi-Square Value for Different Block Length under PP Encoder 

chi-square value for different block length under PP Encoder. Table 2.9 shows the 

average value under RSA Encoder. From the average value computed, it is seen that 

for 8 bit block length the average chi-square value under PP Encoder exceeds that of 

RSA, although the over-all average value under PP Encoder is less than that ofRSA 

and shown in table 2.10. 

Table 2.9: Chi-Square value under RSA Encoder 

Sl Source Source Chi-Square value 
no File File size under RSA Encoder 
1 a. abc 904 953.21 
2 b.abc 1061 1135.65 
" c.abc 907 997.82 .) 

4 d.abc 2841 2988.19 
5 e.abc 1765 1892.01 
6 fabc 2227 2406.50 
7 g.abc 2157 2359.03 
8 h. abc 7121 7311.02 
9 i.abc 8830 9085.07 
10 j.abc 2182 2318.65 

Average Chi-Square 
3144.715 

Value 
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Table 2.10: Comparison of Chi-Square Value between PP Encoder and RSA Encoder 

Average Chi-square value for Average Chi-square value Chi-square value for 
ten files under PP Encoder for ten files under PP ten files under RSA 

Encoder with 8 bit block Encoder 

1373.86 3272.24 3144.715 

3500 3272.24 3144.715 
-

r--
..... 3000 
:::J 
ro 2500 > 
(!) 2000 ..... 
ro 1373.86 :::J 1500 0" r--en 

• ..!.. 1000 .c 
0 500 

0 

PPE PPE8 RSA 

Encoders 

Figure 2.19: Comparison of Chi-Square value ofPP Encoder with RSA 

Figure 2.19 shows the pictorial diagram for the comparison of Chi-Square value of 

PP Encoder with that of RSA Encoder. The Chi-square value against PPE is for · 

overall average value of chi-square under Prime Position Encoder, that against PPE8 

for average value of chi-square ·under Prime Position Encoder with 8 bit block length 

and that against RSA for average value ofRSA encoder. 

2.10 Conclusion 

The PP Encoding does not produce any additional bit in the process of encoding. 

The PP Encoder has considered to shift an ith bit of the sample source data to mth 

position determined as in the following. 

m=n-1 if m is a non-prime 

otherwise to the previous prime position 

where i is the position of the bit concern in nth bit block. 

The above PP Encoding can be realized in different way as described m 

following. 
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m=n-1 ifm is a non-pnme 

otherwise to the next or next to next prime position and so on 

where i is the position of the bit concern in nth bit block. 

So there may be a number of transformations possible in PP Encoding. The same 

program will be valid for all the transformations except the target table, on which the 

transformation takes place, requires to be changed depending on the case. 

The chi-square value computed with 8 bit block length under this encoding is 

comparable with RSA encoding. 

Therefore ·it may be very effective in encryption. So the encrypted message 

will be of same size as that of original message. It is a merit attributed to the encoder. 
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3 Introduction 

In the chapter 2, the principle of PP encoder is described in detail. Its 

realization using microprocessor based system and comparison with RSA encoder 

are also made. 

This is another encoder which deals string I block as input and produces the 

string I block as output as in the PP Encoder. This encoder follows the principle of 

block cipher technique. It is a symmetric encryption and can be applied for secured 

transmission through unprotected line and internet facility. 

3.1 Principle of Triangular Encoder 

This encoder will accept a string of bit length, n. It will generate the encoded 

string of bit length, n through encoding process. All the generating bits in the 

encoding as well as decoding process looks like a triangle and hence it is termed as 

triangular encoder. The generated bits in the triangle give the encoded string. 

Considering the string or block length be n. (n-1) bit will be generated in the 

first phase, (n-2) bit in the second phase, (n-3) bit in the third phase, and so on, (n-(n-

1)) bit i.e. 1 bit in the last phase. There will be (n-1) phase for n bit string in the 

encoding as well as decoding process. The first bit of the string and the first bits of 

each phase constitute the encoded string. The same process is followed to decode the 

encoded string. The encoding and decoding process is applicable to a string of any 

length. The principle is discussed with 8 bit string only. The result is taken for 8, 16, 

32, 64, 128 and 256 bit string. 

The encoding and decoding techniques are discussed in section 3. 1. 1 and 

3 .1.2 respectively. 
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3.1.1 Encoding Technique 

To illustrate the encoding technique of the triangular encoder, a string 

consisting of 8 bits is considered, as shown in fig 3 .1. 

msb lsb 

Fig 3 .1 An 8 bit string for Triangular Encoding 

a 1, a 2, a 3, '4, as, 8.6, a7 and as ar.e the bits of the string, a1 the most significant bit 

(msb) and as the least significant bit ( lsb) ofthe string. 

The encoding operation starts from most significant bit and continues to least 

significant bit. The msb is XORed with the next to msb i.e. a1 is XORed with a2 and 

generates a12; a2 is XORed with a3 and generates a23; and so on, up to a78. Thus it 

generates 7 bits (a12 a23 a34 '45 as6 8.67 a78) in the process as in figure 3.2. The same 

encoding operation will be applied on the 7 generated bits producing 6 bits (a13 a24 

a35 '46 a57 8.6s). The operation continues till it generates single bit at the output. The 

whole operation is illustrated in figure 3 .2. 

Source .String 

E a 1 a2 a3 a 4 as a6 a7 as 

N a 12 a23 a 34 a 45 a 56 a 67 a78 

c a 13 a 24 a 35 a 46 a 57 a 6S 

0 a 1234 a 2345 a 3456 a 4567 a 567s 

D a 1s a 26 a 37 a 4S 

E 
a 1256 a 2367 a 347S 

D 
a 1357 a 246S 

String 
a 12345678 

Fig 3.2 : Generation ofEncoded string through Triangular Encoding 
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The source string of 8 bit data (a1 a2 a3 34 as <16 a7 as) is shown in the first 

row as bold and the encoded string is shown in the second column as bold in figure 

3.2. 

a 12 = a 1 XOR a 2 ; a 1 XOR a 1 = 0 

a 12 XOR a 23 = a 1 XOR a 2 XOR a 2 XOR a 3 = a 1 XOR a 3 = a 13 

The encoded 8 bit string is generated by collecting the bits in the second column (i.e. 

a1 au a13 a1234 a1s aus6 a1357 a12345678} Let the generated string be b1 b2 b3 b4 bs 

b6 b7 bs. Then 

b1 = a1 ; b2 = au ; b3 = an; b4 = a1234 ; bs = a1s ; b6 = aus6; b7 = 

ans7; bs = a 12345678. 

a1357 au345678 . 'fhe encoded string can be used as cipher text in encryption. 

3.1.2 Decoding Technique 

In order to decode the encoded string (b1 b2 b3 b4 bs b6 b7 bs) shown as 

bold in the second row of figure 3.3, the same operation, as described in section 

3. 1. 1, is applied on it. The trace is given in figure 3 . 3. 

Encoded String 

D b 1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 b7 bs 

E bu b 23 b 34 b 45 b 56 b 67 b78 

c b13 b 24 b 35 b 46 b 57 b 68 

0 b 1234 b 2345 b 3456 b 4567 b 5678 

D 
b 15 b 26 b 37 b 48 

E 
b 1256 b 2367 b 3478 

D 
b 1357 b 2468 

string 
b 12345678 

Fig 3.3: Decoding of Triangular Encoding 
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So the second column of figure 3.3 gives the decoded string (b1 b12 bn b1234 b1s 

b12s6 b13s7 bl234S67S), shown as bold, derived during the encoding process. 

3.1.3 Proof of Decoding 

To prove the decoding correctness, a source string (a1 a2 a3 ~ as ~ a7 as) 

has been considered as in section 3 .1.1 and the encoded string is (b1 b2 b3 b4 bs b6 

b7 bs) derived in encoding operation. This encoded string is decoded in decoding 

operation as described in section 3 .1.2, generates the decoded string (b1 b12 b13 

b1234 b1s b12s6 b13s7 bl234S67S)-

The following derivation shows that the decoded string equals the source string. 

b 12 = b 1 XOR b 2 = a 1 XOR a 12 = a 1 XOR a 1 XOR a 2 = a 2 

b 13 = b 1 XOR b 3 = a 1 XOR a 13 = a 1 XOR a 1 XOR a 3 = a 3 

b 1234 = b 1 XOR b 2 XOR b 3 XOR b 4 = a 1 XOR a 1 XOR a 2 XOR a 1 XOR a 3 

XOR a 1 XOR a 2 XOR a 3 XOR a 4 = a 4 

b 15 = b 1 XOR b 5 = a 1 XOR a 1 XOR a 5 = a 5 

b 1256 = b 1 XOR b 2 XOR b 5 XOR b 6 = a 1 XOR a 1 XOR a 2 XOR a 1 XOR a 5 

XOR a 1 XOR a 2 XOR a 5 XOR a 6 = a 6 

b 1357 = b 1 XOR b 3 XOR b 5 XOR b 1 = a 1 XOR a 1 XOR a 3 XOR a 1 XOR a 5 

XOR a 1 XOR a 3 XOR a 5 XOR a 1 = a 1 

b 12345678 = b 1 XOR b 2 XOR b 3 XOR b 4 XOR b 5 XOR b 6 XOR b 1 XOR b 8 

= a 1 XOR a 1 XOR a 2 XOR a 1 XOR a 3 XOR a 1 XOR a 2 XOR a 3 

XOR a 4 XOR a 1 XOR a 5 XOR a 1 XOR a 2 XOR a 5 XOR a 6 XOR a1 

XOR a 3 XOR a 5 XOR a 1 XOR a 1 XOR a 2 XOR a 3 XOR a 4 XOR 

a 5 XOR a 6 XOR a 1 XOR a 8 = a 8 

So (b1 b12 b13 b1234 b1s b12s6 b13s7 bl234S67s) = (a1 a2 a3 ~ as ~ a7 as) 

Therefore, it proves that the bits generated in the second column of fig 3 . 3 are 

the string in originaL 

The principle of encoding and decoding, shown for 8 bits only, are applicable 

to a string of n bits. Therefore it is generalized in nature. 
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The encoding and decoding operations as shown in fig 2.2 and fig 2.3 look 

like a triangle and hence it is called Triangular Encoder. Section 3.2 deals with an 

example of the process of encoding and decoding 

3.2 Example to illustrate Triangular Encoding 

A source string in binary has been assumed as an example arbitrarily to 

illustrate the encoding as well as decoding process. Since it is a symmetric algorithm, 

both encoding and decoding follow the same technique. Section 3.2.1 illustrates the 

encoding process whereas the section 3 .2.2 demonstrates the decoding. 

3.2.1 Encoding Process 

An 8 bit string (10110001b = B1h) as source string is assumed for triangular 

encoding. The string is shown in second row of figure 3 .4 as bold. The encoding 

operation is applied on the string successively till a single bit is generated. 

Source String 

E 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 

N 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 

c 0 1 1 1 . 0 1 

0 1 0 0 1 1 

D 1 0 1 0 

E 1 1 1 
D 0 0 

String 
0 

Fig 3.4: Encoding ofbinary string (10110001b) 

So a1 = 1; a2 = 0; a3 = 1; 8.4 = 1; as = 0; a6 = 0; a7 = 0; as= 1 .. 

a1 xor a2 = 1 xor 0 = 1; a2 xor a3 = 0 xor 1 = 1; a3 xor 8.4 = 1 xor 1 = 0; 

a4 xor as= 1 xor 0 = 1; as xor ~·= 0 xor 0 = 0; ~ xor a7= 0 xor 0 = 0; 

a7xor as= 0 xor 1= 1. 
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Concatenating the bits (1101001) so generated completes the first phase. The 

third row of figure 3.4 shows 7 bits as discussed. So is the process for generating the 

fourth row w1th 6 bits and so on. The second column of figure 3. 4 shown as bold is 

the encoded string. 

The encoded string is 10111 OOb = DC h. 

3.2.2 Decoding Process 

Let me consider the encoded string, B (11011100) requires to be decoded. 

In the first phase the generation of seven bits from the eight encoded bits is shown in 

the following. 

b1 xor b2 = 1 xor 1 = 0; b2 xor b3 = 1 xor 0 = 1; b3 xor b4 = 0 xor 1 = 1; 

b4 xor b5 = 1 xor 1 = 0; b5 xor b6 = 1 xor 1 = 0; b6 xor b7 = 1 xor 0 = 1; 

b1 xor b& = 0 xor 0= 0. 

Concatenating the seven bits generated from the encoded eight bits gives (0110010) 

shown in third row of figure 3. 5. Fallowing the same process, 6 bits in the fourth 

row; 5 bits in the fifth row; 4 bits in the sixth row; 3 bits in the seventh row; 2 bits in 

the eighth row and finally 1 bit in the ninth row of figure 3 . 5 are shown. 

The encoded binary string (1011100) derived from the encoding operation 

requires to apply the decoding operation which will generate the source string, the 

goal. The decoding operation is applied using the same principle as encoding and the 

decoded string is given figure 3.5. The encoded binary string (1011100) is shown as 

bold in the second row offigure 3.5. The decoded binary string (10110001) is shown 

as bold in the second column of figure 3. 5. 
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Encoded String 

D 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 

E 0 1 '1 0 0 1 0 

c 1 0 1 0 1 1 

0 1 1 1 1· 0 

D 0 0 0 1 

E 0 0 1 
D 0 1 

String 
1 

Fig 3.5: Decoding of an Encoded string (11011100b) 

The decoded string can be obtained by concatenating the bits generated on the 

second column. It is a binary string (10110001) which is the same as the source 

string considered at the time of encoding. 

The process of encoding and decoding is depicted in figure 3 .6. 

Encoding Decoding 
8 bit string 8 bit string 8 bit string .. .. 
(B1h) "' (DC h) ,.. (B1h) 

Fig 3. 6: Encoding & Decoding operation on a string ( 10110001 b) 

The encoding and the decoding operation can be extended to a string of any bit 

without any loss of generality. 

The routines developed for realizing the triangular encoder are given in the 

section 3.3. 
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3.3 Realization of Triangular Encoder through Microprocessor based 

System 

The Triangular Encoding operation I transformation is implemented with the 

help of an 8 bit microprocessor based system, up to 256 bit stream. The specification 

of the system used for this purpose is already given in chapter II. 

The main program along with other routines of the transformation for 16/ 32/ 

64/ 128/ 256 bit string has been written in assembly level language. The programs 

are given is Appendix. 

In this section the development of routines for realizing the triangular 

encoding is described. The routines are generalized in nature. With proper change in 

parameter in the routines, the same may be used for string of any length, multiple of 

8. The routines are termed as 'rotat', 'clr', 'mvtrgt', 'xor' and 'main'. These are 

described in section 3.3.1 to 3.3.5. There are 4 routines, which are called by the main 

program. 

3.3.1 Routine 'rotat' 

This routine can rotate n bytes in memory by one bit left. For the description 

purpose a 4 byte long string is considered. The string is stored in the memory byte

wise. The Least Significant (LS) byte is stored in lower memory, its address is say, x 

and the Most Significant (MS) byte is stored in locatio"n, (x + 3). The lsb and msb of 

the string 

lsb 

LS Bvte 

MS Byte 

Fig 3. 7: 4 byte string stored in memory 
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are shown in figure 3. 7. The rotation of the string by one bit to the left means most 

significant bit (msb) will go to least significant bit (lsb) position and all other bits 

will move one bit to the left. To implement it, msb is tested first, whether it is 0 or 1, 

and set the carry flag accordingly. Then the LS byte is rotated left through carry. The 

msb will move to the lsb position, other bits of LS byte will move to the left by one 

bit and msb of LS byte will go to the carry position. The next byte of the string will 

be rotated through carry and continue till the last byte is reached. 

The algorithm is given below. 

i) The registers used in the routine are pushed in stack and HL pair is pointed 

to the most significant byte of the string. 

ii) The D register is loaded with the masking byte 1 OOOOOOOb. 

iii) The register E is loaded with counter value representing the number of byte 

in the string. 

iv) The MS byte is moved to A register. 

v) The content ofD register is ANDed with A to check the msb of the string. 

vi) Ifthe msb ofthe string is 0, go to (viii). 

vii) Else, carry is set, and go to (ix). · 

viii) The carry is set and complement the carry. 

ix) The memory HL is set to the address of the LS byte of the string. 

x) The memory content is rotated left through carry. 

xi) The memory pointer is incremented. 

xii) The byte counter E is decremented. 

xiii) Till the byte counter is zero, go to (x). 

xiv) The registers are popped. 

xv) Return. 

3.3.2 Routine 'clr' 

This routine clears n bytes from a particular address ofthe memory. 

The algorithm of 'clr' routine is given below. 

i) The registers used in the routine are pushed in stack and HL pair is pointed 

to the first location ofthe memory. 

ii) The C register is loaded with byte count value and A.is cleared. 

iii) The content of A is stored to memory, pointed by the HL pair. 
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iv) The memory pointer is incremented to the next location of the memory. 

v) The byte counter, C register is decremented by one. 

vi) Till the byte counter vale is 0, go to (iii). 

vii) Else, the content of the registers are restored by popping. 

viii) Return. 

3.3.3 Routine 'mvtrgt' 

This routine moves the most significant bit of the generated string to 

the place of the most significant bit in target string. 

i) The registers used in the routine are pushed in the stack. 

ii) The BL pair is pointed to the last location of the generated string in 

memory. 

iii) The D register is loaded with 1 OOOOOOb. 

iv) The content of the memory is moved to A 

v) The D register is ANDed with A and the result is moved to B. 
\ 

vi) The memory pointer is moved to the last location of the target string in 

memory. 

vii) The content ofB register is ORed with memory content and the result is 

stored 

m memory. 

viii) The registers are popped. 

ix) Return. 

3.3.4 Routine 'XOR' 

This is very important routine. This routine XORs the successive bits ( ith bit 

and (i-l)th) of the string and stores the in ith bit. The process will start from most 

significant bit and will continue to the least significant bit. The algorithm is given 

below. 

i) The registers used in the routine are pushed in the stack. 

ii) The HL register pair, used as memory pointer is set to the last location of 

the memory where the string is stored. 

iii) The register B, byte counter is loaded with count value. 
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iv) The register Dis loaded with the byte, OlOOOOOOb. 

v) The register C is loaded with 07h, the number of operation for a byte. 

vi) The content of the memory is ANDed with D, the result is shifted left by 

one bit and is stored in E. 

vii) The content ofD is rotated left by one bit. 

viii) The content of memory is moved to A and the content ofD is ANDed with 

A. 

ix) The content ofE is XORed with A. 

x) The zero flag is checked, if it is set, go to (xiv). 

xi) Else, the content of memory is moved to A, the D is ORed with A and the 

result is sent to memory. 

xii) The D register is rotated right by 2 bits. 

xiii) The C is decremented, till it is zero go to (vi). Else, go to (xvii). 

xiv) The unmasked bit position in memory as determined by Dis reset to 0. 

xv) The masking byte in Dis restored and rotated right by 2 bits. 

xvi) The C, operation counter is decremented, till it is zero go to (vi). 

xvii) The s\h operation is made between lsb of the present location and msb of 

the previous location and the result is put in lsb of the present location. 

xviii) The register B, byte counter is decremented by one. 

xix) Till the byte counter is 0, go to (iv). 

xx) Else, the registers are restored by pop operation. 

xxi) Return. 

3.3.5 Main Program 

This is the main program which calls the other routines described above to 

apply the triangular encoding operation. 

i) The stack pointer is initialized. 

ii) Routine 'clr' is called. 

iii) The B is initialized with 1 Oh for 2 byte data. 

iv) The 'mvtrgt' is called and then the routine 'rotat'. 

v) The counter B is decremented. 

vi) The routine 'XOR' is called. 

vii) The 'mvtrgt' is called and then the routine 'rotat'. 
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viii) The counter B is decremented. 

ix) Till the B is zero, go to (vi). 

x) End. 

3.4 Results 

A 16 bit source string (010000010100010b = 4142h) is assumed for Triangular 

Encoding operation as shown in second row of table 3 .1. After the first phase of 

transformation, 15 bits are generated and are shown in third column of table as bold 

and the process continues. If we observe the table 3.1 carefully, we will see that 

upper triangular portion shown as bold is the relevant triangle, we need. However we 

are not interested for the lower triangular part. This can be eliminated in high level 

software. But in binary level the storing of bytes is considered in two consecutive 

locations. And without increasing the software overhead in assembly level, this 

additional part is allowed in the memory. 

Table 3.1: Generation of Encoded string using Triangular 

16 bit Input Data Hex 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 4142 
1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 C3C6 
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 444A 
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 CCDE 
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 5562 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 FFA6 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 OOEA 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 013E 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0342 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0566 
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 OFAA 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 10FE 
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3102 
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 5306 
1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 F30A 
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 151E 

Input Data= 0100000101000010b = 4142h 

Encoded data= 0101010000000010b = 5402h. 

The 16 bit input data (0100000101000010b = 4142h) is stored in two consecutive 

locations. The least significant 8 bit (42h) is stored in the memory (say, F900h 

address) and the most significant 8 bit data ( 4lh) is stored in next memory location. 
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After applying the first operation on 4I42h data, the generated data will be C3C6h 

shown in right-most column of table 3 .I. To generate the encoded data, I5 such 

operations are applied successively. The data generated intermediately are shown in 

the I st column of the table 3 .1. The encoded data is the concatenated binary bits 

(OIOIOIOOOOOOOOIOb = 5402h), generated in the first column oftable 3.1. 

The experimental result of encoded string and decoded string for a set of 

arbitrarily assumed source string of I6, 32, and 64 bit block length are presented in 

table 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 respectively. 

Table 3.2: I6 bit Source string, the Encoded string and Decoded string 

Source string Encoded String Decoded string 

(hex) (hex) (hex) 

4242 5402 4242 

5402 4I42 5402 

56AA 4282 56AA 

0000 0000 0000 

FFFF 8000 FFFF 

8080 FFOO 8080 

0404 0500 0404 

oocc OOAO oocc 
FFBO 805D FFBO 

DIDO BAOI DIDO 

6776 6110 6776 

OFF6 0886 OFF6 

678B 6I93 678B 

A45D C986 A45D 

B69I DB34 B69I 
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Table 3.3 : 32 bit Source string, the Encoded string and Decoded string 

Source string Encoded String Decoded string 

(hex) (hex) (hex) 

01000000 01010101 01000000 

22222222 30000000 22222222 

33333333 20000000 33333333 

77777777 70000000 77777777 

04030201 05070605 04030201 

40302010 55776655 40302010 

22001100 30302020 22001100 

99887766 E0109000 99887766 

87654321 F89AAFFF 87654321 

32002300 21211010 32002300 

AABBCCDD C0106000 AABBCCDD 

FFFFFFFF 80000000 FFFFFFFF 

00000000 00000000 00000000 

Table 3.4 : 64 bit Source string, the Encoded String and Decoded ·string 

Source string (hex) Encoded String Decoded string 

(hex) (hex) 

0101010101010101 0100000000000000 0101010101010101 

0000000001000000 0000000001010101 0000000001000000 

0202020202020202 0300000000000000 0202020202020202 

0303030303030303 0200000000000000 0303030303030303 

0404040404040404 0500000000000000 0404040404040404 

0505050505050505 0400000000000000 0505050505050505 

0606060606060606 0600000000000000 0606060606060606 

0707070707070707 0700000000000000 0707070707070707 

0808080808080808 OFOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 0808080808080808 

0909090909090909 OEOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 0909090909090909 

OAOAOAOAOAOAOA ocoooooooooooooo OAOAOAOAOAOAOA 
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Source string (hex) Encoded String Decoded string 

(hex) (hex) 

OBOBOBOBOBOBOBOB ODOOOOOOOOOOOOOO OBOBOBOBOBOBOBOB 

ococococococococ OAOOOOOOOOOOOOOO ococococococococ 
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF 8000000000000000 FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF 

0000000000000000 0000000000000000 0000000000000000 

Table 3.5: 128 bit Source string and the Encoded string 

Input string(hex) Encoded String(hex) 

00000000000000000000000000000000 00000000000000000000000000000000 

01010101010101010101010101010101 01000000000000000000000000000000 

02020202020202020202020202020202 0300000000000'0000000000000000000 

03030303030303030303030303030303 02000000000000000000000000000000 

04040404040404040404040404040404 05000000000000000000000000000000 

05050505050505050505050505050505 06000000000000000000000000000000 

06060606060606060606060606060606 06000000000000000000000000000000 

07070707070707070707070707070707 07000000000000000000000000000000 

08080808080808080808080808080808 OFOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 

09090909090909090909090909090909 OEOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 

OAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOA ocoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 
OBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOB ODOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 

ococococococococococococococococ OAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 

FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF 80000000000000000000000000000000 

The data for 128 and 256 bit source string and the corresponding encoded data are 

presented in the table 3. 5 and table 3. 6 respectively as result. The decoded string 

corresponding to the encoded string is not presented for clarity for these two cases. 

The 256 bit data is shown in table 3.6 is split in two rows, the least significant part 

first, then the most significant part. 
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Table 3.6: 256 bit Input string and the Encoded string 

Input string(hex) Encoded String(hex) 

00000000000000000000000000000000 00000000000000000000000000000000 

00000000000000000000000000000000 00000000000000000000000000000000 

01010101010101010101010101010101 00000000000000000000000000000000 

01010101010101010101010101010101 01000000000000000000000000000000 

02020202020202020202020202020202 00000000000000000000000000000000 

02020202020202020202020202020202 03000000000000000000000000000000 

03030303030303030303030303030303 00000000000000000000000000000000 

03030303030303030303030303030303 02000000000000000000000000000000 

04040404040404040404040404040404 00000000000000000000000000000000 

04040404040404040404040404040404 05000000000000000000000000000000 

05050505050505050505050505050505 00000000000000000000000000000000 

05050505050505050505050505050505 04000000000000000000000000000000 

06060606060606060606060606060606 00000000000000000000000000000000 

06060606060606060606060606060606 06000000000000000000000000000000 

07070707070707070707070707070707 00000000000000000000000000000000 

07070707070707070707070707070707 07000000000000000000000000000000 

08080808080808080808080808080808 00000000000000000000000000000000 

08080808080808080808080808080808 OFOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 

09090909090909090909090909090909 00000000000000000000000000000000 

09090909090909090909090909090909 OEOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 

OAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOA 00000000000000000000000000000000 

OAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOA ocoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 
OBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOB 00000000000000000000000000000000 

OBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOB ODOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 

ococococococococococococococococ 00000000000000000000000000000000 

ococococococococococococococococ OAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 

FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF~tFFFF 00000000000000000000000000000000 

FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF~tFFFF 80000000000000000000000000000000 
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3.5 Security Aspect in Triangular Encoding 

The table 3. 7 shows the source strings of two 8 bit and one 16 bit string 

concatenated of two 8 bit strings in the first column and the corresponding encoded 

strings for the source string in the second column. If we carefully observe the input 

string and the corresponding encoded string, we see that the 8 bit strings are 

producing the 8 bit strings and the two concatenated 8 bit strings are producing a 16 

bit encoded string which is not equal to the concatenated encoded strings produced 

from its corresponding 8 bit input strings. 54h and 56h are the encoded strings of 41h 

and 42h respectively. The concatenated input string 4142h produces the encoded 

string 5402h, which are not the concatenated encoded strings of 54h and 56h. 

Table 3. 7: Input string of 8 and 16 bit 

Source String Encoded String 

(hex) (hex) 

41 54 

42 56 

4142 5402 

The concatenation of input strings produces a separate encoded string, other 

than the concatenated encoded strings produced from the input strings. This property 

may be very useful as far as the security of the string is concerned. This will generate 

the randomness in the encoded string of large length. The brute-force attack for 256 

bit is not very easy with the simple machines. The program developed is applicable 

up to 256 bit string length. This string length may be increased further to enhance the 

security ofthe encoder. 

3.6 Memory Efficient Program for Triangular Encoding in Assembly Level 

The program of triangular encoding is developed so judiciously that no extra 

memory is required during the time of encoding as scratch pad. The intermediately 

generated data is saved in the same place of memory where the input string is stored 

initially. Only the size of the memory, equals to its string is required for the 
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encoding. For example, 16 bit input string requires 16 bit another memory space for 

its encoded data. 

As a result the program developed is a memory efficient one for its encoding 

operation. 

3.7 Number of operations required for Triangular Encoding 

An 8 bit string is considered as data, on which the triangular encoding 

operation will be applied. The (8 - 1) XOR operations are required in the first phase 

or cycle, (8 - 2) XOR operations in the second phase and so on till it is 1. 

So (8 - 1) cycles and (7 + 6 + 5 + 4 + 3 + 2 + 1) XOR operations are required 

for 8 bit string in the encoding operation. For n bit string, there will be (n- 1) cycles 

and [ n ( n - 1 ) I 2 ] XOR operations required to generate n bit encoded string. This 

is very much useful in high level realization. 

3.8 Comparison of Triangular Encoding with PP Encoding and RSA 

Encoding 

A comparative study of Triangular Encoding with PP Encoding and RSA 

Encoding has been made in order to grade the developed encoding. For this purpose 

two following methods are adopted as in the previous chapter. 

1. Frequency Distribution of Encoded file with PP Encoding 

2. Homogeneity Test (Chi-square) by a statistical method 

The Frequency Distribution and Homogeneity Test presentations are given in section 

3.8.1 and 3.8.2 respectively. 

3.8.1 Frequency Distribution of Encoded file 

To find out the frequency distribution of characters m encoded file with 

respect to the source file under the technique, a text file (prt. txt, size: 113 51 Bytes) is 

taken. The triangular Encoding technique has been applied and then the distribution 

of the characters of the text file and that of encoded file is plotted in figure 3. 7. The 

distribution of the characters of the text file and that of encoded file for PP Encoding 

is plotted in figure 3. 8. The distribution of the characters of the text file and that of 

encoded file with RSA is plotted in figure 3. 9. The blue lines in the bar graph show 
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the distribution of characters for the text file , while the red line for encoded file for 

figures 3.7 

I 

. and 3.9. 

nl ~ l_H.tl J ill! 
Charact•rs 

Figure 3.7: Frequency Distribution of characters in source message and 

encrypted message under Triangular Encoding 

II .I II I. II. _ll.t l l J dU_ I 
Ch•ract.•r• 

Figure 3.9: Frequency Distribution of characters in source message and encrypted 

message under RSA Encoding 
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3.8.2 Homogeneity Test (Chi-square) 

For homogeneity test of the encrypted file generated through Triangular 

Encoder, the Chi-square method, a statistical procedure has been applied. A text file 

(g.abc) of size, 2157 byte is used for encryption. The corresponding encrypted files 

are generated for different block length. For each case the Chi-square value is 

computed. The maximum value for this text file is calculated as 2861.56 and the 

average value of all the values is 2389.27. The table 3.8 shows the Chi-Square values 

and the figure 3.10 shows the bar graph for different block lengths. 

Table 3. 8: Chi-Square value for different Block Length of Triangular Encoder 

Sl.No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Block Text File Encrypted File Size 

Length File 

8 g. abc Tr8.abc 2,157 

16 g.abc Tr16.abc 2,15'7 

32 g.abc Tr32.abc 2,157 

64 g. abc Tr64.abc 2,157 

128 g. abc Tr128.abc 2,157 

256 g.abc Tr256.abc 2,157 

Average Chi-Index 

3500 

3000 2861.56 

~ 2500 
> 
~ 2000 
ro 
:::J 
c

Cf) 
• ..!. 

1500 

.c 1000 
() 

500 

r- 2520.92 2355 87 
- ~ 2304.062188.152105.o5 

r--
r-

Chi-Index 

2861.56 

2520.92 

2355.87 

2304.06 

2188.15 

2105.05 

2389.27 

0 +-~~~--~~--~~~~~~~~~~ 

8 16 32 64 128 256 

Block Length 

Figure 3.10: Chi-Square value for different Block length of Triangular Encoder 
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For homogeneity test of the encrypted file generated through PP Encoder, the 

same Chi-square method has been applied. The same text file (g.abc) of size, 2157 

byt~ is used for encryption. The corresponding encrypted files are generated for 

different block length. For each case the Chi-square value is computed. The 

maximum value for this text file is calculated as 2423.77 and the average value of all 

the values is 1052.40. The table 3.9 shows the Chi-Square value and the figure 3.11 

shows the diagram for different block lengths. Table 3. 9m and figure 3.11 are 

presented here for comparative study of Triangular Encoder with the PP Encoder. 

Table 3.9: Chi-Square value for different Block Length ofPrime Position Encoder 

Sl.No. Block Text File Encrypted File File Size Chi-Square 
Length value 

1 8 g. abc Pi8.abc 2,157 2423.77 
2 16 g. abc Pr16.abc 2,157 662.23 
3 32 g. abc Pr32.abc 2,157 1817.52 
4 64 g.abc Pr64.abc 2,157 563.04 
5 128 g.abc Pr128.abc 2,157 410.77 
6 256 g.abc Pr256.abc 2,157 437.07 

Average Chi-Index 1052.40 

3000 

2423.77 
2500 

ro 
1817.52 > 2000 

Q) 
~ 

ro 1500 :::J 
0" 
(j) 

' 1000 
.!:: 662.23 
0 437.07 

500 

0 
8 16 32 64 128 256 

Block Length 

Figure 3.11: Graph of Chi-square value for different Block length ofPP Encoder 

The Chi-Square value for the same file under RSA encryption is 2359.03. The chi

Square value for 8 bit block length under PP Encoder is 2423.77 which is higher than 

that of RSA. The table 3.10 shows the Chi-square value for PP Encoding, Triangular 

Encoding and RSA Encoding. The- Chi-square value of Triangular Encoder and that 
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of PP Encoder under 8 bit is comparable with that of RSA encoding. The pictorial 

diagram is shown in figure 3 .12. 

Table 3.10: Chi-square values for different Encoders 

Sl. No Encoders Chi-square Value 

1 PP Encoding 1052.40 

2 Triangular Encoding 2389.27 

3 RSA Encoding 2359.03 

3000 

2389.27 2359.03 
~ -

2423.77 
w 2500 r-:J 
C1l 

> 2000 
Q) ,__ 
C1l 1500 
:J 
0" 

1052.4 
(f) 1000 
. .!. 

;--

..c 
0 500 

0 

PPE8 PPE TE RSA 

Encoders 

Figure 3.12: Comparison of Encoders 

To analyze the encoder, ten different files of different size are considered and 

chi-square value for each is computed for different block length, from 8 to 256 bit as 

given in table 3 .11. The average chi-square value is also computed in each block size 

and the pictorial diagram is shown in figure 3.13. The average chi-square value with 

same ten files under RSA is 3144.715 as shown in table 3 .12. The average chi-square 

value of Triangular Encoder with 8, 16 and 3 2 bit is higher than that of RSA. Others 

are quite comparable with RSA. The overall chi-square. value of Triangular Encoder 

is 3313.21, which is again higher than that ofRSA. 
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Table 3.11: Chi-Square values for different files under Triangular Encoder 

Triangular Encoder 

s Sour Source Chi- Chi- Chi- Chi- Chi- Chi- Ave Chi· 
I ce File square square square square square square Square 

File size For 8 bit For 16 bit For 32 bit For 64 For For 256bit 
n (byte) Length length length bit 128bit length 
0 length length 
1 a. abc 904 1121.94 1068.4 951.74 896.1 838.95 839.04 
2 b.abc 1061 1375.67 1205.6 1152.42 1152.93 1128.63 1116.81 
3 c. abc 907 1208.59 1029.99 "966.96 975.8 948.21 937.24 
4 d. abc 2841 3165.98 3291.88 3065.41 2966.2 2870.36 2804.04 
5 e. abc 1765 2266.89 2030.04 1917.25 1910.28 1881.12 1850.23 
6 f. abc 2227 3027.19 2721 2494.09 2410.25 2389.46 2351.56 
7 g.abc 2157 2861.56 2510.92 2355.87 2304.06 2188.15 2105.05 
8 h.abc 7121 9373.46 8283.96 7546.94 7376.81 7268.61 7167.57 
9 i.abc 8830 11592.94 10293.64 9480.21 9108.76 9040.43 8847.35 
1 j.abc 2182 2947.55 2652.19 2415.53 2287.17 2251.53 2204.05 
0 .. 

Average 2999.5 3894.177 3508.762 3234.64 3138.83 3080.54 3022.29 3313.21 

4500 
3894.177 

4000 ,..-- 3508.762 
(!) 

3500 - 3234.642 3138.836 3080.545 ..2 ,....- 3022.29 
C1J 3000 - ..- ,....-> 
(!) 2500 ..... 
C1J 

2000 :::l 
0" 
(f) 1500 
• .!.. 
..c: 1000 0 

500 

0 

8 16 32 64 128 256 

Block Length 

Figure 3.13: Comparison of Chi-square value for different Block length 

under Triangular Encoding 

Table 3.12: Chi-Square value under RSA Encoder 

Sl Source Source Chi-Square value 
no File File size under RSA Encoder 
1 a. abc 904 953.21 
2 b.abc 1061 1135.65 
3 c. abc 907 997.82 
4 d.abc 2841 2988.19 
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Sl Source Source Chi-Square value 
no File File size under RSA Encoder 
5 e.abc 1765 1892.01 
6 f. abc 2227 2406.50 
7 g.abc 2157 2359.03 
8 h. abc 7121 7311.02 
9 i.abc 8830 9085.07 
10 j.abc 2182 2318.65 

Average Chi-Square 
3144.715 

Value 

Table 3.13: Comparison of Encoders· on Chi-square value 

Encoders 

PPE 

PPE8 

TE 

RSA 

3500 

3000 
Q) 
:J 

Cii 2500 
> 
~ 2000 
CIJ 5- 1500 
Cll :E 1000 

() 500 

0 

1373.86 
-

PPE 

Chi-Square Value 

1373.86 

3272.24 

3313.21 
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3144715 

- r-- ,.---

PPE8 1E RSA 

Encoders 

Figure 3.14: Graph for comparing Chi-Square value of Encoders 

Table 3.13 shows chi-square values for different encoders. Figure 3.14 shows the 

pictorial diagram for the comparison of Chi-Square value of PP Encoder, Triangular 

Encoder (TE) with that of RSA Encoder. The Chi-square value against PPE is for 

overall average value of chi-square under Prime Position Encoder, that against PPE8 

for average value of chi-square under Prime Position Encoder with 8 bit block 

length, that against TE for average value of Chi-square under Triangular Encoder and 

that against RSA for average value ofRSA encoder. 
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The realized encoders are comparable with RSA with respect to Chi-square 

value. 

3.9 Conclusion 

Like PP Encoding the triangular encoding has no additional generation of 

bits. So there is no overhead in this encoder also. This triangular encoder can be used 

for encryption purpose if the technique is realized in high level language. 

The brute-force attack may be applied for hacking the message. The block 

length of 128 bit and higher will be a troublesome to decode the message. 
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4 Introduction 

This is another method of Encoding proposed as described in two earlier 

chapters II & III. It is also a symmetric and block cipher type in connection with the 

encryption. The encoder accepts a block of binary data or string transforms the block 

following the principle of Recursive Pair Parity (RPP) Encoding and generates the 

output string at its output. 

Considering that a k-bit string is passed through the Recursive Pair Parity 

encoder, which encodes a string of same length at its output as shown in fig 4.1. 

X 
k-bit RPP Encoder k-bit 

Fig 4.1: RPP Encoder 

Let X be the string of k-bit. It is supplied as an input to the RPP Encoder. The 

encoder wiil generate a string binary X1 of k-bit at the output. This is the first cycle 

of encoding. If the generated string is allowed to pass to the input of the encoder 

'again, then the encoder will generate another binary string X2
. This is called the 2nd 

cycle and so on as shown in fig 3.2. 

Source String after String after String after ... ... String 

String 1st Cycle 2nd Cycle 3rd Cycle after 

(binary) i th Cycle 

X xl x:l xj ... . .. X' 

Fig 3 .2 : Intermediate String generated in Encoding 
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The process is repeated and checked each time at the output, whether the output is 

same as the string supplied initially (i.e. X) or not. It is assumed that the original 

string is generated after i cycles. Then the intermediately generated one of (i-1) 

strings can be used as encoded string. 

Let us consider that after m ( m<i )cycles the generated string is used as 

encoded string. The original string X can be decoded by applying ( i-m ) cycles on 

the encoded string. 

This encoder has been tested and verified with the help of a microprocessor 

based system, the specification of which is given the previous chapter, with a string 

of 256 bit maximum. The length of string, as recommended presently, is sufficiently 

high for decryption. 

4.1 Principle ofEncoding 

To describe the principle of Encoding, a binary string, X 0 with the bit length 

of n, is considered in the following. It is the string when no cycle of encoding is 

applied and is represented by subscript o. 

X o_ o o o o o 
- XI X2 X3 "X'\ .......... Xn 

where XI 
0 is the most significant bit and Xn °. the least significant bit of the 

string. 

After the application of 1st cycle of RPP Encoding operation, the string generated is 

X 1 with the same bit length (n). 

X l_ I I I I I 
-XI X2 X3 "X'\ .......... Xn 

where XII is the most significant bit and Xni the least significant bit of the 

string. 

X I _X 0 
I - I 

X2I = XI
1 

XOR X2 ° = XI 
0 

XOR X2 ° 
X3I = X2

1 
XOR X3 ° = X1 ° XOR X2 ° XOR X3 ° 
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X 1 the string g·enerated after the application of first transformation and 

represented by the superscript '1 '. 

X \ the string generated after k transformation on the original string, X 0 can be 

represented in the following. 

k k-1 0 
X1 = X1 = X1 

Xzk = X1kXOR X2k-l 

So any bit generated in the transformation is the result of XORing between the bit 

position in the previous transformation and parity generated up to the p_revious bit. 

Hence is termed as Pair Parity Encoder. The same transformation is applied 

recursively on the string, hence it is called Recursive Pair Parity ( RPP ) Encoder. 

The RPP Encoder can be visualized with the help of the following fig 3. 3. 

. 0 
x1 

r--1 I I I I 

XOR XOR XOR XOR 

Fig 3.3 :The Pair Parity Encoder 
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X 0 is the input string and X 1 the output string after 1st cycle. The most 

significant bit is the same as before i.e. X1
1 

= x 1 ° · 

X21 
= X.1

1 XOR X2° and so on. 

4.2 Proof of Decoding Correctness of RPP Encoder 

The proof of decoding correctness of RPP Encoder 1s illustrated with 

different string length separately. The proof is basically the generalization of 

generating the original string on which the RPP encoding is applied successively for 

different bit length. Finally the equation is formed for different bit length in order to 

get back the original string. 

4.2.1 Transformation on string (bit length= 2) 

The superscript of the variable indicates the number of transformation 

applied and the subscript the position of the bit from the most significant bit. 

Th . . xo 0 0 e mput stnng, = x 1 X2 

The string after 1st transformation, X 1 = x 1
1 x2

1 

X 1 _X o 
1 - 1 

X21 
= X1 1XOR X2° = X1°XOR X2° 

The string after 2nd transformation, X 2 = X12 x2 2 

X 2-x1 -xo 1 - 1 - 1 

h fi X 2 __ xo T ere ore, 

So, it is seen that after 2nd transformation the original string is generated. 

4.2.2 Transformation on string (bit length = 3) 

Th . . . xo 0 0 0 e mput stnng, = X1 X2 X3 

The string after 1st transformation, X 1 
= x11 X21 X31 

X 1-xo 1 - 1 
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X3 1 = X21 XOR X3 ° = X1 ° XOR X2 ° XOR X3 ° 

Therefore, X 1 
7:- X 0 

Th . ft nd .c: . x2 2 2 2 e stnng a er 2 trans1ormat1on, = X1 X2 x 3 

X 2-x1-xo 1 - 1 - 1 

X1°XOR X1°XOR X2° = X2° 

X2°XOR X1°XOR X2° XOR X3° = X1°XORX3° 

Th .c: X 2 -1- X o ere1ore, ..,.. 

The string after 3rd transformation, X 3 = x 1
3 x 2

3 x/ 

X 3-x2-xo 1 - 1 - 1 

X23 = X13 XOR X22 = X1 ° XOR X2° 

X3
3= X23XOR xl = X1°XOR X2°XOR X1°XOR X3° = X2°XORX3° 

Therefore, X 3 
7:- X 0 

The string after 4th transformation, X 4 
= x 1

4 x 2 
4 x 3 

4 

X 4-x3-xo 1 - 1 - 1 

X24= X1 4 XOR X23 = X1° XORX1° XOR X2°= X2° 

X34= X24XOR X33 = X2°XOR X2°XOR X3° = X3° 

h .c: x4 __ xo T ere1ore, 

For 3 bit string, the original string is generated after 4th transformation. 

4.2.3 Transformation on string (bit length = 4) 

Th . . xo 0 0 0 0 e mput stnng, = x 1 X2 X3 X4 

The string after 1st transformation, X 1 = X1 1 X21 x31 X41 

X 1 -x o 1 - 1 
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X3
1 = X2

1 
XOR X3° 

:)4
1 

= X3
1 

XOR X4° 

X1°XOR X2°XOR X3° 

X1°XOR X2°XOR X3°XOR X4° 

Th .c: xl--~-xo ere1ore, _,_ 

The string after 2nd transformation, X 2 = x 1
2 x/ xl )4 

2 

X 2-x1 -xo 1 - 1 - 1 

2 2 1 
X2 = X1 XOR X2 

X3
2 

= X2
2 

XOR X3
1 

:)4
2 

= x/ XOR :)4
1 

X1°XOR X1°XOR X2° = X2° 

X2°XOR X1°XOR X2° XOR X3° = X1°XORX3° 

X2°XOR X1°XOR X2° XOR X3° XORXt
0

XOR X2° 

XOR X3°XOR )4° = X2°XOR)4° 

. 2 0 
Th.~refore, X -:t:- X 

h · ft 3rd .c: • X 3 3 3 3 3 T e stnng a er trans1ormat10n, = X1 X2 X3 )4 

X 3-x2 -xo 1 - 1 - 1 

xl = X1
3 

XOR x/ = X1° XOR X2° 

X3
3 = X2

3XOR x/ = X1°XOR X2°XOR Xt
0

XOR X3° = X2°XORX3° 

)4 
3 = X3 3 XOR )4 

2 
= X2 ° XOR X3 ° XOR X2 ° XOR )4 ° = X3 ° XOR )4 ° 

Therefore, X 3 
-:t:- X 0 

h . ft 4th .c: • x4 4 4 4 4 T e strmg a er trans1ormat10n, = X1 X2 X3 )4 

X 4-x3-xo 1 - 1 - 1 

X24= X14XOR xl = Xt
0 

XORX1° XOR X2°= X2° 

X34= X24XOR X33 
= X2°XOR X2°XOR X3° = X3° 

~4 = X3
4

XOR ~3 = X3°XORX3° XOR~0 
= ~0 

Therefore, X 4 = X 0 

For 4 bit string, the original string is generated after 4th transformation. 

4.2.4 Transformation on string (bit length = 5) 

Th . . xo 0 0 0 0 0 e mput stnng, = Xt X2 x 3 X4 Xs 
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The string after 1st transformation, X 1 
= x 1

1 x 2
1 x 3

1 141 x 5
1 

X 1_xo 
1 - 1 

X3
1 

= X2
1 

XOR X3° 

14
1 

= X3
1 

XOR 14° 

X1°XOR X2° 

X1°XOR X2°XOR X3° 

X1°XOR X2°XOR X3°XOR 14° 

Xs
1 = 141 XOR Xs 0 

= X1 ° XOR X2 ° XOR X3 ° XOR 14 ° XOR X5 ° 

Therefore, X 1 
=F X 0 

The string after 2nd transformation, X 2 = x 1
2 xl x 3 

2 14 2 x/ 

X 2 -~x 1 _ x o 1--:-.1-1 

X3
2 

= X2
2 

XOR X3
1 

14
2 

= X3
2

XOR 14
1 

= X2°XOR14° 

X1°XOR X1°XOR X2° = X2° 

X2°XOR X1°XOR X2° XOR X3° = X1°XORX3° 

X1° XOR X3° XORX1°XOR X2°XORX3°XOR 14° 

x/= 142XOR x/ = X2°XOR14°XORX1°XOR X2°XOR X3°XOR 14° 

XOR Xs0 = X1°XORX3°XORXs
0 

Therefore, X 2 
=F X 0 

The string after 3rd transformation, X 3 
= x 1

3 x 2
3 xl 14

3 
x 5

3 

X 3-x2-xo 1-1-1 

X2
3= X1

3
XOR X2

2 
= X1° XOR X2° 

xl = X2
3

XOR xl = X1°XOR X2°XOR X1°XOR X3° = X2°XORX3° 

xi = X3 3 XOR X4 2 = X2 ° XOR X3 ° XOR X2 ° XOR 14 ° = X3 ° XOR X4 ° 

Xs
3 

14
3

XOR Xs
2 = X3°XORX4° XORX1°XORX3°XORXs0 

= X1°XOR 14° XORX5° 

Therefore, X 3 
=F X 0 

The string after 4th transformation, X 4 = x 1
4 x 2 

4 x 3 
4 x 4 

4x 5 
4 
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X 4-x3-xo 1 - 1 - 1 

X2
4

= X1
4

XOR X23 = X1° XORX1° XOR X2°= X2° 

X3
4

= X2
4

XOR X3
3 

= X2°XOR X2°XOR X3° = X3° 

X4
4 

= X3
4

XOR X43 = X3°XORX3° XORX4° = X4° 

X5
4 

= X4
4

XOR X53 = X4°XOR X1°XOR X4° XORX5° 

= X1° XORX5° 

Therefore, X 4 
=f. X 0 

The string after 5th transformation, X 5 = x 1
5 x 2

5 x 3
5 X45 x/ 

X 5-x4-xo 1 - 1 - 1 

5 5 4 
X2 = X1 XOR X2 X1° XOR X2° 

X3 5= X25XOR X34 = X1°XOR X2°XOR X3° 

X45 = X3
5XOR X4 4 = X1° XORX2° XORX3° XOR X4° 

X55 = X45XOR X54 = X1°XOR X2°XOR X3° XORX4° XOR X1° XOR 

X5° = X2°XOR X3° XORX4° XORX5° 

Therefore, X 5 
=f. X 0 

T.h. ft 6th £ ··x6 6 6 6 6 6 e stnng a er trans ormat10n, = X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 

X·6-x5-xo 1 - 1 - 1 

6 6 5 
X2 = X1 XOR X2 X1° XORX1° XOR X2°= X2° 

X3 6 = x2 6 XOR X3 5 = x2 ° xoR. X1 ° XOR X2 ° XOR X3 ° = x1 ° XOR X3 ° 

X46 = X36XOR X45 = X1°XORX3° XORX1°XORX2° XORX3°XOR X4° 

= X2°XOR X4° 

X56 = X46XOR X55 
= X2°XOR ~0 XOR X2° XORX3° XORX4° XOR 

X5° = X3° XORX5° 

Therefore, X 6 
=f. X 0 

The string after 7th transformation, X 7 = x/ x/ x 3 
7 ~7 x/ 

X 7-x6-xo 1 - 1 - 1 
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X2 
7 

= X1
7 

XOR X2 
6 

= X1 ° XOR X2 ° 

X3 
7 

= X2 
7 

XOR X3 
6 

= X1 ° XOR X2 ° XOR X1 ° XOR X3 ° = X2 ° XOR X3 ° 

)4 
7 

= X3 
7 

XOR X4 6 
= X2 ° XOR X3 ° XOR X2 ° XOR )4 ° = X3 ° XOR )4 ° 

Xs
7 

= )4
7

XOR Xs
6 

= X3°XOR )4°XOR X3° XORXs0 
= )4° XORXs 0 

Therefore, X 7
:;:. X 0 

Xs_x7-xo 1 - 1 - 1 

X2
8

= X1
8

XOR X2
7 

= X1° XORX1° XOR X2°= X2° 

X3
8

= X2
8

XOR X3
7 

= X2°XOR X2°XOR X3° = X3° 

8 8 7 0 0 0 0 
)4 = X3 XOR )4 = X3 XORX3 XOR)4 = X4 

Xs
8 

= )4
8

XOR Xs7 = X4°XOR )4° XORXs
0 

= Xs
0 

Therefore, X 8 
= X 0 

For 5 bit string, the original string is generated after 8th transformation. 

4.2.5 Transformation on string (bit length = 6) 

Th . . Xo o a· o o o o e mput strmg, = X1 X2 X3 X4 Xs X6 

The string after 1st transformation, X 1 
= x1

1 x2
1 x~ 1 

)4
1 x51 X51 

:;:. X 0 

The string after 2nd transformation, X 2 = x/ x/ xl )4
2x52X62 :;:. X 0 

The string after 3rd transformation, X 3 
·= x1

3 xl x3
3 )43 x53 X53 :;:. X 0 

The string after 4th transformation, X 4 = x1
4 x2 

4 x34 J4 4 x5 4 X6 4 :;:. X 0 

The string after 5th transformation, X 5 = x1
5 x/ x3

5 
)4

5 x5
5 X5 5

:;:. X 0 

The string after 6th transformation, X 6 = x1
6 x2 

6 x3 
6 J4 6 x5 6 X6 6 

:;:. X 0 

The string after 7th transformation, X 7 = x1
7 x2 

7 x3 
7 x/ x5 

7 X6 7 :;:. X 0 

The string after 8th transformation, X 8 = x1
8 x2

8 x3
8 )48 x58x6

8 =X 0 

For clarity, the detailing is given. 

For 6 bit string, the original string is generated after 8th transformation. 
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4.2.6 Transformation on string (bit length = 7) 

h. . . xo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T. e mput stnng, = XI X2 x 3 X4 X5 X6 X7 

The string after 1st transformation, X 1 = XII X2I x 3I X4I x 5I x 6
1 x 7I * X 0 

The string after 2nd transformation, X 2 = x 1
2 

x/ x 3
2 

X4
2
x/xixl* X 0 

The string after 3rd transformation, X 3 = Xr
3 

X2
3 

X3
3 

X4
3 

X5
3 xl xl *X 0 

The string after 4th transformation, X 4 
= XI

4 
X2 

4 
x 3 

4 
X4 

4 
x 5 

4 
x 6 

4 
x 7 

4 * X 0 

The string after 5th transformation, X 5 = x 1
5 

X2
5 

x 3
5 

X4
5 

x 5
5 XG5 xi *X 0 

The string after 6th transformation, X 6 = x 1
6 x 2

6 
x 3

6 
X4

6
X5

6 XG6 
x 7

6
-=t; X 0 

The string after 7th transformation, X 7 = x/ x 2 
7 
x/ X4 

7 
x 5 

7 
x 6 

7 
x 7 

7 * X 0 

The string after 8th transformation, X 8 
= x 1

8 x 2
8

x 3
8

X4
8

X5
8

x 6
8

x 7
8 = X 0 

For clarity, the detailing is given. 

For 7 bit string, the original string is generated after 8th transformation 

4.2. 7 Transformation on string (bit length = 8) 

. . xo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 The mput stnng, = Xr X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 Xs 

The string after 1st transformation, X 1 
= x 1IX2

1 
X3

1 
X4

1 
X5

1XG 1
x/x8

1
-=t; X 0 

Th . ft 2nd £ . x2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 xo e stnng a er trans ormatiOn, = x 1 X2 X3 X4 x 5 X6 x 7 Xs * 
. rd . x3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 xo The stnng after 3 transformatiOn, = Xr x 2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 Xs * . 

The string after 4th transformation, X 4 
= x 1

4 
x 2 

4 
x 3 

4 
X4 

4 
x 5 

4 
x 6 

4 
x 7 

4 
x 8 

4
-=t; X 0 

The string after 5th transformation, X 5 = x 1
5 

X2 
5 

X3 
5 

X4
5 

x 5 
5 

x 6 
5 xi x 8 

5 * X 0 

The string after 6th transformation, X 6 
= x 1 

6 
x 2 

6 
x 3 

6 
X4 

6 
x 5 

6 X6 6 
x 7 

6 
x 8 

6 * X 0 

The string after 7th transformation, X 7 = x 1
7 

x 2 
7 

x 3 
7 

X4 
7 

x 5 
7 X6 7 

x 7 
7 

x 8 
7 * X 0 

The string after gth transformation, X 8 
= x 1

8 x 2
8

x 3
8

X48 X5
8 XG8 x 7

8 x 8
8 =X 0 

For clarity, the detailing is given. 

For 8 bit string, the original string is generated after gth transformation. 

4.2.8 Transformation on string (bit length = 9) 

The input string, X 0 = Xr 0 X2° X3° X4° x 5° x 6° x 7° x 8°x9° 

The string after 1st transformation, X 1 = XI
1
X2I x/ X41 X 51 XG 1 X/ Xg 1 x91 * X 0 
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The string after 2nd transformation, X 2 
= x/ x/ x/ xi x/ xi xl xl x/ -:t- X 0 

The string after 3rd transformation, X 3 
= x 1

3 
X2

3 
X3

3 xl Xs
3 X63 xl xl xl-:t- X 0 

The string after 4th transformation, X 4 
= x 1

4 
x 2 

4 
x 3 

4 X.. 4 
x 5 

4 X6 4 
x 7 

4 
x 8 

4 
x 9 

4 -:t- X 0 

The string after 5th transformation, X 5 
= x/ X 2

5 
x 3

5 
x 4

5 
x 5

5
x 6

5 
x/x8

5
x 9

5 -:t- X 0 

The string after 6th transformation, X 6 
= X1

6 
x 2

6 
x 3

6
)4

6
X 5

6
x 6

6 
x 7

6
x 8

6 x9
6 -:t- X 0 

The string after 7th transformation, X 7 
= X1

7 
x 2 

7 
x 3 

7 X4 7 
x 5 

7 
x 6 

7 
x/ x 8 

7 
x 9 

7 -:t- X 0 

The string after 8th transformation, X 8 
= X1

8
X 2

8
x 3

8 X..8
Xs

8
x 6

8
x 7

8 
x 8

8 
x 9

8 -:t- X 0 

The string after 9th transformation, X 9 
= x 1

9
x/x/xlx/ x/ xl Xg

9 xl-:t- X 0 

The string after 10th transformation, X 10
=x1

10
x 2

10
x 3

10 X410
x/

0 X6 10
x 7

10
x 8

10
x 9

10 

-:t-Xo 

The string after 11th transformation, X 11
= x 1

11
x 2

11 
x 3

11 X411
X 5

11 
x 6

11 
x 7

11 
x 8

11
x 9

11 

-:t-Xo 

The string after 12th transformation, X 12 
= X1

12 
X2

12 
X3

12X412
Xs

12 
X6

12
x/

2
xs

12
x 9

12 

-:t-Xo 

. ft th ~ . x13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 The stnng a er 13 trans1ormat10n, = X1 X2 X3 X4 Xs X6 X7 Xs X9 

-:t-Xo 

. ft th ~ . xl4_ 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 The stnng a er 14 trans1ormat10n, -x1 X2 X3 X4 Xs X6 X7 Xs X9 

-:t-Xo 

The string-after 15th transformation, X15 
=x1

15
X2

15
x 3

15 X4 15 
x 5

15
X(;

15 
x 7

15 
x 8

15 
x 9

15 

-:t-Xo 

The string after 16th transformation, X 16 
= x 1

16
x 2

16
x 3

16
x 4

16
x 5

16
X(;

16
x 7

16 
x 8

16 
x 9

16 

=Xo 

For clarity, the detailing is given. 

For 16 bit string, the original string is generated after 16th transformation. 

The trend of the result from the above analysis shows a definite direction for 

different bit range. This is shown in the table 4.1. The first column of the table shows 

bit range of the string, the second column the number of transformation required to 

reappear the original string and the third column n, any positive number. 
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The number of transformation (y) required for original string is given by the 

equation ( 4.1) 

·················4.1 

Where n is positive number, which determines the range of bits, (x) for which the 

following expression (4.2) is valid. 

( 2 n-l + 1 ) :<:::; X :<:::; 2 n ............... 4.2 

On the other hand, if the bit length of the string is known, then the bit range will be 

obtained from the expression ( 4.2) and the value of n also. Thereafter the number of 

transformation can be known from the equation (4.1). 

Table 4.1 :No. of Transformation for different bit range 

Bit range (x) No. ofTransformation n, any positive 

(y) integer 

2 2 = 2 1 1 

3 to 4 [ ( iH + 1 ) to 2 :l] 4=2 :l 2 

5 to 8 [ ( 23
-
1 + 1 ) to 2 j] 8 = 2 j 3 

9 to 16 [ ( 24
-
1 + 1) to 2 4

] 16 = 2 4 4 

· 17 to 32 [ ( 2)-l + 1 ) to 2 )] 32 =2) 5 

3 3 to 64 [ ( i'-1 + 1 ) to 2 6
] 64 = 2 ° 6 

65 to 128 [ ( 2'-1 + 1 ) to 2 1
] 128 = 2 I 7 

129 to 256 [ ( 2lS-1 + 1 ) to 2 lS] 256 = 2 lS. 8 
.. 

The number of transformation required to get back the original string up to 

256 bit length is tested using the program. The table 4.2 shows the bit length and the 

number of transformation required to reappear the. original string. This is plotted in 

figure 4.4. 

Table 4.2: Number of transformation for Different bit length 

Bit Length No. of Bit Length No. of 

Transformation Transformation 

2 2 12 16 

3 4 13 16 

4 4 14 16 

5 8 15 16 
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Bit Length No. of Bit Length No. of 

Transformation Transformation 

6 8 16 16 

7 8 17 to 32 32 

8 8 33 to 64 64 

9 16 65 to 128 128" 

10 16 129 to 256 256 

11 16 

300 

c 250 
0 
~ 

~ 200 

.E 150 (/) 
c 
~ ·r- 100 ..... 
0 
0 50 z 

Bit Length 

Figure 4.4: No ofTransfom1ation against Bit Length 

This transformation is valid for any bit length and hence, a generalized one. 

4.3 Dlustration of RPP Encoder with Examples 

To illustrate RPP Encoder 8 and 16 bit stFings are considered. Each step is 

shown clearly in order to understand the encoding process. The process of encoding 

for higher bit length is same as 8 I 16 bit case. 

4.3.1 Strings with 8 bit length 

Two strings, s1 (11110101) and s2 (01010100) of 8 bit length each, are 

considered and the transformation applied on the strings are shown in table 4.3. 
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For 8 bit string, there are 7 (1st to 7th) intermediate strings generated, when 

the RPP encoding process is applied successivelY:' on the string (F5h or 54h). Any one 

of these 7 intermediate strings can be used for encoded string. Considering that the 

string, s1 (87h) generated after 3rd transformation will be used as encoded string, then 

the number of transformation required to decode the encoded string will be (8-3) = 5. 

Therefore 5 more transformations are to be applied on the encoded string to get back 

the string (F5h). 

Table 4.3: RPP Encoding on 8 bit strings 

No. of String, s1 String, s2 

Transformation (11110101b = ·F5h) (01010100b = 54h) 

1 10100110 01100111 

2 11000100 01000101 

3 10000111 (87h) 01111001 

4 11111010 01010001 

5 10101100 01100001 

6 11001000 01000001 

7 10001111 01111110 

8 11110101 01010100 

4.3.2 String with 16 bit length 

A string s3 (1111010101010100) of 16 bit length is considered and the 

transformations are shown in table 4.4. The 16 bit string is the concatenated string of 

two 8 bit strings shown in table 4.3. 

Table 4.4: RPP Encoding on 16 bit strings 

No. of String, s1 (binary) String, s1 (hex) 

Transformation (1111010101010100b) (F554h) 

1 1010011001100111 A.667 

2 1100010001000101 C445 

3 10000111 10000110 8786 
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No. of String, s1 (binary) String, s1 (hex) 

Transformation (1111010101010100b) (F554h) 

4 1111101011111011 FAFB 

5 1010110010101101 ACAD 

6 1100100011001001 C8C9 

7 1000111101110001 8F71 

8 1111010110100001 F5A1 

9 1010011011000001 A6C1 

10 1100010010000001 C481 

11 10000111 00000001 8701 

12 1111101000000001 FA01 

13 1010110000000001 AC01 

14 1100100000000001 C801 

15 1000111111111110 8FFE 

16 1111010101010100 F554 

For 16 bit string, it requires 16 transformations to get back the original string. Any 

one of these 15 intermediate strings can be used for encoded string. If the encoded 

string be used after ~th transformation, then ( 16 - 5) = 11 more transformations are to 

be applied to get back the original string from the encoded one. 

For higher string length up to 256, the number of transformation required is 

shown in table 3. 2 and is not given for clarity. 

4.4 Realization of Recursive Pair Parity Encoder through Microprocessor 

Based System 

The principle of RPP Encoder has been tested and realized usmg a 

microprocessor based system. In order to realize the encoder a memory management 

of the RAM attached to the system is required and a few routines have been 

developed. The section 4.4.1 presents the memory management and section 4.4.2 

presents the algorithms of different routines for the encoder. 
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4.4.1 Memory Management for Recursive Pair Parity Program 

The table 4.5 shows the Memory Management for Recursive Pair Parity 

Program. 

Table 4.5: Memory Area showing its utility for RPP Program 

Memory Area Description 

F800h onwards The code will be written in this area 

F900h onwards The string under transformation to be placed 

F950h & F951h This area will store the number of transformation 

required to reapp~ar 

F AOOh onwards The string and Intermediate strings will be stored. 

4.4.2 Algorithm for Recursive Pair Parity Program 

The main program calls the four following routines used for different 

purpose. 

i) ctr clr : 

This routine clears the area ( F900h & F901h) of the memory used as 

counter for storing the number of transformation required to reappear 

. the original string. 

ii) sav data : 

This routine saves the data from F900h onwards to the memory area, 
pointed by memory pointer ( HL pair). 

iii) xor data : 

This is the important routine whicli.;XORs the bits of the string 

according to the principle of RPP operation. The content ofB will be 

taken as parameter. 

iv) ctr inr: 

This routine increments the memory counter, formed by the memory 

locations ( F900h & F901h ), by one. 

The algorithms of the routines are given in the following section from 4.4.2.1 to 

4.4.2.5. 

4.4.2.1 

i) 

Routine ctr clr 

The Processor Status Word (PSW), BC, DE and HL register pairs are 

saved in the stack. 
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4.4.2.2 

4.4.2.3 

ii) The HL pair is pointed to the location( F950h) of the memory. 

iii) The register D, used as counter is loaded with 02h for clearing 2 

bytes. 

iv) The register A is cleared. 

v) The content of A is moved to the Memory. 

vi) The memory pointer is incremented . 

vii) The counter D is decremented. 

vii i) Till the content of counter is zero, go to (v) . 

ix) Else, the register pairs and PSW are popped . 

x) Return. 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

v) 

vi) 

vii) 

viii) 

ix) 

x) 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

v) 

Routine sav data 

The Processor Status Word (PSW), BC, DE and HL register pairs are 

saved in the stack. 

The register D, used as byte counter is loaded with 02h for 16 bit 

string. 

The BC pair, used as memory pointer, is pointed to the location( 

F900h) of the memory. 

The content of the memory is taken to the register A. 

The content of A is moved to that of memory. 

The memory pointer is incremented. 

The byte counter is decremented . 

Till it is zero, go to (iv). 

Else, the register pairs and PSW are popped . 

Return. 

xor data 

The registers is pushed in stack. 

The HL pair is pointed to the last location of the string. 

The masking register D is loaded with 1 OOOOOOOb 

The counting register C is loaded with 07h. 

The most significant bit of the memory is taken to A, is rotated right 

by one bit and stored in E. 

vi) The content ofD is rotated right by one bit 
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4.4.2.4 

vii) The next toms bit is taken to A and is XORed with E. 

viii) If the result is zero, go to ( xiv ). 

ix) Else, next to ms bit is set. 

x) Are all the operations, as supplied through B, over? if yes, go to 

(xxvii). 

xi) The C is decremented. 

xii) Till it is zero, go to (v). 

xiii) Else, go to (xix ). 

xiv) The next toms bit is set to zero. 

xv) Are all the operations, as supplied through B, over? if yes, go to 

(xxvii). 

xvi) Else, the mask byte is restored. 

xvii) The C is decremented. 

xviii) Till it is zero, go to (v). 

xix) The Dis loaded with OOOOOOOlb. 

xx) The ls bit is collected, shifted right by one bit and stored to E. 

xxi) The ms bit of previous location is collected in A 

xxii) It is XORed with E. 

xxiii) If it is zero, go to (xxv). 

xxiv) Else, the bit concern is set and go to (xxvi). 

xxv) The bit concern is reset. 

xxvi) Are all the operations, as supplied through B, over? if no, go to (iii). 

xxvii) Else, the pushed registers are popped up. 

xxviii) Return. 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

v) 

vi) 

vii) 

Routine ctr inr 

The registers is pushed in stack. 

The HL pair is pointed to F94Fh 

The HL pair is incremented. 

The content of the memory is taken to A and checked whether it is 

full or not. 

If it is full, go to (iii). 

Else, the content ofthe memory is incremented. 

The pushed registers are popped up. 
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viii) Return. 

4.4.2.5 Execution of Routines using Microprocessor Based System 

To run the routines of Recursive Pair Parity Encoding, about 1k RAM area is 

used for code, data and system utility. The rest 1k RAM is available for generated 

data. The Table 4.6 shows the number of execution required for different bit length 

string. For the first 3 rows, the intermediate data requires within 1 k RAM and the 

number of execution required is obviously 1, as shown in the last column. While for 

the 128 bit and 256 bit string data, it requires 2k and 8k byte RAM respectively. So 

the number of execution for the 128 bit and 256 bit string data will be 2 and 8 

respectively. It is to be noted that one more string length RAM area has to be 

considered for storing the o~iginal string. 

Table 4.6 : Number of execution required for different bit length string in RPP 

String Bytes reqd. for Memory Area Number of 

length storing the result From F AOOh onwards execution 

16 2x16=32 FAOO -FA1F 1 

32 4 X 32 = 128 FAOO-FA7F 1 

64 8 X 64 = 512 FAOO -FBFF 1 

128 16 X 128 = 2048 FAOO-FDFF 2 

256 32 X 256 = 8192 FAOO-FDFF 8 

4.5 Results 

The RPP Encoder is realized with the assembly level language and it is tested 

on large data of different size. Only a few sample data has been presented here as 

results. The table 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 show the sample data and the intermediately 

generated data for 16, 32 and 64 bit respectively. For 128 and 256 bit cases; the data 

are presented in Appendix - III for clarity. The data shown in table 4.3 is fully 

agreed with that of string4 in table 4. 7. 
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Table 4.7: 16 bit RPP Encoding 

No. of Transfo- Stringl String2 String3 String4 

rmation 

0 0808 OAOA OBOB F554 

1 OFFO ococ ODF2 A667 

2 OAAO 0808 095C C445 

3 occo OFFO OE68 8786 

4 0880 OAAO OBBO FAFB 

5 OFOO occo OD20 ACAD 

6 OAOO 0880 09CO C8C9 

7 ocoo OFOO OE80 8F71 

8 0800 OAOO OBOO F5A1 

9 OFFF ocoo ODFF A6C1 

10 OAAA 0800 0955 C481 

11 occc OFFF OE66 8701 

12 0888 OAAA OBBB FA01 

13 OFOF occc OD2D AC01 

14 OAOA 0888 09C9 C801 

15 ococ OFOF OE8E 8FFE 

16 0808 OAOA OBOB F554 

Table 4.8 : 32 bit RPP Encoding 

No. of Transfor- Stringl String2 
mation 

(hex) (hex) 

0 FFFFFFFF EEEEEEEE 
1 AAAAAAAA B4B4B4B4 
2 cccccccc D8D8D8D8 
3 88888888 90909090 
4 FOFOFOFO EOEOEOEO 
5 AOAOAOAO BF40BF40 
6 coco coco D580D580 
7 80808080 99009900 
8 FFOOFFOO EEOOEEOO 
9 AAOOAAOO B400B400 
10 ccooccoo D800D800 
11 88008800 90009000 
12 FOOOFOOO EOOOEOOO 
13 AOOOAOOO BFFF4000 
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No. of Transfor- Stringl String2 
mation 

(hex) (hex) 

14 cooocooo D5558000 

15 80008000 99990000 

16 FFFFOOOO EEEEOOOO 

17 AAAAOOOO B4B40000 

18 ccccoooo D8D80000 

19 88880000 90900000 

20 FOFOOOOO EOEOOOOO 

21 AOAOOOOO BF400000 

22 cocooooo D5800000 

23 80800000 99000000 

24 FFOOOOOO EEOOOOOO 

25 AAOOOOOO B4000000 

26 ccoooooo D8000000 

27 88000000 90000000 

28 FOOOOOOO EOOOOOOO 

29 AOOOOOOO BFFFFFFF 

30 cooooooo D5555555 

31 80000000 99999999 

32 FFFFFFFF EEEEEEEE 

Table 4.9 : 64 bit RPP Encoding 

X String1 Transformation Transformation Transformation 
0 EEEEEEEE00000001 Contd. Contd. Contd. 
1 B4B4B4B400000001 B4B4000000000001 B4B4B4B4B4B4B4B5 B4B40000B4B40001 
2 D8D8D8D800000001 D8D8000000000001 D8D8D8D8D8D8D8D9 D8D8000D8D80001 
3 9090909000000001 9090000000000001 9090909090909091 9090000090900001 
4 EOEOEOE000000001 EOE0000000000001 EOEOEOEOEOEOEOE1 EOEOOOOOEOE00001 
5 BF40BF4000000001 BF40000000000001 BF40BF40BF40BF41 BF400000BF400001 
6 D580D58000000001 D580000000000001 D580D580D580D581 D5800000D5800001 
7 9900990000000001 9900000000000001 9900990099009901 9900000099000001 
8 EEOOEE0000000001 EE00000000000001 EEOOEEOOEEOOEE01 EEOOOOOOEE000001 
9 B400B40000000001 B400000000000001 B400B400B400B401 B4000000B4000001 
10 D800D80000000001 D800000000000001 D800D800DBOOD801 DBOOOOOOD8000001 
11 9000900000000001 9000000000000001 9000900090009001 9000000090000001 
12 EOOOE00000000001 E000000000000001 EOOOEOOOEOOOE001 EOOOOOOOE0000001 
13 BFFF400000000001 BFFFFFFFBFFFFFFE BFFF4000BFFF4001 BFFFFFFF40000001 
14 D555800000000001 D555555555555554 D5558000D5558001 D555555580000001 
15 9999000000000001 9999999999999998 9999000099990001 9999999900000001 
16 EEEE000000000001 EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEF EEEEOOOOEEEE0001 EEEEEEEE00000001 

4.6 Application of RPP Encoder in Security of Message 

The RPP encoder can be successfully utilized in encryption. The encoder is 

tested for 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256 bit length and it takes 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256 

operations respectively. Any intermediate string can be used for encrypted string. 

So a message can be considered as the binary strings, multiple of 8, 

concatenated altogether. The RPP encoding can be applied on the ·concatenated 
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strings, say x times which is less than the number of operations required to get back 

the string, at the time of encryption by a person interested to secure the message. The 

encrypted message will be sent to the recipient. The rest of the operations (n-x) is 

required be applied on the encrypted message, by the recipient to get back the 

message, where n is the bit length of the string. 

The encoder has been tested and realized up to 256 bit block length. The 

brute force attack with this high block length will not be successful in decoding the 

encoded message under RPP encoder. 

4. 7 Comparison of RPP Encoder 

A comparative study of RPP Encoding with RSA Encoding has been made in 

order to judge the developed encoding. For this purpose two methods are adopted as 

in the following as in earlier encoders. 

1. Frequency Distribution of Encoded file with RPP Encoding 

2. Homogeneity Test (Chi-square) by a statistical method 

The Frequency Distribution and Homogeneity Test presentations are given in section 

4.7.1 and 4.7.2 respectively. 

4.8.1 Frequency Distribution of Encoded file 

To find out the frequency distribution of the encrypted stream of the 

technique, a text file (prt.txt, size: 11351 Bytes) is taken. The RPP Encoding 

technique has been applied and then the distribution of the characters of the source 

file and that of encoded file is plotted in fig 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5: Frequency Distribution of characters in source message and 
encrypted message under RPP Encoding 

The distribution of the characters of the source text file and that of encoded file with 

RSA is plotted in figure 4.6. The blue line in the bar graph shows the distribution for 

the text file, while the red line for encoded file for both figures 4.5 and 4.6. From the 

distribution of characters it is seen that the frequencies are distributed throughout the 

range of characters (0 to 255) taken, which leads to a conclusion that the technique 

may lead to a better security. 
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Figure 4.6: Frequency Distribution of characters in source message and encrypted 
message under RSA Encoding 

4.7.2 Test of Homogeneity 

For homogeneity test of the encrypted file generated through RPP Encoder, 

ki-square method, a statistical procedure has been applied. A text ftle (g.abc) of size, 
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2157 byte is used for encryption. The corresponding encrypted files are generated for 

different block length. For each case the Chi-square value is computed. The 

maximum value for this text file is calculated as 2740.34 and the average value of all 

the values is 1963.86. The table 4.10 shows the Chi-square value and the figure 4.7 

shows the bar diagram for different block lengths. The Ch-Square value computed on 

the same file under RSA is 2359.03. The chi-square values for 128 and 256 bit block 

length under RPP Encoder are higher than that of RSA Encoder. 

Table 4.10: Chi-Square value for different Block Length ofRPP Encoder 

Sl.No. Block Text File Encrypted File Size Chi-Index 
Length File 

1 8 g.abc R_p8.abc 2,157 1420.27 
2 16 g.abc Rp16.abc 2,157 1415.68 
3 · .. 32 g.abc Rp32.abc 2,157 1539.14 
4 .. 64 g. abc Rp64.abc· 2,157 2107.59 
5 .• 128 g. abc Rp128.abc 2,157 2740.34 
6 256 g.abc Rp256.abc 2,157 2560.16 

Average Chi-Index 1963.86 
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Figure 4. 7: Graph of Chi-Square value for different Block length ofRPP Encoder 

The chi-square value is also computed on ten files with different file size under RPP 

Encoder as given in the table 4.11. Figure 4.8 gives the comparative study of the chi

square value for different block length under RPP ~ncoder. ·Table 4.12 shows the· 

average value of chi-square under RSA Encoder on the same files. From the average 

value computed, it is seen that for all the block length considered the average chi-
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square value under RPP Encoder exceeds that of RSA and the over -all average value 

under RPP Encoder is much higher than that ofRSA and shown in table 4.11. 

Table 4.11: Chi-square value ofRPP Encoder for Different Block Length 

RPP Encoder 

Sl Sourc Source Chi-square Chi-square Chi- Chi- Chi- Chi-
no e File For 8 bit For 16 bit square square square square 

File size length length For 32 bit For 64 bit For 128bit For 256bit 
length length. length length 

1 a. abc 904 1156.13 1124.11 1109.2 1062.39 1049.01 1035.82 
2 b.abc 1061 1347.59 1320.54 1268.47 1260.58 1254.71 1247.69 
3 c.abc 907 1176.68 1140.3 1063.15 1047.21 1031.85 1030.67 
4 d. abc 2841 3731.23 3639.42 3575.04 3547.86 3502.24 3416.07 
5 e.abc 1765 2318.8 2292.7 2291.52 2217.45 2252.88 2204.06 
6 f.abc . 2227 3033.61 3019.67 2976.92 2968.62 2960.28 2847.83 
7 g. abc 2157 2798.8 2748.02 2663.32 2588.36 2594.71 2560.16 
8 h. abc 7121 6655.57 9201.07 8894.04 8721.55 8602.96 8516.29 
9 i.abc 8830 11664.55 113.10.32 11037.66 10803.58 10680.82 10501.99 
10 j.abc 2182 2921.47 2890.65 2838.21 2813.67 2799.74 2739.33 
Average 2999.5 3680.44 3868.68 3771.75 3703.12 3672.92 3609.99 
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Figure 4.8: Graph of Chi-square value ofRPPE for Different Block Length 

T bl 4 12 ChiS d RSAE d a e - ,quare va ue un er nco er 
Sl Source Source Chi-Square value 
no File File size under RSA Encoder 
1 a. abc 904 953.21 
2 b.abc 1061 1135.65 
3 c.abc 907 997.82 
4 d.abc 2841 2988.19 
5 e. abc 1765 1892:01 
6 fabc 2227 2406.50 
7 g.abc 2157 2359.03 
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Sl Source Source Chi-Square value 
no File File size under RSA Encoder 
8 h. abc 7121 7311.02 
9 i.abc 8830 9085.07 
10 j.abc 2182 2318.65 

Average Chi-Square 
3144.715 

Value 

Table 4.13: Comparison of Encoders on Chi-square value 

Encoders Chi-Square Value 

PPE 1373.86 

PPE8 3272.24 

TE 3313.21 

.RPPE 3717.82 

RSA 3144.715 
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Figure 4.9: Graph for comparing Chi-Square value of Encoders 

Table 4.13 shows chi-square values for different encoders. Figure 4.9 shows the 

pictorial diagram for the comparison of Chi-Square value of PP Encoder, Triangular 

Encoder (TE), RPP Encoder with that ofRSA Encoder. The Chi-square value against 

PPE is for overall average value of chi-square under Prime Position Encoder, that 

against PPE8 for average value of chi-square under Prime Position Encoder with 8 

bit block length, that against TE for average value of Chi-square under Triangular 

Encoder, that against RPPE for average value of Chi-square under Recursive Pair 

Parity Encoder and that against RSA for average value ofRSA encoder. 
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The realized encoders are comparable with RSA with respect to Chi-square 

value. Both RSA and the proposed technique producing the output stream 

(encrypted) which is non-homogeneous, ensure the security of the techniques. 

4.8 Conclusion 

The RPP Encoder is compared with the existing RSA as well as the realized 

Encoders with respect to frequency distribution and Chi-Square value computation. It 

gives a satisfying result. The encoder is tested on large data, ranging bit-length from 

16 to 256, successfully. It is applicable to any bit length beyond 256. The decoding 

of encoded message under RPP Encoder may be difficult to break through Brute

force attack. The encoder can be applicable for message security, if realized in high 

level language. 
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5 Introduction 

Rotational Encoding is another kind of encoding. In this technique a text 

message can be considered as binary string of block length n. The binary string can be 

considered as bits in a ring. The bits can be rotated right or left. In each rotation there 

will be one bit shift to the right or left and the least significant (lsb) will occupy the 

place of most significant bit (msb) or msb will occupy the place of lsb. A string will 

generate (n-1) different possible string in right or left rotation and in nth rotation the 

original string will appear for n bit string. It can be used for encryption of message. 

The message is converted into a binary level and each block with n bit is allowed to 

rotate through the rotational encoding and is transformed into cipher text. This cipher 

text may be used for transmission to other places through the open line via internet. 

Then at the receiving end the cipher text is allowed to decode through its decoding 
, 

process which is the same as the encoding process. Both encoding and decoding are 

described here in detail. The principle is tested and verified using a microprocessor 

based system. 

5.1 Principle of Rotational Encoding 

A text message consists of blocks of binary string is first converted into binary 

level. Then each block of binary string of length (n) is given m number of rotation 

which less than n making a different set of string. This generated string can be used 

for cipher text. So there is (n-1 )th possible encoded string to be generated for n bit 

block length. To decode the encoded string, (n-m) number of rotation has to be 

applied at the time of decoding. The principle of this encoding is explained in detail 

as in the following. 

Considering a very simplest case with one byte string is shown in fig 5 .1. It is 

allowed to rotate anticlockwise by one bit i.e. shift right of all the bits by one bit and 

the lsb will occupy the msb position. 
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..__--.~ 1 a1 1 a2 1 a3 1 34 1 as 1 ~ 1 a7 1 a8 

msb lsb 

Fig 5. 1: 8-bit string under Rotational Encoding 

The string under consideration: 

where a1 is the most significant bit (msb) and a8 the least significant bit (lsb). 

Since the bits considered in the string are 8, there will be rotation required to appear 

the original string. The rotational encoding is explained with the help of the table 5 .1. 

Here after the first rotation by one bit, lsb ( a8) has taken the msb position and all 

other bits are shifted right by one bit. So 8 such rotations are required to get back the 

original string for an 8 bit string and one of the seven intermediate strings can be used 

as encoded string. 

Table 5.1: Intermediately generated string under Rotational Encoding 

Original String a1 a2 a3 34 as ~ a7 a8 
String after 1st rotation a8 a1 a2 a3 34 as ~ a7 
String after 2nd rotation a7 a8 a1 a2 a3 34 as ~ 
String after 3ra rotation 

~ a7 a8 a 1 a2 a3 34 as 
String after 4 m rotation as ~ a7 a8 a 1 a2 a3 34 
String after sm rotation 34 as ~ a7 a8 a1 a2 a3 
String after 6tn rotation a3 34 as ~ a7 a8 a1 a2 
String after 7tll rotation az a3 34 as ~ a7 as a1 
String after 8tll rotation a1 a2 a3 34 as ~ a7 as 

If the string generated after 2nd rotation is used as encoded string, then ( 8 -2 ) = 6 

more rotations are to applied on the encoded string to get back the original string. 

The principle of encoding can be extended to n byte string. The number of 

rotation required to get back the original string for n byte string ( m) = n x 8. 

Where n is the number ofbytes in the string. 

The total number of intermediately generated string, ( k ) = ( n x 8 -1 ) 

For a single byt~ string, n = 1, k = 7. 
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Considering that after i-th rotation, the generated string is used as encoded 

string. Then the number of rotations (x) to be applied on the encoded string at the 

time of decoding = n x 8 - i. 

For n = 1 and i = 2 , then 1 = 6. 

To explain the multi-byte string, a 4 byte string has been considered. The 

Least Significant Byte ( LSB ) and the Most Significant Byte ( MSB ) are shown in 

fig 5.2. The 4 byte string, is stored byte-wise in the memory as shown in fig 5.3. The 

LSB is stored at lower location of the memory and MSB part at higher location. 

When the string is under rotational encoding, it will be assumed to be an endless ring. 

Each rotation anticlockwise moves the least significant bit to the most significant bit 

position and all other bits are shifted one bit to the right. 

L[l MSB lc:=JI II 
LSB 

Fig 5.2 :Multi-byte String under Rotational Encoding 

LSB 

I I 
I I .. MSB .... 

Fig 5.3: Multi-byte String stored in memory under Rotational Encoding 

When a large number of bytes are taken into consideration in the string, the 

rotational encoding will not be very effective. On 8th rotation, the LS byte will go to 

the MS byte position and all other bytes will be moved to the right. The characters in 

the string will appear again in the shifted condition and LS byte character will come 

to the MS byte position. On 16th rotation the same thing will happen. So, after 8 and 

its multiple rotations the part of the message will·reappeat as shifted cut and paste 

condition. This is the disadvantage with the rotational ~ncoding. 
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5.2 Modification on Rotational Encoding 

A modification on rotational encoding is suggested with a view to eliminate 

the disadvantage associated with the rotational encoding. 

Before applying the rotational encoding, a particular bit ( say, lsb ) of each 

byte of the string under consideration is complemented. This additional feature is 

very effective and will eliminate the disadvantage of re-appearing the bytes after 8 

and its multiple rotations. This will also be very effective for any number of bytes. 

The encoding with large number of bytes with a particular bit inverted will be more 

effective. The complexity will be high with large number of bits in the string. 

. 5.3 Process of Modified Rotational Encoding 

It requires two following steps to encode the string for rotational encoding. 

1. Inversion of a bit in each byte of the string. 

2. Rotational encoding: The number of rotation will be applied to the string 

under consideration, as suggested in section 5.2. 

5.4 Process of Modified Rotational Decoding 

Here also two following steps in succession are required to decode the 

encoded string. 

1. Rotational Decoding: The rest number of rotation will be applied to 

the encoded string under consideration to complete the number of 

rotations required to get back the original string. 

2. Inversion of the bit in each byte ofthe string. 

5.5 Illustration of Modified Rotational Encoding with Example 

To illustrate Modified Rotational Encoder (MRE) an example is given, the 

string length is considered as 8bit. The binary string assumed is 01100011. The string 

is shown in the first row of table 5 .2. After the lsb inversion the string (0 110001 0) is 

shown in the second row of same table. Then say 3 rotations are applied on it and the 

generated string (01001100) is the encoded string. 
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Table 5.2: Rotational Encoding 

0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 Assumed String 

0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 String after lsb inversion 

0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 String under rotation 

0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1st rotation 

1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2°0 rotation 

0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 3ra rotation 

In order to decode the encoded string, (8-3) number of rotation will be applied first, 

then the lsb bit of the string will/ be inverted. This is shown in table 5. 3 and the 

original string has been generated as sl}own in the last row of the table 5.3. 

Table 5.3: Rotational Decoding 

0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 Encoded String 

0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1st rotation 

0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 2°0 rotation 

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 3ra rotation 

1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 4m rotation 

0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 5m rotation 

0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 Original String 

(After lsb inversion) 

The rotational transformation is a symmetric m nature. But the rotational 

transformation along with the inversion of least significant bit is not a symmetric one, 

rather asymmetric. "Since the same transformation applying successively on the 

generated string will not produce the original string. It is a kind of cascading the two 

schemes. 
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5.6 Realiz~tion of MRE using Microprocessor Based System 

A microprocessor based system has been used for realizing the Modified 

Rotational Encoder. To realize the encoder, three following routines are required. The 

main routine is calling the routines. 

a) Routine lsbinv - This routine will invert the least significant bit of 

each byte in the string under consideration. 

b) Routine rot - This routine will rotate the string of n bytes by one bit in 

anticlockwise. 

c) Routine 'store' - This routine will store the string as well as the 

intermediate strings generated. 

The routines are given in details in section 5.6.1 to 5.6.6. 

5.6.1 Algorithm of routine 'lsbinv' 

This routine has used HL pair as memory pointer and C register as counter, 

representing the number of bytes of which the ls bit will be inverted. The fig 5.4 

shows n byte string stored in memory, the Least Significant Byte (LSB) being the 

first byte, stored in the lower memory and Most Significant Byte (MSB) being then

th byte, in higher memory address. The least significant bits (lsb) and msb are shown 

in the figure 5.4. The 

msb lsb 

MSB 

Fig 5.4: n byte string stored in memory 

Byte stored in the higher memory address has been considered as higher order byte in 

the string. So LSB is stored in lower memory address and MSB in higher memory 

. address. The algorithm of 'lsbinv' is given in the following. 
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· 1) The BC pair, HL pair, DE pair is pushed in the stack. 

2) The HL pair, used as memory pointer is pointed to f900h 

3) The register Cis loaded with the count value. 

4) Register B is initialized with the masking byte (00000001b). 

5) The memory content, pointed by HL, is tested for its lsb whether 0 or 

1. 

6) If it were zero, go to ( 7), for setting it 1. 

Else, reset it to 0 and go to (8). 

7) The ls bit is set to 1 

8) The memory pointer is incremented 

9) The counter C is decremented. 

10) Till the counter value is zero, go to (5). 

11) The rygisters are popped back. 

12) Return 

By changing the counter value, the bit length of the string can be changed. 

Here, only the lsb has considered, to be inverted. However any bit in the bytes of the 

string can be inverted by changing the masking byte in register B. 

5.6.2 Algorithm of 'rot' 

This routine rotates the string anticlockwise by one bit, containing n bytes. 

Referring the fig 5.4, it is assumed that the string is stored from f900h onwards, LSB 

in f900h. The ls bit of the string stored in f900h is checked for 0 or 1 and set the carry 

accordingly. Then, the memory pointer is set to the last location, containing the MSB, 

and rotates the byte right by one bit through carry. The process is continued till the 

first location, containing the LSB, is reached. 

1) Register C is initialized as counter 

2) HL pair, used as memory pointer, is set to F900h 

3) The memory content is moved to A 

4) 01h is ANDed with A 

5) · If the zero flag is set,· regis~er B is loaded with OOh, otherwise with 

01h. 

6) The memory pointer is set to the last location. 

7) The ls bit in B is shifted to carry bit. 
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8) The memory content is rotated through carry. 

9) The pointer is decremented. 

1 0) The byte counter, C is decremented. 

11) Till the counter is exhausted, go to (8). 

12) Returned. 

By changing the count value in C, the bit length in String can be changed. 

5.6.3 Algorithm 'store' 

This routine is used for storing the string as well as the intermediate string 

generated from F900h onwards during encoding or decoding. Here the HL pair is 

used the pointer of the memory from where the bytes will stored. The initialization of 

the HL pair is made through the main program and will be used as parameter to the 

routine 'store'. 

1) The BC and DE pair is saved in the stack. 

2) The Dis initialized with byte counter. 

3) The BC pair is initialized with f900h. 

4) The content of memory pointed by BC pair is moved to A 

5) The content of A is moved to the memory pointed by HL pair. 

6) The HL and BC pair are incremented. 

7) The D, byte counter is decremented. 

8) Till it is zero, go to ( 4). 

9) BC and DE pairs are incremented. 

10) Returned. 

By changing the counter value in D, the byte length can be changed. 

5.6.4 Main Program 

The main program is calling the routines developed in section 5.7.1 to 5.7.3 to 

encode the string using modified rotational encoding as given below. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

The stack pointer is initialized at ffaOh. 

The HL pair -is initialized with faOOh. 

The routine 'store' is called. 
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4) The routine 'lsbinv' is called. 

5) The routine 'store' is called. 

6) The counter C is loaded with the value, the number of rotations to 

be given during the encoding. 

7) The routine 'rot' is called. 

8) The counter is decremented. 

9) Till it is zero, go to (7). 

10) The routine 'lsbinv' is called. 

11) The routine 'store' is called. 

12) End. 

5. 7 Encoding 

Here, the routine 'lsbinv' is called once and routine 'rot' is called j, the 

number of rotations to be given during the encoding, times. Where j is less than 8 

times n, the number of bytes. The output generated at the memory where the string 

was supplied. 

1) The stack pointer is initialized at ffaOh. 

2) The routine 'lsbinv' is called. 

3) The counter C is loaded with the value, the number of rotations to 

be given during the encoding. 

4) The routine 'rot' is called. 

5) The counter is decremented. 

6) Till it is zero, go to (4). 

7) End. 

5.8 Decoding 

Here, the routine 'rot' is called ( 8 n- j ), the number of rotations to be given 

during the decoding, times and routine 'lsbinv' is called once. 

1) The stack pointer is imtialized at ffaOh. 

2) The counter C is loaded with the value, the number of rotations 

to be given during the decoding 

3) The routine 'rot' is called. 
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4) The counter is decremented. 

5) Till it is zero, go to (3). 

6) The routine 'lsbinv' is called. 

7) End. 

5.9 Result 

The following data for different string length are given for presentation here. 

Table 5.4 shows the Read/Write memory required for testing a string of different bit 

length. 

Table 5.4: Memory requirement to store the generated data 

String length String length Number of Total number of 

(bit) (byte) rotation bytes reqd. to store 

16 2 16 32 

32 4 32 128 

64 8 64 512 

128 16 128 2048 

256 32 256 8192 

For a system having 1k RAM available for storing intermediate data, the rotational 

encoding can be run on a string of 64bit length maximum. Because it takes 512 bytes 

for its storing the string and its intermediate strings. For 128 and 256bit string length, 

a special care,· as in the following, has to be taken with same microprocessor based 

system, since it requires 2048 and 8192 bytes respectively. 

i) The lsb inversion ( routine 'lsbinv' ) will be called once on the string 

separately. 

ii) Then the rotational encoding ( routine 'rot' ) wilL be called 2 times with 64 

rotations each for 128 bit (8 times with 32 rotations each for 256 bit) separately and the 

intermediate strings generated will be stored to different files and 

concatenated. 

iii) The lsb inversion ( routine 'lsbinv') will be called once again on the string 

generated last. 
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So the main routine will only be changed for calling the routines for 128/256 bit 

string. For a 16 bit string (50C8h), the least significant byte (C8h) is stored in lower 

memory and the most significant byte (SOh) is stored in next location. After the 

inversion of two bits in two locations, the string is (51C9h). It is shown in table 5.5. 

Table 5.5: lsb inversion in 16 bit string 

String (16 bit) String after lsb String recovered on lsb 

(hex) inversion (hex) inversion again (hex) 

50C8 51C9 50C8 

The table 5.6 shows the Intermediate string generated for a 16 bit string under 
Rotational encoding. 

Table 5.6: Intermediate string generated for a 16 bit string 
Under Rotational encoding 

Rotation String (hex) 

After oth rotation 51C9 

After 1st rotation A8E4 

After 2nd rotation 5472 

After 3ro rotation 2A39 

After 4th rotation 951C 

After 5th rotation 4A8E 

After 6lll rotation 2547 

After 7m rotation 92A3 

After 8th rotation C951 

After 9th rotation . E4A8 

After lOth rotation 7254 

After 11th rotation 392A 

After 12tll rotation 1C95 

After 13th rotation 8E4A 

After 14th rotation 4725 

After 15111 rotation A392 

After 16th rotation 51C9 
(string recovered) 
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The lsb inversion is shown in table 5.7 for 32 bit string. 

Table 5.7: lsb inversion for a 32 bit string 

String String after lsb inversion String recovered on 

(hex) (hex) 2nd lsb inversion (hex) 

61D950C8 60D851C9 61D950C8 

The table 5.8 shows the intermediate strings generated for a 32 bit string. 

Table 5.8: Intermediate string generated for a 32 bit string 

Rotation String (hex) Rotation String (hex) 

After om rotation 60D851C9 -· 

After 1st rotation B06C28E4 After 17m rotation 28E4B06C 

After 2na rotation 58361472 After 18m rotation 1472 5836 

After 3ro rotation 2C1BOA39 After 19m rotation OA392C1B 

After 4tl1 rotation 960D851C After 20tl1 rotation 851C960D 

After 5m rotation 4B06C28E After 21st rotation C28E4B06 

After 6tl1 rotation 25836147 Aft·er 22no rotation 61472583 

After 7t11 rotation 92C1BOA3 After 23ro rotation BOA392C1 

After 8tl1 rotation C960D851 After 24tl1 rotation D851 C960 

After 9m rotation E4B06C28 After 25th rotation 6C28 E4BO 

After 1oth rotation 72583614 After 26th rotation 36147258 
--

After 11th rotation 392C1BOA After 27th rotation 1BOA3.92C 

After 12tl1 rotation 1C960D85 After 28tl1 rotation OD851C96 

After 13 tl1 rotation 8E4B06C2 After 29tl1 rotation 06C28E4B 

After 14tl1 rotation 47258361 After 30m rotation 83614725 

After 15m rotation A392CIBO After 3 1st rotation C1BOA392 

After 16tl1 rotation 51C960D8 After 3 2na rotation 60D851C8 
(string recovered) 

For 64 bit string the data given in the table 4.5 are 8 byte data and are to be read LS 

byte first consisting of first two characters, the next two characters for next to LS 
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byte, and MS byte at last. For example, the 64 bit string (4BFB72EA 61D950C8h) 1s 

represented as (C850D961 EA72FB4B h). 

The lsb inversion for 64 bit is shown m table 5. 9. The table 5.10 shows the 

intermediate string generated for 64 bit string under rotational encoding. 

Table 5.9: lsb inversion for 64 bit string 

String String after lsb inversion String recovered on 

(hex) (hex) 2nd lsb inversion (hex) 

C850D961EA 72FB4B C951D860EB73FA4A C850D961EA 72FB4 B 

Table 5.10: Intermediate string generated for a 64 bit string 

Under Rotational encoding 

Rotation ·string (hex) Rotation String (hex) 

0 C951D860EB73FA4A 
1 E4286CBOF5397DA5 33 F5397DA5E4286CBO 
2 721436D8FA9CBE52 34 FA9CBE52721436D8 
3 390A1B6C7D4E5F29 35 7D4E5F29390A1B6C 
4 1C850DB63EA7AF94 36 3EA7AF941C850DB6 
5 8EC2065B9FD357 4A 37 9FD357 4A8EC2065B 
6 476183ADCFE92B25 38 CFE92B25476183AD 
7 A3BOC1D6E7F49592 39 E7F49592A3BOC1D6 
8 51D860EB73FA4AC9 40 3FA4AC951D860EB3 
9 286CBOF5397DA5E4 41 97DA5E4286CBOF59 

10 1436D8FA9CBE5272 42 CBE52721436D8FA2 
11 OA1B6C7D4E5F2939 43 4E5F29390A1B6C7D 
12 850DB63EA7AF941C 44 A7AF941C850DB63E 
13 C2065B9FD3574A8E 45 D3574A8EC2065B9F 
14 6183ADCFE92B254 7 46 E92B254 76183ADCF 
15 BOC1D6E7F49592A3 47 F49592A3BOC1D6E7 
16 D860EB73FA4AC951 48 FA4AC951D860EB73 
17 6CBOF5397DA5E428 49 7DA5E4286CBOF539 
18 36D8FA9CBE527214 50 BE52721436D8FA9C 
19 1B6C7D4E5F29390A 51 5F29390A1B6C7D4E 
20 ODB63EA7AF941C85 52 AF941C850DB63EA7 
21 065B9FD3574A8EC2 53 57 4A8EC2065B9FD3 
22 83ADCFE92B254 761 54 2B25476183ADCFE9 
23 C1D6E7F49592A3BO 55 9592A3BOC1D6E7F4 
24 60EB73FA4AC951D8 56 4AC951D860EB73FA 
25 BOF5397DA5E4286C 57 A5E4286CBOF5397D 
26 D8FA9CBE52721436 58 52721436D8F A9CBE 
27 6C7D4E5F29390A1B 59 29390A1B6C7D4E5F 
28 B63EA 7 AF941C850D 60 941C850DB63EA7AF 
29 5B9FD3574A8EC206 61 4A8EC2065B9FD357 
30 ADCFE92B25476183 62 25476183ADCFE92B 
31 D6E7F49592A3BOC1 63 92A3BOC1D6E7F495 
32 EB73FA4AC951D860 64 C951D860EB73FA4A 
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For 128 bit string the data given in the table 5.12 are 16 byte data and are to be read ls 

byte first consisting of first two characters, the next two characters for next to LS 

byte, and ms byte at last. For example, the 128 bit string (4BFB72EA 61D950C8 

4BFB72EA 61D950C8h) is represented as (C850D961EA72FB4B C850D961EA72FB4Bh) 

The lower part of the string has to be concatenated to the right of the first to make the 

string, and then it is to be read as directed. The lsb inversion is shown in table 5.11. 

Rotn 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 

Table 5.11: lsb inversion for 128bit string 

String String after lsb inversion String recovered on 
(hex) (hex) 2nd lsb inversion (hex) 

C850D961EA72FB4B C951D860EB73FA4A C850D961EA72FB4B 

C850D961EA72FB4B C951D860EB73FA4A C850D961EA72FB4B 

Table 5.12: Intermediate string generated for a 128 bit string 

Under Rotational encoding 

String Rotn String 

0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF10 
00810182028303840485058606870788 33 02830384048505860687078800810182 
80C0004181Cl014282C2024383C30344 34 81C1014282C2024383C3034480C00041 
406080AOCOE000214161BlA1ClE10122 35 COE00021416181AlClE10122406080AO 
2030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF00011 36 60708090AOBOCODOEOF0001120304050 
10182028303840485058606870788008 37 30384048505860687078800810182028 
OBOC1014181C2024282C3034383C4004 38 181C2024282C3034383C4004080Cl014 
0406080AOCOE10121416181AlC1E2002 39 OCOE10121416181A1ClE20020406080A 
02030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF1001 40 060708090AOBOCODOEOF100102030405 
81018202830384048505860687078800 41 83038404850586068707880081018202 
C0004181C1014282C2024383C3034480 42 Cl014282C2024383C3034480C00041Bl 
6080AOCOE00021416181AlClE1012240 43 E00021416181AlClE101~2406080AOCO 

30405060708090AOBOCODOEOF0001120 44 708090AOBOCODOEOF000112030405060 
18202830384048505860687078800810 45 38404850586068707880081018202830 
OC1014181C2024282C30343~3C400408 46 1C2024282C3034383C4004080Cl01418 
06080AOCOE10121416181AlClE200204 47 OE10121416181AlC1E20020406080AOC 
030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF100102 48 0708090AOBOCODOEOF10010203040506 
01820283038404850586068707880081 49 03840485058606870788008101820283 
004181Cl014282C2024383C3034480CO 50 014282C2024383C3034480C0004181Cl 
BOAOCOE000214161BlA1ClE101224060 51 0021416181AlC1El01224060BOAOCOEO 
405060708090AOBOCODOEOF000112030 52 8090AOBOCODOEOF000112030405Q6070 
20283038404850586068707880081018 53 40485058606870788008101820283038 
1014181C2024282C3034383C4004080C 54 2024282C3034383C4004080Cl014181C 
OBOAOCOE10121416181AlC1E20020406 55 10121416181A1ClE200204060BOAOCOE 
0405060708090AOBOCODOEOF10010203 56 08090AOBOCODOEOF1001020304050607 
82028303840485058606870788008101 57 84048505860687078800810182028303 
4181C1014282C2024383C3034480COOO 58 4282C2024383C3034480C0004181C101 
AOCOE00021416181AlC1E10122406080 59 21416181AlClE10122406080AOCOEOOO 
5060708090AOBOCODOEOF00011203040 60 90AOBOCODOEOF0001120304050607080 
28303840485058606870788008101820 61 48505860687078800810182028303840 
14181C2024282C3034383C4004080C10 62 24282C3034383C4004080Cl014181C20 
OAOCOE10121416181A1ClE2002040608 63 121416181AlClE20020406080AOCOE10 
05060708090AOBOCODOEOF1001020304 64 090AOBOCODOEOF100102030405060708 
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Table 5.12: Continued 

Rotn String Rotn String 

65 04850586068707880081018202830384 97 06870788008101820283038404850586 

66 82C2024383C3034480C0004181C10142 98 83C3034480C0004181C1014282C20243 

67 416181A1C1E10122406080AOCOE00021 99 C1E10122406080AOCOE00021416181Al 

68 AOBOCODOEOF000112030405060708090 100 EOF000112030405060708090AOBOCODO 
69 50586068707880081018202830384048 101 70788008101820283038404850586068 
70 282C3034383C4004080C1014181C2024 102 383C4004080C1014181C2024282C3034 
71 1416181A1C1E20020406080AOCOE1012 103 1C1E20020406080AOCOE10121416181A 
72 OAOBOCODOEOF10010203040506070809 104 OEOF100102030405060708090AOBOCOD 
73 85058606870788008101820283038404 105 87078800810182028303840485058606 
74 C2024383C3034480C0004181C1014282 106 C3034480C0004181C1014282C2024383 
75 6181A1C1E10122406080AOCOE0002141 107 E10122406080AOCOE00021416181A1C1 
76 BOCODOEOF000112030405060708090AO 108 F000112030405060708090AOBOCODOEO 
77 58606870788008101820283038404850 109 78800810182028303840485058606870 
78 2C3034383C4004080C1014181C202428 110 3C4004080C1014181C2024282C303438 
79 16181A1C1E20020406080AOCOE101214 111 1E20020406080AOCOE10121416181A1C 
80 OBOCODOEOF1D0102030405060708090A 112 OF100102030405060708090AOBOCODOE 
81 05860687078800810182028303840485 113 07880081018202830384048505860687 
82 024383C3034480C0004181C1014282C2 114 03448DC0004181C1014282C2024383C3 
83 81A1C1E10122406080AOCOE000214161 115 0122406080AOCOE00021416181AlC1E1 
84 CODOEOF000112030405060708090AOBO 116 00112Q30405060708090AOBOCODOEOFO 
85 60687078800810182028303840485058 117 80081018202830384048505860687078 
86 3034383C4004080C1014181C2024282C 118 4004080C1014181C2024282C3034383C 
87 181A1C1E20020406080AOCOE10121416 119 20020406080AOCOE10121416181A1C1E 
88 OCODOEOF100102030405060708090AOB 120 100102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF 
89 86068707880081018202830384048505 121 88008101820283038404850586068707 
90 4383C3034480C0004181C1014282C202 122 4480C0004181C1014282C2024383C303 
91 A1C1E10122406080AOCOE00021416181 123 22406080AOCOE00021416181A1C1E101 
92 DOEOF000112030405060708090AOBOCO 124 112030405060708090AOBOCODOEOFOOO 
93 68707880081018202830384048505860 125 08101820283038404850586068707880 
94 34383C4004080C1014181C2024282C30 126 04080C1014181C2024282C3034383C40 
95 1A1C1E20020406080AOCOE1012141618 127 020406080AOCOE10121416181A1C1E20 
96 ODOEOF100102030405060708090AOBOC 128 0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF10 

For 256 bit string, the Rotational Encoding requires 256 operations to get 

back the string and 8k byte of memory to store the string and its intermediate strings. 

Obviously, the microprocessor based system with approximately1k available RAM 

for storing the result needs to operate 8 times, store the result in separate files and 

concatenate the files. For clarity, the result for 256 bit string is not presented here, but 

the strings are given in Appendix in Intel hex format. The table 5.13 shows a few 

intermediate strings after 64 operations and the table 5.14 shows the lsb inversion for 

256 bit string. To read any string of multi-byte, the Least Significant byte is placed 

first and the most significant byte at last. 
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Table 5.13: 256 bit string and a few intermediate strings 

Operation 256 bit string (hex) 

After otn 0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF20 

operation 
After 64 090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF200102030405060708 

operation 
After 128 1112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF200102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF10 

operation 
After 192 191AlB1ClD1ElF200102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718 

operation 
After 256 0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOFlOli1213141516171Bl91AlB1ClD1ElF20 

operation 

Table 5.14: lsb inversion for 256 bit string 

String 0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF20 

String after 0003020504070609080BOAODOCOFOE111013121514171619181BlA1DlC1FlE21 
1st 

Lsb 
inversion 

String after 0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF20 
2nd 

Lsb 
inversion 

5.10 Memory Efficient Algorithm 

The program, developed in assembly level up to 256bit length string, for 

rotational encoding, does not require any other memory as scratch pad during the time 

of execution. The generated string will be available from the memory area, where the 

string is supplied. 

The program will successfully be run for higher bits, even the total message as 

a string, provided the memory permits to accommodate the message. 

Herice it will be a memory efficient program for encoding. 

5.11 Application of Modified Rotational Encoder 

The Modified Rotational (MR) Encoder can be successfully utilized in 

encryption. The encoder is tested for 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256 bit length and it takes 
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16, 32, 64, 128 and 256 operations respectively. Any intermediate string can be used 

for encrypted string. 

So a message can be considered as the binary strings, multiple of 8, 

concatenated altogether. The MR. encoding can be applied on the concatenated 

strings, say x times which is less than the number of operations required to get back 

the string, at the time of encryption by a person interested to· secure the message. The 

encrypted message will be sent to the recipient. The rest of the operations (n-x) is 

required be applied on the encrypted message, by the recipient to get back the 

message, where n is the bit length of the string. 

The encoder has been tested and realized up to 256 bit block length. The brute 

force attack With this high block length will not be successful in decoding the 

encoded message under MR. encoder. 

5.12 Comparison ofMR Encoder 

A comparative study of MR. Encoding with RSA Encoding has been made in 

order to judge the developed encoding. For this purpose two methods are adopted as 

in the following as in earlier encoders. 

1. Frequency Distribution of Encoded file with RPP Encoding 

2. Homogeneity Test (Chi-square) by a statistical method 

The Frequency Distribution and Homogeneity Test presentations are given in section 

5.10.1 and 5.10.2 respectively. 

5~12.1 Frequency Distribution of Encoded file 

To find out the frequency distribution of the technique, a text file (prt.txt, size: 

113 51 Bytes) is taken. The Modified Rotational Encoding technique has been applied 

and then the distribution of the characters of the text file and that of encoded file is 

plotted in figure 5. 5. The distribution of the characters of the text file and that of 

encoded file with RSA is plotted in figure 5.6. The blue line in the bar graph shows 

the distribution for the text file, while the red line for encoded file for both figures 5. 5 

and 5.6. From the frequency distribution graph it is clear that frequencies are 

distributed through complete range of characters (0 to 255) in both proposed MRE 

and RSA techniques. Hence it may be inferred that the proposed technique may 

obtain a good security. 
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Figure 5.5: Frequency Distribution of characters in source message and 

encrypted message under Modjfied Rotational Encoding 

Figure 5.6: Frequency Distribution of characters in source message and encrypted 

message under RSA Encoding 

5.12.2 Test of Homogeneity 

For homogeneity test of the encrypted file generated through Rotational 

Encoder, the Chl-square method, a statistical procedure has been applied. A text fil e 

(g.abc) of size, 2157 byte is used for encryption. The corresponding encrypted files 

are generated for different block length. For each case the em-square value IS 

computed. The maximum value for tills text fil e is calculated as 3117.07 and the 
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average value of all the values is 2747.76. The table 5.15 shows the Chi-Square value 

and the figure 5. 7 shows the diagram for different block lengths under Modified. 

Rotational Encoder. 

Table 5.15: Chi-square value for different Block Length ofMR Encoder 

Sl.No. Block Text File Encrypted File File Size Chi-Square 
Length value 

1 8 g.abc Rt8.abc 2,157 2278.70 
2 16 g. abc Rt16.abc 2,157 3110.47 
3 32 g. abc Rt32.abc 2,157 2738.96 
4 64 .g.abc Rt64.abc 2,157 3097.51 
5 128 g.abc Rt128.abc 2,157 2143.86 
6 256 g.abc Rt256.abc 2,157 3117.07 

Average Chi-Index 2747.76 

The Ch-Square value computed on the same file under RSA is 2359.03. The 

chi-square values for 16, 32, 64 and 256 bit block length under MR Encoder are 

higher than that ofRSA Encoder. It is also shown in figure 5.7. 

3500 3110.47 3097.51 3117.07 

3000 r- 2738.96 ,..- r-
Q) ,--::J 2278.7 2359.03 ro 2500 2143.86 
> r- r-

~ 2000 ,--

C1l 
5- 1.500 
(j) 

I 1000 :.c 
0 

500 

0 

8 16 32 64 128 256 RSA 

Block Length of MRE 

Figure 5.7: Chi-Square values for different Block length ofRotational Encoder 

The chi-square value is also computed on ten files with different file size 

under MR Encoder as given in the table 5.16. Figure 5.8 gives the comparative study 

of the chi-square value for different block length under MR Encoder. Table 5.17 

shows the average value of chi-square under RSA Encoder on the same files. From 

the average value computed, it is seen that for all the block length considered the 
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Sl 
n 
0 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

average chi-square values under :MR. Encoder exceed that of RSA and the over-all 

average value under :MR. Encoder is much higher than that ofRSA. 

Table 5.16: Chi-square value of :MR. Encoder for Different Block Length 

Modified Rotational Encoder 

Sour Source Chi- Chi- Chi- Chi- Chi- Chi- Ave 
ce File square square square square square square Chi-
File size For 8 bit For 16 For 32 bit For64 For For Squar 

length bit length bit 128bit 256bit e 
length length length length 

a. abc 904 1109.35 1316.06 1136.07 1284.01 1098.57 1086.26 

b. abc 1061 1471.86 1615.00 1441.31 1605.69 1435.07 1308.72 

c. abc 907 1258.83 1370.76 1237.29 1361.99 1248.86 1091.92 

d. abc 2841 3515.57 4142.43 3897.72 4147.48 3601.20 3407.21 

e. abc 1765 2294.55 2602.47 2455.67 2638.70 2317.90 2194.66 

f. abc 2227 2887.01 3339.16 3140.01 3376.64 3005.89 2769.38 

g. abc 2157 2760.56 3110."47 3000.47 3097.51 2842.84 2596.32 

h. abc .7121 8930.41 10587.39 9835.08 10544.42 9071.24 8496.01 

i.abc 8830 10944.10 13039.84 12041.59 13025.41 11049.97 .10651.96 

j.abc 2182 2846.57 3288.61 3048.81 3316.18 2910.09 2670.99 

Average ·2999.5 3801.88 4441.22 4123.40 4439.80 3858.16 3627.34 4048.63 
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4500 

~ 4000 

~ 3500 
Q) 3000 

ro 2500 

5- 2000 

~ 1500 
..c 1000 0 
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3801.88 
,--

4441.22 
-

4439.8 
4123:4 
r--

-
3858.16 3627.34 
,--

0+-~~--~~~~~~~-L~~~~~-i-. 

8 16 32 64 128 256 

Block Length 

Figure 5.8: Chi-square value ofRPPE for Different Block Length 

Table 5.17: Chi-Square value under RSA Encoder 

Sl Source Source Chi-Square value 
no· File File size under RSA Encoder 
1 a. abc 904 953.21 
2 b.abc 1061 1135.65 
3 c.abc 907 997.82 
4 d. abc 2841 2988.19 
5 e. abc 1765 1892.01 
6 f. abc 2227 2406.50 
7 g. abc 2157 2359.03 
8 h. abc 7121 7311.02 
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Sl Source Source Chi-Square value 
no File File size under RSA Encoder 
9 i.abc 8830 9085.07 
10 j.abc 2182 2318.65 

Average Chi-Square 
3144.715 

Value' 

Table 5.18 shows chi-square values for different encoders. Figure 5.9 shows the 

pictorial diagram for the comparison of Chi-Square value of PP Encoder, Triangular 

Encoder (TE), RPP Encoder and :MR. Encoder with that of RSA Encoder. The Chi

square value against PPE is for overall average value of chi-square under Prime 

Position Encoder, that against PPE8 for average value of chi-square under Prime 

Position Encoder with 8 bit block length, that against TE for average value of Chi

square under Triangular Encoder, that against RPPE for average value of Chi-square 

under Recursiv~: Pair Parity Encoder, that against MRE for average value of Chi

square under Modified Rotational Encoder and that against RSA for average value of 

RSA encoder. 

Table 5.18: Comparison ofEncoders on Chi-square value 

4500 

4000 

~ 3500 

ro 3ooo > 
~ 2500 
~ 2000 
cr 

U? 1500 
:.c 1000 () 

500 

Encoders Chi-Square Value 
PPE 1373.86 
PPE8 3272.24 

TE 3313.21 
RPPE 3717.82 
MRE 4048.63 
RSA 3144.715 

4048.63 
3717.82 ......--

3272.24 3313.21 ......--
3144.715 

......-- r--
r--

1373.86 
r--

0+-~~~L-~~~~~L-~~~~~~~ 

PPE PPEB TE RPPE MRE RSA 

Encoders 

Figure 5.9: Comparison of Chi-Square value for different Encoders 
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The realized encoders are comparable with RSA with respect to Chi-square 

value. Higher chi-square value ensures the non-homogeneity of encrypted file with 

respect to source file. Hence the technique may lead to better security. 

5.13 Conclusion 

The Modified Rotational Encoder is a very simple in principle. It shows a 

very good frequency distribution of characters and the chi-square value in comparison 

with RSA encoder. The encryption time will be low making the operation of 

encoding and decoding faster. 
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6 Introduction 

This is another encoding in tune with the Rotational Encoding. It is based on the 

principle of Johnson counter. The work is based on the block cipher technique. A 

block of binary data or string of a message is taken on which the transformation is 

applied. It generates the cipher text making the message in unintelligible form. This 

cipher text may be used as encrypted message for transmission being secure. Johnson 

encoder can generate 2n possible combinations for a string having n bits. Again n can 

be extended to a large value making the possible combinations large. This principle 

is utilized here for encoding. 

6.1 Principle of Johnson Encoding 

Considering an 8 bit string in binary as (0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1). According to 

Johnson Encoding the least significant bit (lsb) of the string is inverted and rotated 

right by one bit, transferring the lsb to msb position and all other bits shifted one bit 

to the right. The string generated will be ( 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1). If this process applies 

successively on the same string, the original string will be generated after application 

of twice the number of bits on the string. The technique is explained for a block 

length of 2, 3 and 4 bits in section 6.1.1 to 6.1.3. 

6.1.1 Johnson Encoder (JE) for 2 bit Block 

A 2 bit concatenated string (b1 b0 ) is considered here, b1 beirig the msb and 

b0 the lsb. The underline of any bit indicates the inversion of the bit. After the first 

operation lsb (bo ) is inverted and one rotation is applied on the string making it (hQ 

b1). The same operation is applied on the string and the generated string is shown in 

table 6.1. It is seen that after 4 such operations the original string has been generated. 

So, for 2 bit case, the number of operations required to get back the string is 4. 
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Table 6.1: Johnson Encoding with 2 bit string 

Concatenated No. of 
string operation 

b1 bo 0 

bo b1 1 

b1 bo 2 

bo b1 3 

b1 bo 4 

6.1.2 JE for 3 bit Block 

Here a 3 bit string has been considered. The same process is applied on the 
., 

string: The intermediate string generated in the process of transformation is shown in 

table 6.2. It is seen that after 6 such operations the original string has been generated . 

. Table 6.2: Johnson Encoding with 3 bit string 

Concatenated No. of 
string operation 

bz b1 bo 0 

QQ. bz b1 1 

b1 bo bz 2 

!16 b1 bo 3 

bo!16 b1 4 

b1 bo !16 5 

bz b1 bo 6 

So, for 3 bit case, the number of operations required to get back the string is 6. 

6.1.3 JE for 4 bit Block 

Here a 4 bit string has been considered. The same process is applied on the 

string. The intermediate string generated in the process of transformation is shown in 

table 6.3. It is seen that after 8 such operations the original string has been generated. 
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Table 6.3: Johnson Encoding with 4 bit string 

Concatenated No. of 
string operation 

b3 bz b1 bo 0 

bo b3 bz b1 1 

b1 bo b3 bz 2 

~ b1 bo b3 3 

b3 b~ b1 bo 4 

bo QJ~ b1 5 

b1 bo b3~ 6 

b2 b1 bo b3 7 

b3, bz b1 bo 8 

So, for 4 bit case, the number of operations required to get back the string is 8. 

In brief, the principle of Johnson encoding states that for a block of m bit 

string, the number of operation required is two times of m bit to get back the original 

string. 

6.2 Modified Johnson Encoding 

When a large number of bytes are taken into consideration in the string, the 

Johnson encoding will not be very effective. On 8th rotation, the LS byte w1ll go to 

the MS byte position with all its bits inverted and all other bytes will be shifted to the 

right. The characters in the string will appear again in the shifted condition except the 

MS byte. On 16th rotation the same thing will happen with two MS bytes with all its 

bits inverted. So, after 8 and its multiple rotations the part of the message will 

reappear as shifted cut and paste condition. This is the disadvantage with Johnson 

encoding. 

This drawback must be eliminated otherwise it is not possible to use the 

technique in the encoding. To overcome the drawback of this encoder, the same 

precautionary measure as in rotational encoding has been applied. A particular bit 

of each byte in the string is inverted (here, it is lsb) first and the Johnson principle 

is applied. This is called Modified Johnson Encoding. 
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The Modified Johnson Encoding (MJE) can also be applicable to a string of 

any length. The encoding .and decoding is discussed in section 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 

respectively. 

6.2.1 Modified Johnson Encoding 

To encode a string, the following steps are to be followed. 

i) Inversion of a bit (lsb) in each byte of the string 

ii) Johnson Encoding on the string 

To illustrate the encoding process an 8 bit binary string, 1011001 has been 

considered. 

i) The String after Inversion oflsb is 10110010. 

ii) Johnson Encoding after k (here, it is 8) number of operations, where k is less 

than twice the number of bits i"s applied on the string as shown in table 6.4. 

Table 6.4: 8 bit string after k operations under Johnson Encoding 

No. of Concatenated 
operation string 

0 10110010 

1 11011001 

2 01101100 

3 10110110 

4 11011011 

5 01101101 

6 00110110 

7 10011011 

8 01001101 

After 8 operations, the generated string 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 may be used as encoded 

string. 

6.2.2 Modified Johnson Decoding 

To decode the string the reverse steps are to be followed. First Johnson 

encoding for rest number of operations and then the lsb inversion are to be applied. 
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i) Johnson Decoding (same as Encoding) on the string for rest 

operations 

ii) Inversion of a bit (lsb) in each byte of the string 

To illustrate the decoding technique, the encoded 8 bit string (0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1) is 

considered for decoding. Since 8 operations are applied at the time of encoding, (2x8 

- 8) i.e. 8 number of operations are required to be applied at the time of decoding. 

The eight operations are shown in table 6.5. 

Table 6.5: Decoding of8 bit string under Johnson Encoding 

No. of operation Concatenated 
string 

0 01001101 

1 00100110 

2 10010011 

3 01001001 

4 00100100 

5 10010010 

6 11001001 

7 01100100 

8 10110010 

Then the final string will be supplied for lsb inversion. It is shown in table 6.6. 

Table 6.6: lsb inversion 

String available from String after lsb 
Johnson Decoder mvers10n 
10110010 10110011 

Hence, after the lsb inversion the o-riginal string is generated. 

6.3 Modified Johnson Encoding for n byte string 

The string consisting of n bytes is considered for Modified Johnson 

Encoding. The following steps are followed for the encoding. 

1. Inversion of lsb of each byte of the string 

2. Johnson Encoding on the string 
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Both these steps are followed during Encoding as well as Decoding. Step (1) is 

followed first, then step (2) at the time of Encoding, while step (2) is followed first, 

then step (1) at the time ofDecoding. 

The step (1) is a very simple technique, as discussed in section 6.2. Also it is 

known that the total number of Johnson Encoding operation for n byte string required 

to get back the original string is twice the number of bits in the string i.e. (2 x 8 x n) . 

Any one of (2 x 8 x n - 1) possible number of string can be used as encoded string. 

So at the time of Encoding, it is assumed that k number of Johnson encoding 

operations is applied, where k is less than (2 x 8 x n) . 

At the time of Decoding, (2 x 8 x n - k) number of operations will be applied . 

6.4 Realization of Modified Johnson Encoder using Microprocessor Based 

System 

To realize the Modified Johnson Encoder using Microprocessor Based 

System, three following routines are developed. These are 

a) Routine ' lsbinv ' 

b) Routine rotj ' 

c) Routine ' store' 

The routines ' lsbinv' and ' store' are the same as the routines used in Rotational 

Encoding in ChapterV. So the discussion of the algorithms of these routines is not 

given for clarity. The routine ' rotj ' differs slightly from the routine ' rot' of chapter

V. In Rotational Encoding, the lsb takes the position of msb and other bits in the 

string moves one bit to the right, while in Johnson Encoding, the lsb is inverted first 

and takes the position of msb and other bits in the string moves one bit to the right. 

For example, a 4 byte string is shown in fig 6.1. The lsb will be inverted and put to 

the msb position, all other bits in the string will be shifted to the right by one bit. 

..-------------tJ I h . . 1f---------, 1 s mvers1nn 1 

II II LSB 1/f--------' 

Fig 6.1: Rotational operation under Johnson Encoding 
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The routines to realize the MJE are given in section 6.4.1 to 6.4.2. Some routines are 

already discussed in section 5.6.1 and 5.6.3 in chapter V. 

6.4.1 Algorithm of ' rotj' 

This routine rotates the string anticlockwise by one bit, containing n bytes. It 

is assumed that the string is stored from f900h onwards, LSB in f900h. The ls bit of 

the string stored in f900h is checked for 0 or 1 and set the carry to its inverted bit 

accordingly. Then, the memory pointer is set to the last location, containing the 

MSB, and rotated the byte right by one bit through carry. The process is continued 

till the first location, containing the LSB, is reached. 

1) Register C is initialized as counter 

2) HL pair, used as memory pointer, is set to F900h 

3) The memory content is moved to A. 

4) Olh is ANDed with A. 

5) If the zero flag is set, register B is loaded with 01 h, otherwise with 

OOh. 

6) The memory pointer is set to the last location. 

7) The ls bit in B is shifted to carry bit. 

8) The memory content is rotated through carry. 

9) The pointer is decremented. 

1 0) The byte counter, C is decremented. 

11) Till the counter is exhausted, go to (8) . 

12) Returned. 

By changing the count value in C, the bit length in String can be changed. 

6.4.2 Main Program 

The main program is calling the routines as given below. 

1) The stack pointer is initialized at ffaOh. 

2) The HL pair is initialized with faOOh. 

3) The routine ' store' is called. 

4) The routine ' lsbinv' is called. 

5) The routine ' store' is called. 
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6) The counter C is loaded with the value, the number of rotations to be 

given during the encoding. 

7) The routine ' rotj ' is called. 

8) The counter is decremented. 

9) Till it is zero, go to (7) . 

1 0) The routine ' lsbinv ' is called. 

11) The routine ' store' is called. 

12) End. 

Up to 64 bit string, the main algorithm may be applicable for microprocessor based 

systems with 1 k RAM in order to store the string and the intermediately generated 

strings. For 128/ 256 bit string, a special attention is required to store the strings 

generated with same system. It is discussed in the section 6.5. 

6.5 Results 

The table 6. 7 shows the Read/Write memory required for testing a string of 

different bit length. For a system having 1k RAM available for storing intermediate 

data, the Johnson encoding can be run on a string of 64 bit length maximum 

effectively. Because it takes 1024 byte for storing the string and its intermediate 

strings. A special care, as in the following, has to be taken with same 

microprocessor based system for 128 and 256 bit string length, since it requires 4096 

and 16394 bytes respectively. 

Table 6.7: Memory required for the string of different bit length 

String length String length Number of Total number of 

(bit) (byte) rotation bytes reqd . to store 

16 2 32 64 

32 4 64 256 

64 8 128 1024 

128 16 256 4096 

256 32 512 16394 
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i) . The lsb mvers10n (routine 'lsbinv') will be called once on the string 

separately. 

ii) Then the rotational encoding (routine 'rot') will be called 4 times with 64 

rotations each for 128 bit (16 times .with 32 rotations each for 256 bit) 

separately and the intermediate strings generated will be stored to different 

files and concatenated. 

Instead of storing all the strings for 256 bit case, the 'rotj' is called 4 times 

with 128 rotations, the sample strings collected and checked the final stling as 

shown for 256 bit string. 

iii) The lsb inversion ( routine 'lsbinv') will be called once again on the string 

generated last. 

So the main routine will only be changed for calling the routines for 128/256 bit 

string. 

For a 16 bit string (0102h), the least significant byte (01h) is stored in lower 

memory and the most significant byte (02h) is stored in next location. After the 

inversion oflsb of each byte, the string is (0003h). It is shown in table 6.8. The string 

0201h is represented here as 0102h. 

Table 6.8: lsb inversion of a 16 bit string under Johnson Encoding 

String (16 bit) String after lsb String recovered on lsb 

(hex) inversion (hex) inversion again (hex) 

0102h 0003h 0102h 

The table 6.9 shows the Intermediate string generated for a 16 bit string under 

Johnson encoding. 
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Table 6.9: Intermediate string of 16 bit string under Johnson encoding 

Rotation String Rotation String 
(hex) (hex) 

After oth rotation 0003 
~ 

After 1st rotation 8081 After 17th rotation 7F7E 

After 2°0 rotation coco After 18th rotation 3F3F 

After 3ra rotation 60EO After 19th rotation 9F1F 

After 4m rotation 30FO After 20th rotation CFOF 

After 5th rotation 18F8 After 21st rotation E707 

After 6th rotation OCFC After 22°0 rotation F303 

After 7th rotation 06FE After 23rct rotation F901 

After 8th rotation 03FF After 24th rotation FCOO 

After 9th rotation 817F After 25th rotation 7E80 

After 1om rotation C03F After 26m rotation 3FCO 

After 11 lh rotation E09F After 271
h rotation 1F60 

After 12th rotation FOCF After 28th rotation OF30 

After 13m rotation F8E7 After 29th rotation 0718 

After 14m rotation FCF3 After 3oth rotation 030C 

After 15m rotation FEF9 After 3 1st rotation 0106 

After 16m rotation FFFC After 32nct rotation 0003 

(string recovered) (string recov~red) 

The lsb inversion of each byte for 32 bit string is shown i~ table 6.1 0. 

Table 6.1 0: lsb inversion of each byte for 3 2 bit string 

String String after lsb inversion String recovered on 2nd 

(hex) (hex) lsb inversion (hex) 

01020304 00030205 01020304 

The table 6.11 shows the intermediate strings generated for a 32 bit string under 

Johnson encoding. · 
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Table 6. 11: Intermediate string generated for a 32 bit string 

Under Johnson encoding 

Rotation String (hex) Rotation String (hex) 

0 00030205 
1 80018182 33 7FFE7E70 
2 C08040C1 34 3F7FBF3E 
3 6040AOEO 35 9FBF5F1F 
4 302050FO 36 CFOFAFOF 
5 181028F8 37 E7EF0707 
6 0C0814FC 38 F3F7EB03 
7 06040AFE 39 F9FBF501 
8 030205FF 40 FCFOFAOO 
9 0181827F 41 FE7E7080 
10 8040C13F 42 7FBF3ECO 
11 40AOE09F 43 BF5F1F60 
12 2050FOCF 44 OFAFOF30 
13 1028F8E7 45 EF070718 
14 0814FCF3 46 F7EB030C 
15 040AFEF9 47 FBF50106 
16 0205FFFC 48 FOFA0003 
17 81827FFE 49 7E708001 
18 40C13F7F 50 BF3EC080 
19 AOE09FBF 51 5FlF6040 
20 50FOCFOF 52 AFOF3020 
21 28F8E7EF 53 07071810 
22 14FCF3F7 54 EB030C08 
23 0AFEF9FB 55 F5010604 
24 05FFFCFO 56 FA000302 
25 827FFE7E 57 70800181 
26 C13F7FBF 58 3EC08040 
27 E09FBF5F 59 1F6040AO 
28 FOCFOFAF 60 OF302050 
29 F8E7EF07 61 07181028 
30 FCF3F7EB 62 030C0814 
31 FEF9FBF5 63 0106040A 
32 FFFCFOFA 64 00030205 

For 64 bit string the data given in the table 6.13 are 8 byte data and are to be read ls 

byte first, and 8th byte as ms byte. For example, the 64 bit string 

(0807060504030201h) is represented as (0102030405060708h). 

The lsb inversion for 64 bit is shown in table 6.12. 

Table 6. 12: lsb inversion for 64 bit under Johnson Encoding 

String String after lsb inversion String recovered on 2na 

(hex) (hex) lsb inversion (hex) 

01 02030405 0 6070 8 00030 2 0504070 609 010 2 030 4050 60708 
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• 
Table 6.13 : Intermediate string generated for 64 bit string under Johnson encoding 

Rota- String Rota- String 
tion (hex) tion (hex) 

0 0003020504070609 
1 8001810282038384 33 820383847FFE7EFD 
2 C0804001Cl8141C2 34 Cl8141C23F7FBFFE 
3 6040A080EOC020El 35 EOC020El9 FB F5F7F 
4 30205040706090FO 36 ' 706090FOC FDFAFBF 
5 18102820383048F8 37 383048F8E7EFD7DF 
6 0C0814101Cl824FC 38 1Cl824FCF3F7EBEF 
7 06040AOBOEOC12FE 39 OEOC12FEF9FBF5F7 
8 03020504070609FF 40 070609FFFCFDFAFB 
9 018102820383847F 41 0383847FFE7EFD7D 

10 804001Cl8141C23F 42 8141C23F7FBFFE3E 
11 40A080EOC020El9F 43 C02 OE19FBF5F7F1F 
12 205040706090FOCF 44 6090FOCFDFAFBF8F 
13 102820383048F8E7 45 3048F8E7EFD7DFC7 
14 0814101Cl824FCF3 46 1824FCF3F7EBEFE3 
15 040A080EOC12FEF9 47 OC12FEF9FBF5F7F1 
16 020504070609FFFC 48 0609FFFCFDFAFBF8 
17 8102820383847FFE 49 83847FFE7EFD7DFC 
18 4001C18141C23F7F 50 41C23F7FBFFE3E7E 
19 A080EOC020E19FBF 51 20E19FBF5F7F1F3F 
20 5040706090FOCFDF 52 90FOCFDFAFBFBF9F 
21 2820383048F8E7EF 53 48F8E7EFD7DFC7CF 
22 14101C1824FCF3F7 54 24FCF3F7EBEFE3E7 
23 0A080EOC12FEF9FB 55 12 FEF9 FBF5 F7 F1 F3 
24 0504070609FFFC FD 56 09F FFCFDFAFBF8 F9 
25 02820383847FFE7E 57 847FFE7EFD7DFC7C 
26 01C18141C23F7FBF 58 C23F7FBFFE3E7EBE 
27 80EOC020E19FBF5 F 59 E19 FB F5 F7 F1 F3 FDF 
28 40706090FOCFDFAF 60 FOCFDFAFBF8F9F6F 
29 20383048F8E7EFD7 61 F8E7EFD7D FC7CFB7 
30 101C1824FCF3F7EB 62 FCF3F7EBEFE3E7DB 
31 080 EOC12FEF9FBF5 63 FEF9FBF5F7F1F3ED 
32 04070609FFFCFD FA 64 FFFCFDFAFBF8F9F6 

Table 6.13 : Continued 

Rota- String (hex) Rota- String (hex) 
tion tion 

65 7FFE7EFD7DFC7C7B 97 7 F1F3FDF1E604 OAO 
66 3F7FBFFE3E7EBE3D 98 3E7 EBE3DC0804001 
67 9FBF5F7F1F3FDF1E 99 1F3 FD F1E6040A080 
68 CFDFAFBF8F9F6FOF 100 8F9 F6FOF3 0205040 
69 E7EFD7DFC7CFB707 101 C7CFB70718102820 
70 F3F7EBEFE3E7DB03 102 E3E7DB030C08141 0 
71 F9 FBF5F7F1F3ED01 103 F1F3ED0106040A08 
72 FCFDFAFBF8F9F600 104 F8F9F60003020504 
73 FE7EFD7DFC7C7880 105 FC7C788001810282 
74 7FBFFE3E7EBE3DCO 106 7EBE3DC0804001Cl 
75 BF5F7FlF3FDFlE60 107 3FDF1E6040A080EO 
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Rota- String (hex) Rota- String (hex) 

tion tion 
76 DFAF8F8F9F6FOF30 108 9F6FOF3020504070 
77 EFD7DFC7CF870718 109 CF87071810282038 
78 F7E8EFE3E7D8030C 110 E7D8030C0814101C 
79 F8F5F7F1F3ED0106 111 F3ED0106040A080E 
80 FDFAFBF8F9F60003 112 F9F6000302050407 
81 7EFD7DFC7C788001 113 7C7B800181028203 
82 8FFE3E7EBE3DC080 114 BE3DC0804001C181 
83 5F7F1F3FDF1E604 0 115 DF1E6040A080EOCO 
84 AFBF8 F9F6FOF3020 116 6FOF302050407060 
85 D7DFC7CF87071810 117 8707181028203830 
86 E8EFE3E7DB030C08 118 DB030C0814101C18 
87 F5F7F1F3ED010604 119 ED0106040A080EOC 
88 FAFBF8F9F6000302 120 F600030205040706 
89 FD7DFC7C7B800181 121 7880018102820383 
90 FE3E7EBE3DC08040 122 3DC0804001C18141 
91 8F8F9F6FOF302050 123 1E6040A080EOC020 
92 DFC7CFB707181028 124 OF30205040706090 
93 EFE3E7DB030C0814 125 0718102820383048 
94 F7F1F3ED0106040A 126 030C0814101C1824 
95 F8F8F9F600030205 127 0106040A080EOC12 
96 7DFC7C7880018102 128 0003020504070609 

For 128bit string, the Johnson Encoding requires 256 operations to get 

back the string and 4k byte of memory to store the string and its intermediate strings. 

Obviously, the microprocessor based system with approximately1k available RAM 

for storing the result needs to operate 4 times, store the result in separate files and 

concatenate the files. For clarity, the result for 128 bit string is not presented here, 

and is given in Appendix in Intel Hex Format. The table 6.14 shows a few 

intermediate strings and the table 6.15 shows the lsb inversion for 128 bit string. To 

read any string of multi-byte, the Least Significant byte is placed first and the most 

significant byte at last. 

Table 6.14: 128 bit string and a few intermediate string 

Operation 128 bit string (hex) 

After 0 operation 0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF10 

After 64 operation 090AOBOCODOEOF10FEFDFCFBFAF9F8F7 

After 128 operation FEFDFCFBFAF9F8F7F6FSF4F3F2F1FOEF 

After 192 operation F6F5F4F3F2F1FOEF0102030405060708 

After 256 operation 0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF10 
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Table 6.15: lsb inversion for 128 bit string 

String 0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF10 

String after 1
st 0003020504070609080BOAODOCOFOE11 

lsb inversion 
String after 2nd 0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF10 
lsb inversion 

For 256 bit string, the Johnson Encoding requires 512 operations to get 

back the string and 16 k byte of memory to store the string and its intermediate 

strings. Qbviously, the microprocessor based system with approximately1k available 

RAM for storing the result needs to operate 16 times, store the result in separate files 

and concatenate the files. For clarity, the result for 256 bit string is not presented here 

and is given in Appendix. The table 6.16 shows a few intermediate strings after 128 

operations and the table 6.17 shows the lsb inversion for 256 bit string. The results 

are also available in Appendix-V in Intel Hex Format. To read any string of multi

byte, the Least Significant byte is placed first and the most significant byte at last. 

Table 6.16: 256 bit string and a few intermediate strings 

Operation 256 bit string (hex) 

After otn 0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718191A1B1C1D1E1F20 

operation 
After 128 1112131415161718191A1B1C1D1E1F20FEFDFCFBFAF9FBF7F6F5F4F3F2F1FOEF 

operation 
After 256 FEFDFCFBFAF9FBF7F6F5F4F3F2F1FOEFEEEDECEBEAE9EBE7E6E5E4E3E2E1EODF 

operation 
After 384 EEEDECEBEAE9EBE7E6E5E4E3E2E1EODF0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF10 

operation 
After 512 0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718191A1B1C1D1E1F20 

operation 

Table 6.17: lsb inversion for 256 bit string 

String 0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718191A1B1C1D1E1F20 

String after 1st . 0003020504070609080BOAODOCOFOE111013121514171619181B1A1D1C1F1E21 

Lsb inversion 
String after 2nd 0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718191A1B1C1D1E1F20 

Lsb inversion 
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The results up to 256 bit string are presented after runrung the corresponding 

programs given in Appendix. 

6.6 Memory Efficient Program: 

The program, developed in assembly level up to 256bit length string, for 

Johnson does not require any other memory as scratch pad during the time of 

execution. The generated string will be available for the memory area, where the 

string is supplied. 

The program will successfully be run for higher bits, even the total message as a 

string, provided the memory permits to accommodate the message. 

Hence it is also a memory efficient program for encoding. 

6.7 Application ofModified Johnson Encoder 

The Modified Johnson (MJ) Encoder can be successfully utilized in 

encryption. The encoder is tested for 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256 bit length and it takes 

16, 32, 64, 128 and 256 operations respectively. Any intermediate string during 

iteration of a particular block length can be used for encrypted string. 

A message can be considered as the binary strings, multiple of 8, 

concatenated altogether. The MJ encoding can be applied on the concatenated 

strings, say x times which is less than the number of operations required to get back 

the string, at the time of encryption by a person interested to secure the message. The 

encrypted message will be sent to the recipient. The rest of the operations (2n-x) is 

required be applied on the encrypted message, by the recipient to get back the 

message, where n is the bit length of the string. 

The encoder has been tested and realized up to 256 bit block length. The 

brute force attack with this high block length will not be successful in decoding the 

encoded message under MJ encoder. 
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6.8 Comparison of Modified Johnson Encoder 

A comparative study of MJ Encoding with RSA Encoding with RSA technique 

as well as with other devised encoders has been made in order to judge the 

developed encoding. For this purpose two methods are adopted as in the following 

as in earlier encoders. 

I. Frequency Distribution of Encoded file with MJ Encoding 

2. Homogeneity Test (Chi-square) by a statistical method 

The Frequency Distribution and Homogeneity Test presentations are given m 

section 6.8.1 and 6.8.2 respectively. 

6.8.1 Frequency Distribution of Encoded file 

To fmd out the frequency distribution of the technique, a text file (prt.txt, 

size: 11351 Bytes) is taken. The Modified Johnson Encoding technique has been 

applied and then the distribution of the characters of the text fi le and that of encoded 

file is plotted in figure 6.2. The distribution of the characters of the text file and that 

of encoded file with RSA is plotted in figure 6.3. The blue line in the bar graph 

shows the distribution for the text file , while the red line for encoded file for both 

figures 6.2 and 6.3. 

j 

Figure 6.2: Frequency Distribution of characters in source message and encrypted 

message under Modified Johnson Encoding 

From the frequency distribution graphs it is clear that the frequencies are distributed 

through complete range of characters (0 to 255) in both proposed MJE and 
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techniques. Hence it may be concluded that the proposed technique may provide a 

better security. 

j 

~ I Ll I 

Figure 6.3: Frequency Distribution of characters in source message and encrypted 

message under RSA Encoding 

6.8.2 Test of Homogeneity 

For homogeneity test of the encrypted file generated through Johnson 

Encoder, Chi-square method, a statistical procedure has been applied. A text file 

(g.abc) of size, 2157 byte is used for encryption. The corresponding encrypted files 

are generated for different block length. For each case the Chi-square value is 

computed. The maximum value for this text file is calculated as 2313.47 and the 

average value of all the values is 1793.69. The table 6.18 shows the Chi-square 

value and the figure 6.4 shows the diagram for different block lengths. 

Table 6.18: Chi-Indices for different Block Length of Johnson Encoder 

Sl.No. Block Text File Encrypted File File Size Chi-Index 
Length 

1 8 g.abc Jn8.abc 2,157 1897.42 
2 16 g.abc Jnl6.abc 2,157 1955.75 
3 32 g.abc Jn32.abc 2,157 2313.47 
4 64 g.abc Jn64.abc 2,157 1860.15 
5 128 g.abc Jn128.abc 2,157 I 021.25 
6 256 g.abc Jn256.abc 2,157 1714.09 

Average Chi-Index 1793.69 
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Figure 6.4 : Chi-Square value for different Block length of Johnson Encoder 

The chi-square value is also computed on ten files with different file size 

under MJ Encoder as given in the table 6. 19. Figure 6. 5 gives the comparative study 

of the chi-square value for different block length under MR. Encoder. Table 6.20 

shows the average value of chi-square under RSA Encoder on the same files . From 

the average value computed, it is seen that for all the block length considered the 

average chi-square values under MJ Encoder exceed that of RSA except the average 

value for 16 bit block length and the over-all average value under MJ Encoder is 

much higher than that ofRSA. 

Table 6.19: Chi-square value ofMJ Encoder for Different Block Length 

Johnson Encoder 

Sl Sour Source Chi- Chi- Chi- Chi- Chi- Chi-
no ce File square square square square square square 

File SIZe For 8 For 16 For32 For 64 bit For For 
bit bit bit length 128bit 256bit 
Length length length length length 

1 a. abc 904 1120.88 1182.92 1214.89 1242.94 1268.80 1273.19 

2 b.abc 1061 1428.69 1535.73 1583 .92 1590.85 1597.17 1607.06 

3 c.abc 907 1226.82 1312.53 1347.78 1355.73 1369.26 1367.45 

4 d.abc 2841 3748.21 3860.95 4011.11 4096.90 4109.80 4123 .25 

5 e.abc 1765 2324.76 2458.00 2527.23 2588.38 2600.17 2617.36 

6 f. abc 2227 2876.52 3095.78 3228.18 3310.49 3349.98 3354.83 

7 g. abc 2157 2816.41 2920 .78 2998.06 3068.83 3076.86 3113.73 

8 h. abc 7121 9307.56 9868.90 10170.16 . 10365.23 10478.05 10531.60 

9 i.abc 8830 11687.59 1143 .22 12600.84 12894.00 12986.56 12993.66 

10 j.abc 2182 2850.30 3051.06 3176.02 3247 .08 3300.38 3309.84 

Average 2999.5 3938.77 3042.99 4285 .82 4376 .04 4413 .70 4429 .20 
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Figure 6.5: Chi-square value ofMJ for Different Block Length 

Table 6.20: Chi-Square value under RSA Encoder 

Sl Source Source Chi-Square value 
no File File size under RSA Encoder 
1 a. abc 904 953.21 
2 b.abc 1061 1135.65 
3 c. abc 907 997.82 
4 d. abc 2841 2988.19 
5 e. abc 1765 1892.01 
6 f. abc 2227 2406.50 
7 g. abc 2157 2359.03 
8 h. abc 7121 7311.02 
9 i.abc 8830 9085.07 
10 j.abc 2182 2318.65 

Average Chi-Square 
3144.715 

Value 

Table 6.21: Comparison of Encoders on Chi-square value 

Chi-Square 
Encoders Value 

PPE 1373.86 

PPE8 3272.24 

TE 3313.21 

RPPE 3717.82 

MRE 4048.63 

MJE 4081.09 
RSA 3144.715 
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of Chi-Square value for different Encoders 

Table 6.21 shows chi-square values for different encoders proposed along with RSA 

technique. Figure 6.6 shows the pictorial diagram for the comparison of Chi-Square 

value of PP Encoder, Triangular ·Encoder (TE), RPP Encoder, MR. Encoder and MJ 

Encoder with that of RSA Encoder. The Chi-square value against PPE is for overall 

average value of chi-square under Prime Position Encoder, that against PPE8 for 

average value of chi-square under Prime Position Encoder with 8 bit block length, 

that against TE for average value ·of Chi-square under Triangular Encoder, that 

against RPPE for average value of Chi-square under Recursive Pair Parity Encoder, 

that against MRE for average value of Chi-square under Modified Rotational 

Encoder, that against MTE for average value of Chi-square under Modified Johnson 

Encoder and that against RSA for average value ofRSA encoder. 

The realized encoders are comparable with RSA with respect to Chi-square 

value. 

6.9 Conclusion 

The Modified Johnson Encoder is a very simple in principle. Higher chi

square values ensure the non-homogeneity of the encrypted file with respect to the 

source file. Hence it may be concluded that the proposed technique may offer a good 

security in encryption. It shows a very good frequency distribution of characters and 

the chi-square value in comparison with RSA encoder. The encryption time will be 

low making the operation of encoding and decoding faster. 
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7 Introduction 

The Bit Swap Encoding is another block cipher symmetric encoder. The 

encoder accepts the block of binary bits as input, applies the Bit Swap Encoding 

(BSE) and generates the block of same length string. The possible number of 

generated blocks may be used for encoding. This technique of encoding is simple, 

easy to implement and faster also. The increment of the length of block adds the 

security of encoding. The principle of the encoder has been tested for 8, 16, 32, 64, 

128 and 256 bit block length using microprocessor based system. A comparison with 

RSA is made in terms of frequency distribution and homogeneity of source and 

encrypted files. 

7.1 Principle of Bit Swap Encoding 

The Bit Swap Encoding (BSE) is applied on the even number of bits by 

swapping the half of the bits to the left to move to the right and the other half to the 

right to move to the left. The swapping will start from 2 bit, 4 bit, 6 bit, 8 bit and so 

on. Here we have considered the block length as the power of 2 for the ease of 

testing. The blocks considered are 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and so on. The encoding is 

applied on the block length considered and the possible number of suggested 

swapping is applied. It means that for 2 bit block string, only 2 bit swapping can be 

applied; for 4 bit block string, 2 bit and 4 bit swapping can be applied; for 8 bit block 

string, 2 bit, 4 bit and 8 bit swapping can be applied; for 16 bit block, 2 bit, 4 bit, 8 

bit and 16 bit swapping can be applied; and so on. The source block will be 

generated if the same transformation is applied on the block transformed with 

possible number of swapping as proposed. This property has given an opportunity to 

encode the block of string with proper choice of block and definite selection in the 

process. 

The principle of swapping 1s discussed with different block length in the 

section 7.1.1 to 7.1.3. 
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7.1.1 BS Encoding for 2-bit Block 

Considering a block (X) with two binary bits a and b concatenated as X= ab. 

After the first swapping it generates X 1, the position of bits a and b has been 

exchanged as shown in table 7.1. The next swapping produces the original string as 

X 2 = X. It takes two operations to generate the original block. 

Table 7.1: Bit swapping for 2.bit block 

Sl. No String Bit position Comment 

1 X ab String considered 

2 Xr ba after 1st swapping 

3 X2 ab after 2na swapping 

7.1.2 BS Encoding for 4-bit Block 

Considering a block (X) with four binary bits a,b,c and d concatenated as X 

= abed. After 2 bit swap the string generated X 1 = bade; after 4 bit swap X 2 = dcba; 

again after 2 bit swap X 3 = cdab and after 4 bit swap X 4 = abed as shown in table 

7.2. 

Table 7.2: Bit swapping for 4 bit block 

Sl. No String Bit position Comment 

1 X abed String considered 

2 Xr bade After 2 bit swap 

3 X2 deb a After 4 bit swap 

4 x3 cdab After 2 bit swap 

5 x4 abed After 4 bit swap 

It is mentioned that while dealing with 4 bit block, first 2 bit transposition and then 4 

bit transposition are applied on X generating X 1 and X 2. The same process is 

applied on X 2 generating X 3 and X 4. The block (X 4) generated is the original 

block. 
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7.1.3 BS Encoding for 8-bit Block 

Considering a block (X) with eight concatenated binary bits as (a b c d e f g 

h) on which BS Encoding will be applied. After 2 bit swap the string generated X 1 = 

badcfehg; after 4 bit swap X 2 = dcbahgfe; again after 8 bit swap X 3 = hgfedcba: 

again after 2 bit swap X 4 = ghefcdab; after 4 bit swap X s = efghabcd ; after 8 bit 

swap X 6 =abcdefgh as shown in table 7.3. 

Table 7.3: Bit swapping for 4 bit block 

Sl. No String Bit position Comment 

1 X abcdefgh String considered 

2 x1 badcfehg After 2 bit swap 

3 x2 dcbahgfe After 4 bit swap 

4 x3 hgfedcba . After 8 bit swap 

5 x4 ghefcdab After 2 bit swap 

6 Xs efghabcd After 4 bit swap 

7 x6 abcdefgh After 8 bit swap 

Here 2 bit, 4 bit and 8 bit swap are applied on the block and the same process is 

followed to get back the original block. 

Swapping on 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256 follows the same principle. It is obvious 

that after a definite number of swaps the original stream is generated if the process is 

repeated. 

In general the numbers of operations (m) needed to generate the original 

stream for a block of length k, a power of 2, can be expressed as m = 2n where k=2n 

and n is an integer. The property ofBit Swap is presented in table 7.4. 
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Table 7.4: Property ofBit Swap 

Block length Block length Maximum Bit Swap No ofBit Swap (m) 

expressed in to be applied required to 

powers of2 regenerate the 

(2 n) original block 

(m=2n) 

2 2 1 2 2 

4 22 4 4 

8 23 8 6 

16 24 
' 16 8 

32 2) 32 10 

64 20 64 12 

128 2' 128 14 

256 2~ 256 16 

So the number of operations needed to generate the source block can also be 

expressed as 

m = 2 [log (block lengt~) I log 2] .................. (7.1) 

For 256 bit block swapping, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256 bit swap are required 

and again these swapping are applied to get back the original block. Therefore 16 

number of swapping is required to generate the original block for 256 bit block 

string. 

Out of these 16 swapping, any of 15 intermediately generated block can be 

used as encoded string for 256 bit block string. Considering that after 5th swapping, 

the generated block is used for cipher text, then (16-5) number of rest swapping are 

to be applied to get back the original block. 

Hence the technique can successfully be applied for encryption purpose. Here 

maximum block length is considered as 256, but any bit higher than 256 can be 

considered without loss of generality. Higher. the bit length better is the security, 
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smce attack by the eavesdropper for higher bit length block needs exponential 

increase in computation. 

7.2 Realization of BS Encoding using Microprocessor Based System 

In order to realize the technique described in section 7.1, a microprocessor

based system has been used. 256 bit i.e. 32 byte data are stored in the memory on 

which the bit swap technique will be applied. 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256 bit 

transposition routines and a rotation of 256-bit string have been developed. The 

algorithms are presented here. 2, 4 and 8 bit-swapping routines need a special care, 

while 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256-bit transposition are comparatively easier, since these 

are basically byte movement only. 

The algorithms for the routines are given in section 7.2.1 to 7.2.5 with a view 

to apply the swapping for 256 bit string. To implement the technique for higher 

stream length, the parameters have to be changed in right places. 

7.2.1 Algorithm for 2 bit Swap 

This routine will swap 2 least significant bit (lsb) of a byte stored m a 

memory (say, F900h). 

1. Registers A,B,C are cleared. 

2. HL register pair is pointed to the memory F900h. 

3. The content of the memory is moved to D register and A register. 

4. The lsb of A is collected and stored in B. 

5. Next to lsb of A is collected and stored in C. 

6. The bit in B is shifted by one bit to the left. 

7. The bit inC is inserted to the lsb position of B. 

8. The swapped two bit is stored in C. 

9. The two lsb of D register is cleared. 

10. The content ofC is ORed with D and the result is moved to 

F900h. 

11. Return. 

The algorithms for 4 and 8 bit transposition are same as that of 2 bit proper change in 

steps 4, 5, 6, 8 and 9. 
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7.2.2 Algorithm for 64-bit Swap 

A string of 64 bit block i.e. 8 byte data is assumed to be stored from F900h 

onwards. The least significant part is stored in lower address and the most significant 

part in higher address of the memory. 

1. The string stored from F900h onwards is saved to F AOOh onwards 

2. The most significant part of the saved string is moved to least 

significant part ofF900h area. 

3. The least significant part of the saved string is moved to most 

significant part of F900h area. 

4. Return. 

The algorithms for 16, 32, 128 and 256-bit transposition are same as that of 64 bit 

Swap. 

-·· 
7.2.3 Algorithm of Rotation for 256-bit string 

The routine can rotate the string of256 bit stored from F900h onwards by one 

· bit to the left. 

1. A register C is loaded with 20h and used as counter. 

2. HL registers pair, used a pointer, is pointed to the memory F900h. 

3. The lsb of the byte stored in F900h is collected and sent to carry 

flag. 

4. The pointer is moved to the last byte of the string. 

5. The carry is sent to the most significant bit position and lsb to 

carry using right rotation. 

6. The poihter is decremented by one memory location. 

7. The counter is decremented. l 

8. Until the counter value is zero, go to step 5. 

9. Return. 

By changing proper parameters, the algorithm may be applicable to any other bit 

string, multiple of 8. 

7.2.4 Algorithm for 2-bit Swap on 256 bit string 

To apply 2 bit transposition on 256 bit string, stored from F900h onwards, the 

swapping is applied on 2 lsb of F900h, then the whole string of 256 bit is rotated 

right by 2 bits, again the bit transposition applied and so on, until all the bits are 

· swapped in the string. 
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1. A register Cis loaded with SOh and used as counter. 

2. 2 bit transposition is called. 

3. Rotation for 25 6 bit string is called. 

4. The counter Cis decremented. 

5. Until the counter is zero, go to step 2. 

6. Return. 

The principle of algorithm for 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256 bit transposition on 256 

bit string are same that of 2 bit transposition. 

7.2.5 Main Program for applying all the transposition on 256-bit string 

1. The stack pointer is initialized. 

2. 2 bit transposition on 256 bit string is called. 

3. 4 bit transposition. on 256 bit string is called. 

4. 8 bit transposition on 25 6 bit string is called. 

5. 16 bit transposition on 256 bit string is called. 

6. 32 bit transposition on 256 bit string is called. 

7. 64 bit transposition on 256 bit string is called. 

8. 128 bit transposition on 256 bit string is called. 

9. 256 bit transposition on 256 bit string is called. 

10. End. 

7.3 Results 

In this section the results of implementations are presented. The 

implementation is made through high level language as well as through 

nucroprocessor based system. Graph of frequency distribution for source and 

encrypted files and that for RSA encoded file are also obtained. Chi-square test has 

also been done and presented for source files and encrypted files. Results are 

compared with RSA technique. 

Table 7.5 presents the results for 256-bit string after applying each 

transposition on the string through a microprocessor-based system. It shows that for 

256 bit string the number of operations required is 16. Here each swapping indicates· 

one operation. So the intermediately generated stream may be considered as encoded 

or encrypted string. During the encoding, k number of operations is made on the 

string, while at the time of decoding the string;· the rest number of operations is 

required to get the original string. Here k must be less than the maximum number of 
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operations required on 256-bit string for generating original string. For 256 bit string, 

the maximum number of operation is 256. 

Table 7.5: A 256 bit string and intermediately generated strings 

Block Length Intermediate Strings 

256 bit block or string IO OF OE OD OC OB OA 09 08 07 06 05 04 03 02 OI 

20 IF 1E lD IC lB IA I9 I8 I7 I6 I5 I4 13 I2 11 

After 2 bit transposition 20 OF OD OE OC 07 05 06 04 OB 09 OA 08 03 OI 02 

on the string IO 2F 2D 2E 2C 27 25 26 24 2B 29 2A 28 23 2I 22 

After 4 bit transposition 80 OF 07 OB 03 OD 05 09 OI OE 06 OA 02 OC 04 08 

on the string 40 SF 87 SB 83 8D 85 89 8I SE S6 8A S2 SC S4 S8 

After 8 bit transposition OS FO 70 BO 30 DO 50 90 IO EO 60 AO 20 CO 40 SO 

on the string 04 FS 78 B8 38 DS 58 98 I8 E8 68 A8 28 C8 48 S8 

After I6 bit transposition FO OS BO 70 DO 30 90 50 EO IO AO 60 CO 20 80 40 

on the string F8 04 B8 7S D8 38 98 58 E8 I8 AS 68 C8 28 8B 48 
.-

After 32 bit transposition BO 70 FO 08 90 50 DO 30 AO 60 EO IO 80 40 CO 20 

on the string B8 78 F8 04 98 58 D8 38 A8 68 ES I8 88 48 C8 28 

After 64 bit transposition 90 50 DO 30 BO 70 FO 08 80 40 CO 20 AO 60 EO IO 

on the string 98 58 D8 38 B8 78 F8 04 88 48 C8 28 A8 68 E8 I8 

After I2S bit transposition 80 40 CO 20 AO 60 EO 10 90 50 DO 30 BO 70 FO 08 

on the string 88 48 C8 28 AS 68 E8 I8 98 58 D8 38 B8 78 FS 04 

After 256 bit transposition S8 48 C8 28 AS 68 E8 I8 9S 58 D8 38 B8 78 F8 04 

on the string SO 40 CO 20 AO 60 EO IO 90 50 DO 30 BO 70 FO 08 

After 2 bit transposition 44 84 C4 I4 54 94 D4 24 64 A4 E4 34 74 B4 F4 08 

on the string 40 80 CO IO 50 90 DO 20 60 AO EO 30 70 BO FO 04 

After 4 bit transposition 11 2I 31 41 51 61 71 81 91 AI Bl Cl Dl El Fl 02 

on the string 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 AO BO CO DO EO FO 01 

After 8 bit transposition 1112131415 16I718I91A IB lC 1D 1E 1F20 

on the string 0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF10 

After 16 bit transposition I2 11 14 13 16 15 18 17 IA I9 lC lB IE lD 20 IF 

on the string 02 OI 04 03 06 05 08 07 OA 09 OC OBOE OD 10 OF 

After 32 bit transposition 14 13 I2 11 IS 17 I6 15 lC lB IA I9 20 IF lE lD 

on the string 04 03 02 01 OS 07 06 05 OC OB OA 09 10 OF OE OD 

After 64 bit transposition 18 17 I6 I5 I4 I3 I2 11 20 IF IE lD IC IB IA I9 

on the string 08 07 06 05 04 03 02 OI IO OF OE OD OC OB OA 09 

After I2S bit transposition 20 IF IE lD IC lB IA I9 I8 I7 I6 I5 I4 13 I2 11 

on the string IO OF OE OD OC OB OA 09 08 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 

After 25? bit transpos.ition 10 OF OE OD OC OB OA 09 08 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 

on the string 20 IF lE lD lC lB lA I9 I8 I7 I6 I5 I4 I3 I2 11 
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Figure 7.1 shows the relationship between the numbers of swapping to be 

applied on the string against the block length. 
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Figure7 .1: o of Transpositions for different Block Lengths 

7.4 Application of BS Encoder 

The Bit Swap (BS) Encoder can be successfully utilized in encryption. The 

encoder is tested for 16, 32, 64, 128 and 256 bit length and it takes 8, 10, 12, 14, and 

16 operations respectively. Any intermediate string can be used for encrypted string. 

So a message can be considered as the binary strings, multiple of 8, 

concatenated altogether. The Bit Swap encoding can be applied on the concatenated 

strings, say x times which is less than the number of operations required to get back 

the string, at the time of encryption by a person interested to secure the message. The 

encrypted message will be sent to the recipient. The rest of the operations is required 

to be applied on the encrypted message, by the recipient to get back the message. 

The encoder has been tested and realized up to 256 bit block length. The 

brute force attack with this high block length will not be successful in decoding the 

encoded message under Bit swap encoder. 
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7.5 Comparison of Bit Swap Encoder 

A comparative study of Bit Swap Encoding with RSA Encoding has been 

made in order to judge the developed encoding. For this purpose two methods are 

adopted as in the following as in earlier encoders. 

1. Frequency Distribution of Encoded file with Bit Swap Encoding 

2. Homogeneity Test (Chi-square) by a statistical method 

The Frequency Distribution and Homogeneity Test presentations are given in section 

7.5 .1 and 7.5.2 respectively. 

7.5.1 Frequency Distribution of Encoded files 

To find out the frequency distribution of encrypted stream of the technique, a 

text file (prt.txt, size: 11351 Bytes) is taken. The Bit Swap Encoding technique has 

been applied and then the distribution of the characters of the source text file and that 

of encoded file is plotted in figure 7.2. The distribution of the characters of the text 

file and that of encoded file with RSA is plotted in figure 7.3. The blue line in the bar 

graph shows the distribution for the text file , whi le the red line for encoded file for 

both figures 7.2 and 7.3. 

From the distribution of characters it is seen that the frequencies are 

distributed throughout the range (0 to 255) of characters taken, which leads to a 

conclusion that the technique may offer a good security. 

Figure 7.2: Frequency Distribution of characters in source message and encrypted 

message for Bit Swap Encryption (BSE) 
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Figure 7.3: Frequency Distribution of characters in source message and encrypted 
message for RSA Encoding 

7.5.2 Tests for Homogeneity 

The Chi-square test has also been performed for source file and encrypted files 

using Bit Swap Technique and existing RSA Technique. Table 7.6, 7.7 and 7.8 show 

the values of Chi-square for 8, 64 and 256-bit stream length respectively. The range of 

value of Chi-square for 8-bit stream length varies from 745.27 to 2501.38, that for 64 

bit stream length from 711.65 to 2862.32 and that for 256 bit stream length from 

707.80 to 2739.45. In case of existing RSA technique the value of Chi-square test for 

present implementation is 2359.03 for san1e source file. Hence the Chi-square is 

highly significant at 1% level of significant. So it may be concluded that the source 

files and encrypted files are not homogeneous in both BSE and RSA techniques. 

Table 7.6: Value of Chi-square for 8 bit block lengths in Bit Swap Technique 

Source Encoded No of Value of Chi-
File (size in File(size in operation square 

bytes) bytes) 
1 AO.abc (918) A8.abc (918) 2 1020.41 
2 BO.abc (563) B8.abc (563) 2 745.27 
3 CO.abc(1987) C8.abc(1987) 2 2440.05 
4 DO.abc(1733) 08.abc(1733) 2 2085.23 
5 EO.abc(1659) E8.abc(1659) 2 1956.32 
6 FO.abc(2073) F8.abc(2073) 2 2501.38 
7 GO.abc(1549) G8.abc(1549) 2 1823.30 
8 HO.abc(1909) H8.abc(l909) 2 2260.35 
9 IO.abc(1830) I8.abc(1830) 2 2196.46 
10 JO.abc(1335) J8.abc(l335) 2 1448.25 

1847.70 
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Table 7.7: Value of Chi-square for 64 bit block lengths in Bit Swap Technique 

Source Encoded No of Value of chi-
File (size in File operation square 

bytes) 
1 AO.abc(918) A64.abc (918) 8 1232.17 
2 BO.abc (563) B64.abc (563) 8 711.65 
3 CO.abc(1987) C64.abc(1987) 8 2862.32 

"4 DO.abc(1733) D64.abc(1733) 8 2503.53 
5 EO.ab~165~) E64.abc(1659) 8 2150.60 
6 FO.abc(2073) F64.abc(2073) 8 2689.39 
7 GO.abc(1549) G64. abc(1549) 8 2040.13 
8 HO.abc(1909) H64.abc(1909) 8 2464.68 
9 IO.abc(1830) I64.abc(l830) 8 2358.44 

10 JO.abc(1335) J64.abc(133 5) 8 1788.38 
2080.13 

Table 7.8: Value of Chi-square for 256 bit block lengths in Bit Swap Technique 

Source Encoded No of Value of chi-
File (size in File operation square 

bytes) 
1 AO.abc (918) A256.abc (918) 6 1225.54 
2 BO.abc (563) B256.abc (563) 6 707.80 
3 CO.abc(1987) C256.abc(1987) 6 2696.79 
4 DO.abc(1733) D256.abc(1733) 6 2395.67 
5 EO.abc(1659) E256.abc(1659) 6 2225.43 
6 FO.abc(2073) F256.abc(2073) 6 2739.45 
7 GO.abc(1549) G256.abc(1549) 6 2002.97 
8 HO.abc(1909) H256.abc(1909) 6 2510.29 
9 IO.abc(1830) 1256. abc(1830) 6 2413.79 

10 JO:abc(1335) J256.abc(1335) 6 1814.50 
2073.22 

Table 7.9 shows the chi-square value computed for a file of size 2,157 byte with 256 

bit block size and with operations from 1 to 16. The results reveal an interesting 

feature that the chi-square value is same from operation 3 to operation 8. The files 

generated in encoding from operation 3 to operation 8 are not same, when compared. 

It is possible that the characters generated in those files are same but different in 

position. Again the chi-square values from operation 11 to 16 are zero. The files 

generated from operation 11 to 15 are not same as the source file, when compared. 

So it is possible that the characters generated in those files are same as the source 

file. After 16th operation, the source file is generated. 
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Table 7.9: Chi-square value of a file with 256 block size 

Source Block No of Value of chi-
File (size in SIZe operation square 

bytes) 
1 g.abc (2,157) 256 1 2979.59 
2 g.abc (2,157) 256 2 2175.05 
3 g.abc (2,157) 256 3 2849.75 
4 g.abc (2,157) 256 4 2849.75 
5 g.abc (2,157) 256 5 2849.75 
6 g.abc (2,157) 256 6 2849.75 
7 g.abc (2,157) 256 7 2849.75 
8 g.abc (2,157) 256 8 2849.75 
9 g.abc (2,157) 256 9 2396.58 
10 g.abc (2,157) 256 10 2765.55 
11 g.abc (2,157) 256 11 0 
12 g.abc (2,157) 256 12 0 
13 g.abc (2,157) 256 13 0 
14 g.abc (2,157) 256 14 0 
15 g.abc (2,157) 256 15 0 
16 g.abc (2,157) 256 16 0 

The files generated for operation 1 to 15 may be used for encoded files . But the files 

generated from operation 11 to 15 will not be very powerful, since the same 

characters as in the source file will be generated with different position. But the files 

generated for operation 1 to 10 produce chi-square value from 2175 .05 to 2979.59. 

The chi-square values are higher than that of RSA for all cases except one. The chi

square values are comparable with that of RSA. Hence the distribution of characters 

is not homogeneous. 

Table 7.10: Comparison of Chi-Square value ofBSE with RSA Encoder 

Sl Source Source Chi-Square Value under Chi-Square value under 
no File File size Bit Swap Encoding RSA Encoding 
1 a. abc 904 1198 .02 953 .21 
2 b.abc 1061 1451 .46 1135 .65 
3 c. abc 907 1220.98 997 .82 
4 d.abc 284 1 3796.29 2988 .19 
5 e. abc 1765 2336.66 1892.01 
6 f. abc 2227 2964.44 2406 .50 
7 g.abc 2157 2979.57 2359.03 
8 h. abc 7121 9418 .83 7311.02 
9 i.abc 8830 11824.13 9085 .07 
10 j.abc 2182 2906.38 2318.65 

Average Chi-Square 4009.68 3144.715 
Value 
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Figure 7.4: Chi-Square Value under Bit Swap Encoding for different files 
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Figure 7. 5: Chi-Square Value under RSA Encoding for different files 

The chi-square value is also computed on ten files with different file size under BS 

Encoder for operation 1 and also under RSA as given in the table 7.10. Figure 7.4 

and 7.5 show the pictorial diagram for the both cases. The average chi-square value 

computed for BSE and RSA are 4009.68 and 3144.715 respectively. The value for 

B SE is much higher than that of RSA indicating that the characters generated are 

non-homogeneous under BSE. 
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Table 7.11: Comparison ofEncoders on Chi-square value 
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Figure 7.6: Comparison ofEncoders 

Table 7.11 shows chi-square values for different encoders. Figure 7.6 shows the 

pictorial diagram for the comparison of Chi-Square value of PP Encoder, Triangular 

Encoder (TE), RPP Encoder, MR Encoder, MJ Encoder and BS Encoder with that of 

RSA Encoder. The Chi-square value against PPE is for overall average value of chi

square under Prime Position Encoder, that against PPE8 for average value of chi

square under Prime Position Encoder with 8 bit block length, that against TE for 

average value of Chi-square under Triangular Encoder, that against RPPE for 

average value of Chi-square under Recursive Pair Parity Encoder, that against MRE 

for average value of Chi-square under Modified Rotational Encoder, that against 

MJE for average value of Chi-square under Modified Johnson Encoder, that against 

BSE for average value of Chi-square under Bit Swap Encoder and that against RSA 

for average value ofRSA encoder. 

The realized encoders are comparable with RSA with respect to Chi-square 

value. 
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7.6 Conclusion 

The technique presented here is a simple, takes little time to encode and 

decode, though the block length is quite high. The encoded string will not generate 

any overhead bits. It can be easily implemented to any high level language for any 

practical application for encryption purpose in order to provide a security in message. 

If cascaded block length is used the security may be enhanced. 
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Chapter- VIII 

Comparative Study of Six Realized Encoders 

The six basic encoders are presented in six chapters. The encoders are discussed 

with ·a string of maximum 256 bit on which it operates. A comparative study of these six 

encoders is presented in table 8.1 for the number of operations (number of cycles) 

required to get back the string. 

Table 8.1: Operations required to get back the string for different Encoders 

Bit pp Triangular RPP Modified Modified Bit 

length Encoding Encoding Encoding Rotational Johnson Swap 

of the Encoding Encoding Encoder 

string 

16 06 2 16 18 34 8 
32 30 2 32 34 66 10 
64 84 2 64 66 130 12 
128 456 2 128 130 258 14 
256 1820 2 256 258 514 16 

The PP Encoding is a typical one, the operations required with increase in bit 

length increase rapidly. There is no direct relationship between the bit length and the 

operations. 

The Triangular Encoding shows only two operations, one for encoding and 

other for decoding, to get back the string. But it has sufficient number of computations 

inside the operation, which is not reflected in the table and presented in chapter 3. 

The RPP Encoding gives a simple relationship between the operations and the bit 

length. Detailed study is made in chapter 4. 

The Modified Rotational Encoding is the simplest one. It takes the number of bit 

length operations plus two lsb inversions to get back the string. 

The Modified Johnson Encoding can be considered as the enhancement of the 

Modified Rotational Encoding. The number of operation required is twice the number of 

bit in the string plus two for lsb inversion. 
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The Bit Swap Encoding is also a simplified encoding process. Here the study 

of this encoder is emphasized to 256 bit block length, because all the operations can 

be applied with this block. 

The frequency distribution of characters in encoded files with the realized 

encoders and that of RSA encoder are again presented from figure 8.1 to 8. 7 for 

comparative study. 

Ch•.---=- ~ -.--

Figure 8.1: Frequency Distribution of characters in source message and encrypted 

message under Prime Position Encoding (PPE) 

II 1.1 1.. .I ,, .I I 

c n -.--c::t- •- :n 

Figure 8.2: Frequency Distribution of characters in source message and encrypted 

message under Triangular Encoding (TE) 
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Figure 8.3: Frequency Distribution of characters in source message and 

encrypted message under RPP Encoding 

Figure 8.4: Frequency Distribution of characters in source message and 

encrypted message under Modified Rotational Encoding 
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Figure 8.5 Frequency Distribution of characters in source message and encrypted 

message under Modified Johnson Encoding 

Figure 8.6: Frequency Distribution of characters in source message and encrypted 

message for Bit Swap Encryption (BSE) 

I J~ . II~. IlL II J I .111 I 

Figure 8. 7: Frequency Distribution of characters in source message and encrypted 

message for RSA Encoding 
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Close observation from the frequency distribution graphs (figure 8.1 to 8. 7) shows 

that for each encoded file under the concerned encoder proposed frequencies of 

characters are distributed over the total range of characters (0 to 255) including the 

RSA technique. This may conclude that the proposed techniques may lead to a good 

security and the same may be comparable with the existing RSA technique. 

Table 8.8: Comparison of Encoders on Chi-square value 
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Figure 8.9: Comparison of Encoders 
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Table 8. 8 presents the value of Chi-Square for each encoders realized and that of 

RSA. Figure 8. 9 shows the bar graph of chi-square value for each encoder and that of 

RSA for comparative study. From the bar graph it is seen that the chi-square values for 

PPE8 (PPE with 8 bit block), TE, RPPE, MRE, MJE and BSE are higher than the that of 

RSA. It shows that for all the cases the chi-square value is giving better result with 

respect to RSA meaning that the encoders realized are non-homogeneous in nature and 

may lead to a secure technique. 
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Chapter- VIII 

Cascaded Encoders 

9 Introduction 

The six encoders are presented in six previous chapters. The principle of 

encoders are stated, verified through a microprocessor based system and analyzed. 

These are 

1. Prime Position Encoding ( PPE ) 

2. Triangular Encoding ( TE) 

3. Recursive Pair Parity Encoder ( RPPE ) 

4. Modified Rotational Encoder ( MRE ) 

5. Modified Johnson Encoder ( MJE ) 

6. Bit Swap Encoder (BSE) 

The first three encoders are symmetric in nature, while fourth and fifth are 

asymmetric and again last one (BSE) is symmetric, with reference to the encryption of 

a message. An encoder will be designated as symmetric, when the encoding process 

applied repeatedly on a string, generates the original string. The fourth and fifth have 

lost its symmetric character; the least significant bit of each byte in the string has been 

inverted before the transformation is applied. If this operation (lsb inversion) is 

excluded, then rotational and Johnson encoding are basically symmetric encoders. So 

the last two encoders have been transformed into the cascaded encoders due to adding 

oflsb inversion to overcome the shortcomings adhered to. 

9.1 Cascading of Encoders 

It is proposed that any two encoders, out of these six encoders, can be 

cascaded, one encoder followed by other, to have a cascaded encoder. There may be 

28 encoders possible as shown in the table 9 .1. 
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Table 9.1: Possible Cascaded Encoders 

Number Cascaded Number Cascaded 

Encoder Encoder 

1 ( 1,2) 15 ( 2,1) 

2 ( 1,3 ) 16 ( 3, 1) 

3 (1,4) 17 ( 4, 1) 

4 ( 1,5) 18 (5, 1) 

5 (1, 6) 19 (6,1) 

6 (2,3) 20 (3,2) 

7 (2,4) 21 (4,2) 

8 (2,5) 22 ( 5,2) 

9 (2,6) 23 (6,2) 

10 ( 3,4) 24 (4,3) 

11 ( 3,5) 25 (5,3 ) 

12 (3,6) 26 (6,3) 

13 ( 4,5) 27 (5,4) 
-

14 (4,6) 28 (6,4) 

Here, the encoders ( 4) and ( 5) are considered without lsb inversion and hence, 

symmetric. The encoder ( 1,2 ) indicates the encoder (1) followed by encoder (2) i.e. 

the output of the encoder (1) is connected to input of the encoder (2). The string is 

supplied as input to the encoder (1) and available at the output of the encoder (2), as 

shown in fig 9.1. 

" " ~ 
Strin g Encoder (1) Encoder (2) 

/ N 1, N 3 
/ N2,N 4 70 utput 

Fig 9.1: Principle of Cascaded Encoders 
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The encoded string is available from the. output of second encoder. It is to mentioned 

that each of the encoders are symmetric, but the cascaded encoder as whole as a 

whole becomes asymmetric. The same encoding process under cascaded condition 

applying on a string, will not decode the original string. Hence, a separate encoding 

and decoding process _are required. 

a) Encoding: 

Referring to fig 9.1, it is assumed that encoder (1) and encoder (2) need N1 and 

N2 operations respectively to get back a string. And it is also assumed that N3 

operation is applied and then it is sent to the encoder (2), where N4 operation is 

applied and final output is available as the encoded string. N 1 and N2 are known from 

the encoders selected and N3 and N4 are selected at the time of encoding by the user. 

N3 andN4 should be less than N1 andN2 respectively. 

b) Decoding: 

To decode the encoded string, it is first sent to the encoder (2) and is subjected 

to ( N2- N4) operation and then sent to the encoder (1) for ( N1 - N3 ) operations. 

En co ded 

" " ~ 
Strin lg Encoder (2) Encoder (1) 

/ N2-N4 / Nr- N3 70 utput 

' 

Fig 9.2: Decoding 

The original string will be available from the output of the encoder (1). 

9.2 Effect of Cascading 

The cascading of encoders make the encoding more effective as far as security 

is concerned, as the complexity of the encoding may increase. But the encoding and 

the decoding will take much time in cascaded condition and will be asymmetric in 

character. Similarly three, four, five and six encoders may be cascaded for better 

security of a message. 



9.3 Conclusion 

The cascading makes the symmetric encoders into an asymmetric one. At the 

same time it may increase the complexity of the over-all encoder. The cascaded 

encoders may be useful where a better security of the message is demanded. The 

detailed study of cascaded encoders for which combination the security would be 

maximum is to be evaluated. 
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Key Generation 

It is evident that the length of key increases the security and the maximum 

length may be equal to that of the message. Then the suitable method is to generate 

the random number which may be used as key each time a message requires to be 

encrypted and transmitted to the receiver. The receiver with the same key, to be 

transmitted by the sender, recovers the message from cipher text . The generation of 

the purely random number is not a very easy task. A good number of literatures are 

available on the random number generation. These are basically a generation of 

pseudo-random number. 

For any message security we can use anyone of the six encoders to encrypt it 

by selecting the block length and the number of operations. The algorithms are such 

that we can extend the block length even equal to the message, though the study of 

each block length has been restricted to 256 bit. This will give the maximum 

security. But the computation time will increase at a very high rate and will make 

impracticable. 

Under the condition a proposition is made here to generate the key to be used 

for the encryption of a message. These three parameters (the selection of encoder, 

the length of block and the number of operation) are to be sent by the sender through 

a secured channel and the encrypted message will be sent through insecure channel 

which can be accessed by the eavesdroppers. This is shown in the following figure 

10. 

Insecure Channel 

Secure Channel 

Figl 0 : Model of Symmetric Cryptosystem 
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It is considering that X is the message and Y, t.he ciphertext generated by the 

encryption algorithm and key, K. At the receiving end the message is generated from 

the ciphertext and the securely transmitted key, K. The ciphertext is accessible to the 

cryptanalysts who can estimate the message and the key. 

Here three parameters are variable: variable technique, variable block 

length and variable operation made at the time of encryption. The selection of 

block length and operation are the numbers only chosen at the sending end each time 

separately in pseudo-random fashion . But the selection of technique is described in 

the following . 

Out of 6 encoders, two are substitution type and four are of transposition 

type . Each time the technique selected, two encoders in cascade are selected, one 

from substitution type and the other from transposition type. The message is 

subjected to the ftrst encoder and then to the second one. There will be 16 possible 

techniques. 

These three variable components of the key will add sufficient security to the 

message to be transmitted to the receiver. The receiver will receive the ciphertext 

through the insecure channel and the key, the components of the key is encrypted in 

256 bit length block using any of the substitution encoder, through the secure 

channel. At the receiving end the key components will be recovered from the key and 

the ciphertext will be decrypted generating the message. This kind of key, different 

in each session of transmission, is called the session key. 

In brute-force attack, it will be a difficult task to the cryptanalysts to ftnd the 

clue of attack in the variable parameter key of 256 bit length or higher. 
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Chapter-XI 

Application of the Encoders 

The encoders as proposed and discussed in the previous chapters may be used 

for maintaining the security of a message. A message can be considered as a stream 

of strings concatenated. The string length of 256 bit maximum. has been tested, 

verified and analyzed for the encoders. The encoders may be used for higher string 

length. The message can be split up into the strings of length, to be selected by the 

user. To each of the string, any of the encoding process or the cascaded encoding 

process is applied to convert the same into encoded strings making the message into 

a cipher text, as shown in fig 11.1 (a) and (b). 

Message Encoder Cipher Text 

Fig 11.1 (a): Encoding at the Sending End 

Decoder Message 

Fig 11.1 (b): Decoding at the Receiving End 

The cipher text is sent to the receiving end through telephone line using internet. The 

message will be recovered by the decoder ( may be the same encoder as decoder or a 

different one) at the receiving end. 

The principles of the encoders are verified by the IIllCroprocessor based 

system. For a user-friendly application in practice, the principles have to be realized 

in a high level language and to be interfaced with suitable software. 
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The prospective area where the encoders can be successfully applicable are as 

follows. 

i) Defense: 

The message in defense is highly valuable and needs to be secured in 

the interest of the country. The encoding methods can be used for the security 

purpose. 

ii) Banking I Insurance Sector: 

The information in banking /Insurance sector has to be maintained 

reliable and secured in the interest of the user and the sector itself 

iii) Business Sector: 

The business sector also requires the security of information, where the 

encoders can be used successfully. 

iv) Government Administration: 

Government has to maintain secrecy of information for proper 

administration, where the encoding processes can be used. 

v) Police and Crime Control Branch: 

The secrecy of information gets top priority in Police and Crime Control 

Branch. The encoders can be used there for the purpose. 

And any other places where the security of the message is the prime importance. 
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Chapter - XII 

Future Expansion and Conclusion 

12.1 Future Expansion of the work 

The complete work presented in the thesis is the formulation of the Encoders 

and its verification by a microprocessor based system on a string of 256 bit 

maximum. The following future expansion possibilities are suggested. 

1. The encoders may be realized in a high level language for a message 

consisting of large number of string. The message will be the input to the 

encoding program and the program will operate on the message producing the 

encoded message for security. The encoders may be directly used for 

encryption. 

2. The six fundamental and twenty-four derived techniques can be realizable 

from the work, in all for encoding I encryption. 

3. The microprocessor based system works fast, since it has no redundant code. 

The routines are written in assembly level language. There are software 

available, which can convert the routines into a suitable microcontroller 

assembly level. If the corresponding programs in microcontroller assembly 

level are run, the execution will be much faster. 
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12.2 Conclusion 

In this work, s1x encoders are formulated, verified by a 

microprocessor based system analyzed. All the programs developed are 

presented in the appendix for authentication. 

The effort rendered sincerely in developing the principles, 

realizations and analysis of these encoders will contribute to the 

knowledge of science and engineering in my opinion and belief. 
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APPENDIX- I (PP Encoding) 

; tm16.asm for 16 bit PP Encoding 

; a table for target Joe. from FBOOh onwards 
; supply the data in faOOh and then run 

org f800h 
!xi sp, ffaOh 

!xi h, FD8l h ; FD80h used as counter 
mvi a, 83h ; FD8lh and FD82h contain 
mov m,a ; the pointer address 
inx h ; 83 to (FD81) & FD to (FD82) 
mvi a, FDh 
mov m,a 
!xi h, FD80h 
mvi m,OOh 

call save 

ex call b ; clear the result area 
call a ; routines a & c do one 
call c ; transformation 
, 
!xi h,FD80h ; counter incremented 
inrm 

call d ; to store the result 
call cmpr ; compare the result 
jz ahead 
call supply ; supply the result to the initial location 
jmp ex 

ahead call supply 
!xi h, FD80h 
mov a,m 
mvi b,OOh 
sta fff9h 
call 06d3h ; DATA FIELD DISPLAY 
rst 1 

·================================= 
d PUSHH 

PUSHB 
PUSH D ; to store the result from fd83h onwards 
I xi d, FD81 h ; restore pointer address 
ldax d 
mov !,a 
inx d 
ldax d 
mov h,a 
mvi c, 02h ; for 2 byte data 
lxi d, fa20h 

lp ldax d 
mov m,a 
inx h 
inx d 
dcr c 
jnz lp 
I xi d, FD8l h 
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mova,l 
stax d 
inx d 
mov a,h 
stax d 
POPD 
POPB 
POPH 

ret 

save PUSH H 
PUSHB 
PUSHD 
!xi h,f9b0h ; save the data in F9BOh onwards 
!xi b,faOOh 
mvi d,02h ; for 2 byte data 

ld ldax b 
mov m,a 
inx h 
iiLX b 
dcr d 
jnzld 
POPD 
POPB 
POPH 
ret 

b PUSH H ; clears the result area 
PUSHB 
!xi h, fa20h ; for 2 byte data 
xra a 
mvi c, 02h ; for 2 byte data 

put mov m,a 
iiLX h 
dcr c 
jnz put 
POPB 
POPH 
ret 

a mvi a, 02h ; for 2 byte data i.e. 16 bit data 
push psw 
!xi h, fDOOh ; destination pointer 
!xi b, faOOh ; source pointer 
mvi d, OOh ; used as a counter counting bit locations 

loop3 mvi e, 08h ; used as counter 
ldax b ; source data taken to accumulator 

loop2 rar ; check by rotating through carry 
jnc loop 1 ; if no carry jump to loop 1, 
mov m,d ; otherwise, the content of D is saved 

iiLX h 
loopl inr d 

dcr e 
jnz loop2 
inx b 
pop psw 

; increment the pointer 
; increment the D-reg. 

; all the 8 bits tested ? 
; if not, jump to loop2 

; in destination 

; otherwise increment the source pointer 
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dcr a ; no. of bytes exhausted ? 
push psw 
jnz loop3 ; if not, jump to loop3 
pop psw 
mov a,l 
sta fCffh ; no of data is saved in f8ffi1 
ret 

c lxi h, fCffi1 
mov c,m 
mov a,c 
cpiOOh 
jz stop 

agan inx h 
call prg 
dcr c 
jnz agan 

stop ret 

; rocol.asm 
prg push b 

push h 

mov a,m 
movl,a 
mvi h, fbh 

; row data will be stored in F AFEh and 
; column data in F AFFh 

rot rrc 

mov a,m 
mov c,a 
mvi d, 11111 OOOb 
ana d 
mvi b, 03h 

dcr b 
jnz rot 
mov e,a 
mov a,c 
mvi d, 0000011lb 
ana d 
I xi h, faffi1 ; row data in F AFEh 
mov m,a ; col. data in F AFFh 
dcx h 
mov a,e 
mov m,a 

; end 
; begin bit is set to the target Joe. 

lxi b, FAFEh 
Ixi h FA20h 
ldax b 
cpiOOh 
jz col_ set 

move inx h 
dcr a 
jnz move 
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col_ set inx b 
ldaxb 
mvi d, OOOOOOOlb 
cpi OOh 
jz oring 
movc,a 
mova,d 

reach rlc 
dcrc 
jnz reach 
movd,a 

oring mov a,d 
oram 
movm,a 

; end 

, 

pop h 
popb 
ret 

supply PUSH H 
PUSHB 
PUSHD 
lxi h,faOOh ; transfers data from F A20h onwards 
lxi b,fa20h ; to F AOOh onwards 
mvi d,02h 

exg ldax b 
movm,a 
inxb 
inxh 
dcr d 
jnz exg 
POPD 
POPB 
POPH 
Ret 

cmpr PUSHH 
PUSHB 
PUSHD 
lxi h,f9b0h ; the routine compares data stored 
lxi b,fa20h ; from F9BOh onwards with that from 
mvi d,02h ; F A20h onwards 

again ldax b 
cmpm 
jnz exit 
inxh 
inxb 
dcrd 

jnz again 
exit POP D 

POPB 
POPH 
ret 
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orgfbOOh 
data db Oeh,Odh,Oah,Obh,06h,09h 

db 08h,07h,04h,05h,02h 
db 03h,01h,Och,OOh,Ofb 
rst 1 
org faOOh 
db 76h,Oddh 
rst 1 
orgFD81h 
db 83h,OFDh 
rst 1 

·================================================= 
' ; tml28.asm PRIME NUMBER PROGRAM FOR 128 BIT DATA 

' ; a table for target loc. from FBOOh onwards 
; supply the data in faOOh and then run 

org f800h 
lxi sp, ffaOh 

lxi h, FD82h ; FD80h & FD81 used as counter 
mvi a, 84h ; FD82h and FD83h contain 
mov m,a ; the pointer address 
inx h ; 84 to (FD82) & FD to (FD83) 
mvi a, FDh 
movm,a 
lxi h, FD80h 
mvi m,OOh 
INXH 
MVIM,OOH 

call save 

ex call b ; clear the result area 
call a ; routines a & c do one 
call c ; transformation 
lxi h,FD80h ; counter incremented 
MOVA,M 
CPIFFH 
JNZINC 
inrm 
INXH 

INC INRM 
call d ; to store the result 
call cmpr ; compare the result 
jz ahead 
call supply ; supply the result to the initial location 
jmpex 

ahead call supply 
lxi h, FD80h 
mova,m 
sta ffi7h ; for address field display 
INXH 
MOVA,M 
STAFFF8H 
MVIB,OOH 
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call 06BCh ; routine for address field display 
rst 1 

·==================================== 

save PUSHH 
PUSHB 
PUSHD 
lxi h,f9b0h ; save the data in F9BOh onwards 
lxi b,faOOh 
mvi d,lOh ; for IOH BYTE DATA 

ld ldax b 

' 

movm,a 
inxh 
inxb 
dcr d 
jnz ld 
POPD 
POPB 
POPH 
ret 

b PUSH H ; clears the result area 
PUSHB 
lxi h, fa20h 
xra a 
mvi c, lOb ; for lOb BYTE DATA 

put movm,a 
inx h 
dcrc 
jnz put 
POPB 
POPH 
ret 

a pushh 
push b 
pushd 
mvi a, lOb 
push psw 
lxi h, fDOOh 
lxi b, faOOh 
mvi d, OOh 

; for IOH BYTE DATA (128 bit data) 

loop3 

loop2 

loop1 

mvi e, 08h 
ldaxb 

rar 
jncloop1 
movm,d 

inxh 
inrd 

dcre 
jnz loop2 
inxb 
pop psw 
dcr a 
pushpsw 

; destination pointer 
; source pointer 
; used as a counter counting bit locations 

; used as counter 
; source data taken to accumulator 

; check by rotating through carry 
; if no carry jump to loop 1, 

; otherwise, the content of D is saved 
; in destination 

; increment the pointer 
; increment the D-reg. 

; all the 8 bits tested ? 
; if not, jump to loop2 

; otherwise increment the source pointer 

' ; no. of bytes exhausted? 
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; if not, jump to loop3 

, 

jnz loop3 
poppsw 
mov a,l 
sta fCfih 
pop d 
popb 
pop h 

; no of data is saved in f8fih 

ret 

c lxi h, fCfih 
movc,m 
mova,c 
cpi OOh 
jz stop 

agan inx h 
call prg 
dcrc 
jnz agan 

stop ret 

prg push b 
pushh 

mova,m 
mov l,a 
mvi h, fbh 

; rocol.asm 

; row data will be stored in F AFEh and 
; column data in F AFFh 

mova,m 
movc,a 
mvi d, 11111 OOOb 
anad 
mvi b, 03h 

rot rrc 
dcrb 
jnz rot 
move,a 
mova,c 
mvi d, OOOOOlllb 
anad 
lxi h, fafih ; row data in F AFEh 
mov m,a ; col. data in F AFFh 
dcx h 
mova,e 
movm,a 

; end 
; begin bit is set to the target loc. 

lxi b, FAFEh 
lxi h, FA20h 
ldaxb 
cpi OOh 
jz col_ set 

move inx h 
dcr a 
jnz move 

col_set inx b 
ldaxb 
mvi d, OOOOOOOlb 
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cpi OOh 
jz oring 
movc,a 
mova,d 

reach rlc 
dcrc 
jnz reach 
movd,a 

oring mova,d 
oram 
movm,a 
poph 
popb 
ret 

, 
d PUSHH 

PUSHB 
PUSH D ; to store the result from fd84h onwards 
lxi d, FD82h ; restore pointer address 
ldaxd 
mov l,a 
inxd 
ldaxd 
movh,a 
mvi c, lOh ; for lOH BYTE DATA 
lxi d, fa20h 

lp ldax d 
movm,a 
inxh 
inxd 
dcr c 
jnz lp 
lxi d, FD81h 
mov a,l 
stax d 
inxd 
mova,h 
stax d 
POPD 
POPB 
POPH 
ret 

cmpr PUSHH 
PUSHB 
PUSHD 
lxi h,f9b0h ; the routine compares data stored 
lxi b,fa20h ; from F9BOh onwards with that from 
mvi d,lOh ; FA20h onwards FOR lOR BYTE DATA 

again ldaxb 
cmpm 
jnz exit 
inxh 
inxb 
dcrd 

jnz again 
exit POP D 

POPB 
POPH 
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ret 

supply PUSH H 
PUSHB 
PUSHD 
lxi h,faOOh ; transfers data from F A20h onwards 
lxi b,fa20h ; to F AOOh onwards 
mvi d,IOh ; FOR IOHBYTEDATA 

exg ldax b 
movm,a 
inxb 
inxh 
dcrd 
jnz exg 
POPD 
POPB 
POPH 
ret 

orgfaOOh 
db 07h,OOh,OOh,OOh,OOh,OOh,OOh,OOh 
db OOh,OOh,OOh,OOh,OOh,OOh,OOh,OOh 
rst 1 
orgFD81h 
db 83h,OFDh 
rst 1 

orgfbOOh 
db 70h,7dh,7ch,7bh,7ah,79h,78h,77h,76h,75h,74h 
db 73h, 72h, 7lh,6ch,6fh,6eh,6dh,6ah,6bh,66h,69h 
db 68h,67h,64h,65h,60h,63h,62h,61h,58h,5fh 
db 5eh,5dh,5ch,5bh,5ah,59h,52h,57h,56h,55h,54h 
db 53h,4eh,5lh,50h,4fh,48h,4dh,4ch,4bh,4ah,49h 
db 46h,47h,42h,45h,44h,43h,3ch,41h,40h,3fh 
db 3eh,3dh,3ah,3bh,34h,39h,38h,37h,36h,35h,2eh 
db 33h,32h,3lh,30h,2fh,2ah,2dh,2ch,2bh,28h,29h 
db 24h,27h,26h,25h, leh,23h,22h,2lh,20h, lfh 
db lch,ldh,l6h,lbh,lah, 19h,l8h,17h,12h,l5h, 14h 
db 13h, lOh, llh,Och,Ofh,Oeh,Odh,Oah,Obh,06h,09h 
db 08h,07h,04h,05h,02h,03h,O lh, 7eh,OOh, 7th 
rst 1 

·============================================== 
' 

' 
; tm256.asm PRIME POSITION ENCODING PROGRAM FOR 256 BIT STRING 
·============================================================== 
' ; a table for target loc. from FBOOh onwards 
; supply the table data in faOOh and then run 

orgf800h 
lxi sp, ffaOh 

mvi c,20h ; for 20h different strings 
; FOR JESTING 20H STRINGS 

do lxi h, FD82h ; FD80h & FD8lh used as counter 
mvi a, 84h ; FD82h and FD83h contain 
mov m,a ; the pointer address 
inx h ; 84 to (FD82) & FD to (FD83) 
mvi a, FDh 
movm,a 
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!xi h, FD80h 
mvi m,OOh 
INXH 
MVIM,OOH 

call save ; to save the string in saved area 

ex call b ; clear the result area 
call a ; routines a & c do one 
call c ; transformation 
!xi h,FD80h ; counter incremented 
MOVA,M 

CPIFFH 
JNZ INC 
inrm 
INXH 

INC INRM 
call d ; to store the result 

call cmpr ; compare the result 
jz ahead 
call supply ; supply the result to initial locn 
jmp ex 

ahead call supply ; supply the result to initial locn 

, 

!xi h, FD80h ; (fd80h) to (ffflh) & 
mov a,m ; (fd81h) to (fff8h) 
sta ffflh ; display parameters passed to 
INX H ; ffflh & fff8h 
MOVA,M 
STA FFF8H 
MVI B,OOH ; disp parameter to Reg B 

push psw 
push b 
push d 
push h 
call 06BCh ;to display the rotn in addr fld. 
pop h 
pop d 
pop b 
pop psw 

call rotn ; string rotated left by 1 bit 
dcr c 
jnz do 

rst 1 
; main routine ends here 

; this routine saves the string from faOOh to f9b0h 
save PUSH H 

PUSHB 
PUSHD 
!xi h,f9b0h ; save the data in F9BOh onwards 
!xi b,faOOh 
mvi d,20h ; for 20H BYTE DATA 

ld ldax b 
mov m,a 
inx h 
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' 

inx b 
dcr d 
jnz ld 
POPD 
POPB 
POPH 
ret 

b ; It clears the result area 
push h 
PUSHB 
!xi h, fa20h 
xraa 
mvi c, 20h ; for 20h BYTE DATA 

put mov m,a 
inx h 
dcr c 
jnz put 
POPB 
POPH 
ret 

' 
; this routine finds the nos. of Is stored in fdffh 
; and position of Is in the string from feOOh onwards 
a push h 

push b 
push d 
mvi a, 20h ; for 20H BYTE DATA (256 bit data) 
push psw 
!xi h, fEOOh 
!xi b, faOOh 
mvid, OOh 

; destination pointer 
; source pointer 

loop3 mvi e, 08h 
ldax b 

; used as a counter counting bit locations 
; used as counter 
; source data taken to accumulator 

; check by rotating through carry loop2 rar 
jncloopl 
mov m,d 

inx h 

; if no carry jump to loop 1, 
; otherwise, the content of D is saved 

; in destination 
; increment the pointer 

loop I inr d ; increment the D-reg. 
dcr e 
jnz loop2 
inx b 
pop psw 
dcr a 
push psw 
jnzloop3 
pop psw 
mova,l 
CPI OOH 
JNZFF 

; all the 8 bits tested ? 
; if not, jump to loop2 

; otherwise increment the source pointer 

' 
; no. of bytes exhausted ? 

; if not, jump to loop3 

MVI A,O lH ; to display 01 in the data field, in case of 
sta fff9h ; a string having all Os or all Is 
mvi b,OOh 
cal l 06d3h 
rst 1 

FF STA FDFFH ; stored no of l s 
pop d 
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' 

popb 
poph 

ret 

; this routine checks the content of fdflh 
; if it gets positive, moves the bit( 1) 
; call the routine 'prg' and consulting the 
; table from fbOOh onwards 
c pushpsw 

push b 
pushd 
pushh 
lxi h, fdflh ; checks the content of fdflh 
mov c,m ; if positive calls 'prg' 
mova,c 
cpiOOh 
jz stop 

agan inx h 
call prg 
dcr c 
jnz agan 
poph 
popd 
popb 
pop psw 

stop ret 

' ; this routine sets the bit( 1) 
; consulting the table from fbOOh onwards 

prg push b 
pushd 
pushh 

mova,m 
mov l,a 
mvi h, fbh 

; row data will be stored in F AFEh and column data in F AFFh 
mova,m 

rot rrc 

movc,a 
mvi d, 11111 OOOb 
anad 
mvi b, 03h 

dcrb 
jnz rot 
move,a 
mova,c 
mvi d, OOOOOlllb 
anad 
lxi h, fafih ; row data in F AFEh 
mov m,a ; col. data in F AFFh 
dcxh 
mova,e 
movm,a 

; end 
; begin bit is set to the target loc. 

lxi b, FAFEh 
lxi h, F A20h ; 
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ldaxb 
cpi OOh 
jz col_ set 

move inxh 
dcra 
jnz move 

col set inx b 
ldaxb 
mvi d, 00000001 b 
cpi OOh 
jz oring 
movc,a 
mova,d 

reach rlc 
dcrc 
jnz reach 
movd,a 

oring mova,d 
oram 
movm,a 
poph 
pop d 
popb 
ret 

---------------------------------, 
; for storing the result from fd84h onwards 
d PUSHH 

PUSHB 
PUSH D ; to store the result from fd84h onwards 
lxi d, FD82h ; restore pointer address 
ldaxd 
movl,a 
inxd 
ldaxd 
movh,a 
mvi c, 20h ; for 20H BYTE DATA 
lxi d, fa20h 

lp ldax d 

, 

movm,a 
inxh 
inxd 
dcrc 
jnz lp 
lxi d, FD8lh 
mov a,l 
staxd 
inxd 
mova,h 
stax d 
POPD 
POPB 
POPH 
ret 

----------------------------
; this routine compares the string from fa20h wards 
; with that from f9b0h onwards 
cmpr PUSHH 

PUSHB 
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PUSHD 
lxi h,f9b0h ; the routine compares data stored 
lxi b,fa20h ; from F9BOh onwards with that from 
mvi d,20h ; F A20h onwards FOR 20H BYTE DATA 

again ldax b 
cmpm 
jnz exit 
inxh 
inxb 
dcrd 

jnz again 
exit POP D 

' 

POPB 
POPH 
ret 

; this routine transfers the string from 
; fa20h onwards to faOOh onwards 
supply PUSH H 

PUSHB 
PUSHD 
lxi h,faOOh ; transfers data from F A20h onwards 
lxi b,fa20h ; to F AOOh onwards 
mvi d,20h ; FOR 20H BYTE DATA 

exg ldax b 

' 

movm,a 
inxb 
inx h 
dcr d 
jnz exg 
POPD 
POPB 
POPH 
ret 

; this routine applies one bit shift 
; on the string 
rotn 

push psw 
pushb 
pushd 
pushh 

mvi c,20h ; counter for 20h byte ** 
lxi h,falfh ; HL pair usd as pointer 

mov a,m ; check the ms bit of the last byte 
ani 80h ; if it is 0, load 0 to b-reg 
jz xx otherwise 1 to b-reg 
mvi b,80h ; FOR ROTn.ASM B=80 AND FOR JNSON.ASM B=OOH 
jmp yy ; for left rotation 

xx mvi b, OOh ; FOR ROTn.ASM B=OO AND FOR JNSON.ASM B=80H 

yy mvi a,OOh ; HL pair is set to last memory loc. 
mov l,a 

mova,b 
ral ; rotate left through carry 

loop mov a,m ; first byte is rotated through 1 bit 
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ral ; and kept in memory 
movm,a 

inxh 
dcrc 
jnz loop 

poph 
pop d 
popb 
poppsw 
ret 

; the process is repeated for rest 
; 20 bytes 

·================================================== 
' ; string supplied from faOOh onwards 

org faOOh 
db 01h,OOh,OOh,OOh,OOh,OOh,OOh,OOh 
db OOh,OOh,OOh,OOh,OOh,OOh,OOh,OOh 
db OOh,OOh,OOh,OOh,OOh,OOh,OOh,OOh 
db OOh,OOh,OOh,OOh,OOh,OOh,OOh,OOh 
rst 1 

'-------------------------------------

' 

org FD82h ; pointer stored in fd82h & fd83h 
db 84h,OFDh 
rst 1 

; the table data for 256 bit tansformation 
org fbOOh 
db Ofeh,Ofdh,Ofch,Ofbh,OfOh,Of9h,Of8h,Of7h,Of6h,Of5h,Of4h,Of3h,Of2h,Oflh, Oeeh,Oefh 
db Oe8h,Oedh,Oech,Oebh,Oeah,Oe9h,Oe4h,Oe7h,Oe6h,Oe5h,Oe2h,Oe3h,Odeh,Oelh,Oe0h,Odfh 
db Od2h,Oddh,Odch,Odbh,Odah,Od9h,Od8h,Od7h,Od6h,Od5h,Od4h,Od3h,Oc6h,Odlh,Od0h,Ocfh 
db Oceh,Ocdh,Occh,Ocbh,Ocah,Oc9h,Oc8h,Oc7h,Oc4h,Oc5h,Oc0h,Oc3h,Oc2h,Oclh,Obeh,Obfh 
db Ob4h,Obdh,Obch,Obbh,Obah,Ob9h,Ob8h,Ob7h,Ob6h,Ob5h,Ob2h,Ob3h,Oach,Oblh,Ob0h,Oafh 
db Oaeh,Oadh,Oa6h,Oabh,Oaah,Oa9h,Oa8h,Oa7h,Oa2h,Oa5h,Oa4h,Oa3h,9ch,Oalh,Oa0h,9fh 
db9eh,9dh,96h,9bh,9ah,99h,98h,97h,94h,95h,8ah,93h,92h,91h,90h,8fh 
db8eh,8dh,8ch,8bh,88h,89h,82h,87h,86h,85h,84h,83h,7eh,81h,80h,7fh 
db70h,7dh,7ch,7bh,7ah,79h,78h,77h,76h,75h,74h,73h,72h,71h,6ch,6fh 
db6eh,6dh,6ah,6bh,66h,69h,68h,67h,64h,65h,60h,63h,62h,61h,58h,5fh 

db5eh,5dh,5ch,5bh,5ah,59h,52h,57h,56h,55h,54h,53h,4eh,51h,50h,4fh 
db48h,4dh,4ch,4bh,4ah,49h,46h,47h,42h,45h,44h,43h,3ch,41h,40h,3fh 
db3eh,3dh,3ah,3bh,34h,39h,38h,37h,36h,35h,2eh,33h,32h,31h,30h,2fh 
db2ah,2dh,2ch,2bh,28h,29h,24h,27h,26h,25h,leh,23h,22h,21h,20h,lfh 
db lch,ldh,16h,lbh,lah,l9h,l8h,l7h,l2h,l5h,l4h,l3h,l0h,llh,Och,Ofh 
dbOeh,Odh,Oah,Obh,06h,09h,08h,07h,04h,05h,02h,03h,Olh,Ofah,OOh,Offh 

rst 1 
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Appendix - ll (Triangular Encoding) 

; main program for triangular transformation ( 16 bit ) 
; string will be supplied to f900h onwards & 
; the transformed string will be available 
; from faOOh onwards 

org f800h 
lxi sp,ffaOh ; stack pointer initialised 

call clr ; it will clear from faOOh onwards 

mvi B, 10h ; for 16 BIT string; 
call mvtrgt ; move the ms bit of original string 

; to the ms bit position of the result 
call rotat ; rotate the string in result area 

dcrB 

xr call xor ; XORs the successive bits from ms bit 
; stores the result from ms bit onwards 

call mvtrgt 
call rotat 
dcr B ; continues for 15 operations 
jnz xr 

rst 1 

clr ; clr.asm 
; routine 'clr' 
; this routine clears the result area 
;it takes starting address in HL and 
;the count value inC reg 
; result area starts from faOOh onwards 
; registers : A,B,H,L 

pushpsw 
pushb 
pushh 

lxi h, faOOh 
mvi c,02h 
xraa 

lp movm,a 
inxh 
dcrc 
jnz lp 

poph 
popb 
pop psw 
ret 

mvtrgt 

' ; for 16 bit string 

; it tranfers the ms bit 
; from source(F90 1H) to that of destination (F AO 1H) 
; the destination bit is previously reset to 0 
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; registers: A,B,D,H,L 
pushpsw 
push b 
pushd 
pushh 

lxi h,f901h; last byte of source 
; for 16 bit string 

mvi d, 1 OOOOOOOb 
mova,m , 
ana d ; test the ms bit by masking 
mov b,a ; stored in B reg. 
lxi h,fa01h; last byte of 

; destination for 16 bit string 
mova,m 
ora b ; set the ms bit 
movm,a 

pop h 
pop d 
popb 
pop psw 
ret 

rotat · ; rotat.asm 
; routine rotates multi byte string 
; left by one bit 
; the string is stored from F AOOh onwards 
; registers: A,D,E,H,L 

pushpsw 
pushd 
pushh 

lxi h,fa01h ; for 16 bit string 
mvi d, 1 OOOOOOOb ; mask byte 
mvi e,02h ; counter set for 16 bit string 

movA,M 
ana d ; test the ms bit (0/1) 
jz ahead ; if the concerned bit is zero 

; goto ahead for reset 
stc ; else carry is set 
jmpgo 

ahead stc 
erne 

; carry is set 
; then carry is reset 

go lxi h,faOOh 

rot mov a,m 
RAL ; Is byte rotated left thru carry 
movm,a 
inxh 
dcr e ; continue till the last byte is reached 
jnz rot 

poph 
popd 
pop psw 
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ret 

xor , 
; it XORs the successive bits from msb side 
; and stores the result from msb side 
; data is placed from f900h, this for 16 bit data 

pushpsw 
push b 
pushd 
pushh 

lxi h, f90 1h ; pointer set to the last 
;location of the byte stored 
; FOR 32 BIT F903H 
; FOR 64 BIT F907H AND SO ON 

rept2 mvi d, 01 OOOOOOb ; masking byte 
mvi c, 07h ; for 7 operations 

reptl mov a,m ;last byte taken in A 

zero 

ana d ; collect the bit 
ric ; shifted left and store in E 
move,a 

mov a,d ; masking byte shited left 
ric 
movd,a 

mov a,m ; msb bit collected 
ana d ; and stored in A 

xra e ; XOR (A) and (E) 

jz zero ; if consecutive bits are equal 
; then reset to 0, otherwise set to 1 

mov a,m ; set the ms bit 
orad 
movm,a 

DCRB 
JZout 

mov a,d ; shift masking bit right by 2 
rrc 
rrc 
movd,a 

dcr c ; loop for 7 operations 
jnz reptl 
jmp last 

mova,d 
cma ; masking byte complemented 
movd,a 

mova,m 
ana d ; reset the bit to 0 
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movm,a 

DCRB 
JZout 

mova,d 
cma ; masking byte restored 
rrc ; and shifted right by 2 bit 
rrc 
movd,a 

dcr c ; do for 7 operations 
jnz reptl ; no ! go to 'reptl' 

last ; for 8th operation 
mvi d,OOOOOOOlb 

mov a,m ;collect the last bit 
ana d ; and rotate right and 
rrc ;store in E 
move,a 

dcx h ; ms bit of prev byte collected 
mvi d, lOOOOOOOb ; and store in A 
mova,m 
anad 

xrae 

jz zerol 

inx h ; set the bit 
mvi d,OOOOOOO 1 b 
mova,m 
orad 
movm,a 
jmpx 

zerol inx h ; reset the bit 
mvi d,lllllllOb 
mova,m 
anad 
movm,a 

x DCXH 
dcr b ; no of operations exhausted ? 
jnz rept2 ; if not, go to rept2 

out pop h 
pop d 
popb 
pop psw 

ret 
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; mn128.asm 
; main program for triangular transformation 
; string will be supplied to f900h onwards & 
; the transformed string will be available 
; from faOOh onwards 

org f800h 
lxi sp,ffaOh ; stack pointer initialised 

call clr ; it will clear from faOOh onwards 

mvi B,80h ; for 128 BIT string; 
call mvtrgt ; move the ms bit of original string 

; to the ms bit position of the result 
call rotat ; rotate the string in result area 

dcrB 

xr call xor ; XORs the successive bits from ms bit 
; stores the result from ms bit onwards 

call mvtrgt 
call rotat 
dcr B ; continues for 15 operations 
jnz xr 

rst 1 

clr ; clr.asm 
; routine 'clr' 
; this routine clears the result area 
;it takes starting address in HL and 
;the count value inC reg 
; result area starts from faOOh onwards 
; registers : A,B,H,L 

push psw 
push b 
push h 

lxi h, faOOh 
mvi c,10h 
xraa 

lp movm,a 
inx h 
dcr c 
jnz lp 

pop h 
popb 
pop psw 
ret 

mvtrgt 

' 
; for 128 bit string 

; it tranfers the ms bit 
; from source(F90 1H) to that of destination (F AO 1H) 
; the destination bit is previously reset to 0 
; registers : A,B,D ,H,L 
pushpsw 
push b 
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pushd 
pushh 

lxi h,f90fu ; last byte of source 
; for 128 bit string 

mvi d, 1 OOOOOOOb 
mova,m , 
ana d ; test the ms bit by masking 
mov b,a ; stored in B reg. 
lxi h,faOfu ; last byte of 

; destination for 128 bit string 
mova,m 
ora b ; set the ms bit 
movm,a 

poph 
popd 
popb 
pop psw 
ret 

rotat ; rotat.asm 
; routine rotates multi byte string 
; left by one bit 
; the string is stored from F AOOh onwards 
; registers: A,D,E,H,L 

pushpsw 
pushd 
pushh 

lxi h,faOfu ; for 128 bit string 
mvi d,10000000b ; mask byte 
mvi e,lOh ; counter set for 128 bit string 

movA,M 
ana d ; test the ms bit (0/1) 
jz ahead ; if the concerned bit is zero 

; goto ahead for reset 
stc ; else carry is set 
jmpgo 

ahead stc 
erne 

; carry is set 
; then carry is reset 

go lxi h,faOOh 

rot mov a,m 

xor 

RAL ; Is byte rotated left thru carry 
movm,a 
inxh 
dcr e ; continue till the last byte is reached 
jnz rot 

poph 
pop d 
pop psw 
ret 
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; it XORs the successive bits from msb side 
; and stores the result from msb side 
; data is placed from f900h , this for 128 bit data 

pushpsw 
push b 
pushd 
pushh 

lxi h, f90fh ; pointer set to the last 
;location of the byte stored 
; FOR 128 BIT F90fH 
; ANDSOON 

rept2 mvi d, 01 OOOOOOb ; masking byte 
mvi c, 07h ; for 7 operations 

reptl mov a,m ;last byte taken in A 

zero 

ana d ; collect the bit 
rlc ; shifted left and store in E 
move,a 

mov a,d ; masking byte shited left 
rlc 
movd,a 

mov a,m ; msb bit collected 
ana d ; and stored in A 

xra e ; XOR (A) and (E) 

jz zero ; if consecutive bits are equal 
; then reset to 0, otherwise set to 1 

mov a,m ; set the ms bit 
orad 
movm,a 

DCRB 
JZout 

mov a,d ; shift masking bit right by 2 
rrc 
rrc 
movd,a 

dcr c ; loop for 7 operations 
jnz reptl 
jmp last 

mova,d 
cma ; masking byte complemented 
movd,a 

mova,m 
ana d ; reset the bit to 0 
movm,a 

DCRB 
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JZ out 

mova,d 
cma ; masking byte restored 
rrc ; and shifted right by 2 bit 
rrc 
movd,a 

dcr c ; do for 7 operations 
jnz reptl ; no ! go to 'reptl' 

last ; for 8th operation 
mvi d, 00000001 b 

mov a,m ;collect the last bit 
ana d ; and rotate right and 
rrc ;store in E 
move,a 

dcx h ; ms bit of prev byte collected 
mvi d, 1 OOOOOOOb ; and store in A 
mova,m 
anad 

xrae 

jz zero1 

inx h ; set the bit 
mvi d,00000001b 
mova,m 
ora d 
movm,a 
jmpx 

zero1 inx h ; reset the bit 
mvi d,11111110b 
mova,m 
anad 
movm,a 

x DCXH 
dcr b ; no of operations exhausted ? 
jnz rept2 ; if not, go to rept2 

out pop h 
pop d 
popb 
pop psw 

ret 

; mn256.asm 
; main program for triangular transformation 
; string will be supplied to f900h onwards & 
; the transformed string will be available 
; from faOOh onwards 
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org f800h 
lxi sp,ffaOh ; stack pointer initialised 

call clr ; it will clear from faOOh onwards 

mvi B,ffh ; for 256 BIT string; ( ffh + 1 ) 
call mvtrgt ; move the ms bit of original string 

; to the ms bit position of the result 
call rotat ; rotate the string in result area 

dcrB 

xr call xor ; XORs the successive bits from ms bit 
; stores the result from ms bit onwards 

call mvtrgt 
call rotat 
dcr B ; continues for 15 operations 
jnz xr 

call xor ; XORs the successive bits from ms bit 
; stores the result from ms bit onwards 

call mvtrgt 
call rotat 

rst 1 

clr ; clr.asm 
; routine 'clr' 
; this routine clears the result area 
;it takes starting address in HL and 
;the count value inC reg 
; result area starts from faOOh onwards 
; registers : A,B,H,L 

pushpsw 
push b 
pushh 

lxi h, faOOh 
mvi c,20h 
xra a 

lp movm,a 
inxh 
dcrc 
jnz lp 

poph 
popb 
poppsw 
ret 

mvtrgt 

, 
; for 256 bit string 

; it tranfers the ms bit 
; from source(F90 1H) to that of destination (F AO 1H) 
; the destination bit is previously reset to 0 
; registers: A,B,D,H,L 
pushpsw 
push b 
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pushd 
pushh 

lxi h,f9lfh ; last byte of source 
; for 256 bit string 

mvi d, IOOOOOOOb 
mova,m , 
ana d ; test the ms bit by masking 
mov b,a ; stored in B reg. 
lxi h,falfh ; last byte of 

; destination for 256 bit string 
mova,m 
ora b ; set the ms bit 
movm,a 

poph 
popd 
popb 
poppsw 
ret 

rotat ; rotat.asm 
; routine rotates multi byte string 
; left by one bit 
; the string is stored from F AOOh onwards 
; registers: A,D,E,H,L 

pushpsw 
pushd 
push h 

lxi h,falfh ; for 256 bit string 
mvi d, 1 OOOOOOOb ; mask byte 
mvi e,20h ; counter set for 256 bit string 

movA,M 
ana d ; test the ms bit (0/1) 
jz ahead ; if the concerned bit is zero 

; goto ahead for reset 
stc ; else carry is set 
jmpgo 

ahead stc 
erne 

; carry is set 
; then carry is reset 

go lxi h,faOOh 

rot mova,m 

xor 

RAL ; ls byte rotated left thru carry 
movm,a 
inxh 
dcr e ; continue till the last byte is reached 
jnz rot 

poph 
pop d 
pop psw 
ret 
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; it XORs the successive bits from msb side 
; and stores the result from msb side 
; data is placed from f900h , this for 16 bit data 

pushpsw 
push b 
pushd 
pushh 

lxi h, f91fh ; pointer set to the last 
;location of the byte stored 
; FOR 256 BIT F91fH 
; FOR 64 BIT F907H AND SO ON 

rept2 mvi d, 01000000b; masking byte 
mvi c, 07h ; for 7 operations 

reptl mov a,m ;last byte taken in A 

zero 

ana d ; collect the bit 
ric ; shifted left and store in E 
move,a 

mov a,d; masking byte shited left 
ric 
movd,a 

mov a,m ; msb bit collected 
ana d ; and stored in A 

xra e ; XOR (A) and (E) 

jz zero ; if consecutive bits are equal 
; then reset to 0, otherwise set to 1 

mov a,m ; set the ms bit 
orad 
movm,a 

DCRB 
JZout 

; number of operation completed ? 
; If yes, jump out 
; Else, 

mov a,d ; shift masking bit right by 2 
rrc 
rrc 
movd,a 

dcr c ; loop for 7 operations 
jnz reptl 
jmp last 

mova,d 
cma ; masking byte complemented 
movd,a 

mova,m 
ana d ; reset the bit to 0 
movm,a 

DCRB ; number of operation completed ? 
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JZout 

mova,d 

; If yes, jump out 
; Else, 

cma ; masking byte restored 
rrc ; and shifted right by 2 bit 
rrc 
movd,a 

dcr c ; do for 7 operations 
jnz reptl ; no ! go to 'reptl' 

last ; for 8th operation 
mvi d,OOOOOOOlb 

mov a,m ;collect the last bit 
ana d ; and rotate right and 
rrc ;store in E 
move,a 

dcx h ; ms bit of prev byte collected 
mvi d, 1 OOOOOOOb ; and store in A 
mova,m 
anad 

xrae 

jz zerol 

inx h ; set the bit 
mvi d,OOOOOOOlb 
mova,m 
ora d 
movm,a 
jmpx 

zerol inx h ; reset the bit 
mvi d,lllllllOb 
mova,m 
anad 
movm,a 

x DCXH 
dcr b ; no of operations exhausted ? 
jnz rept2 ; if not, go to rept2 

out pop h 
popd 
popb 
pop psw 

ret 
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Appendix - ill ( RPP Encoding) 

; rpp16.asm 
; it calls routines ( ctr _ clr,sav _data, xor _ rpp,ctr _ inr ) 
; the string has to be supplied from f900h onwards 
; the total data will be generated from faOOh onwards 
; total number of transformations is stored in f950h & f951h 
; it is written for 16 bits; for higher bits the neccessary 
; change has to be made in main and routines 

orgf800h 
lxi sp,:ffaOh 
call ctr_clr ; it will clear the counter f950h onwards 

MVI C,10h ; COUNTER 10H FOR 16 BIT 

LXI H,F AOOH ; initialisation of pointer for 
; storing string and intermediate strings 

call sav _data 

;INXH 
;INXH 

nxt mvi b,Ofh 
call xor _ rpp 

; pointer set for next string 

; for 16 BIT string 
; XOR the string for RPP 

call ctr_inr ; increment the counter 

CALL sav_data ; MOVE THE intermediate string 
; FROM F900H AND F901H TO THE H-L POINTER 

; INXH 
; INXH 

dcr c 
jnz nxt 

RST 1 

; 10h operations over ? 
; if not, goto 'nxt' 

; stop 

call cmpr ; compare the result with 
; the original string 

rst 1 

ctr clr ; ctr _ clr. asm 
; routine 'clr' 
; this routine clears the result area 
;it takes starting address in HL and 
;the count value inC reg 
; result area starts from f950h onwards 
; registers : A,B,H,L 

pushpsw 
pushb 
pushd 
pushh 

lxi h, f950h 
mvi d,02h 

' 
; for 16 bit string 
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xraa 

x1 movm,a 
inxh 
dcr d 
jnz x1 

pop h 
pop d 
popb 
pop psw 
ret 

sav_data 
; this routine will save the data from f900h 
; onwards to THE POINTER BY H-L 

pushpsw 
push b 
pushd 

; push h 

mvi d, 02h 
1xi B,F900h ; data area 

do LDAXB 
MOVM,A 

inxh 
inxb 
dcrd 
jnz do 

; poph 
pop d 
popb 
pop psw 
ret 

xor_rpp 
this routine XORs the bits according to 
RPP operation & the content of B as parmeter 
pushpsw 
push b 
pushd 
pushh 

lxi h, f901h ; for 16 bit string 

rept2 mvi d, 1 OOOOOOOb ;mask byte 
mvi c,07h ; for 7 operations in a location 

reptl mov a,m 
anad 
rrc 
move,a 

mova,d 

; ms bit taken to A 
; rotate right 

; and stored in e 

rrc ; mask byte shifted right 
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movd,a 

mova,m 
anad ; nxt to ms bit taken to A 

xra e ; XORed two successive bits 
jz zero ; if zero, go to 'zero' 

mova,m 
orad ; else set the bit 
movm,a 

dcrb ; if all operaions over, come out 

zero 

jz out 

dcrc 
jnz reptl 
jmp last 

mova,d 
cma 
movd,a 
mova,m 
anad 
movm,a 

dcrb 
jz out 

mova,d 
cma 
movd,a 

dcrc 
jnz reptl 

; 7 operations over? 
; if not, go to 'reptl' 
; else last for 8th operations 

; reset the next to ms bit to 0 

; all operations over ? 
; if so, come out 

; mask bit restored 

; 7 operations over ? 
; if not go to 'reptl' 

last ; 8th operation ; else go for 8th operation 
mvi d,OOOOOOOlb 
mova,m 
ana d ; Is bit collected 
rrc ; shifted to ms bit location 
mov e,a ; and stored to E 

dcxh 
mvi d, lOOOOOOOb ; ms bit of prev loc collected 
mova,m ; inA 
anad 

xra e 
jz zerol 

mova,m 
orad 
movm,a 
jmpx 

; two bits XORed 
; if'O', goto 'zerol' 

; else set the bit 

zero 1 mvi d, 0 1111111 b ; reset the bit 
mova,m 
anad 
movm,a 
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x dcrb 
jnz rept2 

out pop h 
popd 
popb 
pop psw 

ret 

ctr inr 

; all operations over? 
; if not goto 'rept2' 

; else restore the status 

; it increments the counter at f950h onwards 

pushpsw 
push b 
push d 
pushh 

lxi h,f94fh 
bkw inxh 

mova,m 
cpi ffh ; (a)-ffh 
jzbkw 
inrm 
poph 
pop d 
popb 
pop psw 

ret 

cmpr ; cmpr.asm 
; it compares the data at f900h onwards 
; with that at f930h onwards 
pushpsw 
push b 
pushd 

. push h 

lxi h,f900h 
lxi d,f930h 
mvi c,02h ; for 16 bit string 

comp ldax d 
cmp m ; (a)-(m) 

jz inc 

pop h 
pop d 
popb 
pop psw 
jmp nxt 

inc inx h 
inx d 
dcrc 
jnz comp 
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pop h 
pop d 
popb 
pop psw 
ret 

; rpp128.asm 
; it calls routines ( ctr_clr,sav_data, xor_rpp,ctr_inr) 
; the string has to be supplied from f900h onwards 
; the total data will be generated from faOOh onwards 
; total number of transformations is stored in f950h 
; it is written for 128 bits 
; this program is to be run twice for the result 
; for insufficient memory 

orgf800h 
lxi sp,ffaOh 
call ctr_clr ; it will clear the counter f950h onwards 

MVI C,40h ; COUNTER 40H ( 2 TIMES 40H operations reqd) 

LXI H,F AOOH ; initialisation of pointer for 
; storing string and intermediate strings 

call sav _data 

;INXH 
;INXH 

nxt mvi b, 7fu 
call xor _ rpp 

; pointer set for next string 

; for 128 BIT string 
; XOR the string for RPP 

call ctr_inr ; increment the counter 

CALL sav _data ; MOVE THE intermediate string 
; FROM F900H AND F901H TO THE H-L POINTER 

;INXH 
;INXH 
dcrc 
jnz nxt 

RST 1 

; 10h operations over? 
; if not, goto 'nxt' 

; stop 

call cmpr ; compare the result with 
; the original string 

rst 1 

ctr_clr ; ctr_clr.asm 
; routine 'clr' 
; this routine clears the result area 
;it takes starting address in HL and 
;the count value in C reg 
; result area starts from f950h onwards 
; registers: A,B,H,L 

pushpsw 
push b 
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pushd 
pushh 

lxi h, f950h 
mvi d,02h 
xraa 

xl movm,a 
inxh 
dcrd 
jnz xl 

pop h 
popd 
popb 
pop psw 
ret 

sav data 
; this routine will save the data from f900h 
; onwards to THE POINTER BY H-L 

push psw 
push b 
pushd 
; push h 

mvi d, lOh 
lxi B,F900h 

do LDAXB 
MOVM,A 

inxh 
inxb 
dcrd 
jnzdo 

; poph 
pop d 
popb 
pop psw 
ret 

xor_rpp 

; for 128 bit string 
; data area 

this routine XORs the bits according to 
RPP operation, the content of B as parameter 
push psw 
push b 
pushd 
push h 

lxi h, f90fh ; for 128 bit string 

rept2 mvi d,lOOOOOOOb ;mask byte 
mvi c,07h ; for 7 operations in a location 

reptl mov a,m 
ana d ; ms bit taken to A 
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rrc ; rotate right 
move,a ; and stored in e 

mova,d 
rrc ; mask byte shifted right 
movd,a 

mova,m 
anad ; nxt to ms bit taken to A 

xrae ; XORed two successive bits 
jz zero ; if zero, go to 'zero' 

mova,m 
orad ; else set the bit 
movm,a 

dcrb ; if all operaions over, come out 
jz out 

dcr c ; 7 operations over? 
jnz reptl ; if not, go to 'reptl' 
jmp last ; else last for 8th operations 

zero mova,d 
cma ; reset the next to ms bit to 0 
movd,a 
mova,m 
anad 
movm,a 

dcrb ; all operations over ? 
jz out ; if so, come out 

mova,d 
cma ; mask bit restored 
movd,a 

dcr c ; 7 operations over ? 
jnz reptl ; if not go to 'reptl' 

last ; 8th operation ; else go for 8th operation 
mvi d,OOOOOOOlb 
mova,m 
anad ; ls bit collected 
rrc ; shifted to ms bit location 
move,a ; and stored to E 

dcxh 
mvi d, 1 OOOOOOOb ; ms bit of prev loc collected 
mova,m ; inA 
anad 

xrae ; two bits XORed 
jz zerol ; if'O', goto 'zerol' 

mova,m ; else set the bit 
orad 
movm,a 
jmpx 
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zerol mvid,Olllllllb ;resetthebit 
mova,m 
ana d 
movm,a 

x dcrb 
jnz rept2 

out pop h 
pop d 
popb 
poppsw 

ret 

ctr inr 

; all operations over? 
; if not goto 'rept2' 

; else restore the status 

; it increments the counter at f950h onwards 

pushpsw 
push b 
pushd 
pushh 

lxi h,f94fh 
bkw inx h 

mova,m 
cpi ffh ; (a)-ffh 
jzbkw 
inrm 
poph 
pop d 
popb 
pop psw 

ret 

cmpr ; cmpr.asm 
; it compares the data at f900h onwards 
; with that at f930h onwards 
pushpsw 
push b 
push d 
pushh 

lxi h,f900h 
lxi d,f930h 
mvi c,02h ; for 16 bit string 

comp ldax d 
cmp m ; (a)-(m) 

jz inc 

poph 
popd 
popb 
pop psw 
jmp nxt 
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inc inxh 
inxd 
dcr c 
jnz comp 

pop h 
pop d 
popb 
pop psw 

ret 

; rpp256.asm 
; it calls routines ( ctr_clr,sav_data, xor_rpp,ctr_inr) 
; the string has to be supplied from f900h onwards 
; the total data will be generated from faOOh onwards 
; total number of transformations is stored in f950h 
; it is written for 256 bits 
; this program is to be run 8 times for the result 
; for insufficient RAM area 

orgf800h 
lxi sp,ffaOh 
call ctr_clr ; it will clear the counter f950h onwards 

MVIC,20h ; COUNTER 20H ( 8 times 32 operations reqd) 

LXI H,F AOOH ; initialisation of pointer for 
; storing string and intermediate strings 

call sav _data 

;INXH 
;INXH 

nxt mvi b,fih 
call xor_rpp 

; pointer set for next string 

; for 256 BIT string 
; XOR the string for RPP 

call ctr_inr ; increment the counter 

CALL sav_data ; MOVE THE intermediate string 
; FROM F900H AND F901H TO THE H-L POINTER 

;INXH 
;INXH 
dcr c 
jnz nxt 

RST 1 

; lOh operations over? 
; if not, goto 'nxt' 

; stop 

call cmpr ; compare the result with 
; the original string 

rst 1 

ctr clr ; ctr_clr.asm 
; routine 'clr' 
; this routine clears the result area 
;it takes starting address in HL and 
;the count value inC reg 
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; result area starts from f950h onwards 
; registers : A,B,H,L 

pushpsw 
push b 
pushd 
push h 

lxi h, f950h 
mvi d,02h 
xraa 

xi movm,a 
inxh 
dcrd 
jnz xi 

poph 
popd 
popb 
pop psw 
ret 

sav data 
; this routine will save the data from f900h 
; onwards to THE MEMORY (F AOOH ONWARDS) POINTED BY H-L 

pushpsw 
push b 
pushd 
; push h 

mvi d, 20h 
lxi B,F900h 

do LDAXB 
MOVM,A 

inxh 
inxb 
dcrd 
jnzdo 

;poph 
pop d 
popb 
poppsw 
ret 

xor_rpp 

; for I28 bit string 
; data area 

this routine XORs the bits according to 
RPP operation, the content of B as parameter 
pushpsw 
push b 
pushd 
push h 

lxi h, f9Ifh ; for I28 bit string 
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rept2 mvi d, 1 OOOOOOOb ;mask byte 
mvi c,07h ; for 7 operations in a location 

reptl mova,m 
anad ; ms bit taken to A 
rrc ; rotate right 
move,a ; and stored in e 

mova,d 
rrc ; mask byte shifted right 
movd,a 

mova,m 
anad ; nxt to ms bit taken to A 

xrae ; XORed two successive bits 
jz zero ; if zero, go to 'zero' 

mova,m 
orad ; else set the bit 
movm,a 

dcrb ; if all operaions over, come out 
jz out 

dcr c ; 7 operations over? 
jnz reptl ; if not, go to 'reptl' 
jmp last ; else last for 8th operations 

zero mova,d 
cma ; reset the next to ms bit to 0 
movd,a 
mova,m 
anad 
movm,a 

dcrb ; all operations over ? 
jz out ; if so, come out 

mova,d 
cma ; mask bit restored 
movd,a 

dcr c ; 7 operations over ? 
jnz reptl ; if not go to 'reptl' 

last ; 8th operation ; else go for 8th operation 
mvi d,OOOOOOO 1 b 
mova,m 
anad ; ls bit collected 
rrc ; shifted to ms bit location 
move,a ; and stored to E 

dcxh 
mvi d,lOOOOOOOb ; ms bit of prev loc collected 
mova,m ; inA 
anad 

xrae ; two bits XORed 
jz zero1 ; if'O', goto 'zero1' 
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mova,m 
orad 
movm,a 
jmpx 

; else set the bit 

zero 1 mvi d, 0 1111111 b ; reset the bit 
mova,m 
anad 
movm,a 

x dcrb 
jnz rept2 

out pop h 
pop d 
popb 
pop psw 

ret 

ctr inr 

; all operations over? 
; if not goto 'rept2' 

; else restore the status 

; it increments the counter at f950h onwards 

pushpsw 
push b 
pushd 
pushh 

lxi h,f94fh 
bkw inx h 

mova,m 
cpi flh ; (a)-flh 
jzbkw 
inrm 
pop h 
pop d 
popb 
pop psw 

ret 

cmpr ; cmpr.asm 
; it compares the data at :f900h onwards 
; with that at f930h onwards 
pushpsw 
push b 
pushd 
pushh 

lxi h,f900h 
lxi d,:f930h 
mvi c,02h ; for 16 bit string 

comp ldaxd 
cmp m ; (a)-(m) 

jz inc 
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poph 
popd 
popb 
pop psw 
jmpnxt 

inc inxh 
inxd 
dcr c 
jnz comp 

poph 
pop d 
popb 
pop psw 

ret 

Result for 128 bit string in RPP Encoder 

The result is given in intel hex format. The format is explained as follows. 
the first character in the line 

20 the number of bytes in hex 
F AOO the starting address of the string 
00 it indicates the presence of data in the line 

The FFh is the byte stored in F AOOh location being the Least significant Byte ( LSB ) of the string and 
the consecutive 16 locations stored the string. The 16th location contains the Most Significant Byte 
(MSB). The next 16 locations contain the encoded string, here it starts with AAh and the last byte of 
the line is 70h, being the parity of the characters of the line. 

File: RPP128_l.HEX 

LSB MS-Byte 
:20FAOOOO FF FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF FF 70 
:20F A2000 CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 88888888888888888888888888888888 AO 
:20FA4000 FOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFO AOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAO CO 

:20FA6000 cocococococococococococococococo 80808080808080808080808080808080 AO 
:20FA8000 OOFFOOFFOOFFOOFFOOFFOOFFOOFFOOFF OOAAOOAAOOAAOOAAOOAAOOAAOOAAOOAA 38 
:20F AAOOO OOCCOOCCOOCCOOCCOOCCOOCCOOCCOOCC 00880088008800880088008800880088 CO 
:20FACOOO OOFOOOFOOOFOOOFOOOFOOOFOOOFOOOFO OOAOOOAOOOAOOOAOOOAOOOAOOOAOOOAO CO 
:20F AEOOO OOCOOOCOOOCOOOCOOOCOOOCOOOCOOOCO 00800080008000800080008000800080 20 
:20FBOOOO OOOOFFFFOOOOFFFFOOOOFFFFOOOOFFFF OOOOAAAAOOOOAAAAOOOOAAAAOOOOAAAA B8 
:20FB2000 OOOOCCCCOOOOCCCCOOOOCCCCOOOOCCCC 00008888000088880000888800008888 40 
:20FB4000 OOOOFOFOOOOOFOFOOOOOFOFOOOOOFOFO OOOOAOAOOOOOAOAOOOOOAOAOOOOOAOAO 40 
:20FB6000 OOOOCOCOOOOOCOCOOOOOCOCOOOOOCOCO 00008080000080800000808000008080 AO 
:20FB8000 OOOOOOFFOOOOOOFFOOOOOOFFOOOOOOFF OOOOOOAAOOOOOOAAOOOOOOAAOOOOOOAA DC 
:20FBAOOO OOOOOOCCOOOOOOCCOOOOOOCCOOOOOOCC 00000088000000880000008800000088 10 
:20FBCOOO OOOOOOFOOOOOOOFOOOOOOOFOOOOOOOFO OOOOOOAOOOOOOOAOOOOOOOAOOOOOOOAO 00 
:20FBEOOO OOOOOOCOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOCO 00000080000000800000008000000080 20 
:20FCOOOO OOOOOOOOFFFFFFFFOOOOOOOOFFFFFFFF OOOOOOOOAAAAAAAAOOOOOOOOAAAAAAAA B8 
:20FC2000 OOOOOOOOCCCCCCCCOOOOOOOOCCCCCCCC 00000000888888880000000088888888 40 
:20FC4000 OOOOOOOOFOFOFOFOOOOOOOOOFOFOFOFO OOOOOOOOAOAOAOAOOOOOOOOOAOAOAOAO 40 
:20FC6000 OOOOOOOOCOCOCOCOOOOOOOOOCOCOCOCO 00000000808080800000000080808080 AO 
:20FC8000 OOOOOOOOOOFFOOFFOOOOOOOOOOFFOOFF OOOOOOOOOOAAOOAAOOOOOOOOOOAAOOAA DC 
:20FCAOOO OOOOOOOOOOCCOOCCOOOOOOOOOOCCOOCC 00000000008800880000000000880088 10 
:20FCCOOO OOOOOOOOOOFOOOFOOOOOOOOOOOFOOOFO OOOOOOOOOOAOOOAOOOOOOOOOOOAOOOAO 00 
:20FCEOOO OOOOOOOOOOCOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOCO 00000000008000800000000000800080 20 
:20FDOOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOFFFFOOOOOOOOOOOOFFFF OOOOOOOOOOOOAAAAOOOOOOOOOOOOAAAA 5C 
:20FD2000 OOOOOOOOOOOOCCCCOOOOOOOOOOOOCCCC 00000000000088880000000000008888 90 
:20FD4000 OOOOOOOOOOOOFOFOOOOOOOOOOOOOFOFO OOOOOOOOOOOOAOAOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOAO 80 
:20FD6000 OOOOOOOOOOOOCOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOCO 00000000000080800000000000008080 AO 
:20FD8000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFF OOOOOOOOOOOOOOAAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAA 2E 
:20FDAOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOCCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCC 00000000000000880000000000000088 B8 
:20FDCOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOFOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAO 20 
:20FDEOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCO 00000000000000800000000000000080 AO 
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:00000001FF RPP128_2.HEX FILE 
:20FAOOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA B8 
:20F A2000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 00000000000000008888888888888888 40 
:20F A4000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAO 40 
:20F A6000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOCOCOCOCOCOCOCO 00000000000000008080808080808080 AO 
:20FA8000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFOOFFOOFFOOFF OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAAOOAAOOAAOOAA DC 
:20FAAOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCCOOCCOOCCOOCC 00000000000000000088008800880088 10 
:20FACOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFOOOFOOOFOOOFO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOOOAOOOAOOOAO 00 
:20F AEOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOCOOOCOOOCO 00000000000000000080008000800080 20 
:20FBOOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFFFOOOOFFFF OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAAAAOOOOAAAA 5C 
:20FB2000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCCCCOOOOCCCC 00000000000000000000888800008888 90 
:20FB4000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFOFOOOOOFOFO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOAOOOOOAOAO 80 
:20FB6000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOCOOOOOCOCO 00000000000000000000808000008080 AO 
:20FB8000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFOOOOOOFF OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAAOOOOOOAA 2E 
:20FBAOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCCOOOOOOCC 00000000000000000000008800000088 B8 
:20FBCOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFOOOOOOOFO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOOOOOOOAO 20 
:20FBEOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOCO 00000000000000000000008000000080 AO 
:20FCOOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFFFFFFF OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAAAAAAAA 5C 
:20FC2000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCCCCCCCC 00000000000000000000000088888888 90 
:20FC4000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFOFOFOFO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOAOAOAO 80 
:20FC6000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOCOCOCO 00000000000000000000000080808080 AO 
:20FC8000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFOOFF OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAAOOAA 2E 
:20FCAOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCCOOCC 00000000000000000000000000880088 B8 
:20FCCOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFOOOFO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOOOAO 20 
:20FCEOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOCO 00000000000000000000000000800080 AO 
:20FDOOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFFF OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAAAA AE 
:20FD2000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCCCC 00000000000000000000000000008888 38 
:20FD4000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFOFO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOAO AO 
:20FD6000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOCO 00000000000000000000000000008080 20 
:20FD8000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFF OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAA D7 
:20FDAOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCC 00000000000000000000000000000088 OC 
:20FDCOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAO BO 
:20FDEOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCO 00000000000000000000000000000080 EO 
:10FEOOOO FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF 10 
:00000001FF 

RP256_1.HEX 
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF 

cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
8888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888 
FOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFO 
AOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAO 
cocococococococococococococococococococococococococococococococo 
8080808080808080808080808080808080808080808080808080808080808080 
OOFFOOFFOOFFOOFFOOFFOOFFOOFFOOFFOOFFOOFFOOFFOOFFOOFFOOFFOOFFOOFF 
OOAAOOAAOOAAOOAAOOAAOOAAOOAAOOAAOOAAOOAAOOAAOOAAOOAAOOAAOOAAOOAA 
ooccooccooccooccooccooccooccooccooccooccooccooccooccooccooccoocc 
0088008800880088008800880088008800880088008800880088008800880088 
OOFOOOFOOOFOOOFOOOFOOOFOOOFOOOFOOOFOOOFOOOFOOOFOOOFOOOFOOOFOOOFO 
OOAOOOAOOOAOOOAOOOAOOOAOOOAOOOAOOOAOOOAOOOAOOOAOOOAOOOAOOOAOOOAO 
oocooocooocooocooocooocooocooocooocooocooocooocooocooocooocoooco 
0080008000800080008000800080008000800080008000800080008000800080 
OOOOFFFFOOOOFFFFOOOOFFFFOOOOFFFFOOOOFFFFOOOOFFFFOOOOFFFFOOOOFFFF 
OOOOAAAAOOOOAAAAOOOOAAAAOOOOAAAAOOOOAAAAOOOOAAAAOOOOAAAAOOOOAAAA 
ooooccccooooccccooooccccooooccccooooccccooooccccooooccccoooocccc 
0000888800008888000088880000888800008888000088880000888800008888 
OOOOFOFOOOOOFOFOOOOOFOFOOOOOFOFOOOOOFOFOOOOOFOFOOOOOFOFOOOOOFOFO 
OOOOAOAOOOOOAOAOOOOOAOAOOOOOAOAOOOOOAOAOOOOOAOAOOOOOAOAOOOOOAOAO 
oooococooooococooooococooooococooooococooooococooooococooooococo 
0000808000008080000080800000808000008080000080800000808000008080 
OOOOOOFFOOOOOOFFOOOOOOFFOOOOOOFFOOOOOOFFOOOOOOFFOOOOOOFFOOOOOOFF 
OOOOOOAAOOOOOOAAOOOOOOAAOOOOOOAAOOOOOOAAOOOOOOAAOOOOOOAAOOOOOOAA 
ooooooccooooooccooooooccooooooccooooooccooooooccooooooccoooooocc 
0000008800000088000000880000008800000088000000880000008800000088 
OOOOOOFOOOOOOOFOOOOOOOFOOOOOOOFOOOOOOOFOOOOOOOFOOOOOOOFOOOOOOOFO 
OOOOOOAOOOOOOOAOOOOOOOAOOOOOOOAOOOOOOOAOOOOOOOAOOOOOOOAOOOOOOOAO 
oooooocooooooocooooooocooooooocooooooocooooooocooooooocoooooooco 
0000008000000080000000800000008000000080000000800000008000000080 

(RP256_2.HEX) 
:20FAOOOOOOOOOOOOFFFFFFFFOOOOOOOOFFFFFFFFOOOOOOOOFFFFFFFFOOOOOOOOFFFFFFFF10 
:20FA200000000000AAAAAAAAOOOOOOOOAAAAAAAAOOOOOOOOAAAAAAAAOOOOOOOOAAAAAAAA40 
:20FA400000000000CCCCCCCCOOOOOOOOCCCCCCCCOOOOOOOOCCCCCCCCOOOOOOOOCCCCCCCCOO 
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:20FA6000000000008888888800000000888888880000000088888888000000008888888820 
:20FA800000000000FOFOFOFOOOOOOOOOFOFOFOFOOOOOOOOOFOFOFOFOOOOOOOOOFOFOFOF080 
:20FAAOOOOOOOOOOOAOAOAOAOOOOOOOOOAOAOAOAOOOOOOOOOAOAOAOAOOOOOOOOOAOAOAOA060 
:20FACOOOOOOOOOOOCOCOCOCOOOOOOOOOCOCOCOCOOOOOOOOOCOCOCOCOOOOOOOOOCOCOCOC040 
:20FAJE000000000008080808000000000808080800000000080808080000000008080808020 
:20FBOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFOOFFOOOOOOOOOOFFOOFFOOOOOOOOOOFFOOFFOOOOOOOOOOFFOOFF08 
:20FB20000000000000AAOOAAOOOOOOOOOOAAOOAAOOOOOOOOOOAAOOAAOOOOOOOOOOAAOOAJ\90 
:20FB40000000000000CCOOCCOOOOOOOOOOCCOOCCOOOOOOOOOOCCOOCCOOOOOOOOOOCCOOCC60 
:20FB6000000000000088008800000000008800880000000000880088000000000088008860 
:20FB80000000000000FOOOFOOOOOOOOOOOFOOOFOOOOOOOOOOOFOOOFOOOOOOOOOOOFOOOFOOO 
:20FBAOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOOOAOOOOOOOOOOOAOOOAOOOOOOOOOOOAOOOAOOOOOOOOOOOAOOOA060 
:20FBCOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOC040 
:20FBE000000000000080008000000000008000800000000000800080000000000080008020 
:20FCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFFFOOOOOOOOOOOOFFFFOOOOOOOOOOOOFFFFOOOOOOOOOOOOFFFF08 
:20FC2000000000000000AAAAOOOOOOOOOOOOAAAAOOOOOOOOOOOOAAAAOOOOOOOOOOOOAAAJ\90 
:20FC4000000000000000CCCCOOOOOOOOOOOOCCCCOOOOOOOOOOOOCCCCOOOOOOOOOOOOCCCC60 
:20FC6000000000000000888800000000000088880000000000008888000000000000888860 
:20FC8000000000000000FOFOOOOOOOOOOOOOFOFOOOOOOOOOOOOOFOFOOOOOOOOOOOOOFOFOOO 
:20FCAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOAOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOAOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOAOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOA060 
:20FCCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOC040 
:20FCE000000000000000808000000000000080800000000000008080000000000000808020 
:20FDOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFF04 
:20FD200000000000000000AAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAA00000000000000Au\38 
:20FD400000000000000000CCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCC90 
:20FD6000000000000000008800000000000000880000000000000088000000000000008880 
:20FD800000000000000000FOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFOCO 
:20FDAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOEO 
:20FDCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOC040 
:20FDE000000000000000008000000000000000800000000000000080000000000000008020 
:OOOOOOOIFF 
(RP256 _3.HEX) 
:20FAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFIO 
:20FA20000000000000000000~0000000000000000~40 

:20FA40000000000000000000CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCOO 
:20FA6000000000000000000088888888888888880000000000000000888888888888888820 
:20FA80000000000000000000FOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOF080 
:20FAAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOA060 
:20F ACOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOCOCOCOCOCOCOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOCOCOCOCOCOCOC040 
:20FAJE000000000000000000080808080808080800000000000000000808080808080808020 
:20FBOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFOOFFOOFFOOFFOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFOOFFOOFFOOFF08 
:20FB2000000000000000000000AAOOAAOOAAOOAAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAAOOAAOOAAOOAJ\90 
:20FB4000000000000000000000CCOOCCOOCCOOCCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCCOOCCOOCCOOCC60 
:20FB6000000000000000000000880088008800880000000000000000008800880088008860 
:20FB8000000000000000000000FOOOFOOOFOOOFOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFOOOFOOOFOOOFOOO 
:20FBAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOOOAOOOAOOOAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOOOAOOOAOOOA060 
:20FBCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOCOOOCOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOCOOOCOOOC040 
:20FBE000000000000000000000800080008000800000000000000000008000800080008020 
:20FCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFFFOOOOFFFFOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFFFOOOOFFFF08 
:20FC200000000000000000000000AAAAOOOOAAAAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAAAAOOOOAAAJ\90 
:20FC400000000000000000000000CCCCOOOOCCCCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCCCCOOOOCCCC60 
:20FC6000000000000000000000008888000088880000000000000000000088880000888860 
:20FC800000000000000000000000FOFOOOOOFOFOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFOFOOOOOFOFOOO 
:20FCAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOAOOOOOAOAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOAOOOOOAOA060 
:20FCCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOCOOOOOCOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOCOOOOOCOC040 
:20FCE000000000000000000000008080000080800000000000000000000080800000808020 
:20FDOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFOOOOOOFFOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFOOOOOOFF04 
:20FD20000000000000000000000000AAOOOOOOAAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAA000000Au\38 
:20FD40000000000000000000000000CCOOOOOOCCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCCOOOOOOCC90 
:20FD6000000000000000000000000088000000880000000000000000000000880000008880 
:20FD80000000000000000000000000FOOOOOOOFOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFOOOOOOOFOCO 
:20FDAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOOOOOOOAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOOOOOOOAOEO 
:20FDCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOC040 
:20FDE000000000000000000000000080000000800000000000000000000000800000008020 
:OOOOOOOIFF (RP256_ 4.HEX) 
:20FAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFFFFFFFOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFFFFFFF08 
:20FA2000000000000000000000000000AAAAAAAAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAAAAAAAJ\90 
:20FA4000000000000000000000000000CCCCCCCCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCCCCCCCC60 
:20FA6000000000000000000000000000888888880000000000000000000000008888888860 
:20FA8000000000000000000000000000FOFOFOFOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFOFOFOFOOO 
:20FAAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOAOAOAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOAOAOA060 
:20FACOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOCOCOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOCOCOC040 
:20FAJE000000000000000000000000000808080800000000000000000000000008080808020 
:20FBOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFOOFFOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFOOFF04 
:20FB200000000000000000000000000000AAOOAAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAA00Au\38 
:20FB400000000000000000000000000000CCOOCCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCCOOCC90 
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:20FB6000000000000000000000000000008800880000000000000000000000000088008880 
:20FB800000000000000000000000000000FOOOFOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFOOOFOCO 
:20FBAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOOOAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOOOAOEO 
:20FBCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOC040 
:20FBE000000000000000000000000000008000800000000000000000000000000080008020 
:20FCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFFFOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFFF04 
:20FC20000000000000000000000000000000AAAA0000000000000000000000000000~8 
:20FC40000000000000000000000000000000CCCCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCCCC90 
:20FC6000000000000000000000000000000088880000000000000000000000000000888880 
:20FC80000000000000000000000000000000FOFOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFOFOCO 
:20FCAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOAOEO 
:20FCCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOC040 
:20FCE000000000000000000000000000000080800000000000000000000000000000808020 
:20FDOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFF02 
:20FD2000000000000000000000000000000000AAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAA8C 
:20FD4000000000000000000000000000000000CCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCC28 
:20FD6000000000000000000000000000000000880000000000000000000000000000008890 
:20FD8000000000000000000000000000000000FOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFOAO 
:20FDAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOA020 
:20FDCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOCO 
:20FDE000000000000000000000000000000000800000000000000000000000000000008020 
:OOOOOOOlFF 
(RP256_5.HEX) 
:20FAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF10 
:20F A200000000000000000000000000000000000 40 
:20FA400000000000000000000000000000000000CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCOO 
:20FA6000000000000000000000000000000000008888888888888888888888888888888820 
:20FA800000000000000000000000000000000000FOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOF080 
:20FAAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOA060 
:20FACOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOCOCOCOCOCOCOCOCOCOCOCOCOCOCOC040 
:20FAE000000000000000000000000000000000008080808080808080808080808080808020 
:20FBOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFOOFFOOFFOOFFOOFFOOFFOOFFOOFF08 
:20FB20000000000000000000000000000000000000AAOOAAOOAAOOAAOOAAOOAAOOAAOOAA90 
:20FB40000000000000000000000000000000000000CCOOCCOOCCOOCCOOCCOOCCOOCCOOCC60 
:20FB6000000000000000000000000000000000000088008800880088008800880088008860 
:20FB80000000000000000000000000000000000000FOOOFOOOFOOOFOOOFOOOFOOOFOOOFOOO 
:20FBAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOOOAOOOAOOOAOOOAOOOAOOOAOOOA060 
:20FBCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOCOOOCOOOCOOOCOOOCOOOCOOOC040 
:20FBE000000000000000000000000000000000000080008000800080008000800080008020 
:20FCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFFFOOOOFFFFOOOOFFFFOOOOFFFF08 
:20FC2000000000000000000000000000000000000000AAAAOOOOAAAAOOOOAAAAOOOOAAAA90 
:20FC4000000000000000000000000000000000000000CCCCOOOOCCCCOOOOCCCCOOOOCCCC60 
:20FC6000000000000000000000000000000000000000888800008888000088880000888860 
:20FC8000000000000000000000000000000000000000FOFOOOOOFOFOOOOOFOFOOOOOFOFOOO 
:20FCAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOAOOOOOAOAOOOOOAOAOOOOOAOA060 
:20FCCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOCOOOOOCOCOOOOOCOCOOOOOCOC040 
:20FCE000000000000000000000000000000000000000808000008080000080800000808020 
:20FDOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFOOOOOOFFOOOOOOFFOOOOOOFF04 
:20FD200000000000000000000000000000000000000000AAOOOOOOAAOOOOOOAA000000~8 

:20FD400000000000000000000000000000000000000000CCOOOOOOCCOOOOOOCCOOOOOOCC90 
:20FD6000000000000000000000000000000000000000008800000088000000880000008880 
:20FD800_000000000000000000000000000000000000000FOOOOOOOFOOOOOOOFOOOOOOOFOCO 
:20FDAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOOOOOOOAOOOOOOOAOOOOOOOAOEO 
:20FDCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOC040 
:20FDE000000000000000000000000000000000000000008000000080000000800000008020 
:OOOOOOOlFF (RP256_6.HEX) 
:20FAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFFFFFFFOOOOOOOOFFFFFFFF08 
:20FA20000000000000000000000000000000000000000000AAAAAAAAOOOOOOOOAAAAAAAA90 
:20FA40000000000000000000000000000000000000000000CCCCCCCCOOOOOOOOCCCCCCCC60 
:20FA6000000000000000000000000000000000000000000088888888000000008888888860 
:20FA80000000000000000000000000000000000000000000FOFOFOFOOOOOOOOOFOFOFOFOOO 
:20FAAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOAOAOAOOOOOOOOOAOAOAOA060 
:20FACOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOCOCOCOOOOOOOOOCOCOCOC040 
:20FAE000000000000000000000000000000000000000000080808080000000008080808020 
:20FBOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFOOFFOOOOOOOOOOFFOOFF04 
:20FB2000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000AAOOAAOOOOOOOOOOAA00~8 

:20FB4000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000CCOOCCOOOOOOOOOOCCOOCC90 
:20FB6000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000880088000000000088008880 
:20FB8000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000FOOOFOOOOOOOOOOOFOOOFOCO 
:20FBAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOOOAOOOOOOOOOOOAOOOAOEO 
:20FBCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOC040 
:20FBE000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000800080000000000080008020 
:20FCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFFFOOOOOOOOOOOOFFFF04 
:20FC200000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000AAAA000000000000~8 
:20FC400000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000CCCCOOOOOOOOOOOOCCCC90 
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:20FC6000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000008888000000000000888880 
:20FC800000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000FOFOOOOOOOOOOOOOFOFOCO 
:20FCAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOAOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOAOEO 
:20FCCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOC040 
:20FCE000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000008080000000000000808020 
:20FDOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFF02 
:20FD20000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000AAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAA8C 
:20FD40000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000CCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCC28 
:20FD6000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000088000000000000008890 
:20FD80000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000FOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFOAO 
:20FDAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOA020 
:20FDCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOCO 
:20FDE000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000080000000000000008020 
:OOOOOOOlFF 
RP256_7.HEX (RESULT) 
:20FAOOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF 08 
:20F A2000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 90 
:20FA4000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 60 
:20FA6000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000008888888888888888 60 
:20FA8000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFOFOFOFOFOFOFOFO 00 
:20FAAOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOAOAOAOAOAOAOAO 60 
:20F ACOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOCOCOCOCOCOCOCO 40 
:20FAEOOO 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000008080808080808080 20 
:20FBOOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFOOFFOOFFOOFF 04 
:20FB2000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAAOOAAOOAAOOAA 3 8 
:20FB4000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCCOOCCOOCCOOCC 90 
:20FB6000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000088008800880088 80 
:20FB800000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000FOOOFOOOFOOOFOCO 
:20FBAOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOOOAOOOAOOOAO EO 
:20FBCOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOCOOOCOOOCO 40 
:20FBEOOO 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000080008000800080 20 
:20FCOOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFFFOOOOFFFF 04 
:20FC2000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAAAAOOOOAAAA 3 8 
:20FC4000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCCCCOOOOCCCC 90 
:20FC6000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000888800008888 80 
:20FC8000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFOFOOOOOFOFO CO 
:20FCAOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOAOOOOOAOAO EO 
:20FCCOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOCOOOOOCOCO 40 
:20FCEOOO 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000808000008080 20 
:20FDOOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFOOOOOOFF 02 
:20FD2000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAAOOOOOOAA 8C 
:20FD4000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCCOOOOOOCC 28 
:20FD6000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000008800000088 90 
:20FD8000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFOOOOOOOFO AO 
:20FDAOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOOOOOOOAO 20 
:20FDCOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOCO CO 
:20FDEOOO 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000008000000080 20 
:OOOOOOOlFF FILE: RP256_8.HEX (RESULT) 
:20FAOOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFFFFFFF 04 
:20FA200000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000AAAAAAAA38 
:20F A4000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCCCCCCCC 90 
:20FA6000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000088888888 80 
:20FA8000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFOFOFOFO CO 
:20FAAOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOAOAOAO EO 
:20FACOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOCOCOCO 40 
:20FAEOOO 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000080808080 20 
:20FBOOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFOOFF 02 
:20FB2000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAAOOAA 8C 
:20FB4000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCCOOCC 28 
:20FB6000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000880088 90 
:20FB80000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000FOOOFOAO 
:20FBAOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOOOAO 20 
:20FBCOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOCO CO 
:20FBEOOO 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000800080 20 
:20FCOOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFFFF 02 
:20FC2000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAAAA 8C 
:20FC4000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCCCC 28 
:20FC6000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000888890 
:20FC8000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000FOFOAO 
:20FCAOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAOAO 20 
:20FCCOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCOCO CO 
:20FCE000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000808020 
:20FDOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFF01 
:20FD2000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAA 36 
:20FD4000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCC F4 
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:20FD6000 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000088 18 
:20FD8000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOFO 90 
:20FDAOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOAO CO 
:20FDCOOO OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCO 80 
:20FDEOOO 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000080 AO 
:20FEOOOOFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF20 
:OOOOOOOlFF 
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Appendix- IV ( Rotational Encoding ) 

; rotn16.asm (rotational encoding for 16 bit) 
; the string will be supplied from f900h onwards and 
; the encoded string is from f900h onwards and 
; the intermediate strings will be stored from F AOOh onwards 

orgf800h 
lxi sp,ffaOh 

LXI H,F AOOH ; location from result will be stored 
call store ; to save the string under encoding 
calllsbinv 
call store ; for storing the result 

mvi c, 10h ; 10h/20h/40h/80h for 16,32,64,128 
; respectively 

11 call rot 
call store 
dcrc 
jnz 11 

calllsbinv 
call store 

rst 1 

; LSB INVERSION 
; STORING THE RESULT 

store ; for storing the intermediate result 
; HL pair containing address as parameter 

PUSHB 
PUSHD 

mvi d,02h; for 16 bit 
lxi b,f900h 

12 ldax b 

rot 

movm,a 
inxh 
inxb 
dcrd 
jnz 12 

POPD 
POPB 

ret 

pushpsw 
push b 
pushd 
pushh 

; for rotation 

mvi c,02h ; counter for 2 byte 
lxi h,f900h ; HL pair usd as counter 
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mov a,m ; check the Is bit of the first byte 
ani 01h ; if it is 0, load 0 to b-reg 
jz xx , otherwise 1 to b-reg 
mvi b,01h ; FOR ROTn.ASM B=01 AND FOR JNSON.ASM B=OOH 
jmpyy 

xx mvi b, OOh ; FOR ROTn.ASM B=OO AND FOR JNSON.ASM B=01H 

yy mova,c ; HL pair is set to last memory loc. 
dcra 
add I 
mov l,a 

mova,b 
rar ; rotate right through carry 

loop mova,m ; last byte is rotated through 1 bit 
rar ; and kept in memory 
movm,a 

dcxh ; the process is repeated for rest 
dcrc ; 7 bytes 
jnz loop 

pop h 
pop d 
popb 
pop psw 
ret 

; LSBINV.ASM 
; it will invert the Is bit of each byte 
; the data to be supplied from f900h onwards 
; the result will be available from f900h onwards 

lsbinv 
pushpsw 
push b 
pushd 
pushh 

lxi h,f900h 
mvi c,02h; counter initialised for 2 byte 

mvi b,01h; B is loaded with mask byte 

loop1 mov a,m 
ana b ; test lsb in memory 
jz setl ; if zero, goto setl 

setO mov a,b ; else set msb to 0 
cma 
movd,a 

mova,m 
anad 
movm,a 

jmp next 
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setl mov a,m ; set 1 in memory 
ora b 
movm,a 

next inx h ; pointer incremented 
dcr c ; counter decremented 
jnz Ioopl ; till it exhausts, goto 'loop' 

poph 
popd 
popb 
poppsw 
ret 

result for 16 bit string 
:20FAOOOO C850C951E4A87254392AlC958E4A4725A39251C9A8E454722A39951C4A8E25472B 

:11FA2000 92A3C951C850 FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF84 

:0000000 IFF 

; roin128.asm ( rotationallsb inversion for 128 bit ) 
; the string will be supplied from f900h onwards and 
; the string is from faOOh onwards and the string after lsb inversion follows 

orgf800h 
lxi sp,ffaOh 

LXI H,F AOOH ; location from result will be stored 
call store ; to save the string under encoding 
calllsbinv 
call store ; for storing the result 

rst 1 

; LSBINV.ASM 
; it will invert the Is bit of each byte 
; the data to be supplied from f900h onwards 
; the result will be available from f900h onwards 

lsbinv 
pushpsw 
push b 
pushd 
pushh 

lxi h,f900h 
mvi c,lOh; counter initialized for 16 byte 

mvi b,Olh; B is loaded with mask byte 

loopl mov a,m 
ana b ; test lsb in memory 
jz setl ; if zero, goto setl 

setO mov a, b ; else set msb to 0 
cma 
movd,a 
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mova,m 
anad 
movm,a 

jmp next 

setl mova,m ; set 1 in memory 
ora b 
movm,a 

next inxh ; pointer incremented 
dcrc ; counter decremented 
jnz loop1 ; till it exhausts, goto 'loop' 

pop h 
popd 
popb 
poppsw 
ret 

store ; for storing the intermediate result 
; HL pair containing address as parameter 

PUSH B. 
PUSHD 

mvi d,10h; for 16 byte ** 
lxi b,f900h 

12 ldaxb 
movm,a 
inxh 
inxb 
dcrd 
jnz 12 

POPD 
POPB 

ret 

128 bit string result after lsb inversion (Intel Hex format) 

:20FAOOOO FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF FEFEFEFEFEFEFEFEFEFEFEFEFEFEFEFE 30 

:OOOOOOOlFF 

; rotn128.asm ( rotational encoding for 128 bit) 
; the string will be supplied from f900h onwards and 
; the encoded string is from f900h onwards and 
; the intermediate strings will be stored from F AOOh onwards 

org f800h 
lxi sp,ffaOh 

LXI H,F AOOH ; location from result will be stored 
call store ; to save the string under encoding 

mvi c, 40h ; 40h for 128 bit , to be run twice 
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II call rot 
call store 
dcr c 
jnz 11 

calllsbinv 
call store 

rst 1 

; LSB INVERSION 
; STORING THE RESULT 

store ; for storing the intermediate result 
; HL pair containing address as parameter 

PUSHB 
PUSHD 

mvi d, lOh ; for 16 byte 
lxi b,f900h 

12 ldax b 

rot 

mov m,a 
inx h 
inx b 
dcr d 
jnzl2 

POPD 
POPB 

ret 

push psw 
push b 
push d 
push h 

; for rotation 

mvi c,10h ; counter for I6 byte 
lxi h,f900h ; HL pair usd as counter 

mov a,m ; check the Is bit of the first byte 
ani 0 I h ; if it is 0, load 0 to b-reg 
JZ xx otherwise I to b-reg 

** 

** 

mvi b,01h ; FOR ROTn.ASM B=OI AND FOR JNSON.ASM B=OOH 
Jmpyy 

xx mvi b, OOh ; FOR ROTn.ASM B=OO AND FOR JNSON.ASM B=O lH 

yy mov a,c ; HL pair is set to last memory Joe. 
dcr a 
add I 
mov l,a 

mov a,b 
rar ; rotate right through carry 

loop mov a,m ; last byte is rotated through I bit 
rar ; and kept in memory 
mov m,a 

dcx h ; the process is repeated for rest 
dcr c ; 7 bytes 
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j nz loop 

pop h 
pop d 
pop b 
pop psw 
ret 

Result for 128 bit string ( Intel Hex format ) 

(R12rel.hex) 
:20FA00000102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF1000810 18202830384048505860687078838 
:20F A200080C0004 181 C I 0 14282C2024383C30344406080AOCOE00021416 181 AI C IE I 0 122BA 
:20FA40002030405060708090AOBOCODOEOFOOOI I IO I82028303840485058606870788008FF 
:20FA6000080C I 014181 C2024282C3034383C40040406080AOCOE I 01214 16181 AI C I £200270 
:20FA800002030405060708090AOBOCODOEOFIOOI81018202830384048505860687078800B8 
:20FAAOOOC0004 181CIOI4282C2024383C30344806080AOCOE00021416 181AI Cl E10122403A 
:20FAC00030405060708090AOBOCODOEOFOOOII20182028303840485058606870788008 107F 
:20F AEOOOOCI0 14181C2024282C3034383C40040806080AOCOE I 0121416181 AI C I E200204FO 
:20FB0000030405060708090AOBOCODOEOFIOOI020 182028303840485058606870788008138 
:20FB2000004181 C I 0 14282C2024383C3034480C080AOCOE000214 16181 A I C IE I 0 1224060BA 
:20FB4000405060708090AOBOCODOEOFOOO 112030202830384048505860687078800810 18FF 
:20FB6000 1014181C2024282C3034383C4004080C080AOCOE IOI21416181AICIE2002040670 
:20FB80000405060708090AOBOCODOEOF IOOI02038202830384048505860687078800810 188 
:20FBA0004181C IOI4282C2024383C3034480COOOAOCOE00021416181AICIE101224060803A 
:20FBC0005060708090AOBOCODOEOFOOOII203040283038404850586068707880081018207F 
:20FBEOOO 1418 1 C2024282C3034383C4004080C I OOAOCOE I 01214 16181 AI CIE2002040608FO 
:20FC000005060708090AOBOCODOEOF IOOI020304028303840485058606870788008 1018238 
:20FC200081 Cl 0 14282C2024383C3034480C00041 COE00021416181 AI CJ El 0 122406080AOBA 
:20FC400060708090AOBOCODOEOFOOO I I2030405030384048505860687078800810182028FF 
:20FC6000 181C2024282C3034383C4004080CIOI40COE IOI2 1416181A ICIE20020406080A70 
:20FC8000060708090AOBOCODOEOF l 001 02030405830384048505860687078800810 1820288 
:20FCAOOOC I 0 14282C2024383C3034480C0004 181 £0002 141618 1 A I C I El 0 122406080AOC03A 
:20FCC000708090AOBOCODOEOF000 11 2030405060384048505860687078800810182028307F 
:20 FCEOOO I C2024282C3034383C4004080C I 014180£ 10121416181 AI C I E20020406080AOCFO 

:20 FD00000708090AOBOCODOEOF IOO I020304050603840485058606870788008 10182028338 
:20FD2000014282C2024383C3034480C0004181CJ002 1416181AICIE10122406080AOCOEOBA 
:20FD40008090AOBOCODOEOFOOOI I20304050607040485058606870788008 101820283038FF 
:20FD60002024282C3034383C4004080CIOI4181CIO I21416181AICIE20020406080AOCOE70 
:20 FD800008090AOBOCODOEOF IOO I020304050607840485058606870788008 1018202830388 
:20 FDA0004282C2024383C3034480C0004181 C I 0121416181 AI C lEI 0 122406080AOCOE0003A 
:20FDC00090AOBOCODOEOF0001120304050607080485058606870788008 101820283038407F 
:20FDE00024282C3034383C4004080C I 0 14181C20 121416181 A I C I E20020406080AOCOE l OFO 
:I OFE0000090AOBOCO DOEOF I 00 102030405060708 

(R 128re2.hex) 
:20FA0000090AOBOCODOEOFIOOI020304050607080485058606870788008 101820283038438 
:20FA200082C2024383C3034480C0004 181Cl01424 16181AICIE10122406080AOCOE00021 BA 
:20FA4000AOBOCODO EOFOOO II 20304050607080905058606870788008 1018202830384048FF 
:20FA6000282C3034383C4004080C IOI4 181C20241416181AICIE20020406080AOCOE101270 
:20FA80000AOBOCODOEOFI001020304050607080985058606870788008 10182028303840488 
:20F AAOOOC2024383C3034480C0004 181 C 10142826181 AI Cl EIO 122406080AOCOE00021413A 
:20FACOOOBOCODOEOFOOOII2030405060708090A058606870788008 1018202830384048507F 
:20FAE0002C3034383C4004080C I 014181 C202428 16181A I C I E20020406080AOCOE I 0 12 14FO 
:20FBOOOOOBOCODOEOFIOOI02030405060708090A058606870788008 1018202830384048538 
:20FB2000024383C3034480C0004181 C I 0 14282C28 1 A I C IE I 0 122406080AOCOE0002 1416l BA 
:20FB4000CODOEOFOOO I I2030405060708090A08060687078800810182028303840485058FF 
:20FB60003034383C4004080C IOI4181C2024282C l81AICIE20020406080AOCOE IOI2141 670 
:20FB80000CODOEOF I 00 I 02030405060708090AOB8606870788008 1 01820283038404850588 
:20FBA0004383C3034480C0004 181 C I 0 14282C202AI C IE l 0 122406080AOCOE0002 14161813A 
:20FBCOOODOEOFOOO 11 2030405060708090AOBOC06870788008 l 0 182028303840485058607F 
:20FBE00034383C4004080C I 014 181 C2024282C30 I AI C I E20020406080AOCOE I 0 12 1416181'0 
:20FCOOOOO DOEOF 100 102030405060708090AOBOC06870788008 10182028303840485058638 
:20FC200083C3034480C0004181 C I 0 14282C20243CI EIO 122406080AOCOE00021416181 A I BA 
:20FC4000EOFOOOI I2030405060708090AOBOCOD070788008101820283038404850586068FF 
:20FC6000383C4004080CIOI4181C2024282C30341CIE20020406080AOCOE101214 1618 1A70 
:20FC80000EOFIOO I02030405060708090AOBOCOD8707880081018202830384048505860688 
:20 FCAOOOC3034480C0004181 C I 0 14282C2024383EIO 122406080AOCOE0002141618 1 AI CI3A 
:20FCCOOOFOOO 11 2030405060708090AOBOCODOE0788008 1 0 1820283038404850586068707F 
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:20FCE0003C4004080C I 014 18 1 C2024282C303438 1 E20020406080 OCOE 10 121416 181AI CFO 
:20FDOOOOOF IOO I02030405060708090AOBOCODOE0788008 101820283038404850586068738 
:20FD2000034480C0004 18 1 C 10 14282C2024383C30 122406080AOCOE0002 14 16181 I C l ElBA 
:20FD400000 112030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF080081 0 18202830384048505860687078 FF 
:20FD60004004080C I 01418 1 C2024282C3034383C20020406080AOCOE I 0 12 14 1618 1 A I C l E70 
:20FD8000100 102030405060708090 OBOCODOEOF88008 10 18202830384048 5058606870788 
:20FDA0004480C00041 8 1 C l 01 4282 2024383C30322406080AOCOE0002 141 6 181 A I C l E l 0 13A 
:20FDCOOO 112030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF000081 0 18202830384048505860687078807F 
:20FDE00004080C I 014181 C2024282C30343 83C40020406080AOCO E I 012 141 6 181 A I C IE20FO 
: I OFEOOOOO I 020304050607080901\0BOCODOEOF I 0 

256 bit tring 
; roin256.asm ( rotational lsb inver ion for 256 bit ) 
; the string will be supplied from f900h onwards and 
; the string is from faOO h om ards and the string after lsb inversion follows 

org f800h 
!xi sp,ffaOh 

LXI H,F AOOH ; location from result will be stored 
call store ; to save the string under encoding 
calllsbinv 
call store ; for storing the result 

rst I 

; LSBINV.ASM 
; it will invert the Is bit of each byte 
; the data to be supplied from f900h onwards 
; the result will be avajJable from f900h onwards 

lsbinv 
push psw 
push b 
push d 
push h 

lxj h,f900h 
mvi c,20h ; counter initialized for 32 byte 

mvi b,O I h ; B is loaded with mask byte 

loop 1 mov a,m 
ana b · test lsb in memory 
jz set I ; if zero, go to set I 

se!O mo a,b ; else set msb to 0 
cma 
mov d,a 

mov a,m 
ana d 
mov m,a 

jmp nex1 

et I mo a m ; set I in memory 
ora b 
mov ma 

next inx h ; pointer incremented 
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dcr c ; counter decremented 
jnz loop I ; till it exhausts, go to 'loop' 

pop h 
pop d 
pop b 
pop psw 
ret 

store ; for storing the intermediate result 

12 

; HL pair contai ning address as parameter 
PUSHB 
PUSHD 

mvi d 20h · for 32 byte 
!xi b,f900h 

ldax b 
mov m,a 
inx h 
inx b 
dcr d 
jnz 12 

POPD 
POPB 

ret 

256 bit result : the string and its inversion ( Intel Hex fo rmat ) 

:20FAOOOOFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF20 

** 

:20FA2000FEFEFEFEFEFEFEFEFEFEFEFEFEFEFEFEFEFEFEFEFEFEFEFEFEFEFEFEFEFEFEFE20 

; rotn256.asm ( rotational encoding for 256 bit ) 
; the string will be supplied from f900h onwards and 
; the encoded string is from f900h onwards and 
; the intermediate strings wi ll be stored from F AOOh onwards 

org f800h 
Lxi sp,ffaOh 

LXI H F AOOH ; location from result wi ll be stored 
cal l store ; to save the string under encoding 

mvi c, 20h ; 20h for 256 bit , to be run 8 times 

II call rot 
cal l store 
dcr c 
j nz II 

calllsbinv 
call store 

rst I 

; LSB INVERSIO 
; TORI G THE RESULT 
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store ; for storing the intermediate result 
; HL pair containing address as parameter 

PUSHB 
PUSHD 

mvi d,20h ; for 32 byte 
lxi b,f900h 

12 ldax b 

rot 

movm,a 
inxh 
inxb 
dcrd 
jnz 12 

POPD 
POPB 

ret 

pushpsw 
push b 
pushd 
pushh 

; for rotation 

mvi c,20h ; counter for 32 byte 
lxi h,f900h ; HL pair usd as counter 

mov a,m ; check the Is bit of the first byte 
ani 01h ; if it is 0, load 0 to b-reg 
jz xx , otherwise 1 to b-reg 

** 

** 

mvi b,O 1h ; FOR ROTn.ASM B=O 1 AND FOR JNSON.ASM B=OOH 
jmpyy 

xx mvi b, OOh ; FOR ROTn.ASM B=OO AND FOR JNSON.ASM B=OlH 

yy mova,c ; HL pair is set to last memory loc. 
dcr a 
add I 
mov l,a 

mova,b 
rar ; rotate right through carry 

loop mova,m ; last byte is rotated through 1 bit 
rar ; and kept in memory 
movm,a 

dcxh ; the process is repeated for rest 
dcrc ; 7 bytes 
jnz loop 

poph 
popd 
popb 
poppsw 
ret 
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Result for 256 bit string Intel Hex format 

(R2561.hex) 
:20FA00000102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF20FO 
:20FA2000008101820283038404850586068707880889098AOABBOBBCOCBDOD88088FOF9080 
:20FA400080C0004181Cl014282C2024383C3034484C4044585C5054686C6064787C7074848 
:20FA6000406080AOC0800021416181A1Cl810122426282A2C2820223436383A3C38303246C 
:20FA80002030405060708090AOBOCOD080F000112131415161718191AlB1ClD181F1011268 
:20FAA000101820283038404850586068707880889098AOABBOBBCOCBDOD88088FOF80009DF 
:20FACOOOOBOC1014181C2024282C3034383C4044484C5054585C6064686C7074787C800400 
:20FA80000406080AOC0810121416181A1Cl820222426282A2C2830323436383A3C38400200 
:20FB000002030405060708090AOBOCOD080Fl01112131415161718191AlB1ClD181F2001FO 
:20FB20008101820283038404850586068707880889098AOABBOBBCOCBDOD88088FOF900080 
:20FB4000C0004181C1014282C2024383C3034484C4044585C5054686C6064787C707488048 
:20FB60006080AOC0800021416181A1Cl810122426282A2C2820223436383A3C3830324406C 
:20FB800030405060708090AOBOCOD080F000112131415161718191AlB1ClD181F101122068 
:20FBA0001820283038404850586068707880889098AOABBOBBCOCBDOD88088FOF8000910DF 
:20FBCOOOOC1014181C2024282C3034383C4044484C5054585C6064686C7074787C80040800 
:20FB800006080AOC0810121416181A1Cl820222426282A2C2830323436383A3C3840020400 
:20FC0000030405060708090AOBOCOD080F101112131415161718191AlB1ClD181F200102FO 
:20FC200001820283038404850586068707880889098AOABBOBBCOCBDOD88088FOF90008180 
:20FC4000004181C1014282C2024383C3034484C4044585C5054686C6064787C7074880C048 
:20FC600080AOC0800021416181A1Cl810122426282A2C2820223436383A3C383032440606C 
:20FC8000405060708090AOBOCODOEOF000112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF1011220306E 
:20FCA00020283038404850586068707880889098AOABBOBBCOCBDOD88088FOF800091018DF 
:20FCC0001014181C2024282C3034383C4044484C5054585C6064686C7074787C8004080COO 
:20FCEOOOOBOAOCOE10121416181AlClE20222426282A2C2E30323436383A3C3E4002040600 
:20FD00000405060708090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718191AlB1ClD181F20010203FO 
:20FD2000820283038404850586068707880889098AOABBOBBCOCBDODBEOEBFOF9000810180 
:20FD40004181C1014282C2024383C3034484C4044585C5054686C6064787C7074880C00048 
:20FD6000AOCOE00021416181A1Cl810122426282A2C2820223436383A3C3E303244060806C 
:20FD80005060708090AOBOCODOEOF000112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF101122030406E 
:20FDA000283038404850586068707880889098AOABBOBBCOCBDODBE088FOF80009101820DF 
:20FDC00014181C2024282C3034383C4044484C5054585C6064686C7074787C8004080C1000 
:20FD80000AOCOE10121416181AlClE20222426282A2C2E30323436383A3C38400204060800 
:20FE000005060708090AOBOCOD080F101112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF2001020304FO 

(R2562.hex) 
:20FA000005060708090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF2001020304FO 
:20FA20000283038404850586068707880889098AOABBOBBCOCBDODBEOEBFOF900081018280 
:20FA400081Cl014282C2024383C3034484C4044585C5054686C6064787C7074880C0004148 
:20FA6000COE00021416181A1Cl810122426282A2C2E20223436383A3C3830324406080A06C 
:20FA800060708090AOBOCODOEOF000112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF101122030405068 
:20FAA0003038404850586068707880889098AOABBOBBCOCBDODBEOEBFOF8000910182028DF 
:20FAC000181C2024282C3034383C4044484C5054585C6064686C7074787C8004080Cl01400 
:20FAEOOOOCOE10121416181AlClE20222426282A2C2E30323436383A3C3E40020406080AOO 
:20FB0000060708090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF200102030405FO 
:20FB200083038404850586068707880889098AOABBOBBCOCBDODBEOEBFOF900081018202EO 
:20FB4000C1014282C2024383C3034484C4044585C5054686C6064787C7074880C000418148 
:20FB6000800021416181AlClE10122426282A2C2E20223436383A3C3E30324406080AOC06C 
:20FB8000708090AOBOCOD080F000112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF1011220304050606E 
:20FBA00038404850586068707880889098AOABBOBBCOCBDODBE088FOF800091018202830DF 
:20FBC0001C2024282C3034383C4044484C5054585C6064686C7074787C8004080C10141800 
:20FBEOOOOE10121416181AlC1E20222426282A2C2E30323436383A3C3E40020406080AOCOO 
:20FC00000708090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF20010203040506FO 
:20FC2000038404850586068707880889098AOABBOBBCOCBDODBEOEBFOF9000810182028380 
:20FC4000014282C2024383C3034484C4044585C5054686C6064787C7074880C0004181Cl48 
:20FC60000021416181AlC1810122426282A2C2820223436383A3C3830324406080AOC0806C 
:20FC80008090AOBOCODOEOF000112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF101122030405060706E 
:20FCA000404850586068707880889098AOABBOBBCOCBDOD880EBFOFB0009101820283038DF 
:20FCC0002024282C3034383C4044484C5054585C6064686C7074787C8004080Cl014181COO 
:20FCE00010121416181AlClE20222426282A2C2E30323436383A3C3840020406080AOCOEOO 
:20FD000008090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718191AlB1ClD181F2001020304050607FO 
:20FD20008404850586068707880889098AOABBOBBCOCBDOD880EBFOF9000810182028303EO 
:20FD40004282C2024383C3034484C4044585C5054686C6064787C7074880C0004181C10148 
:20FD600021416181AlC1E10122426282A2C2E20223436383A3C3E30324406080AOCOE0006C 
:20FD800090AOBOCODOEOF000112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF101122030405060708068 
:20FDA0004850586068707880889098AOABBOBBCOCBDODB80EBFOF8000910182028303840DF 
:20FDC00024282C3034383C4044484C5054585C6064686C7074787C8004080C1014181C2000 
:20FD8000121416181AlC1820222426282A2C2830323436383A3C3E40020406080AOCOE1000 
:20FEOOOO 090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF200102030405060708 FO 
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(R2563.hex) 
:20FA0000090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF20010203040506070BFO 
:20FA200004850586068707880889098AOABBOBBCOCBDODB8088FOF90008101820283038480:20FA 
400082C2024383C3034484C4044585C5054686C6064787C7074880C0004181Cl014248:20FA60004 
16181A1Cl810122426282A2C2820223436383A3C3830324406080AOC08000216C:20FA8000AOBOCO 
D080F000112131415161718191AlB1ClD181F10112203040506070809068:20FAA00050586068707 
880889098AOA8BOB8COC8DOD88088FOF800091018202830384048DF:20FAC000282C3034383C4044 
484C5054585C6064686C7074787C8004080Cl014181C202400:20FA80001416181A1C18202224262 
82A2C2830323436383A3C3E40020406080AOCOE101200:20FBOOOOOAOBOCODOEOF10111213141516 
1718191AlB1ClD181F20010203040506070809F0:20FB2000850586068707880889098AOABBOB8CO 
C8DOD8EOE8FOF9000810182028303840480:20FB4000C2024383C3034484C4044585C5054686C606 
4787C7074880C0004181Cl01428248:20FB60006181A1Cl810122426282A2C2820223436383A3C38 
30324406080AOC0800021416C:20FBBOOOBOCOD080F000112131415161718191AlB1ClD181F10112 
2030405060708090A06E:20FBA000586068707880889098AOA8BOB8COC8DOD88088FOF8000910182 
0283038404850DF:20FBC0002C3034383C4044484C5054585C6064686C7074787C8004080Cl01418 
1C20242800:20FBE00016181A1Cl820222426282A2C2E30323436383A3C3840020406080AOCOE101 
21400:20FCOOOOOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718191AlB1ClD181F200102030405060708090AFO 
:20FC20000586068707880889098AOABBOBBCOCBDOD88088FOF900081018202830384048580:20FC 
4000024383C3034484C4044585C5054686C6064787C7074880C0004181Cl014282C248:20FC60008 
1AlC1El0122426282A2C2E20223436383A3C3830324406080AOCOE0002141616C:20FCBOOOCOD080 
F000112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF101122030405060708090AOB068:20FCA00060687078808 
89098AOABBOBBCOCBDOD88088FOF8000910182028303840485058DF:20FCC0003034383C4044484C 
5054585C6064686C7074787C8004080Cl014181C2024282C00:20FC8000181AlClE20222426282A2 
C2830323436383A3C3840020406080AOC081012141600:20FDOOOOOCOD080Fl01112131415161718 
191Al81ClD181F200102030405060708090AOBF0:20FD200086068707880889098AOABBOBBCOCBDO 
D88088FOF90008101820283038404850580:20FD40004383C3034484C4044585C5054686C6064787 
C7074880C0004181Cl014282C20248:20FD6000A1Cl810122426282A2C2E20223436383A3C383032 
4406080AOC08000214161816C:20FDBOOOD080F000112131415161718191AlB1ClD181Fl01122030 
405060708090AOBOC068:20FDA00068707880889098AOABBOBBCOCBDOD88088FOF80009101820283 
0384048505860DF:20FDC00034383C4044484C5054585C6064686C7074787C8004080Cl014181C20 
24282C3000:20FDE0001AlClE20222426282A2C2830323436383A3C3E40020406080AOCOE1012141 
61800:20F800000DOEOF101112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF200102030405060708090AOBOCFO 

(R2564.hex) 
:20FAOOOOOD080Fl01112131415161718191AlB1ClD181F200102030405060708090AOBOCFO 
:20FA2000068707880889098AOABBOBBCOCBDOD88088FOF9000810182028303840485058680 
:20FA400083C3034484C4044585C5054686C6064787C7074880C0004181Cl014282C2024348 
:20FA6000Cl810122426282A2C2E20223436383A3C3E30324406080AOC0800021416181Al6C 
:20FABOOOEOF000112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF101122030405060708090AOBOCOD068 
:20FAA000707880889098AOABBOBBCOCBDOD88088FOF80009101820283038404850586068DF 
:20FAC000383C4044484C5054585C6064686C7074787C8004080Cl014181C2024282C303400 
:20FA80001Cl820222426282A2C2830323436383A3C3840020406080AOC0810121416181AOO 
:20FBOOOOOEOF101112131415161718191AlB1ClD181F200102030405060708090AOBOCODFO 
:20FB20008707880889098AOABBOBBCOC8DOD88088FOF900081018202830384048505860680 
:20FB4000C3034484C4044585C5054686C6064787C7074880C0004181Cl014282C202438348 
:20FB6000El0122426282A2C2820223436383A3C3830324406080AOCOE00021416181A1Cl6C 
:20FB8000F000112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF101122030405060708090AOBOCOD08068 
:20FBA0007880889098AOABBOB8COC8DOD880E8FOF8000910182028303840485058606870DF 
:20FBC0003C4044484C5054585C6064686C7074787C8004080Cl014181C2024282C30343800 
:20FB80001820222426282A2C2830323436383A3C3840020406080AOCOE10121416181AlCOO 
:20FCOOOOOF101112131415161718191AlB1ClD181F200102030405060708090AOBOCOD08FO 
:20FC200007880889098AOA88088COC8DOD88088FOF90008101820283038404850586068780 
:20FC4000034484C4044585C5054686C6064787C7074880C0004181Cl014282C2024383C348 
:20FC60000122426282A2C2820223436383A3C3830324406080AOC0800021416181A1Cl816C 
:20FC800000112131415161718191AlB1ClD181Fl01122030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF068 
:20FCA00080889098AOABBOB8COC8DOD880E8FOF800091018202830384048505860687078DF 
:20FCC0004044484C5054585C6064686C7074787C8004080Cl014181C2024282C3034383COO 
:20FC800020222426282A2C2830323436383A3C3E40020406080AOCOE10121416181A1Cl800 
:20FD0000101112131415161718191AlB1ClD181F200102030405060708090AOBOCOD080FFO 
:20FD2000880889098AOA8BOB8COC8DOD8E088FOF90008101820283038404850586068707EO 
:20FD40004484C4044585C5054686C6064787C7074880C0004181C1014282C2024383C30348 
:20FD600022426282A2C2820223436383A3C3830324406080AOC0800021416181A1Cl81016C 
:20FD8000112131415161718191AlB1ClD181Fl01122030405060708090AOBOCOD080F00068 
:20FDA000889098AOA8BOBBCOCBDOD88088FOF80009101820283038404850586068707880DF 
:20FDC00044484C5054585C6064686C7074787C8004080Cl014181C2024282C3034383C4000 
:20FD8000222426282A2C2E30323436383A3C3840020406080AOC0810121416181AlC182000 
:20F80000 1112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF200102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF10 FO 

(R2565.hex) 
:20FA00001112131415161718191AlB1ClD181F200102030405060708090AOBOCOD080FlOF0:20FA 
20000889098AOABBOBBCOC8DOD88088FOF900081018202830384048505860687078880:20FA40008 
4C4044585C5054686C6064787C7074880C0004181C1014282C2024383C3034448:20FA6000426282 
A2C2820223436383A3C3830324406080AOC0800021416181A1C18101226C:20FA800021314151617 
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18191AlB1ClD1ElF101122030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF000116E : 20FAA0009098AOA8BOB8COC8 
DOD8EOE8FOF8000910182028303840485058606870788088DF : 20FAC000484C5054585C6064686C7 
074787C8004080Cl014181C2024282C3034383C404400 : 20FAE0002426282A2C2E30323436383A3C 
3E40020406080AOCOE10121416181AlClE202200 : 20FB000012131415161718191Al81ClD1ElF200 
102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF1011F0 : 20FB200089098AOA88088COC8DODBEOEBFOF90008101 
8202830384048505860687078808E0 : 20FB4000C4044585C5054686C6064787C7074880C0004181C 
1014282C2024383C303448448 : 20FB60006282A2C2E20223436383A3C3E30324406080AOCOE00021 
416181AlC1El0122426C : 20FB800031415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF101122030405060708090AOBOC 
ODOEOF00011216E : 20FBA00098AOABBOB8COC8DOD8EOEBFOF8000910182028303840485058606870 
78808890DF : 20FBC0004C5054585C6064686C7074787C8004080Cl014181C2024282C3034383C404 
44800 : 20FBE00026282A2C2E30323436383A3C3E40020406080AOCOE10121416181AlClE20222400 
: 20FC0000131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF200102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF101112F0 : 20FC 
2000098AOA880B8COC8DOD8EOEBFOF90008101820283038404850586068707880889E0 : 20FC40000 
44585C5054686C6064787C7074880C0004181Cl014282C2024383C3034484C448 : 20FC600082A2C2 
E20223436383A3C3E30324406080AOCOE00021416181AlC1El012242626C : 20FC800041516171819 
1AlB1ClD1ElF101122030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF0001121316E:20FCAOOOAOA8BOB8COCBDOD8 
EOEBFOF80009101820283038404850586068707880889098DF : 20FCC0005054585C6064686C70747 
87C8004080Cl014181C2024282C3034383C4044484C00 : 20FCE000282A2C2E30323436383A3C3E40 
020406080AOCOE10121416181AlClE2022242600 : 20FD00001415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF2001020 
30405060708090AOBOCODOEOF10111213F0 : 20FD20008AOABBOB8COC8DODBEOEBFOF900081018202 
8303840485058606870788088909E0 : 20FD40004585C5054686C606 4787C7074880C0004181Cl014 
282C202 43 83C3034484C40448 : 20FD6000A2C2E20223436383A3C3E3032 44 06080AOCOE000214161 
81AlClE101224262826C : 20FD80005161718191AlB1ClD1ElF101122030405060708090AOBOCODOE 
OF000112131416E : 20FDAOOOA88088COC8DOD8EOE8FOF80009101820283038404850586068707880 
889098AODF : 20FDC00054585C6064686C7074787C8004080Cl014181C2024282C3034383C4044484 
C5000 : 20FDE0002A2C2E30323436383A3C3E40020406080AOCOE10121416181AlClE202224262800 
: 20FE000015161718 1 91AlB1ClD1ElF200102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF101 1 1 2 1314 FO 

( R2566 . hex) 
: 20FA000015161718191Al81ClD1ElF200102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF1011121314FO 
: 20FA20000A8BOB8COC8DODBEOEBFOF90008101820283038404850586068707880889098AEO 
: 20FA400085C5054686C6064787C7074880C0004181Cl014282C2024383C3034484C4044548 
: 20FA6000C2E20223436383A3C3E30324406080AOCOE00021416181AlClE10122426282A26C 
: 20FA800061718191Al81ClD1ElF101122030405060708090AOBOCODOEOFOOOll213141516E 
: 20FAAOOOBOBBCOC8DOD8EOEBFOF80009101820283038 404850586068707880889098AOABDF 
: 20FAC000585C606 46 86 7074787C8004080Cl014181C202 4282C303 4383C4 044484C505400 
: 20FAE0002C2E30323436 83A3C3E40020 406080AOCOE10121416181AlClE20222426282AOO 
: 20FB0000161718191AlB1ClD1ElF200102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415FO 
: 20FB20008B088COC8DOD8EOE8FOF90008101820283038404850586068707880889098AOAEO 
: 20F84000C5054686C6064787C7074880C0004181Cl014282C2024383C3034484C404458548 
: 20F86000E20223436383A3C3E30324406080AOCOE00021416181AlClE10122426282A2C26C 
: 20F8800071819lA181ClD1ElF101122030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF0001121314151616E 
: 20FBAOOOBBCOCBDOD8EOEBFOF80009101820283038404850586068707880889098AOA880DF 
: 20FBC0005C6064686C7074787C8004080Cl014181C2024282C3034383C4044484C50545800 
: 20FBE0002E30323436383A3C3E40020406080AOCOE10121416181AlClE20222426282A2COO 
: 20FC00001718191AlB1ClD1ElF200102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF10111213141516FO 
: 20FC20000B8COC8DOD8EOEBFOF90008101820283038404850586068707880889098AOA8BEO 
: 20FC4000054686C6064787C7074880C0004181Cl014282C2024383C3034484C4044585C548 
: 20FC60000223436383A3C3E30324406080AOCOE00021416181AlC1El 0122426282A2C2E26C 
: 20FC80008191Al81ClD1ElF101122030 405 060708090AOBOCODOEOF000112131415161716E 
: 20FCAOOOCOC8DOD8EOE8FOF80009101820283038404850586068707880889098AOABBOBBDF 
: 20FCC0006064686C7074787C8004080Cl014181C2024282C3034383C4044484C5054585COO 
: 20FCEOOO 0323436383A3C3E40020406080AOCOE10121416181AlClE20222426282A2C2EOO 
: 20FD000018191AlB1ClD1ElF200102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF1011121314151617FO 
: 20FD20008COC8DOD8EOEBFOF90008101820283038404850586068707880889098AOABBOBEO 
:20FD40004686C6064787C7074880C0004181Cl014282C2024383C3034484C4044585C50548 
: 20FD600023436383A3C3E30324406080AOCOE00021416181AlC1El0122426282A2C2E2026C 
: 20FD800091AlB1ClD1ElF101122030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF00011213141516171816E 
: 20FDAOOOC8DOD8EOEBFOF80009101820283038404850586068707880889098AOA88088CODF 
: 20FDC00064686C7074787C8004080Cl014181C2024282C3034383C4044484C5054585C6000 
: 20FDE000323436383A3C3E40020406080AOCOE10121416181AlClE20222426282A2C2E3000 
: 20FEOOOO 191AlB1ClD1ElF20010 2 030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718 FO 

(R2567 . hex) 
: 20FA0000191AlB1ClD1ElF200102030 405060708090AOBOCODOEOF10 111 2131415161718F0 : 20FA 
20000CBDOD8EOE8FOF90008101820283038404850586068707880889098AOA8B088CE0 : 20FA40008 
6C6064787C7074880C0004181Cl014282C2024383C3034484C4044585C5054648 : 20FA6000436383 
A3C3E30324406080AO 0E00021416181AlC1El0122426282A2C2E202236C : 20FA8000AlB1ClD1ElF 
101122030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF0001121314151617181916E : 20FAAOOODOD8EOEBFOF80009 
101820283038404850586068707880889098AOA8BOB8COC8DF : 20FAC000686C7074787C8004080Cl 
014181C2024282C3034383C4044484C5054585C606400 : 20FAE0003436383A3C3E40020406080AOC 
0El0121416181AlClE20222426282A2C2E303200:20FB00001AlB1ClD1ElF2001020304050607080 
90AOBOCODOEOF10111213141516171819F0 : 20FB20008DOD8EOE8FOF900081018202830384048505 
86068707880889098AOA880B8 OCE0 : 20FB4000C6064787C7074880C0004181Cl014282C2024383C 
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3034484C4044585C505468648:20FB60006383A3C3E30324406080AOCOE00021416181A1C1E10122 
426282A2C2E20223436C:20FBBOOOB1ClD1E1F101122030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF0001121314 
15161718191A16E:20FBAOOODBEOEBFOF80009101820283038404850586068707880889098AOABBO 
BBCOCBDODF:20FBC0006C7074787C8004080C1014181C2024282C3034383C4044484C5054585C606 
46800:20FBE00036383A3C3E40020406080AOCOE10121416181AlC1E20222426282A2C2E30323400 
:20FC00001BlClD1ElF200102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718191AF0:20FC 
20000DBEOEBFOF90008101820283038404850586068707880889098AOA8BOB8COC8DE0:20FC40000 
64787C7074880C0004181Cl014282C2024383C3034484C4044585C5054686C648:20FC600083A3C3 
E30324406080AOCOE00021416181AlClE10122426282A2C2E2022343636C:20FC8000ClD1ElF1011 
22030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF000112131415161718191A1B16E:20FCAOOOEOE8FOF800091018 
20283038404850586068707880889098AOA8BOB8COC8DOD8DF:20FCC0007074787C8004080Cl0141 
81C2024282C3034383C4044484C5054585C6064686C00:20FCE000383A3C3E40020406080AOCOE10 
121416181AlClE20222426282A2C2E3032343600:20FD00001ClD1ElF200102030405060708090AO 
BOCODOEOF101112131415161718191A1BF0:20FD20008EOE8FOF9000810182028303840485058606 
8707880889098AOABBOB8COC8DODE0:20FD40004787C7074880C0004181Cl014282C2024383C3034 
484C4044585C5054686C60648:20FD6000A3C3E30324406080AOCOE00021416181A1C1E101224262 
82A2C2E202234363836C:20FD8000D1E1F101122030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF00011213141516 
1718191A1B1C16E:20FDAOOOEBFOF80009101820283038404850586068707880889098AOA8BOB8CO 
C8DOD8EODF:20FDC00074787C8004080C1014181C2024282C3034383C4044484C5054585C6064686 
C7000:20FDE0003A3C3E40020406080AOCOE10121416181A1C1E20222426282A2C2E303234363800 
:20FE00001D1ElF200102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718191A1BlCFO 

(R2568.hex) 
:20FA00001D1ElF200102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718191A1BlCF0:20FA 
20000EBFOF90008101820283038404850586068707880889098AOA8BOB8COC8DOD8EE0:20FA40008 
7C7074880C0004181C1014282C2024383C3034484C4044585C5054686C6064748:20FA6000C3E303 
24406080AOCOE00021416181AlClE10122426282A2C2E20223436383A36C:20FA8000ElF10112203 
0405060708090AOBOCODOEOF000112131415161718191AlB1C1D16E:20FAAOOOFOF8000910182028 
3038404850586068707880889098AOA8BOB8COC8DOD8EOE8DF:20FAC000787C8004080C1014181C2 
024282C3034383C4044484C5054585C6064686C707400:20FAE0003C3E40020406080AOCOE101214 
16181A1ClE20222426282A2C2E30323436383A00:20FB00001E1F200102030405060708090AOBOCO 
DOEOF101112131415161718191A1BlClDF0:20FB20008FOF90008101820283038404850586068707 
880889098AOA8BOB8COC8DOD8EOEE0:20FB4000C7074880C0004181Cl014282C2024383C3034484C 
4044585C5054686C606478748:20FB6000E30324406080AOCOE00021416181A1C1E10122426282A2 
C2E20223436383A3C36C:20FB8000F101122030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF000112131415161718 
191A1BlC1DlE16E:20FBAOOOF80009101820283038404850586068707880889098AOABBOB8COC8DO 
D8EOE8FODF:20FBC0007C8004080Cl014181C2024282C3034383C4044484C5054585C6064686C707 
47800:20FBE0003E40020406080AOCOE10121416181A1ClE20222426282A2C2E30323436383A3COO 
:20FC00001F200102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718191A1BlC1DlEF0:20FC 
20000F90008101820283038404850586068707880889098AOA8BOB8COC8DOD8EOE8FE0:20FC40000 
74880C0004181C1014282C2024383C3034484C4044585C5054686C6064787C748:20FC6000032440 
6080AOCOE00021416181AlClE10122426282A2C2E20223436383A3C3E36C:20FC800001122030405 
060708090AOBOCODOEOF000112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF16E:20FCA0000009101820283038 
404850586068707880889098AOA8BOB8COC8DODBEOEBFOF8DF:20FCC0008004080Cl014181C20242 
82C3034383C4044484C5054585C6064686C7074787C00:20FCE00040020406080AOCOE1012141618 
1A1ClE20222426282A2C2E30323436383A3C3E00:20FD0000200102030405060708090AOBOCODOEO 
F101112131415161718191A1B1ClD1ElFF0:20FD2000900081018202830384048505860687078808 
89098AOA8BOB8COC8DOD8EOE8FOFE0:20FD40004880C0004181C1014282C2024383C3034484C4044 
585C5054686C6064787C70748:20FD600024406080AOCOE00021416181A1C1E10122426282A2C2E2 
0223436383A3C3E3036C:20FD8000122030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF000112131415161718191A 
1BlC1D1ElF1016E:20FDA00009101820283038404850586068707880889098AOA8BOB8COC8DOD8EO 
E8FOF800DF:20FDC00004080Cl014181C2024282C3034383C4044484C5054585C6064686C7074787 
C8000:20FDE000020406080AOCOE10121416181AlClE20222426282A2C2E30323436383A3C3E4000 
·20FEOOOO Ol02030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF20 FO 

256 bit 0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF20 
String 
(hex) 

String 090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF200102030405060708 
after 64 

operation 
String 1112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF200102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF10 

after 128 
operation 

String 191AlB1ClD1ElF200102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718 
after 192 
operation 

String 0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF20 
after 256 
operation 
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Appendix- V 
Johnson Encoding 

; jn16.asm (johnson encoding for 16 bit) 
; the string will be supplied from f900h onwards and 
; the encoded string is from f900h onwards and 
; the intermediate strings will be stored from F AOOh onwards 

orgf800h 
lxi sp,ffaOh 

LXI H,F AOOH ; location from result will be stored 
call store ; to save the string under encoding 
calllsbinv 
call store ; for storing the result 

mvi c, 20h ; 20h/40h/80h 16,32,64 
; respectively 

11 call rotj 
call store 
dcr c 
jnz 11 

calllsbinv 
call store 

rst 1 

; LSB INVERSION 
; STORING THE RESULT 

store ; for storing the intermediate result 
; HL pair containing address as parameter 

PUSHB 
PUSHD 

mvi d,02h ; for 16 bit 
lxi b,f900h 

12 ldax b 

rotj 

movm,a 
inxh 
inxb 
dcr d 
jnz 12 

POPD 
POPB 
ret 

pushpsw 
push b 
pushd 
pushh 

mvi c,02h; counter for 2 byte** 
lxi h,f900h ; HL pair usd as counter 

mov a,m ; check the ls bit of the first byte 
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ani 0 1h ; if it is 0, load 0 to b-reg 
jz xx , otherwise 1 to b-reg 
mvi b,OOh ; FOR ROTn.ASM B=01 AND FOR JNSON.ASM B=OOH 
jmpyy 

xx mvi b, 0 1h ; FOR ROTn.ASM B=OO AND FOR JNSON.ASM B=O 1H 

yy mova,c ; HL pair is set to last memory loc. 
dcr a 
add 1 
mov l,a 

mov a,b 
rar ; rotate right through carry 

loop mova,m ; last byte is rotated through 1 bit 
rar ; and kept in memory 
movm,a 

dcxh ; the process is repeated for rest 
dcrc ; 7 bytes 
jnz loop 

pop h 
pop d 
popb 
pop psw 
ret 

; LSBINV.ASM 
; it will invert the ls bit of each byte 
; the data to be supplied from f900h onwards 
; the result will be available from f900h onwards 

lsbinv 
pushpsw 
pushb 
pushd 
pushh 

lxi h,f900h 
mvi c,02h; counter initialised for 2 byte 

mvi b,01h; B is loaded with mask byte 

loop1 mov a,m 
ana b ; test lsb in memory 
jz setl ; if zero, goto setl 

setO mov a,b ; else set msb to 0 
cma 
movd,a 

mova,m 
anad 
movm,a 

jmp next 

setl mov a,m ; set 1 in memory 
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ora b 
movm,a 

next inx h ; pointer incremented 
dcr c ; counter decremented 
jnz loopl ; till it exhausts, go to 'loop' 

poph 
popd 
popb 
pop psw 
ret 

Result for 16 bit string (Intel Hex Format) 

:20FAOOOO 0102 00038081COC060E030F018F80CFC06FE03FF817FC03FE09FFOCFFBE7FCF3 FO 

:20FA2000 FEF9FFFC7F7E3F3F9F1FCFOFE707F303F901FC007E803FC01F600F300718030C 14 

:11FA4000 01060003 0102 FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFBE 

:00000001FF 

; jin128.asm (johnson lsb inversion for 128 bit) 
; the string will be supplied from f900h onwards and 
; the string is from faOOh onwards and the string after lsb inversion follows 

orgf800h 
lxi sp,:ffaOh 

LXI H,F AOOH ; location from result will be stored 
call store ; to save the string under encoding 
calllsbinv 
call store ; for storing the result 
calllsbinv 
call store 
rst 1 

; LSBINV.ASM 
; it will invert the Is bit of each byte 
; the data to be supplied from f900h onwards 
; the result will be available from f900h onwards 

lsbinv 
pushpsw 
push b 
push d 
pushh 

lxi h,f900h 
mvi c,10h; counter initialized for 16 byte 

mvi b,01h; B is loaded with mask byte 

loop 1 mov a,m 
ana b ; test lsb in memory 
jz setl ; if zero, goto setl 

setO mov a,b ; else set msb to 0 
cma 
movd,a 
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mov a,m 
ana d 
mov m,a 

jmp next 

setl mov a,m ; set I in memory 
ora b 
mov m,a 

next inx h ; pointer incremented 
dcr c ; counter decremented 
jnz loop l ; till it exhausts, go to 'loop' 

pop h 
pop d 
pop b 
pop psw 
ret 

store ; fo r storing the intermediate result 

12 

; I-ll- pair containing address as parameter 
PUSH B 
PUSH D 

mvi d, IOh ; for 16 byte 
lxi b,f900h 

ldax b 
mov m,a 
inx h 
inx b 
dcr d 
jnz l2 
POPD 
POP B 
ret 

** 

Result for 128 bit string ( Intel Hex Fom1at) 
After lsb inversion 

String ( Intel Hex Format) 
: 20 FA0000 0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF10 
000302050 4 0 7 0609080 BOAODOCO FOE1 1 FO 

: 11FA2 0 0 0 0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF10 184 0 

: OOOOOOOl FF 

S t ring 0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF10 

String after l n 0003020504070609080BOAODOCOFOE11 
lsb inversion 

String after 2 na 0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF10 
lsb inversion 
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; jn128.asm (johnson encoding for 128 bit) 
; the string will be supplied from f900h onwards and 
; the encoded string is from f900h onwards and 
; the intermediate strings will be stored from F AOOh onwards 

org f800h 
!xi sp,ffaOh 

LXI H,F AOOH ; location from result will be stored 
call store ; to save the string under encoding 

mvi c, 40h ; 40h for 128 bit , to be run 4 TIMES 

11 call rotj 
call store 
dcr c 
jnz 11 

rst 1 

store ; for storing the intermediate result 
; HL pair containing address as parameter 

PUSHB 
PUSHD 

mvi d, lOh ; for 16 byte string 
!xi b,f900h 

12 ldax b 

rotj 

mov m,a 
inx h 
inx b 
dcr d 
jnzl2 

POPD 
POPB 

ret 

push psw 
push b 
push d 
push h 

; for rotation 

mvi c, tOh ; counter for 16 byte 
!xi h,f900h ; HL pair usd as counter 

mov a,m 
ani 01h 
jz xx 

; check the Is bit of the first byte 
; if it is 0, load 0 to b-reg 

otherwise I to b-reg 

** 

** 

** 

mvi b,OOh ; FOR ROTn.ASM B=Ol AND FOR JNSON.ASM B=OOH 
jmpyy 

xx mvi b, Olh ; FOR ROTn.ASMB=OO AND FOR JNSON.ASM B=0 1H 

yy mov a,c ; HL pair is set to last memory 1oc. 
dcr a 
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add 1 
mov l,a 

mova,b 
rar ; rotate right through carry 

loop mov a,m 
rar 
movm,a 

; last byte is rotated through 1 bit 
; and kept in memory 

dcxh 
dcr c 
jnz loop 

; the process is repeated for rest 
; 7 bytes 

poph 
pop d 
popb 
pop psw 
ret 

Operation 
After otn operation 
After 64 operation 
After 128 operation 
After 192 operation 
After 256 operation 

128 bit strin2 
0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF10 

090AOBOCODOEOF10FEFDFCFBFAF9F8F7 
FEFDFCFBFAF9F8F7F6F5F4F3F2F1FOEF 

F6F5F4F3F2F1FOEF0102030405060708 
0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF10 

Johnson Encoding 128 bit string ( Intel Hex Format ) 

:20FAOOOO 0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF10 00810182028303840485058606870708B8 
:20FA200080C0004181Cl014282C2024383C30384406080AOCOE00021416181AlC1El01C2DA 
:20FA40002030405060708090AOBOCODOEOFOOOE1101820283038404850586068707880F047 
:20FA6000080Cl014181C2024282C3034383C40F80406080AOCOE10121416181AlClE20FC82 
:20FA800002030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF10FE810182028303840485058606870708FF3C 
:20FAAOOOC0004181Cl014282C2024383C303847F6080AOCOE00021416181AlC1El01C2BFDC 
:20FAC00030405060708090AOBOCODOEOFOOOE1DF1820283038404850586068707880FOEF29 
:20FAEOOOOC1014181C2024282C3034383C40F8F706080AOCOE10121416181A1ClE20FCFBlC 
:20FB0000030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF10FEFD0182028303840485058606870708FF7EC4 
:20FB2000004181Cl014282C2024383C303847F3F80AOCOE00021416181AlClE101C2BF9F9E 
:20FB4000405060708090AOBOCODOEOFOOOE1DFCF20283038404850586068707880FOEFE73B 
:20FB60001014181C2024282C3034383C40F8F7F3080AOCOE10121416181AlClE20FCFBF9C2 
:20FB80000405060708090AOBOCODOEOF10FEFDFC82028303840485058606870708FF7EFE4E 
:20FBA0004181C1014282C2024383C303847F3FFFAOCOE00021416181A1C1E101C2BF9F7F20 
:20FBC0005060708090AOBOCODOEOFOOOE 1 DFCFBF283038404850586068707880FOEFE7DF7D 
:20FBE00014181C2024282C3034383C40F8F7F3EFOAOCOE10121416181AlC1E20FCFBF9F774 
:20FC000005060708090AOBOCODOEOF10FEFDFCFB0:+8303840485058606870708FF7EFE7DDC 
:20FC200081Cl014282C2024383C303847F3FFFBECOE00021416181AIC1El01C2BF9F7F5F64 
:20FC400060708090AOBOCODOEOFOOOEIDFCFBFAF3038404850586068707880FOEFE7DFD7EF 
:20FC6000181C2024282C3034383C40F8F7F3EFEBOCOE10121416181AICIE20FCFBF9F7F532 
:20FC8000060708090AOBOCODOEOF10FEFDFCFBFA8303840485058606870708FF7EFE7DFD6C 
:20FCAOOOC1014282C2024383C303847F3FFFBE7EE00021416181AIC1El01C2BF9F7F5F3F68 
:20FCC000708090AOBOCODOEOFOOOEIDFCFBFAF9F38404850586068707880FOEFE7DFD7CF91 
:20FCEOOO 1 C2024282C30343 83C40F8F7F3EFEBE70El 0 121416181 AI CIE20FCFBF9F7F5F3FC 
:20FD00000708090AOBOCODOEOFIOFEFDFCFBFAF903840485058606870708FF7EFE7DFD7COO 
:20FD2000014282C2024383C303847F3FFFBE7E3E0021416181A1C1El01C2BF9F7F5F3FIF2C 
:20FD40008090AOBOCODOEOFOOOE1DFCFBFAF9F8F404850586068707880FOEFE7DFD7CFC763 
:20FD60002024282C3034383C40F8F7F3EFEBE7E310121416181AICIE20FCFBF9F7F5F3FID2 
:20FD800008090AOBOCODOEOF 1 OFEFDFCFBF AF9F8840485058606870708FF7EFE7DFD7CFC96 
:20FDA0004282C2024383C303847F3FFFBE7E3EFE21416181AIC1El01C2BF9F7F5F3FIFFFBO 
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:20FDC00090A080CODOEOFOOOE1DFCF8FAF9F8F7F4850586068707880FOEFE7DFD7CFC78F65 
:20FDE00024282C3034383C40F8F7F3EFE8E7E3DF121416181A1C1E20FCF8F9F7F5F3F1EF84 
:11FEOOOO 090AOBOCODOEOF10FEFDFCFBFAF9F8F7 3890 
:00000001FF 

:20FA0000090AOBOCODOEOF10FEFDFCFBFAF9F8F70485058606870708FF7EFE7DFD7CFC7830 
:20F A200082C20243 83C303847F3FFF8E7E3EFE8D416181A1 C1 E1 0 1 C28F9F7F5F3F 1 FFFDEF8 
:20F A4000A080CODOEOFOOOE1 DFCF8F AF9F8F7F6F505 86068707880FOEFE7DFD7CFC78F8797 
:20FA6000282C3034383C40F8F7F3EFE8E7E3DFD81416181A1C1E20FCF8F9F7F5F3F1EFEDA2 
:20FA80000A080CODOEOF10FEFDFCF8FAF9F8F7F685058606870708FF7EFE7DFD7CFC78F8CC 
:20FAAOOOC2024383C303847F3FFF8E7E3EFE8D7D6181A1C1E101C28F9F7F5F3F1FFFDE8EOO 
:20F AC00080CODOEOFOOOE 1DFCF8F AF9F8F7F6F5F586068707880FOEFE7DFD7CFC78F87 AFF9 
:20FAE0002C3034383C40F8F7F3EFE8E7E3DFD8D716181A1C1E20FCF8F9F7F5F3F1EFEDE89C 
:20F800000BOCODOEOF10FEFDFCF8FAF9F8F7F6F5058606870708FF7EFE7DFD7CFC78F87A6C 
:20F82000024383C303847F3FFF8E7E3EFE8D7D3D81A1C1E101C28F9F7F5F3F1FFFDEBE9EC8 
:20F84000CODOEOFOOOE1 DFCF8F AF9F8F7F6F5F4F6068707880FOEFE7DFD7CFC78F87 AF A 788 
:20F860003034383C40F8F7F3EFE8E7E3DFD8D7D3181A1C1E20FCF8F9F7F5F3F1EFEDE8E9A2 
:20F880000CODOEOF1 OFEFDFCF8F AF9F8F7F6F5F48606870708FF7EFE7DFD7CFC78F87 AF AOE 
:20F8A0004383C303 847F3FFF8E7E3EFEBD7D3DFDA1 C1E 10 1 C28F9F7F5F3F1 FFFDE8E9E7E50 
:20F8COOODOEOFOOOE1DFCF8F AF9F8F7F6F5F4F3F68707880FOEFE7DFD7CFC78F87 AF A79F4D 
:20F8E00034383C40F8F7F3EFE8E7E3DFD8D7D3CF1A1C1E20FCF8F9F7F5F3F1EFEDE8E9E784 
:20FCOOOOODOEOF1 OFEFDFCF8F AF9F8F7F6F5F4F306870708FF7EFE7DFD7CFC78F87 AF A 7984 

:20FC200083C303847F3FFF8E7E3EFE8D7D3DFD8CC1E101C28F9F7F5F3F1FFFDE8E9E7E5E9A 
:20FC4000EOFOOOE1DFCF8FAF9F8F7F6F5F4F3F2F707880FOEFE7DFD7CFC78F87AFA79F973F 
:20FC6000383C40F8F7F3EFEBE7E3DFD8D7D3CFC8 1 C1 E20FCF8F9F7F5F3F1EFEDE8E9E7E5D2 
:20FC80000EOF10FEFDFCF8FAF9F8F7F6F5F4F3F2870708FF7EFE7DFD7CFC78F87AFA79F95C 
:20FCAOOOC303847F3FFF8E7E3EFE8D7D3DFD8C7CE101C28F9F7F5F3F1FFFDE8E9E7E5E3EA4 
:20FCCOOOFOOOE1DFCF8F AF9F8F7F6F5F4F3F2F1 F7880FOEFE7DFD7CFC78F87 AF A 79F978F61 
:20FCE0003C40F8F7F3 EFE8E7E3DFD8D7D3CFC8C71 E20FCF8F9F7F5F3F 1 EFEDE8E9E7E5E3FC 
:20FDOOOOOF10FEFDFCF8FAF9F8F7F6F5F4F3F2F10708FF7EFE7DFD7CFC78F87AFA79F97808 
:20FD200003847F3FFF8E7E3EFE8D7D3DFD8C7C3C01C28F9F7F5F3F1FFFDE8E9E7E5E3E1E6E 
:20FD400000E1DFCF8FAF9F8F7F6F5F4F3F2F1FOF80FOEFE7DFD7CFC78F87AFA79F978F8783 
:20FD600040F8F7F3EFE8E7E3DFD8D7D3CFC8C7C320FCF8F9F7F5F3F1EFEDE8E9E7E5E3E132 
:20FD800010FEFDFCF8FAF9F8F7F6F5F4F3F2F1F008FF7EFE7DFD7CFC78F87AFA79F978F886 
:20FDA000847F3FFF8E7E3EFE8D7D3DFD8C7C3CFCC28F9F7F5F3F1 FFFDE8E9E7E5E3E 1 EFEF8 
:20FDCOOOE1DFCF8FAF9F8F7F6F5F4F3F2F1FOFFFFOEFE7DFD7CFC7BF87AFA79F978F877F35 
:20FDEOOOF8F7F3EFE8E7E3DFD8D7D3CFC8C7C38FFCF8F9F7F5F3F1EFEDE8E9E7E5E3E1DF74 
: 11FEOOOO FEFDFCFBFAF9F8F7F6FSF4F3F2F1FOEF 3860 

:00000001FF 

:20F AOOOOFEFDFCFBF AF9F8F7F6F5F4F3F2F1FOEFFF7EFE7DFD7CFC78F87 AF A 79F978F8F768 
:20FA20007F3FFF8E7E3EFE8D7D3DFD8C7C3CFC788F9F7F5F3F1FFFDE8E9E7E5E3E1EFE3D06 
:20F A4000DFCF8F AF9F8F7F6F5F4F3F2F1 FOFFF1 EEFE7DFD7CFC78FB7 AF A79F978F877FOF59 
:20F A6000F7F3EFE8E7E3DFD8D7D3CFC8C7C38F07F8F9F7F5F3F1EFEDE8E9E7E5E3E1 DF03DE 
:20FA8000FDFCF8FAF9F8F7F6F5F4F3F2F1FOEF017EFE7DFD7CFC78F87AFA79F978F8F700E4 
:20F AA0003FFF8E7E3EFE8D7D3DFD8C7C3CFC78809F7F5F3F1FFFDE8E9E7E5E3E1EFE3D4004 
:20F ACOOOCF8F AF9F8F7F6F5F4F3F2F1 FOFFF1E20E7DFD7CFC78F87 AF A 79F978F877FOF1 077 
:20FAEOOOF3EFE8E7E3DFD8D7D3CFC8C7C38F0708F9F7F5F3F1EFEDE8E9E7E5E3E1DF030444 
:20F80000FCF8FAF9F8F7F6F5F4F3F2F1FOEF0102FE7DFD7CFC78F87AFA79F978F8F700815C 
:20F82000FF8E7E3EFEBD7D3DFD8C7C3CFC7880C07F5F3F1FFFDE8E9E7E5E3E1EFE3D406042 
:20F840008F AF9F8F7F6F5F4F3F2F 1 FOFFF 1 E2030DFD7CFC78F87 AF A 79F978F877FOF1 01865 
:20F86000EFE8E7E3DFDBD7D3CFC8C7C38F07080CF7F5F3F1EFEDE8E9E7E5E3E1DF0304069E 
:20F88000F8FAF9F8F7F6F5F4F3F2FIFOEF0102037DFD7CFC78F87AFA79F978F8F7008101D2 
:20F8A0008E7E3EFE8D7D3DFD8C7C3CFC7880C0005F3FIFFFDE8E9E7E5E3E1EFE3D406080CO 
:20F8COOOAF9F8F7F6F5F4F3F2F1 FOFFFI E203040D7CFC78F87 AF A 79F978F877FOF I 0 182023 
:20F8EOOOE8E7E3DFD8D7D3CFC8C7C38F07080CIOF5F3FIEFEDE8E9E7E5E3E1DF03040608EC 
:20FCOOOOFAF9F8F7F6F5F4F3F2F1FOEF01020304FD7CFC78F87AFA79F978F8F70081018244 
:20FC20007E3EFE8D7D3DFDBC7C3CFC7880C000413FI FFFDE8E9E7E5E3EI EFE3D406080A07C 
:20FC40009F8F7F6F5F4F3F2FIFOFFFIE20304050CFC78F87AFA79F978F877FOFIOI8202881 
:20FC6000E7E3DFD8D7D3CFC8C7C38F07080CIOI4F3FIEFEDE8E9E7E5E3EIDF030406080A2E 
:20FC8000F9F8F7F6F5F4F3F2FI FOEFO I 020304057CFC78F87 AF A 79F978F8F70081 0 1820284 
:20FCA0003EFE8D7D3DFD8C7C3CFC7880C00041811 FFFDE8E9E7E5E3E I EFE3D406080AOC078 
:20FCC0008F7F6F5F4F3F2F IFOFFFIE2030405060C78F87 AF A79F978F877FOFI 0 182028300F 
:20FCEOOOE3DFD8D7D3CFC8C7C38F07080CI 0 1418FIEFEDE8E9E7E5E3ElDF030406080AOC64 
:20FDOOOOF8F7F6F5F4F3F2FIFOEFOI0203040506FC78F87AFA79F978F8F700810182028320 
:20FD2000FE8D7D3DFD8C7C3CFC7880C0004181CIFFDE8E9E7E5E3EIEFE3D406080AOCOE084 
:20FD40007F6F5F4F3F2FIFOFFFIE2030405060708F87AFA79F978F877FOF1018202830383D 
:20FD6000DFD8D7D3CFC8C7C38F07080CIOI4181CEFEDE8E9E7E5E3EIDF030406080AOCOE8E 
:20FD8000F7F6F5F4F3F2FIFOEFOI02030405060778F87AFA79F978F8F7008101820283038A 
:20FDA0008D7D3DFD8C7C3CFC7880C0004181CIOIDE8E9E7E5E3EIEFE3D406080AOCOE00030 
:20FDC0006F5F4F3F2F I FOFFFI E2030405060708087 AF A 79F978F877FOFI 0 182028303 84038 
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:20FDEOOODBD7D3CFCBC7C3BF07080C1014181C20EDEBE9E7E5E3ElDF030406080AOCOE10AC 
: 11FEOOOO F6F5F4F3F2F1FOEF0102030405060708 3810 

:00000001FF 

:20FAOOOOF6F5F4F3F2F1FOEF0102030405060708FB7AFA79F978F8F70081018202830384FO 
:20F A20007D3DFDBC7C3CFC7B80C0004181 C 10 142BE9E7E5E3E 1 EFE3D406080AOCOE00021E8 
:20FA40005F4F3F2F1FOFFF1E2030405060708090AFA79F978F877FOF101820283038404809 
:20FA6000D7D3CFCBC7C3BF07080Cl014181C2024EBE9E7E5E3EIDF030406080AOCOE1012BE 
:20FA8000F5F4F3F2FIFOEF0102030405060708097AFA79F978F8F700810182028303840454 
:20FAA0003DFDBC7C3CFC7B80C0004181Cl0142829E7E5E3EIEFE3D406080AOCOE0002141EO 
:20FAC0004F3F2FIFOFFFIE2030405060708090AOA79F978F877FOF101820283038404850A7 
:20FAEOOOD3CFCBC7C3BF07080Cl014181C202428E9E7E5E3EIDF030406080AOCOE101214C4 
:20FBOOOOF4F3F2FIFOEF0102030405060708090AFA79F978F8F700810182028303840485B4 
:20FB2000FDBC7C3CFC7B80C0004181 Cl 0 14282C27E5E3EIEFE3D406080AOCOE00021416118 
:20FB40003F2FIFOFFFIE2030405060708090AOB09F978F877FOF1018202830384048505815 
:20FB6000CFCBC7C3BF07080Cl014181C2024282CE7E5E3EIDF030406080AOCOE10121416BE 
:20FB8000F3F2FIFOEF0102030405060708090AOB79F978F8F7008101820283038404850512 
:20FBAOOOBC7C3CFC7B80C0004181C1014282C2025E3EIEFE3D406080AOCOE0002141618190 
:20FBC0002FIFOFFFIE2030405060708090AOBOC0978F877FOF101820283038404850586053 
:20FBEOOOCBC7C3BF07080Cl014181C2024282C30E5E3EIDF030406080AOCOE1012141618AC 
:20FCOOOOF2FIFOEF0102030405060708090AOBOCF978F8F70081018202830384048505866C 
:20FC20007C3CFC7B80C0004181Cl014282C202433EIEFE3D406080AOCOE00021416181Al46 
:20FC40001FOFFF1E2030405060708090AOBOCOD08F877FOF10182028303840485058606861 
:20FC6000C7C3BF07080Cl014181C2024282C3034E3EIDF030406080AOCOE10121416181A8E 
:20FC8000FIFOEF0102030405060708090AOBOCOD78F8F700810182028303840485058606C4 
:20FCA0003CFC7B80C0004181Cl014282C20243831EFE3D406080AOCOE00021416181AIC13C 
:20FCCOOOOFFFIE2030405060708090AOBOCODOE0877FOF101820283038404850586068703F 
:20FCEOOOC3BF07080C1014181C2024282C303438EIDF030406080AOCOE10121416181AIC64 
:20FDOOOOFOEF0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEF8F7008101820283038404850586068718 
:20FD2000FC7B80C0004181 Cl 0 14282C2024383C3FE3D406080AOCOE00021416181 AI C 1 El72 
:20FD4000FFIE2030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF07FOF1018202830384048505860687078ED 
:20FD6000BF07080Cl014181C2024282C3034383CDF030406080AOCOE10121416181AICIE2E 
:20FD8000EF0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOFF70081018202830384048505860687076A 
:20FDA0007B80C0004181Cl014282C2024383C3033D406080AOCOE00021416181AICIE101E8 
:20FDCOOOIE2030405060708090AOBOCODOEOFOOOOF1018202830384048505860687078806B 
:20FDE00007080Cl014181C2024282C3034383C40030406080AOCOE10121416181AICIE20EC 
: 11 FEOOOO 01 02030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF1 0 3 840 

:OOOOOOOIFF 

; 256 bit string 
; jin256.asm (johnson lsb inversion for 256 bit ) 
; the string will be supplied from f900h onwards and 
; the string is from faOOh onwards and the string after lsb inversion follows 

orgf800h 
lxi sp,ffaOh 

LXI H,F AOOH ; location from result will be stored 
call store ; to save the string under encoding 
calllsbinv 
call store ; for storing the result 
calllsbinv 
call store ; for storing the result 

rst 1 
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; LSBINV.ASM 
; it will invert the Is bit of each byte 
; the data to be supplied from f900h onwards 
; the result will be available from f900h onwards 

lsbinv 
pushpsw 
pushb 
pushd 
pushh 

lxi h,f900h 
mvi c,20h; counter initialized for 32 byte 

mvi b,01h; B is loaded with mask byte 

loop 1 mov a,m 
ana b ; test lsb in memory 
jz setl ; if zero, goto setl 

setO mov a,b ; else set msb to 0 
cma 
movd,a 

mova,m 
anad 
movm,a 

jmp next 

setl mov a,m ; set 1 in memory 
ora b 
movm,a 

next inx h ; pointer incremented 
dcr c ; counter decremented 
jnz loop1 ; till it exhausts, goto 'loop' 

pop h 
popd 
popb 
pop psw 
ret 

store ; for storing the intermediate result 
; HL pair containing address as parameter 

PUSHB 
PUSHD 

mvi d,20h ; for 32 byte 
lxi b,f900h 

12 ldax b 
movm,a 
inxh 
inxb 
dcrd 
jnzl2 

POPD 
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POPB 

ret 

Result for 256 bit string (Intel Hex Format) 
After lsb inversion 

String (Intel Hex Format) 
:20FAOOOO 0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF20 FO 

String after I" lsb inversion( Intel Hex Format) 
:20F A2000 0003020504070609080BOAODOCOFOE111013121514171619181B1A1Dl C1F1E21 DO 

String after 2nd lsb inversion( Intel Hex Format) 

:20FA4000 0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718191A1B1C1D1E1F20 BO 

String 0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718191A1Bl C1D1E1F20 

String after 1st 0003020504070609080BOAODOCOFOE111013121514171619181BlA1DlC1FlE21 

Lsb inversion 
String after 2na 0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718191A1B1C1D1E1F20 

Lsb inversion 

; jn256.asm (johnson encoding for 256 bit) 
; the string will be supplied from f900h onwards and 
; the encoded string is from f900h onwards and 
; the intermediate strings will be stored from F AOOh onwards 

org f800h 
lxi sp,ffaOh 

LXI H,F AOOH ; location from result will be stored 
call store ; to save the string under encoding 
MVID,04H 

L2 mvi c, 80h ; 80h for 256 bit ** 

11 call rotj 

dcrc 
jnz 11 

CALL store 

DCRD 
JNZL2 
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rst 1 

store ; for storing the intermediate result 
; HL pair containing address as parameter 

PUSHB 
PUSHD 

mvi d,20h ; for 32 byte 
lxi b,f900h 

** 
12 ldax b 

rotj 

movm,a 
inxh 
inxb 
dcrd 
jnz 12 

POPD 
POPB 

ret 

pushpsw 
push b 
pushd 
pushh 

; for rotation 

mvi c,20h ; counter for 32 byte 
lxi h,f900h ; HL pair usd as counter 

mov a,m ; check the ls bit of the first byte 
ani 01h ; if it is 0, load 0 to b-reg 
jz xx , otherwise 1 to b-reg 

** 

mvi b,OOh ; FOR ROTn.ASM B=O 1 AND FOR JNSON.ASM B=OOH 
jmpyy 

xx mvi b, 0 lh ; FOR ROTn.ASM B=OO AND FOR JNSON.ASM B=O IH 

yy mova,c ; HL pair is set to last memory loc. 
dcra 
add I 
mov l,a 

mova,b 
rar ; rotate right through carry 

loop mova,m ; last byte is rotated through 1 bit 
rar ; and kept in memory 
movm,a 

dcxh ; the process is repeated for rest 
dcr c ; 7 bytes 
jnz loop 

poph 
popd 
popb 
poppsw 
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ret 

Result for 256 bit string (Intel Hex Format) 

256 bit string 
:20FAOOOO 0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF20 FO 

256 bit string after 128 operation of Johnson encoding 
:20FA2000 1112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF20FEFDFCFBFAF9F8F7F6F5F4F3F2FlFOEF FO 

256 bit string after 256 operation of Johnson encoding 
:20FA4000 FEFDFCFBFAF9F8F7F6F5F4F3F2FlFOEFEEEDECEBEAE9E8E7E6E5E4E3E2ElEODF FO 

256 bit string after 384 operation of Johnson encoding 
:20FA6000 EEEDECEBEAE9E8E7E6E5E4E3E2E1EODF0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF10 BO 

256 bit string after 512 operation of Johnson encoding 
:20FA8000 0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF20 70 

:01FAAOOOFF61 
:00000001FF 

Operation 
After o'" operation 

After 128 
operation 
After 256 
operation 
After 384 
operation 
After 512 
operation 

256 bit string 
0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718191A1Bl ClD1ElF20 

1112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF20FEFDFCFBFAF9F8F7F6F5F4F3F2FlFOEF 

FEFDFCFBFAF9F8F7F6F5F4F3F2FlFOEFEEEDECEBEAE9E8E7E6E5E4E3E2ElEODF 

EEEDECEBEAE9E8E7E6E5E4E3E2E1EODF0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF10 

0102030405060708090AOBOCODOEOF101112131415161718191AlB1ClD1ElF20 
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Appendix- VI ( 256 bit swap Encoding) 

s256.asm It contains the swapping of 
2,4,8, 16,32,64,128 & 256 bit for 
256bit string 
org tbOOh 
lxi sp,:ffaOh 
call x2 
call x4 
call x8 
call x16 
call x32 
call x64 
call xl28 
call x256 
rst 1 

x2 pushpsw 
pushb 
pushd 
pushh 

lxi h,f900h 
mvi c,80h 

lp2 call tbs 
mvi b,02h 

lp1 call rot256 
dcrb 
jnz lp1 
dcrc 
jnz lp2 

pop h 
pop d 
popb 
pop psw 
ret 

x4 pushpsw 
pushb 
pushd 
pushh 

lxi h,f900h 
mvi c,40h ; 40h times swapping reqd 

lp4 call fbs ; 4 bit swapping 
mvi b,04h 

lp3 call rot256 
dcrb 
jnz lp3 
dcr c 
jnz lp4 

pop h 
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pop d 
popb 
pop psw 
ret 

x8 push psw ; 8 bit swapping 
pushb 
pushd 
pushh 

lxi h,f900h 
mvi c,20h ; 20h times swapping reqd 

lp6 call ebs ; 8 bit swapping 
mvi b,08h ; for 8 rotation 

lp5 call rot256 
dcrb 
jnz lp5 
dcrc 
jnz lp6 

poph 
pop d 
popb 
poppsw 
ret 

x16 push psw ; 16 bit swapping 
push b 
pushd 
push h 

lxi h,f900h 
mvi c,lOh ; lOh times swapping reqd 

lp8 call swl6 ; 16 bit swapping 
mvi b,IOh ; for IOh rotation 

lp7 call rot256 
dcrb 
jnz lp7 
dcrc 
jnz lp8 

poph 
pop d 
popb 
poppsw 
ret 

x32 push psw ; 32 bit swapping 
push b 
pushd 
push h 

lxi h,f900h 
mvi c,08h ; 08h times swapping reqd 

lpiO call sw32 ; 32 bit swapping 
mvi b,20h ; for 20h rotation 

lp9 call rot256 
dcrb 
jnz lp9 
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dcrc 
jnz lp10 

pop h 
popd 
popb 
poppsw 
ret 

x64 push psw ; 64 bit swapping 
push b 
pushd 
push h 

lxi h,f900h 
mvi c,04h ; 04h times swapping reqd 

lp12 call sw64 ; 64 bit swapping 
mvi b,40h ; for 40h rotation 

lp11 call rot256 
dcrb 
jnz lpll 
dcr c 
jnz lp12 

poph 
pop d 
popb 
pop psw 
ret 

x128 push psw ; 128 bit swapping 
push b 
pushd 
pushh 

lxi h,f900h 
mvi c,02h ; 02h times swapping reqd 

lp14 call sw128 ; 128 bit swapping 
mvi b,80h ; for SOh rotation 

lp13 call rot256 
dcrb 
jnz lp13 
dcrc 
jnz lp14 

pop h 
pop d 
popb 
poppsw 
ret 

x256 ; 256 bit swapping 
pushpsw 
push b 
pushd 
pushh 

lxi h,f900h 
call sw256 
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poph 
pop d 
popb 
pop psw 
ret 

tbs ; two bit swapping 

; assuming that the string is stored from f900h onwards 
; after running the routine the 2 bits from lsb side will 
; be swapped 

pushpsw 
push b 
pushd 
pushh 

xraa 
mov b,a ; B & C regs are cleared 
movc,a 
lxi h, f900h 
movd,m; 

mova,d 
ani Olh 
movb,a; 

mova,d 
ani 02h 
rrc 
movc,a; 

mova,b 
ric 
ora c 
movc,a; 

mova,d 
ani fch 
orac 
movm,a; 

poph 
pop d 
popb 
poppsw 

ret 

saved in D reg. 

Is bit collected in B reg. 

next bit collected in C reg. 

swapped bit pattern in C reg. 

; swapped places cleared 
; swapped data inserted 

saved in memory 

fbs ; four bit swapping 

; assuming that the string is stored from f900h onwards 
; after running the routine the 4 bits from lsb side will 
; be swapped 

pushpsw 
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push b 
pushd 
pushh 

xra a 
mov b,a ; B & C regs are cleared 
movc,a 
lxi h, f900h 
movd,m; 

mova,d 
ani03h 
movb,a; 

mova,d 
ani Och 
rrc 
rrc 
movc,a; 

mova,b 
ric 
ric 
orac 
movc,a; 

mova,d 
ani fOh 
ora c 
movm,a; 

poph 
pop d 
popb 
pop psw 
ret 

rot256 
pushpsw 
push b 
pushd 
pushh 

saved in D reg. 

2 Is bit collected in B reg. 

next 2 bit collected in C reg. 

swapped bit pattern in C reg. 

; swapped places cleared 
; swapped data inserted 

saved in memory 

mvi c,20h ; counter for 20h byte ** 
lxi h,f900h ; HL pair usd as counter 

mov a,m ; check the Is bit of the first byte 
ani Olh ; if it is 0, load 0 to b-reg 
jz xx , otherwise 1 to b-reg 
mvi b,Olh ; FOR ROTn.ASM B=Ol AND FOR JNSON.ASM B=OOH 
jmpyy 

xx mvi b, OOh ; FOR ROTn.ASM B=OO AND FOR JNSON.ASM B=O lH 

yy mov a,c 
dcra 
add I 
mov l,a 

; HL pair is set to last memory loc. 
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mova,b 
rar ; rotate right through carry 

loop mov a,m ; last byte is rotated through 1 bit 
rar ; and kept in memory 
movm,a 

dcx h ; the process is repeated 
dcrc 
jnz loop 

poph 
popd 
popb 
pop psw 
ret 

ebs ; eight bit swapping 

; assuming that the string is stored from f900h onwards 
; after running the routine the 8 bits from lsb side will 
; be swapped 

pushpsw 
push b 
pushd 
pushh 

xraa 
mov b,a ; B & C regs are cleared 
movc,a 
lxi h, f900h 
movd,m; 

mova,d 
ani Ofh 
movb,a; 

mova,d 
ani fDh 
rrc 
rrc 
rrc 
rrc 
movc,a; 

mova,b 
rlc 
rlc 
rlc 
rlc 
ora c 

saved in D reg. 

4 Is bit collected in B reg. 

next 4 bit collected in C reg. 

mov c,a ; swapped bit pattern in C reg. 

mov m,a ; saved in memory 

poph 
pop d 
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popb 
pop psw 

ret 

sw16 ; 16 bit swapping on data stored 
; from f900h onwards 
pushpsw 
push b 
pushd 
pushh 

lxi h,f900h 
lxi b,faOOh 

mvi d,02h ;for 16 bit swapping 
loop7 mov a,m 

staxb 
inxh 
inxb 
dcrd 
jnz loop7 

lxi h,fa01h ; for 16 bit swapping 
lxi b,f900h 

mvi d,01h ;for 16 bit swapping 
loopS mov a,m 

stax b 
inxh 
inxb 
dcrd 
jnzloop8 

lxi h,faOOh 
lxi b,f901h ;for 16 bit swapping 
mvi d,01h ;for 16 bit swapping 

loop9 mov a,m 
staxb 
inxh 
inxb 
dcrd 
jnzloop9 

poph 
popd 
popb 
pop psw 
ret 

sw32 ; 32 bit swapping on data stored 
; from f900h onwards 
pushpsw 
push b 
pushd 
pushh 
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lxi h,f900h 
lxi b,faOOh 

mvi d,04h ;for 32 bit swapping 
looplO mov a,m 

staxb 
inxh 
inxb 
dcrd 
jnz looplO 

lxi h,fa02h ; for 32 bit swapping 
lxi b,f900h 

mvi d,02h ;for 32 bit swapping 
loop 11 mov a,m 

staxb 
inxh 
inxb 
dcrd 
jnz loopll 

lxi h,faOOh 
lxi b,f902h ;for 32 bit swapping 
mvi d,02h ;for 32 bit swapping 

loopl2 mov a,m 
staxb 
inxh 
inxb 
dcrd 
jnz loopl2 

poph 
pop d 
popb 
poppsw 
ret 

sw64 ; 64 bit swapping on data stored 
; from f900h onwards 
pushpsw 
push b 
pushd 
pushh 

lxi h,f900h 
lxi b,faOOh 

mvi d,08h ;for 64 bit swapping 
loop 13 mov a,m 

stax b 
inxh 
inxb 
dcrd 
jnz loopl3 

lxi h,fa04h ; for 64 bit swapping 
lxi b,f900h 
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mvi d,04h ;for 64 bit swapping 
loop14 mov a,m 

stax b 
inxh 
inxb 
dcrd 
jnzloop14 

lxi h,faOOh 
lxi b,f904h ;for 64 bit swapping 
mvi d,04h ;for 64 bit swapping 

loop15 mov a,m 
stax b 
inxh 
inxb 
dcrd 
jnz loop15 

poph 
popd 
popb 
pop psw 
ret 

swl28 
; 128 bit swapping on data stored 
; from f900h onwards 
pushpsw 
push b 
pushd 
pushh 

lxi h,f900h 
lxi b,faOOh 

mvi d,10h ;for 128 bit swapping 
lp16 mov a,m 

staxb 
inxh 
inxb 

· dcr d 
jnz lpl6 

lxi h,fa08h ; for 128 bit swapping 
lxi b,f900h 

mvi d,08h ;for 128 bit swapping 
lp17 mov a,m 

staxb 
inxh 
inxb 
dcrd 
jnz lp17 

lxi h,faOOh 
lxi b,f908h ;for 128 bit swapping 
mvi d,08h ;for 128 bit swapping 
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lpl8 mov a,m 
staxb 
inxh 
inxb 
dcrd 
jnz lpl8 

pop h 
pop d 
popb 
poppsw 
ret 

sw256 ; 256 bit swapping on data stored 
; from f900h onwards 
pushpsw 
push b 
pushd 
pushh 

lxi h,f900h 
lxi b,faOOh 

mvi d,20h ;for 256 bit swapping 
loop 19 mov a,m 

staxb 
inxh 
inxb 
dcr d 
jnz loopl9 

lxi h,falOh ; for 256 bit swapping 
lxi b,f900h 

mvi d,lOh ;for 256 bit swapping 
loop20 mov a,m 

staxb 
inxh 
inxb 
dcrd 
jnzloop20 

lxi h,faOOh 
lxi b,f910h ;for 256 bit swapping 
mvi d,lOh ;for 256 bit swapping 

loop21 mov a,m 
staxb 
inxh 
inxb 
dcrd 
jnzloop21 

pop h 
pop d 
popb 
pop psw 
ret 
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